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ABSTRACT

'l'his thesis exanines the conteilporary and historical process of the

production, reproduction and transfornation of social identity anongst

a population labelled I Indianr , in the urban context of Melaka, Malaysia.

Initially, it analyses the role of colonial expansion, the development

of capitalist industries, ild contemporary urban and political processes.

Central to this aspect of the analysis is the location of these processes

within the framework of an ethnically defined, State system. This

provides the basis for the dominant analytical concetn of the thesis

which is to understand the importance of the practice of religion in

providing a major context for atternpted resolutíons of contradictions

which emerge over time. TÏrese contradictions become rnanifest in both the

rsocial structurer and the rculturer in which Indians are engaged, and

which they are continually recreating. However, this process of social

and cultural reproduction is shown itself to generate further contradic-

tions at every level. The discussion demonstrates this in part by

exanining in detail some aspects of the religious practice and belief

systems of those Indians hlho originated in South India and Ceylon. A

prine focus is the najor cultural symbol, the Hindu temple, md perfor-

mances which take place there. The analysis nighlights the effects of

both caste and class divisions in the repeated failure of a category to

become a simple unified rinterest groupt. The conclusion is that Hindu

ritual Ís far from necessarily cohesive in its basis or its effect, and

that the production of an ethnic identity, even in a supposedly consti-

tutionally defined, multi-ethnic society, is highly problernatic. The

argument shows that divisions within the category "Indianrr are basic to

understanding the processes which reproduce their location in this wider

historically concrete social formation.
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A NOTE ON SPELLING AND TRANSLITEMTION

The Melaka Indians dealt with in this work mainly use Tamil forms Ín

reference to their religion and ritual practices, even when they do

not usually speak Tanil themselves. However they frequently render

these in ronanized script rather than solely in Tanil, in such things

as publicity posters and local religious publications. They also use

Sanskritic forrns when referring to deities of the fndian I great

traditionr, as well as to certain ritual events. In this thesis f

have sougþt to be consistent lrrith most commonly adopted 1ocal practice

in Melaka. This means that f have not rendered Tanil source words in

a strictly transliterated form. I use few diacritical devices and do

not adopt either the method of the Tamil Lexicon or that of Beck (L972).

I believe that the terms rendered by local forms do not cause confusion

and are not anbiguous.

In addition to adopting local usage for transliteration of Tamil words,

where Malay is used (indicated by [M) in text) the forn of spelling

ernployed is that of conternporary 'Bahasa Malaysiat. Thus, for example,

Melaka is the new spelling for the English forrn Malacca.
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INTRODUCTION

The research on which this work is based was done between May 1976 and

March 1978 in the town of Melaka, Malaysia. The population in the

netropolitan area of Melaka as a whole at the tirne of research could be

estinated from government projections of the 1970 Census to number some

110,000. Of this nr¡nber some 7.9 percent were categorised as rlndianrl

in the census data. The initial project of the research was conceived

as a complete study of the Indian population, primarily from the

perspective of the performance of public Hindu ritual. However, the

complexity of Melakars urban structure and the size of the Indian

population combined with the diversity of social and cultural forms

encompassed by the deceptive label 'rlndian" in such a way as to render

such a project untenable. As a result it was decided to concentrate on

collecting ethnographic data from that part of the population who could

be identified as having originated frorn the South Indian rnainland, fron

Sri Lanka fforrnerly Ceylon), and from a nixed local population of Malay-

speaking Hindus. This latter group derived from inunigrant populations

of Indians continually interrnarrying with earlier Hindu populations

whose own origins probably lie in the very founding of Melaka. Together

these three categories comprise some 88 percent of the Indian population

of the census.2 The rnajoríty are Tanil speakers or believe it or

ariother Dravidian language to be their lost Inother tonguer.

IThe 1970 Census (Chander 1970) subdivides this rlndianr population into
the following categories: rrlndian Tarniltt,'rTelegurr, rrMalayã1itt,
ttPunjabitr,rrOther Indiansr',r?Pakistanistr, ItCeylon Tarnilsrr,rfOther
Ceyloneserr.

2of the south rndians and ceylonese' 17 percent hlere Christian and
7 percent Muslim, both groups being nostly South Indian. Six percent

I
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The research strategy required a suspension of any systernatic concerll

to record practices of two important snaller sets of Indians, the Sikhs

and the Gujeratis, both of whon have theil own vital and significant

ritual lives as well as constituting inportant sections of Nfelakars

citizenry.l The omission is regretted but inevitable. Even with a

reduced number in the primary research population, the fndians of

Melaka represented in this thesis still nr:nber in excess of 6,000

people. As a result, this thesis cannot be said to be an attenpt at a

cornplete ethnography of that urban population in this category. It is,

rather, an atteilpt to represent and to understand a number of important

social processes in which that population studied is engaged by virtue

of its presurned distinctiveness in this multi-ethnic context. That

presumption is encoded at the political level in the according of the

terrn'rlndianrrwith the status of a rracer for the purposes of ldentity

Card categorisation.2 We shall examine other contexts which nanifest

other presumptions in the course of what follows:

Much of the day-to-day research was conducted in and arotnd Hindu

tenples. fn the course of my research. it became clear that while rrthe

public ritual of the [Hindu] ternple provides contexts for the

[continued) of the population claim to be Buddhists Bahais, or to have
no religious affiliation. Thus', conservatively, at least 62 percent of
those categorised as Indian in Melaka are Hindus of Southern fndian or
Ceylonese origins. It is they who doninate the Indian population
culturally and it is upon their lives that this thesis concentrates.

lBengalis and Sindhis are also significant if not large in number,
anongst those categorised as rrOther Indianstf .

'411 Malaysian residents over the age of twelve must carry an Identity
Card which is colour-coded for citízenship and describes the carrier as
belonging to a rracer : lv1elay, Chinese, Indian, European or rOtherr.
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codification or manipulation of the riglrts and privileges of groups in

complementary or conpetitive relationships with one anotherrr (Appadurai

and Appadurai Breckenridge 1976:188-9), such public ritual would not be

adequate in itself to provide a high degree of understanding of the

Indian populationrs position in Melaka or, indeed, an understanding of

the role of the temple itself. Any approach which would have entailed

viewing the ternple siruply as some sort of rreflectionr of social life in

the wider context, becane rapidly inadequate for understanding the

relationship between cultural fonns as enbodied in ritual practice and

the conplexity of the urban processes in which those catled rlndiansl

were engaged. Moreover, the major distinctions which locals made, such

as those between rrNorthrr and ttsouthl fndians, o1, indeed, within the

sub-category rrsouth Indians'r, soon proved to be problenatic notions

which were elusive, shifting, and yet clearly crucial to any adequate

understanding of what was being observed, both in the ternples and in

the wider social practices.

In order to facilitate erçloration of the divisions within the Indian

population, a gTeater effort was made to collect material on socio-

economic locations of fanilies, on educational and occr4rational

experiences, and on patterns of worship and attendance at temples.

Accordingly, a large-scale survey h'as undertaken of as rnany Indian

homes as it waspossible to cover, linited as I was to the efforts of

myself and a part-tine assistant. The results of the survey are of

doubtful statistical or sociological value, on their own. However,

they significantly increased the confidence with which it was possible

to assert the fonn and content of some of the relationships represented

in the body of this thesis. Perhaps the most useful aspect of the
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survey vras the largely unstructured conversations which followed the

fonnal collection of raw data. Those interviews supplemented the rnany

unstructured contexts in which infornation, inter¡lretations and opinions

had already been gathered. As the survey hras taken after some eighteen

nonths of fieldwork, I was reasonably sure of the veracity of the

material gatTrered and able to guide conversations towards subjects of

special interest. However, f have decided to onit tlrc survey results

as a formal set frorn this thesis because, as it stands, the argument

seeks to relate macro-sociological insigh-ts to the interpretation of

highly laden synbolic contexts of interaction, observed in the course

of my tine in Melaka. As such, a survey has little to add directly to

the discussion and would almost certainly divert attention to sph-eres

other than those which are reckoned to be central for present purposes.

What the survey confirmed was that which f had already learnt by less

forrnal methods and which might best be sunmaris'ed as the appreciation

of the conplexity and selectivity of social identity. What became

increasingly clear was that, as M.R. Barnett C19742243) put it,

rrwhether cultural nationalisrn arises at all is not a fi.rrction of the

direct translation of objective conditions into political identityrr,

notwithstanding the imposition of a categorical identity rrlndianrl

within the political domain. Indeed, Barnettrs own work in South India

pointed up the problems in assuming any relationship between a posited

"primordial sentinentrr and the process of creation of a political

ethnic identity. It was, however, not the work of an acadenic

anthropologist which indicated to me the problematic nature of the

label rtlndian'r as a descriptive, let alone analytical notion for the

people being studied. It was, of course, the understandings and
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perceptions of the people as they articulated thern; and the observed

discrepancies and inconsistencies in interactive contexts which brought

such people togeth-er, which presented the ethnographer with the difficult

question tfWho precisely am I studying?"r

on "ouotse,., laf ;c'ns"

Unlike other major writers^such as Jayawardena f1965, 1971), Jain C1970)

and Mayer (1961, 1963), in my cas.e, the population studied in Melaka

was not a rurally based or plantation based one in which the rroverseas

Indians" forned a clearly defined set by virtue of their physical and

social location in a rural industry. Nor, indeed, were they an

hornogenous population of entrepreneurs from sinilarly ranking caste

gloups (see Schwartz L967 and Hilda Kuper 1960 for some coÍIparable

rnaterial). As a disparate urban population which ranged in class

location from ex-plantation workers and urban proletariat, through

entrepreneurs, financiers and petty officials to professional people'

there is no Inaturalr or organic solidarity inherent in the category

Itlndianft. Moreover, as we shall see, caste as an organising principle

is in no sense tholisticr in Dumontrs (1970) terms.

Nevertheless', in searching for a basis of possible integration and

conmon identity, Melakars Indian population itself engages the notions

of a cosrnological ordel, the Hindu, as a starting point. This in

itself would make exarnination of that cosnological order, in its

present local form, a crucial part of any analysis. However, the

lThe problem is not, of course, a novel one. Moerman (1965) is one
ethnographer who sought to make this a basic question for his research
data. His ethnornethodological response, however, differs rnarkedly
from my own.
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argument set out here goes further and shows that the cosmological

order, far from being mere superstructure in a Marxist sense, actually

remains fi:ndamental to processes which give form to the division of

labour within this category of people and gives meaning to the basic

structure of relations which are externally irnposed. It is also

central to the thesis, however, that ritual enactments of the cosmo-

logical order continually act in ways which are far from any sr4rposed

role as ftrnctional integrator, as people seek to come to terns with

their new and r.mcertain position.

Local patterns of self-label1ing and regular interaction divided the

category rtfndiantr in a number of mutually contradictory ways. In order

to begin to sort out the complexity of the system in which Indians

could becorne at different times rrSouth Indianstt, rtTamilsrr, trCeylonesetr,

rrMelaka Chittiestt, or even, more rarely, trlndianstt, it was necessaly to

begin beyond the realms of the directly observed contemporary circum-

stances and look for historical processes which helped produce those

circurnstances.

In order to achieve these airns, th-e anaLysis employs an approach which

builds critically from Giddens' (1979) notion of rstructuring

propertiesr. That is to say, in the history of social forms, their

I'structures do not exist in tine and place" fGiddens 1979:64-5) but

have ita rvirtual existencer, as instantiations or momentsrt. The

advantage of Giddens I position is that his notion entails a dynanic

view'of structure which leads away from the more fixed universe of

French structuralisn. I'Structural properties of social systens are

both the medium and the outcome of the practices that constitute those
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systemsn (1Þ19. :69). The position involves a theory of the duality of

structure in which rrrules and resources are drawn on by actors in the

production of interaction but are thereby also reconstituted ttr-rough

such interactionrr Cibid. t7L).

The analysis at the broader historical level also employs insights

which are among the more useful from within the neo-Marxist traditions,

without, it is to be hoped, seeking to reproduce l{arxist dogna or any

particular version thereof. A specific concern is to consider the role

of colonial and post-colonial State formations, and the effects of the

forces of international capital in the historical production of the

contemporary context. It is this context, seen as a social formation

dominated by a Capitalist Mode of Production which is represented as

generating contradictions in terms of its own logic, and further contra-'

dictions, in its confrontation with cultural fonns which exist within

and prior to it. It is- tTl-ese I'intersys,ternictt and rrintrasysternicrl

contradictions (Godelier 1978 and Friednan 1979) which are seen to

provide a dialectical dynarnic potential.

The approach adopted in the chapters which deal with broader social

contexts is not restricted to neo-Marxist or structural Marxist

concerns. As indicated, the recent work of Anthony Giddens C1979) is

employed in developing the dynamic aspects of the situation encountered.

Although this might initially appear to be contradictory inasmuch as

the neo-Marxist and neo-l¡leberian approaches might appear inconpatible,

it is intended that their utilisation in this particular way will enable

an emphasis in tlre analysis which is available to neither alone. That
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emphasis is on tll-e role of agents, as cultural beings, in the resolution

of essentially structurally engendered contradictions.

Chapter 1, therefore, deals with the emergence of the present social

forrnation of Melaka. The history of tlrc town is examined particularly

fron the perspective of fndian involvernent in the developing social

complex. It is an analysis designed not sirnply to relate historical

events but to elucidate thern within an analyi"ical frarnework which is

directed towards understanding the role of Indians in the emeTgence,

reproduction and trans'forrnation of their own social context. Indeed,

the argunent of the whole work might be sunmarised in this last

sentence. Having established the role of Capital in the creation of

an Indian population in Melaka in Chapter 1, Chapters 2 to 7 inclusive

concentrate primarily on developing the contexts in which Indians are

found contemporariLy as locations of the processes of reproduction of

bottr the structuring properties of the wider social formation and those

of the cultural order which that formation entails. By rreproductionl

here, f mean not a rrcloningrt process of straight replication of an

existent form, but rather a process whích entails transformation, as

does biological reproduction under normal conditions. Thus, Chapters 2

to 7 rnove through three najor regions of reproduction which are inter-

penetrating. The first concern is with spatial relations as they are

embodied in the tbuilt formr as Harvey [1973) calls it, of the urban

environment itself. Here too the view of urban forms offered by

Castells (1975) is examined. The second region of analytical concern

in these chapters is the relations of the religious system of the

Hindus which is shown literally to inform the built structures of the

temple and house, and which also give form to perceptions of urban
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space. The third major set of relations highlighted in the analysis

are those of political ideologies and their connection with the distri-

bution of power through the State. This latter concern is the special

focus of Chapter 8 which also seeks to discuss problens of transforma-

tions in the structuring propelties of Melakars social system. This

discussion derives itself frorn a concerî in Chapter 7 to show how ideas

contained in spatial, religious and political relations are attended to

in the course of a najor ritual sequence. Ttre analytical strategy,

therefore, is one which employs the device of beginning at tlrc wider

reaches of the social forrnation (Chapter 1) and proceeding to narrow

the focus through the urban context (Chapter 2), down to the domestic

unit (Chapters 3 and 4) and thence s,lowly out through the ternple as

focal point of corumrnity activity fChapters 5 and 6), to the temple as

the centre of reflective interpretation and creative response of the

Indian population (Chapter 7). Finally, Chapter B relocates the

population in its wider context in terrns of the politics of ethnicity

and leads to a brief reconsideration in the conclusion (Chapter 9) of

how religious'ideas and practices, tculturet and rideologyr, are to be

understood in analysing a ninority population in a multi-ethnic nation

like Malaysia.

In engaging in the analysis through such terms as rsocial formationr,

the thesis necessarily addresses the problems on which recent writers

such as Wolpe [1980:Introduction) and Kahn (1980) have focussed. That

is, the argunent considers how the concrete conditions of naterial

existence are to be understood for a population with a particular

history of incorporation into a world doninated by the social relations

of a Capitalist Mode of Production. The sufficiency of an explanation
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which talked simply'in terms of the rarticulationr of two or more modes

of production is critical here. This thesis presents a view of the

social lives of Malaysian Indians which says that any conception which

reduces lmaterial conditions of existencer to purely econornic or

politico-economic relations is' essentially misconceived. Religious

practices as elements of rcultural relationsr are both tmaterialr and

'conditions of existencet. They are not supers'tructural and purely

ideological because they are fi.ndamental to the rfemergence, reproduction

and transformationtt (Kahn 1930) of the concrete reality of social

relations of production, exchange and distribution in tÏle conternporary

Malaysian social formation (see Chapters 1 , 2 and 3). Moreover, the

religious practices and ideas relate to the continually energent forns

of social identity in a complex fashion, but one which is basic to the

existence of Indians as a category and to Indians as individuals.

Thus in discussing the dynamics of Malaysian social life and the

influence of different social relations of production or forms of the

Capitalist Mode of Production, I have ernployed an rrextended concept of

the mode of productionrr ($olpe 1980:36) in which rrthe laws of motionrr

(ibid.) are shown to incorporate rculturer inextricably. Such features

of existence for Indians as caste, religious notions, ethnic identity

and class perceptions all inforn relations at the economic level in

such a r4ray as to make them inseparable from those rinfrastmctural

relationsr. Similarly, therefore, there is no disembodied 'rculture

systenrrwhich has meaning independent of its social context and

symbolic import in the political and economic donains.
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The enphasis in this thesìs on the role of religion in the processes of

creation and recreation of social identity should not be taken as

Tepresentative of a view in which either religion or social identity

itself are seen as merely firnctional within a reproducing social

formation. Apart from the fact that religious practice is demonstrated

to be productive of social divisions which are far from functional to

the ab.stract rationality of expanding capital, there is a great concern

in what is presented here to show ritual and religious conceptions to

be at the centre of what it means to be Indian. In other words, Indians

are described practising those acts which define then both as individuals

and as members of collective categories which they recognise as

important and invest with essential rneaning.

Further, ritual is here considered as much more than the location in

which understandings of one's position in this world are achieved.

Important though such understandings are for comprehending the I laws of

motionr of social relations, they are only thernselves developed in

situations where actors seek to resolve apparent contradictions between

their socially prior cultural conceptions of a cosrnic order and the

dynarnics of their present social situation. T?re seemingly external

derivation of many of the forces acting upon Melakats Indians should

not obscure the fact that those forces are neveT experienced in a

cultural vacuum and, indeed, are always given a concrete forrn through

the mediation of culture.



CHAPTER I

THE CREATION OF A MALAYSIAN INDIAN POPULATION

ln the introduction to this work, I outlined three ways in which the

analyst nay view the Indian populatíon in Malaysia. f stated that

relations underlying caste, class and ethnicity were each fundamental

rstructuring propertiesr of contempolaly Indian social life. My ain

here is to exanine the history of Malaysia, and more specifically the

history of Melaka, in order to analyse the way in which these struc-

turing properties or principles emerged as crucial features of

contemporary Malaysian socral 1ife. The importance of this analysis

for the overall argument of the thesis lies in the r:nderstanding it

provides of the processes which led to the emergence of a category of

people called fndians, while at the same time allowing initial discus-

sion of the bases of social divisions within that category.

A major concern of the chapter is to consider how the developnent of

an ideology of ethnic differentiation in Malaya/Malaysía produced

contradictions which were both internal to that ideology and which are

evident in the relations between that ideology and an expanding and

changing productive system. It is a basic tenet of the position taken

here that social systems nanifest structural contradictions in the forn

of conflicts. It is the resolution of these conflicts and the

attenpted resolution of the underlying contradictions which provide

the most inportant basj,s for the dynanics of a social system.

t2
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The role of the State in the developnent of ideologies which are funda-

mental to the fonn of social organisation now found in Malaysia is a

second major focus of the chapter. The early forms of State formation

provide the franework for a discussion of the processes by which the

contenpoïary conplexity of the town of Melaka came into being, and of

the location of Indians in those processes. I shall show how a Capitalist

Mode of Production came to dominate the social formation of Malaysia,

and how Indians were inextricably bound up in that process.l Thus, for

example, the shift from a situation in which Indians hlere engaged in the

economy prirnarily in the role of traders to one in which they becane

local producers and permanent residents marks the first important change

which is considered as a function of the transition to a colonial state.

It is argued that the shift fron trading to production constitutes the

first context in which locally produced class divisions within the

Indian population emerge. Divisions based on differing locations in the

relations of production are present in the earliest accounts of Indian

trading trips. These always appear to have involved a rprincipalr and

various tservantsr, as they are usually described. However, these

divisions do not have a significant inpact on Melaka until a resident

Indian population develops. This is because the najor condition for the

emergence of this particular form of class division is the existence of

a caste system in India. Caste is crucial to the creation of local

divisions within the Indian population, though it is often entailed in

class relations. Caste is also shown to have been a significant

ideological force in the very creation of a resident Indian population.

rThe analysis will proceed enploying the concept of rsocial formationr
as it is used by Poulantzas (1975) and others. That is, as the concrete
context for the articulation of two or more modes of production.
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In the remainder of this work, the contexts and rneaning of the use of

the term rrlndiantr are central concerns. Control over these contexts and

meanings, in relation to the power of the State, is an important aspect

of the discussion of the symbols of Indianness which are created by

Indians thenselves and by others and which are discussed in later

chapters. For the moment, however, I shall heuristically suspend these

concerns in order to operate with the nost conmon use of the terrn, i.e.

to designate a native of the Indian sub-continent.

The pre-colonial context

1. The earliest period

The earliest influences in what is first recorded as Suyarnabhumi or

Suvarnadipa (roughly equivalent to contemporary peninsular Malaysia) are

still the subject of great debate and confusion. l Much of the archaeo-

logical evidence which we might nornally have expected to have found for

any early presence of Indians in the area is thought to have been

destroyed in the iconoclasn which went with the advent of Islam to this

part of the world. That evidence which has been found to date suggests

that tlndianisationr was a force which had its earliest and prine effect

in the northern and isthnian regions of the Malay peninsula, and in the

surrounding islands of what is now Indonesia.

Both Wheatley (1961) and Sandhu (1969) enphasise that Brahnanical

influences were najor factors in the culture of the region from the

lSee Sandhu (1969), I\lheatley (1961), Coedes
Mahajani (1960), Hal1 (1970) and Windstedt
elaborate discussions of the problem.

(1964), Arasaratnam (1970),
(1962) for decreasingly
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beginning of the Christian era, if not before. The earliest forns of

government in the region were Hindu and Buddhist in forn and emanated

fron India. Sanskritic elenents still play an inportant part in the

installation rites of the rulers of sone of the northern states of

Malaysia, and in the nation-state, though they are now proudly proclairned

part of Malay custom or adat. r

2. The l¡felaka Sultanate

Pararneswara, the accepted founder of Melaka, u¡as initially a Hindu from

a Hindu kingdon.2 He and his retinue remained Hindu for at least the

first ten years of his reign, which began circa 1402. Under Parameswara,

known after his conversion to Islam as Iskandar Shah, Melaka grew rapidly

frorn a snall estuarine village occupied by reputed pirates to a large

town able to contïol shipping through the Straits of Melaka. It thereby

becane the paranount rnarket and trade centre for spices and other goods

being transported between India, the Middle East and Southeast Asia.

Records show that Indians, originally Hindus and later Tanil Muslims,

were of najor influence in court politics during this early period, and

throughout the whole period now known as the Melaka Sultanate (1402-1511)

lThe tales of the classic Indian epic, the Ramayana, still provide the
basis for the stories of the wayang ktlil, the Malay shadow puppet
dramas. Both the installation and the puppet dramas are important
contenporary symbols of Malay culture, in Malaysia. This is but one
example of the appropriation of meaning by a dominant political group
and the long-tern transformation of that neaning to take a contradictory
role as marker or identifier of a group to that which it held originally.

2The rna¡or inportance of the early Indian influence on the region lies
in its effect in Sumatra and Java, in the Kingdons of Palenbang and
Majapahit. It is now generally agreed that the founder of Melaka was a

Sumatran prince allied by marriage to Majapahit, who had fled north
from Tumasik (Singapore) probably after atternpting to usurp the throne
there (see Ha1l 1970:208).
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The earlies:t period of Melakats history is used both by Ma1ay Muslins

(especially governing elites) and by locally born Hindus as the basis

for claining an 'originalr status which in turn legitimates political

action (see be1ow, especially Chapter B). The "Straits-born Hindu

conmunity,, (or Melaka Chitties)3'has an oral tradition of its origins in

the foundation of Melaka, though it is recognised that there has been a

continuous absorption of and association with nenbers of later nigrant

g"o.rps. I Throughout the period prior to the arrival of the Portuguese

colonialists in 1511, North and South Indians, mainly Gujeratis and

Tanils respectively, were doninant in the trade which nade Melaka the

greatest port in the region and the capital of a snall enpire covering

nuch of the peninsula. It is from this population that a longer-term

resident connunity of Indians greü¡. Certainly, by the tine the

Portuguese maps were drawn, the presence of an Indian settlernent or

rkanpong kling'was clearly recorded on the north side of the river.

The evidence2 suggests that the resident Indian population of Melaka was

Tamil-doninated even at the tine of the Portuguese arrival.

With their knowledge of the founding of Melaka and the role of Indian

traders, leaders of the Melaka Chitty connunity stress the irony of

their present situation as relatively poor rnembers of an ethnic rninority

which is excluded fron the category trbumiputra'r or rrsons of the soilrr.

The irony is heightened for then by the use of a sanskritic tern

lThe awareness of their long history in Melaka on the part of local
Indians has recently been enhanced by the work of Kernial Singh Sandhu
and of a loca1 scholar and headmaster Mr. K. Narayanasamy. I am

greatly indebted to Mr. Narayanasamy for our helpful discussions about
his research (1967), and for his preparedness to share his considerable
knowledge of Indian matters with ne.

2See Pires (1944).

r. Se¿ ñ"{" p. l8 ón ter^ "A,;tfy"
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I'bumiputratt to designate a politically privileged group of Malays and

aboriginals (orang tt_lÐ. In Nfalay tradition, the period of the Melaka

Sultanate represents a rgolden aget of Malay culture and rule, and is

seen as the context of the flowering of Islan. These differing inter-

pretations of the townrs history explain in part the political discourse

of contemporary Melaka and the sense of injustice expressed by the

Melaka Chitties when they are too closely identified with later nigrant

groups of Indians. As such, these differing views are the source of

some of the divisions between Malays and Indians. Perhaps more inpor-

tantly for the purposes of this discussion, the Melaka Chitty interpre-

tation of their history is a source of division within the category

rrlndianrr which also has rnajor political inplications (see Chapter 8).

The influence of Indians through their control of trade in early Melaka

was great. It proved crucial to the developnent of an Islanic state

which became a petty empire, because it was revenue from trade which

financed the development of Melakars inland territories and which gave

the rulers access to the expropriated surplus value of peasants and tin

miners. Some local contemporary Indians feel that their conmunityrs

early importance to econonic development, like that of the Chinese later,

is inadequately recognised in the present political context and that

they are unfairly disadvantaged as a result. Whether or not their

perceptions of their origins are accurate, they are important to under-

standing the present situation of the Chitties.

It is apparent that the interests of trade, or more technically,

mercantile capital, üiere paramount throughout the pre-colonial period.

It is also clear that the State was largely constrained to prornote those
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interests in order to ensure the continued revenue it derived fron the

profits accumulated by predoninantly Indian merchants (though there were

also important Chinese traders and a smaller nunber of Malay traders).

Thus, Indians played a vital role in early Melaka, but with the corning

of the European colonial powers najor changes occurred in the status of

Indians and in their location in the local economy. One feature of

these changes was that they left the resident Indian population in what

was ultimately a much more structurally narginal position. At the same

time, the proportion of the Indian population of the town which conprised

permanent residents rose, as did their absolute numbers in the longer

term.

The political influence and the relative wealth of the Indian community

in Melaka peaked in the pre-colonial period. There is some irony,

therefore, in the fact that the very destruction of the Sultanate is

partly owed to the assistance given to the Portuguese invaders by a

Hindu, one Nainu Chettu, as the records have it. This man is the first

Chettyl or Chitty mentioned in Melakars written records.2

lThe tern trChettyrr or rrChittyt' is a comnon corruption of the South
Indian caste title rrChettiarrr. The Chettiar caste has long provided
nany of the traders and financiers for Southeast Asia and the term
"Chitty" became synonymous with any Indian trader. Occasionally it was
adopted by Indian merchants who were not of this caste.

2For his help to the Portuguese in 1509 and 1511, he was appointed
I'governor of the klings", when they successfully gained poh¡er.
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The colonial period

1. The Portuguese

The Portuguese irnperial conquest of Melaka had its rationale in the

desire of the European pohrer to break the nonopoly of trade which Melaka

had held in this region. The incorporation of Melaka within the

Portuguese enpire marked the beginning of its fall from pre-eminence as

the centre of trade. At the same time, the growing nonopoly of trade in

the region held by the Portuguese was crucial to the changes in the

situation of Indians in the town. The interests of Indian capital were

subordinated to the interests of Portuguese capital and the political

inportance of Indians declined concomitantly. The changes were not

achieved aLI at once. The Indian kampong kling continued to exist and

trade with India remained inportant for some time.

Melakars importance as part of the Portuguese trade network and the

consequent Portuguese dornination of commerce in the area continued to be

a source of irnperial rivalry. The Portuguese were competing with the

Dutch for control of trade and resources just as they were in other

parts of South and Southeast Asia.

2. The Dutch

The Dutch naintained an even tighter control over trade and obtained a

sti11 more complete monopoly than the Portuguese. It was their policy

to favour Batavia rather than Melaka as their rnajor port. It was these

facts in combination with the rise of the British ports of Singapore and

Penang at either end of the Melaka Straits which cornpleted the demise of
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Melaka as a centre of regional trade and, therefore, of Indian merchant

activity.

Dutch naps of the tirne show the rebuilt karnpong klhå'slightly inland

and to the east of its former site. It is in this location that the

oldest ternple still in use in Melaka, indeed in Malaysia, is to be found.

It is owned by the Melaka Chitty connunity, though it is now Inanaged by

the more recent wave of Chettiar imnigrants who moved into the town in

the British coloniat period. The ternple stands on the site of a land

grant made in 1781 to Telvanaiagan Chitty as leader of the community by

the Dutch authorities.2 Though this section of the town has a long and

continuing history of association with the Indian population of Melaka,

the report of Governor Bort (Bremner 1927 zSI) suggests that Hindus may

have been cultivating on the northern outskirts of the town as early as

1678. Certainly, the earliest land grants still renaining in the hands

of the Chitty connunity were made by the Dutch for plots üihich became

the sites of ternples. These were made in Bachang and Gajah Berang, in

lReferences from the disputes and battles between the Portuguese and
Dutch over Melaka show that the first Indian settlement, originally on
the sea shore, had burnt down. knperialist rivalries had led to an
agreement between a Dutch captain, Matelief de Jonge, and "the deposed
king of Melaka'r on the LTth May 1606, that they would join forces in
order to oust the Portuguese. The outcome was to be Dutch control of
the fort of A Famosa while,

On the other hand, his majesty shall people the
suburb of Campo Clingh, which is now burnt down,
and rule it without interference (Brenner 1927 zII) .

The attack failed and the Dutch had to wait until 1641 to capture Melaka.

2covernor Bathasar Bortfs Report of 1678 (Bremner 1927) speaks of Gentoo
(Hindu) goldsrniths being given the right to search for and work gold
fron the sea shore in 1660. In 1678 itself, he Teports, there were
372 ttl'iroots and Gentoos . . . in the northern suburb". (rtMoortt is a term
used at this time to refer to South Indian Muslims.)
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T754 and 1770 respectively.Ì These grants lend some credence to the

Melaka Chitty oral traditi-on which is that a large part of their ances-

tral community had moved out of the centre of the town by this tine.

It is also part of this tradition that the ancestols had cut their

association with trade to a large extent at this period.2 What is

important for the self-perception of the present Chitty connunity is

that pre-British colonial records show a Chitty as the head of a vital

Indian corrununity which had a focus still in the heart of the town as

well as one at the present site of the Chitty kampong in Gajah Berang.3

The oral tradition of the Chitties thernselves, and that of some other

Indians, both relate the distinctiveness of the Chitties (physiological

and cultural) to miscegeny and the caste system. This is thought to

have nade it impossible for the progeny of extra-caste (and even inter-

national) narriages to be reabsorbed into the local social systems of

village India, fron which the ancestors were thought to have come. Thus,

tThere nay well have been other land grants which lack docunentation or
which were later bought back by the British. Cameron (1965[1865]:227)
states that nuch of the land granted by the Dutch was bought back by
the British authorities.

2It is uncertain who precisely the people were who first migrated to the
northern edge of the town. However, otal tradition and the caste titles
which all fanilies retain suggest that rnany of those who moved initially
may not have been directly engaged in trade themselves at any tine.
Rather, they nay have been members of castes and trades which serviced
the traders. It is believed that nany tried their hands at agriculture,
though others, such as bricknakers (Potters?) do appear to have sought
to develop traditional caste occupations.

3A contenporaTy portrait of Telvanaiagan Chetty shows hin wearing
distinctive clothes which are not dissinilaa to those wor.n by the
Melaka or Straits-born Chinese, otherwise known as the Babas. It is
clear that a distinctive identity had energed for the Chitty community
by 1781. The peculiarities of traditional dress can be seen in photo-
graphs of the weddings of living memhers of the community.
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1ocal ideology has it that the Chitties were forced to remain in Melaka.

However, they appropriated land, with colonial approval, in order to

create Hindu temples. These are spatial donains with particular

significance since their presence constituted the surrounding land and

population as the responsibility of the resident Hindu deity. As the

archetypal cultural figure for Indians (see Chapters 5 and 6), the Hindu

deity represents a highly conscious identification with their Indian

origins on the part of the Melaka Chitties.

3. The pre-British situation: ovelvleü/

By the tine of the Napoleonic wars in Europe, the period of colonisation

in Melaka had firnly established the patterns of spatial arrangement of

the core urban aTea. The townrs very location is the result of the

historical assessment of its strategic position in relation to surround-

ing political states and major trading routes. However, the dominant

spatial configurations within the town are not sirnply the result of the

conbination of topography and location. Given its river estuary,

protected coastline and single dominant hill on the foreshore, Melaka

appears a Inatural harbourt because of the social requirements of a

series of colonising powers - Malay, Portuguese, Dutch and English. The

port facilities on the estuary and the fortifications on the hilt with

its conconitant adninistrative centre , are necessities in the logic of

irnperialist expansion and the economic exploitation of the doninated

area. Equally, the creation of a centre of cornmerce in the area around

the port follows as a logical consequence in the context of a developing

colonial econony. By the same token, the energence of a distinct

comrnunity of Indians who become spatially differentiated firstly in the

very centre of the town as a trading cornmunity and then at its periphery
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as agriculturists and artisans¡ is' in part a product of the logic of

developing irnperialist economic struggles, though its particular form

has to be understood in tefins of the cultural bases of differentiation

such as those described on the previous page.

Up lntil the Dutch ceded control of Melaka to the British, the town of

Melaka had its raison drêtre in trade and conmerce. Even when this role

was in decline, Indians prinarily engaged thernselves in activities which

supported the interests of nellcantile capital, though this capital

ceased to be Indian-controlled. However the spatial form of the town of

Melaka, and the physical location of Indians in the urban area are not

sinply to be explained as reflections of the economic and political

structuring properties which have been outlined so far. Though a

hierarchy based on political power was symbolised and protected by the

physical location of the rnilitarily and politically doninant elite on

St. Paulrs hill, the location of Indians incorporates a second hierarchy.

The second hierarchy is the caste ranking system. The translocation of

the Chitty community to their present site has to be seen first as a

result of a politically and economically dorninant colonial power giving

force to the interests of its own merchants. However, it is also given

its particular form by the effects of caste values internal to the Indian

corununity. Moreover, before the British arrived, these moves had ensured

that a series of class-based differences within the Indian population had

already energed. Some Indians were still principals in trading ventures,

other were wage labourers and others still were engaged in peasant and

petit bourgeois activities.
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Thus, the logic of colonial economic developments and the culturally

specific logic of caste interact to produce a spatially peripheral and

differentiated Indian community (the Chitties) from a population already

subordinated to the State politically and in the earlier spatial

synbolism of the town. These processes becorne even clearer and more

consciously developed once British control over the town becornes

consolidated.

4. The British

The purpose of this section is to show how Indians aTe affected by a

conscious decision on the part of the British to develop a neü/ infra-

structure for an economy based on industrial capital. It is this

historical transformation of the social fornation encompassing Melaka

which has most irnpact on the processes which produced the present Indian

population in all its complexitY.

The British first came to Melaka under a tTeaty with the Dutch whereby

the territories outside Europe of one power were to be taken over by the

other poh¡er in the event of either being defeated by Napoleon. l In an

attempt to rationalise the division of colonial spoils and create

unequivocal spheres of interest, a direct exchange was made between the

Dutch and British in 1824, by which the British gained Melaka pernanently

and the Dutch took over Bencoolan in Sunatra ín return. The transition

was smooth and peaceful and the British kept rnany of the Dutch

adninistrative procedures in the early phase of their rule.

rThe agreement was specifically designed to thwart French imperial
expaniion by the back door, so to speak. The result was that the
erltish walked into Melaka in 1795 on the defeat of the Dutch by the
French and they adninistered the tor^m on a caretaker basis until 1818

when it was returned to the Dutch.
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With the coming of the British, the fate of Melaka was sealed. The

harbour was already silting up and the advantages of the new and

expanding ports of Penang and Singapore, already in the possession of

the British, were too great to allow Melaka any chance of regaining its

earlier pre-eminence.

I restrict my account of the effects of British rule over the Straits

Settlements (and eventually thegreotel¡-.t of Malaya) to an outline of the

features which had the greatest inpact on Irdelaka and on the growth of an

Indian population. These features are then analysed specifically in

terms of their importance in understanding the contemporary situation of

Indians in Melaka.

Sandhu (1969) characterises the major difference in Indian influence

between the pre- and post-British arrival periods as lying in the

massive influx of low caste, illiterate and extremely poor labourers

which cane about in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a

result of the capitalist expansion of the Malayan economy. Stenson

(1930:16) points out that I'The nass nigration of Indians to British

Malaya was thus the result of specifically European political and

economic needs. Unlike the spontaneous migration of the Chinese, it was

planned and directed by the colonial authorities." This was done

conscious Ly by Governor üleld and others with a view to aiding British

nanufacturers by providing both a source of cheap r.ahr materials and

potential markets as the population ulas expected to grow in keeping with

the rapid expansion of the economy. Sandhu (1969:58) also cites Weld as

writing in 1887 that it was necessary to encourage and facilitate Indian
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nigration in order to counteract the growing influence of the Chinese,

over whom the British never had nore than tenuous control.

The nassive nigration at the turn of the century had najor structural

effects on the conposition of the Malayan economy, creating as it did a

new working class majority in the Indian population. Nevertheless,

Indian merchants and traders continued to play an important part in the

Straits Settlements throughout the British period. l

The large flow of new labour l^¡as enployed to create the plantation

industry. Local labourers were not only reluctant to engage in wage

labour for the British but as Sundaram (1977) points out, were actively

prevented fron entering the plantation industry in the role of small-

holder or petty capitalist. Ttris was done partly to ensure that the

Malay peasantry provided the basic food supply for the najority of the

population through rice cultivation, but also in order to prevent

effective cornpetition to the interests of British capital frorn within.

Indeed, as both Sundaram and Stenson show, the interests of British

capital were very carefully preserved throughout the colonial period by

the State, through legislative and executive decisions. One such

process was the maintenance of nigrant labour as a highly nobile cornmodity

which could be repatriated at tines of local depression.

Tin nining had been an earLy economic development, largely run by

Chinese but narketed through British-controlled outlets. However, it was

llndians were in the entourage of Captain Light when he took possession
of the island of Penang in 1786, but it was not until a century later,
in the 1880ts, that Indian nigration began in earnest.
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in the plantations that nost British capital was invested. Initially

these were plantations of sugar and coffee but later becarne overwhelm-

ingly rubber. l Many of the European and British planters who came from

the 1830rs onwards to create the vast nehr estates came from previous

planting experience in Ceylon, India and other tropical countries.

Keenly ahrare of their profit nargins and, therefore, eager to ninimise

costs and maximise output, these planters rapidly judged the Chinese

expensive, tunreliable and quarrelsomer. Those planters who had worked

in South India and Ceylon already had experience of Tanil rnigrant

labourers, nainly on tea estates, and were loud in extolling their

virtues as fdociler, relatively hard-working and reliable workers who

were easily managed and who required little.

Thus, itwas the British colonial State which createå the conditions for

British capital to transforrn the social formation of Malaya and gave it

its particular forrn. It is the needs of British capital which deterrnine

the size and flow of Indian nigrant labour. However, neither the source

or form of that labour are so1e1y deterrnined by economic requirements or

exigencies. The South Indian labourers who formed sorne 65 percent of

the total Indian imnigration to MaIaya during the whole colonial period,

were largely drawn fron the depressed service and Adi-Dravida or
s¡þich

untouchable castes. The exploitation^the planters nade of the Indian

form of social organisation centred on a caste ideology was conscious,

deliberate and rernorseless. Caste ideology had had the result of

liniting individual occupational rnobility in India, particularly in the

lThough the first commercial rubber plantation in the peninsula was

created by a Chinese in the state of Melaka, and the labour was still
ínitial1y Chinese.
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era before the flowering of modern conurbations . 
t Low caste individuals

were located in the most alienated positions in the relations of produc-

tion in India. Moreover, the a man]- system, by binding serving castes

to dominant castes, reproduced a social formation in which any individualrs

location was ideologically represented as being deternined by his accumu-

lated karma created in previous incarnations. Moffat (1979) suggests

that South Indians of low and untouchable castes share the dorninant

ideology of caste and are amongst its strongest proponents, with the

proviso that they have, of course, been erroneously ranked in their

lowly position by historical accident. In this view, he is supporting

Dumont (1970) in the idea that the principles of pollution and purity

are the fundanental opposition behind the forn of all social phenonena

in India. While it rnay be that some individuals or whole sections of

some untouchable corununities accept the ideology of the high castes, in

my experience of 1ow caste workers in Melaka, many are equally convinced

that the whole caste systen is a device perpetrated to reproduce their
It '-'as a

repression. , device foisted upon then by those wealthy castes who

doninated thern politically and econornically and were therefore able to

rank themselves above those they doninated. The colonial planters

utilised the effect of the doninant ideology to provide thenselves with

a labour force which was expected to be, and indeed, largely proved to

be far more acquiescent in its lowly position than the Chinese had been.

lThe issue of caste in fndia is, of course, a highly conplex problen.
The view expressed here is somewhat contentious, especial'ly in the
light of Dumont's [1970) position. However, it is a position which
essentially reflects the views of rnany working class Indians in Melaka
and which many of the colonialists also s'eem to have recognised.
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Throughout the wh.o1e process of recruitment of labour in India, 'ltlalaya

was presented as a place where life was easy, money plentiful, and the

iniquities of the caste system a thing of the past; flplace where

starvation neveT threatened. I In securing workers from the lowest

castes, the planters were, to a large extent' extracting those in the

Indian productive system who were landless labourers unable to find

employnent in either the agricultural sector or in other occupations to

which their traditional caste affiliation was supposed to have predis-

posed then.

The point is that regardless of the extent to which 1ow castes subscribed

to the caste ideology of the doninant higher castes in the rtraditionalr

context of India, they had been placed in an e;çloitative position by

virtue of their alienation from the rneans of production. Surplus was

extracted fron their productive activities in the economy and a systen

of social differentiation was reproduced, with then at the bottom of the

ranked order. In colonial Malaya this location in the economic struc-

ture was largely reproduced. The cultural form of India had apparently

been turned on its head, only to subjugate the same population in a new

context. The transformation of low caste ideology, if such it was, did

not, of course, change the way they were viewed by other Indians.

However, it rnay mark the first stage of a shift which was to become an

irnportant part of the cultural dynarnics of this population; one which is

explored in the later chapters of this work.

tsandhu (1969:66-7) quotes two informants whose histories are typical of
those I heard. One, a former kangani, attributed his blindness to
divine retribution for lies he-lãiltõid in recruiting fellow Indians.
The second, a labourer, gave starvation as his leason for migration.
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The process of Indian rnigration to Malaya hlas generally facilitated and

easily controlled by virtue of the British domination of the governments

of both countries. l Though earlier systerns of migration were remembered

by sone infornants in Melaka, it is the kangani system which was por-

trayed as the most conmon form of tied rnigration. It was experienced by

direct urban nigrants and by those who had come via their own or their

parents I incorporation into the Malayan work force initially in the

plantations. Fron the point of view of the contemporary urban population,

both the kangani system and the assisted t free I immigration policy are

critical to understanding the location of working class Indians in the

economic structure.2

Legal since 1882 only, the kanganis are thought to have been the actual

recnriters of much of the rfreer labour from much earlier. The kangani

method (known as maistry in Burna) was based on the use of a labourer or

overseer (kangani) from the Malayan estate or government department,

acting as recruiting agent for his employer. The kangani would be

ITwo basic forms of labour migration occurred; tassistedt and

'unassistedr. Assisted migration was of four rnain types, of which the
most controlled and later most despised version was indenture. Sandhu
(1969:81) estimates that some 9 percent of the total irnnigrant labour
force r^rere recluited by this nethod. As a forrn of labour provision,
indenture arose in nany British colonies as a direct result of the
ending of slavery in the 1830's. It involved a type of contract which
lasted from one to three years and under which the labourer had almost
no freedom while the ernployer had powers of fining and even inprison-
ment for misdemeanours.

2Three main agencies were responsible for recruiting such rnigrant labour.
The State recruited for distribution both to government departments and
to private employers. The Malay Peninsular Agricultural Association
recruited for the sugar industry in order to supplement indentured
labour, in the early days. Finally, the enployers recruited directly
or indirectly through their Indian agents for specific tasks. The
Public Works Department and the railway authorities seem to have been
najor users of this form of labour and many first-generation irnrnigrants
still resident in urban centres such as Melaka were originally recruited
in this manner.
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licensed to return to his natal place, funded by his employer, to

recruit friends:, relatives and acquaintances to join him in Malaya.

Besides his real costs, the kangani was given rexpenses moneyr and a

commission for each labourer successfully recruited. On his return to

the estate or department, the kangani would often be paid a small sum

daily for each man whon he had recruited who turned up for work.

Kanganis had been very successfully used in Ceylon and the great advan-

tage to the European capitalists lay in the social control exercised by

the kangani who was in nany ways responsible for his workers and who had

a financial incentive in ensuring their productiveness. The kangani

system renained fundanentally the same until 1958 when the Indian

government eventually succurnbed to pressure and banned further migration

of all unskilled labour.l

T[e kangani systern and the other assisted forrns of rnigration are clearly

an extremely effective way for capitalists in l{alaya to reproduce a

cheap and acquiescent form of labour power. Surplus labour, of course,

could be repatriated at tines when there was no narket to justify

further expansion. It is also the case that the capitalist incurred few

of the direct costs of reproducing his labour force since there was,

until 1938, an almost linitless supply available in India in relation to

denand.

The colonial plantation remained a relatively closed social system into

which the labourer could be further locked by his debts incurred to the

lsandhu G969) suggests that between 1865 and 1938 kangani recruitment
accounted for sorne 67 percent of all assisted labour, i.e. 44 pe-tcent of
all irnmigrant labour, and 28 percent of all Indian irnmigration.
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estate shopkeeperr and in the toddy shop.2 Even the religious needs of

the community were controlled by the huilding of an estate tenple with

aid from the management and supported by conpulsory deductions fron

wages at source. Labourers u/ere housed in flinesr of barrack-like

quarters, the regulation of which was a govelnment responsibility.

Thus, the links between estate management, supervisors and workers

pervaded all regions of the workers I lives.

The urban labouring population, especially those recruited directly

rather than fron ex-plantation workers were also housed in governnent-

controlled quarters attached to the department for which they worked.

Though there was less of the total intrusion into every aspect of their

social lives by the employers, social control through econornic sanction,

housing and the use of police was nonetheless great. As we shall

discuss more ful1y in the following chapter, the labour lines also

fonned relatively enclosed and socially separate connnunities of Indians

who became the first really identifiable set of proletarians in the

urban context.

In both the urban and the plantation contexts then, Melaka (and later

other states) provided prime examples of the power of the colonial state

to act on behalf of capital to reproduce labour pohler cheaply and easily

However, the kangani systen and its a1lied patterns of recruitment also

meant that the forn that labour power took was of a particular sort

which is crucial to conprehension of the later perpetuation of social

llicensed by the manageï.

'Often a perquisite of the kangani.
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divisions in the Indian population of Melaka. Most of those fndians so

recruited came frorn the districts of the then Madras state of India

closest to the poïts of Nagapatnan and l4adras itself. This is still

reflected in the origins of the rnajority of working class South Indians

in netropolitan Melaka. 1

In two sectors of the developing Malayan economy, for the latter part of

the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth centuries, Indians

were the backbone of the proletarian community. In urban government and

local government departments which serviced the plantation hinterland

and its urban suppoït structuïes, and in the plantations thernselves, it

was this highly identifiable ethnic category which provided the work

force. Furthermore, by virtue of their distinctive residential patterns,

frequent closeness of origin and the high degree of relatedness which

developed, these South Indian enclaves provided most of the contexts for

social interaction outside that of work. This pattern was enhanced by

the tendency for recruiting patterns to create caste clusterings in which

many members of several low and untouchable castes were likely to be

represented.

Thus, ethnicity, class and caste must be seen as interpenetrating

factors in the creation of distinct sets of the population of Melaka,

throughout its developnent. The inportant aspect for the present

discussion is that the arrival of a population of low caste, working

class Indians in Melaka occurs at the point of a najor historical

lAs with other forms of migration, the influx l^/as overwhelrningly of
young males, aged for the nost part from 15 to 45. It was not until
the late Lg2}ts that ü/omen made up even 50 percent of labourers coming
into the country. Ratios of fenales to males l^/ere not stipulated by
the State for Malaya as they were for rnost other colonies.
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juncture in which a new mode of production becones doninant in the

social formation. I'Jhere the working class Melaka Chitty population are

the products of an economy dominated by mercantile capital, the working

class South Indian population are the product of an economy dominated by

capital engaged in production. In both cases, however, the creation and

recreation of these populations as identifiable sets can only be under-

stood if the interplay of the economic and political forces and the

ideological position of both European and Indian nigrants are taken into

account. In choosing low caste Tanils (and some Telegus), the British,

for the reasons outlined above, consciously reproduced the subordinate

position of these people in a new context. Religionr and language

further differentiated the Indians from others, particularly in a

situation where residential isolation and encouragement to build tenples

were promoted by the British.

The encapsulation of South Indians within the donains of British capital

and the colonial State was almost total. Tanils are often quoted as

having said of their white masters, "He is rny father and my motherrr.

Their recognition of British paternalism and their compliance with it is

perhaps most clearly evident in the extent to which infonnants agreed

that alnost every aspect of a workerrs life was deternined by the edicts

of the vellaikkarren (white man) who was in charge of him at work. The

engagement of the British in the lives of their South Indian workers

extended to the very process of biological reproduction itself, especi-

ally after the cessation of unskilled migration in 1938. Many employers

actively encouraged and supported the return of workers to India to find

lsandhu (1969:187) says that 80 percent of nigrants hlere Hindu, followed
by Muslins, Christians and Sikhs in that numerical order.
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brides if they were unable to find them localIy. Again, the ain was

ultinately the cheap and controlled reproduction of a labour force. In

retuïn, a pattern emerged through tine whereby the children of Indian

workers on the estates and in government departnents were nore or less

guaranteed work in the same concern and one of the children could expect

to succeed to the living quarters of his parents eventually if he had

not already been found accommodation. The job security was double-edged

of course, 'tThe Indiansr occupational training, ski1l and literacy were

sufficient only for their jobs as labourers" (Tilnan 1969:463).

The vital location of the urban Indian proletariat in the Malayan

economy lies in the role this set of unskilled and serni-skilled workers

had in the construction and maintenance of the communication systems of

the country, in the very rapid expansion of such services as piped water

and electricity supply, and in the health services. All these were

State-run infrastructural requirements for the successful expansion of

British capital, in both the plantations and elsewhere.

Non-assisted rnigration formed an inportant part of labour supply

throughout the British period, but it was of najor inportance only after

the depression of the 1930ts when denand for laboul was high as the

Malayan economy began to get noving again. Most unassisted migrants

encountered in the course of my research had received some aid fron

relatives either in India or already in Malaya in the process of

migrating and finding work on arrival. Some were returning former

nigrants and accounts given by informants suggest that Malaya was always

econonically attractive to South fndian landless labourers as wages and

conditions, poor though they often hlere, üiere better than those they
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left behind them (see also Stenson 1980:19). Initially and up until the

1930ts the duration of a nigrantts stay in Malaya averaged between three

and five yeaïs and many who did not return to India failed to do so

because they died prematurely in Malaya,I This resulted in a snall

residual resident population in comparison to total numbers of nigrants.

Deliberate exclusion of Indian nationalists and political opponents of

the British along with the instability of the migrant population reduced

the development of political consciousness amongst Indians in Malaya

until after the depression of the 1930ts. What political ahlareness there

was amongst migrant Indians was largely centred on India itself. Before

1958, neither the Indians nor the Europeans thought very rnuch about

Indians settling in Malaya perrnanently and it was only around this

period that even a nascent rclass struggler began to emerge as Indian

workers began to push for better conditions and hlages (see Stenson 1980) .2

Nonetheless, it was labour nigration which was the rnajor political

concern of Indians. ParadoxicalLy, it was fron India rather than from

within Malaya that the initial attenpts to rnake nigration to Malaya a

political issue came. By the late L920rs and the 1930rs this protest

had reached a crescendo, and it was tied closely to Indian nationalisn

IMajoribanks and Marakkayar leported in 1917 on the high death rate
amongst Indian nigrants but it üras not until L929 that births exceeded
deaths in Indian estate populations (Stenson 1980:21) .

2The economic struggle did not only take place in the estates, however.
In 1921 , 54.9 percent of the Indian population in Malaya hlas employed
on estates and only 27.4 percent could be found in urban centres. (The

figures are Sandhurs (1969) and apply to urban centres of 1,000 or more
inhabitants.) By 1931, the figures were 48.8 and 30.5 percent respec-
tively. Thus, by 1931 it was already true that the popularly held view
of Indians as overwhelrningly an estate--based population üias misleading.
In their increasing involvement in other sectors of the economy,
Indians were marking out ner^i areas of Ìnterest and cornpeting more and
more with both Chinese and Malays.
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and clains to rights of equality with their colonial masters. Indian

nigration \4ras seen as detrimental to the nationrs self-respect, besides

being exploitative and degrading for individuals. It was only in 1956,

however, that Malayan Indians were moved to create a political organisa-

tion, the Central Indian Association of Malaya (C.I.4.14.), which was to

be the national self-appointed watchdog of Indian affairs. In

particular, it concerned itself with the conditions of Indian labourers.

A party very much orientated towards the Congress Party of mainland

India, the C.I.A.M. hlas a middle class urban phenomenon which was

directly inspired fron India. l

The inportant thene to note here is that this part of the process of

creation of a politically significant ethnic category rrlndiantr in Malaya

arose fron the contradictions migration generated in the political systen

of mainland India. The needs of the lr{alayan political economy were also

seen as contradictory to those of the Indian homeland but it was the

interests of the latter which generated political organisation, not the

interests of Indian workers in Malaya. Thus, the first stirrings of

Indian political awareness in llalaya did not serve to unite the popula-

tion. Instead, the labourers remained divorced from the centre of the

political stage.

In order to appreciate the role of non-labouring irnmigrants of the

British period in the developnent of political consciousness and in the

IThe C.I'.¡.M. saw its prine functîon as heing to inform the Indian press
on the conditions of Indians in Malaya (see Sandhu 1969:110). In its
or^rn rrray the new organisation was as patronising to the low caste
labourers as wer.e the British. As such, it was not engaged on its own

behalf, 01. on behalf of the labourers', in a genuine political struggle
with the colonial Malayan State but was more a snall appendage to the
political struggle of India itself.
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grohrth of social divisions within the category I'Indianr', it is necessary

to understand their origins and location in the social fornation of

British MaIaya. As some 35 percent of the total Indian imnigration,

non-labouring classes are prinarily accounted for by the influx of petty

commercial capitalists. An elite of adninistrative and technical workers

\^Ias nevertheless significant ' These latter categories hlere nainly

involved in the development of government bureaucracies and plantation

supervisory staff. South Indian Muslirns and Nattukottai Chettiars were

prominent among the businessmen, along with Gujeratis. These were

differentiated from the labourers not only by their entrepreneurial

skills and ownership of capital, but also by their origins in castes of

a higher status. Similarly, teachers, government servants and junior

management personnel on the estates were characteristically not only

nore highly educated, but also of higher castes than the labourers' even

when they were South Indian Tarnils from the same geographical regions.

British colonial officers, especially rnany of the early ones who were

seconded fron the Ceylon civil service, often solved their initial

staffing problens in the junior ranks of governnent departrnents and

loca1 government authorities by bringing out Ceylonese Tamils they had

worked with in Ceylon. A sinilar pattern emerged in the estates where

both Ceylonese and Malayã1i (i.e. fron the present state of Kerala in

India) supervisory staff were brought out by planters who had used them

before. I

The Ceylonese are inportant not only because of their nediating role

between the British and the Indian labourers, but because they also have

IMalayãlis became prominent during the 1920rs as a result of staff
shortages.
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a history of arnbivalent identification with the category rrlndianrr.

This culninated in 1970 with their voluntary incorporation into this

category for census purposes, and therefore, for access to political and

economic ïesources controlled by the State (see Chapter 8). Once they

had becone established in many areas, such as the railways and hospitals,

the teaching service and the clerical posts of local govelnment, the

Ceylonese were able to naintain a virtual monopoly by means of a niddle

class version of the kangani systen. This conprised recruitment which

frequently involved white senior officers informing their senior clerks

that a job was vacant and asking for suggested applicants, knowing that

the patronage the clerk could thereby exert would act as a form of

insurance of good behaviour and performance. This I^Ias especially true

since many such posts were filled by kinsmen of the incumbent officers,

or by fellow caste nembers from the same part of the Jaffna peninsula in

Ceylon. It is these factors in conbination hlith the numerical donina-

tion of the Vella1ar caste in the educated population of Tamil Ceylon

which explain the preponderance of the members of this caste in the

Ceylon Tamil comnunity of Malaysia.

Like the Ceylonese, the najority of the Malayãli innigrants were from

relatively high castes and were already literate in English, a major

qualification for the job.1 Even nore than the Ceylonese, the Malayális

were short-term migrants who, in the early days, rarely brought their

families, and who expressed the firnest intentions of using their money

fron Malayan earnings for investnent in India. Of those who brought

IOne informant describ.ed to me how he had been recruited in the examina-
tion hall after sitting for his School Certificate, in Ceylon, in about
1911 when he rvas offered the opportunity to go to teach in an English-
mediun school in Malaya.
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their fanilies, many sent their children back to India for their educa-

tion and looked to India for marriage partners for their children. 0f

the conmunities in Melaka, the Malayãlis are the most inclined to retain

emotional ties and frequent contact with their natal places in India.

Educational differences, dialect and language distinctions, caste rank

and differing class interests resulting frorn different locations in the

social fonnation all served to militate against the creation of an ethnic

group identity for Indians in Malaya prior to the outbreak of the Second

Wor1d War.r The arising of the C.I.A.M. did not successfully translate

the ascribed identity "Indianrr into an effective self-declared identity

precisely because the relations of production in the social formation

reproduced the conditions for the replication of prior divisions. The

contradictions in the system were only just beginning to emeTge in the

forn of political and class struggle when the Japanese arrived to occupy

Malaya in 1941.

5. Ethnicity and the Japanese occupation

The arrival of the Japanese transformed the social relations of wartime

MaLaya at all levels. From the point of view of Indian political

consciousness, the period may be suruned up as the transformation of an

uneven and rather vague nationalist sentiment into large-scale political

and nilitary action.2

rSee Chaptets 2, 3 and 8 for detailed discussion of production of these
differences in regard to the contemporary situation.

2The Indian Independence League was forned in Tokyo in March 1942 by
dissident exiled Indians'with the active encouragement of the Japanese.
It was rapidly followed by the fornation of the Malayan branch of the
organisation and an astonishing surge of membership such that Mahajani
(fõOg zI47) clains that some 95,000 Indìans frorn all over Malaya had
joined by 10 May 1942.
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The fornation of a provisional government of Free India (A'zad Hind) gave

a pseudo-legal basis on which to build a system ofrcitizenshipt and

enforced allegiance which was supposed to offer some protection for the

Indians at the cost of large financial contributions to the Provisional

Government.

The r?Indian National Army" went into battle in northern Burrna in 1944

and, with the Japanese army, eventually suffered defeat at the hands of

Mountbattenfs forces. The co-operation with the Japanese had made things

easier for the Indian population in Malaya in comparison with some of

the other conmunities during the war, and was the basis of the first

organisations to reach and bring together Indians of all types under one

banner and for one cause, even if the rnobilisation was reluctant and

incornplete in some cases. Ironically, the brand of fascist nationalism

advocated by the leadership of Subhas Chandra Bose alienated the overseas

Indians fron the main Congress nationalism of the homeland. Nevertheless,

the wartime nationalism of Indians in lr4alaya undoubtedly created a pan-

Malayan Indian ethnic identity for the first tine. At the same time,

while being cut off fron India, Nlalayan Indians concentlated their

attention on what was least likely to generate an identification with the

country in which they were domiciled. The problen had been one of

survival under a Japanese regime which became increasingly tough and

bankrupt. Once the cause had disappeared, so did the unity and the

identity.

6. The return of the Brj-tish

The period prior to the arrival of the Japanes'e had seen the British

dealing with increasing labour unrest and demands for recognition of
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Indian rights by the middle class C.I.A.M" The result had been a mixed

reaction in which Ceylonese were replaced as the supposed representa-

tives of the Indians, but few major gains had been achieved in either

the political or the econonic struggles of Indians in the colonial

regime (see Stenson 1980:Chapter 5). In the event, the growing class

consciousness of Indian labourers was subrnerged by the international

situation and the temporary nationalist unity of the Japanese period.

On the surrender of the Japanese in 1945 and the return of the British

in September of that yeat, many of the latent divisions of the wartime

period became nanifest once more.

As Stenson (1980:95) confirns, the first divisions within the Indian

category to re-emeïge weïe those between Ceylonese Tanils and other

Tamils, and between Indian Muslins and the others. The recognition by

Indian labourers that their inmediate interests were no longer with the

leadershiprs co-operation with the Japanese gr.ew during the first part

of 1945. Desertions from the Indian National Arny and reluctance to

provide labour for Japanese projects increased throughout the period.

It is noticeable that as ín the pre-war period and in the Japanese

occupation, the political consciousness of the Indians and their engage-

ment in the political struggle was deternined by the dual aspects of

their relationship to an international political and economic structure,

and their subordination to an imperialist State. The return of the

British provided conditions for the sub-ethnic categorical distinctions

to come to the fore in the context of noninated representative councils

instituted by the colonial authorities and the bitterness of the people

who felt that they had been unfairly co-erced into supporting the Indian
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nationalists by the Japanese colonial State. The Malaysian Indian

Congress (M.I.C.), the political successor to the C.I.A.M., initially

concerned itself with pronoting the Indian nationalist cause and attenpt-

ing to wrest control of the labour movements from the trades rxtions

which had been totally restructured by the British.

However, the M.I.C. was forced by events to take up essentially Malayan

issues for the first time. The British put forward and implemented a

plan for a tMalayan Unionr, a concept worked out during the war for a

state in which, amongst other things, citizenship would be open to

Malays, Chinese and Indians alike if they had been born in Malaya or

resident there for ten of the previous fifteen years. In addition,

anyone who had been resident for five of the previous eight years could

apply for and be granted citizenship.r The constitution put Indians on

a legal par with the Malays but this was almost meaningless given the

absence of any plans for denocratic representation in governnent for any

Ioca1s, and the lack of any substantial disadvantage for people who

chose to remain non-citizens.

Malay opinion was outraged, however, and the Union was condenned by the

Malayan Comnunist Party as there was no prospect of the end of the

irnperialist rule for which they had fought so effectively in the jungles

during the Japanese occupation. Reaction was so strong that the British

abandoned the Union and created a new concept, the 'Federationr. Malays

were to be much better protected under the resulting legislation and

lThese prwisions would have made all Indians in Malaya eligible for
citizenship wÌthout requiring them to gi've up their IndÌan cÌtizenship.
British concern was to make a more efficient structure for the purpos'es

of developrnent of the country and it was felt that Chinese and Indian
participation was vital to this' aim.
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citizenship was more difficult to ob,tain, requiring a longer residence

and declarations' of intent of pennanent residence. The war had seen a

growing developnent of nationalism not only in India but throughout the

colonies. Many voices were rais'ed for Malayan independence and the

M.I.C. eventually decided to join the '411 Malaya Council of Joint

Actionr for this purpose. The leaders of the M.I.C. were stil1 held in

strong suspicion by the colonial authorities, but the council initially

included members fron all three rnajor ethnic groups. Howevet, once

again, the view of the Malays was inconpatible with the others with

regard to representation and citizenship and the united front broke down.

The early M.I.C. leadership was very similar to that of the C.I.A.M.

both in terns of personnel and policies. Like its predecessor the M.I.C

failed to reach the najoríty of the Indians, the estate and urban

labourers, and remained essentially the province of urban niddle class

non-Tanils. Furthernore, the early leaders were still finn in their

prine allegiance to India and Thivy, the first president, eventually

became the Indian governnentrs official representative in Malaya before

returning to a political and diplonatic career in India. The Indians

remaining in Malaya during the period irunediately after the Second World

l{tar were constrained to make a decision as to their stance with regard

to the independence of Malaya, given their advocacy of an independent

India. However, this imrnediately raised the problem of the position of

Indians in the proposed new nation. The success of India's campaign,

culninating in her independence in 1947, brought the question of loyal-

ties even more to the fore.
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The machinations over a ner^r constitution and the role of the British

State in the developnent of a ner^I political structure for the nation

which it was determined to create, are crucial to understanding the forn

of the constitutional and political position of Indians in the contenpo-

rary institutional structure of Malaysia. However, this is only one

aspect of the analysis. TTre role of the State has to be balanced

against the question of the moves which were taking place at the level

of worker/management relations and the reasons why a clear unity of

class interest did not overcome ethnic differences. In the chaos of the

British Military Aùninistration and the Vla\ayan Union, conditions for

workers hrere extrenely hard as the economy had been destroyed during the

occupation. British authorities hrere prinarily concerned with re-creating

the conditions for the successful reassertion of capitalist relations of

production. Labour unrest fencouraged and supported by conrnunists who

had been active in the resistance to the Japanese) was rife and questions

of the parity of wages for Indians and Chinese were brought to the centre

of the stage once noïe, as they had been in 1941 before the British were

forced out. The British authorities did little to alleviate the problen,

nerely reacting to it in terms of subversive communist provocation and

the usurpation of the labour movement by the cornmunists.

It is again noteworthy that even at a time of overt hostility between

the working class and the colonial State and the capitalists whose

interests it was rnainly representing, the dispute was articulated in

part in terms of an ethnic split in that working class. The outbreak of

open guelrilla warfare led by communists, arned during the war by the

Brítish in order to resist the Japanese, led to the justification of the

goyernment's fears in ìts own eyes. It resulted in the declaration of a
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state of eneïgency ín June 1948 just after the fonnal creation of the

new Federation of Malaya. ?rThe Emergencytr, as it came to be known, was

to last twelve years. The M.I.C., in total disarray by this tine,

offered to suspend all political activity voluntarily until the end of

the problen.

Official political activity amongst Indians in the post-\nlar period is a

story of the growing dominance of the M.I.C. and that organisationrs

enforced increase in commitment to Malaya and Malayan (later Malaysian)

co-operative nationalism. By 1950, the M.I.C. had been forced by the

Republic of Indiars declaration that all overseas Indians were nationals

of the country of their donicile, to accept the notion of a single

nationality and citizenship for Indians in Malaya. In the period

1950-1955 the Indians were politically divided along class lines by the

formation of the Federation of Indian Organisations which üIas a middle

class attenpt to counterbalance what it saw as the overernphasis of the

M.I.C. on matters of labour interest to the detrinent of the interest of

the Indians involved in business and the professions. The split was

also an attenpt to win back favour from the government which was still

highly suspicious of the Indians at this early period.

In the eatly 1950ts the M.I.C. had taken a stance against the growth of

communalism in politics and initially stood opposed to the alliance of

the united Malays National organisation (u.M.N.0.) and the Malayan

Chinese Association (M.C.A.), which had been formed to fight state

elections. After systernatic exclusion of the Indians fron the

'Membershipt systen of government and the failure of a series of a1li-

ances of its own, the M.I.C. began necessarily to adopt a basically
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communal stance itself in order to attract further support and to

validate its clain to be the representatiye of Indian opinion. It was,

however, harnpered in ìts political anbition by the snalI number and

thinly spread distribution of the Indian population. Few of these

people had taken up citizenship or registered to vote. However, the

irnnediate reward for joining the alliance hras the allocation of two

seats in the Federal Cabinet following the 1955 elections. The M-I.C.

thereafter took the position of the quiet partner of the alliance and

the Indians were noticeable by their absence in delegations and repre-

sentations made by the alliance group.

The period in the 1950's which saw the shift of the Indians, through the

M.I.C., into the alliance was also the tine which saw Tamils reasserting

thenselves over the non-Tani1 leadership.l The constant tension, both

inside the M.I.C. and outside it, especially in the urban areas, which

resulted from the Tanil nurnerical domination of the organisation

informs rnany of the issues discussed in the renaining chapters of this

work. What is particularly important for the present discussion is to

note that the institutional political structure set up by the British

colonial State to protect the interest of British capital in Malaya

finally succeeded in incorporating the Indians in such a way as to make

their inmediate interests apparent as lying with the British and their

approved successors, the Alliance Party.

tThis finally led to the erqergence of a Tanil estate oütner,
V.T. Sanbanùhan, as the new-leader. Sambanthan had successfully
nob.ilised the vote of the es'tate labourers whose massive menbership
he ensured for the first time in the M.I"C.''s history by wide and

systematîc recruiting.
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The only occasion on which the ascrìptive identity had nerged with an

affective identity for even a significant proportion of the population

called rfndianr had occurred significantly when there was a najor

disruption in prevailing relations of production and distribution in

Malaya, during the Japanese period. At this time, and at this tine

alone in the history of pre-independence Malaya, did the meaning of the

term 'rlndianrt and the symbols that went with it coincide in any sense

for those with power and those without it.

One common factor of the position of Indians in the infrastructure of

the British-dominated social fornation provides the basis for the analyst

to see the logical genesis of the ascribed identity rrlndian't as it

emerges through time. lrlith the exception of the Melaka Chitties at the

beginning of the British period, and possibly the Nattukottai Chettiars

throughout, those termed tlndian' today form a population which was

integral to and almost totally involved in the colonial plantation

economy. Roberts (1978) discusses the implications of the colonial

plantation as a form of production and suggests that its prine effect

was to extract resources from the country involved by technological

innovation and for a foreign market, without creating of itself a

significant effect on the local economy, either in the labour or

commodity markets. Now, while the effect on any given local economy is

likely to have been highly variable and was greater than Roberts would

allow in Melaka, it is, nevertheless, true that Indians \^rere brought in

to provide the adninistrative and servíce base of the plantation industry

in the urb,an centres. They also provided the dominant labour force on

the plantations themselVes in the mannel already'described.
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Robertsr thesis broadly follows that of André Çunder Frank in its

enphasis on the netropolitan poü/er and the rninimal impact on local

econornies of nulti-national capital (Frank 1967). Stenson (1980) and

others have detailed the extent to which the surplus value created in

lvlalayan plantations hras exported to Britain. Sundaram (1977) has

convincingly denonstrated, however, that the effect of the plantation

industry in the wider economy and on the social relations of production

was far from minimal, even among rural }4a1ay peasants. l

The plantation industry produces a particular set of productive relations

which in turn locates ethnically differentiated sets of people in

particular places in the social fornation. In this case, the social

situation conprises a nininal number of interactive contexts outside the

work place in which members of different ethnic categories meet, even in

the narket p1ace, as Furnivall (1939) long ago pointed out. There are

fewer stitl such contexts inside the work place and here, class

positions divide the population within the same ethnic category (see

Chapter 3). In the urban situation of Melaka, these patterns are both

reflected and reproduced in the emergent residential and spatial patterns

of development of the built form (see Chapter 2).

The contradictions which doninated the Malayan social fornation lay in

the separation of White and Indian interests on the basis of class

location within plantation relations of production. Simultaneously,

there existed the identification of both populations, to the virtual

lIt is true that inported Chinese entrepreneurship accounted f,or alrDost
all the developnent of the local corrunodity rnarket and that Chinese
labour provided the bulk of the non-Indian la-bour supply'which was
engaged in the sphere of non-peasant wage labour.
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exclusion of all others, with that industry as the basis of their live-

lihoods. Thus, there were contradictions within the plantation system

and between it and other sectors of the economy. In consideration of

the energence of new meanings of the categorical terrn "Indianrr, the

doninant cleavage in relations between, on the one hand, the Whites as

both the owners and managers of capital and the State and, on the other,

the Indians as part of the colonised set of non-owning producers, ü/as

continually undermined by the other Indians who were differently located

in the relations of production of the social fornation as a whole.

Nonetheless, as we have seen, the political struggle did arrive at the

point where this dorninant cleavage was the basis of transformations in

relations between the leadership and the menbership of the M.I.C. by

the time of the coming of representative government and finally indepen-

dence. However, the alliance of political parties representing the

ethnic categories of the population which resulted was such that it was

bound to see the differing economic interests of each set emerge once

the common interests of the preservation of capitalisn and the removal

of the British had been achieved.

Thus, in the wider political and econonic developnent of Malaya and even

within the independence movernents themselves, a neüi dorninant cleavage

was to emerge to replace that between white colonialists and the loca1

population. In part, this became nanifest in the eventual cessation of

rnigration through Acts aimed at both the Chinese and the Indians. r These

lTwo imrnigration acts in the 1950rs succeeded in ensuring that future
migration of Indians to Malaya was cut down to a minimurn. In 1953, the
Imnigration Ordinance of 1952 was enforced along with a second part
dateã 1953. These together had the effect of llniting fresh inrnigration
to professlonals or specialists who could be deened not to be taking the
jobs of local people; or to a person under contract to a rrsubstantial or
well-estabfishèd busines'sil under condÌtions approved by the Home Affairs
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restrictions put an end to irnnigration of all but the professional and

highly technical, niddle class Indians. So by independence the basic

structure of the Indian conmunity and its position in the countryrs

social fornation had been clearly established. At the same time, the

nature of politics from this tine, in which access to resources was to

be determined by onefstrracert, forced the continued search for a conmon

basis fron which to respond to the implications of being rlndianr.

After 1957: post-colonial or neo-co1onial?

The federation of N{alaya achieved independence in August 1957. After

long battles, the citizenship requirements were made less stringent than

those which had existed ín the past and the principle of jus soli or

citizenship by right for all those born in the country after r?Merdekarr

day (independence) was finally conceded. The delicate balance of

communal politics has been the najor feature of politics in independent

Malaya along with the repeated skirnishes with communist guerrillas

which have recurred in the years since 1960 when the Emergency was

officially declared at an end. until 1960 the British, aided by

Comrnonwealth troops, had provided the nilitary base for the resistance to

the communists who sought to destroy the capitalist social formation.

In 1965, the new nation of Malaysia was created when Malaya incorporated

singapore and the North Bornean states of sabah and sarawak.

(continued) Departnent. Mer¡bers of the fanilies of the above cate-
gories and fanily rnernbers of thos'e already legally resident in Malaya
were the only others to be allowed into the country. In 1959, another
act was passed whích f-urther liîited the entrance of dependent children,
initially to thos'e under fifteen years, and fÍna11y to those under six
years. All contract enployees'v/ere then required to he assured of an

income of 1,200 Malaysian dollars' a nonth and no person whose job could
be done by'a local was to be admitted.
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Singapore was ousted frorn the nation two years later when the political

acumen of Lee Kuan Yew and the nunerical strength of the Chinese

became too dangerous for the constitutionally protected bumiputras (sons

of the soil) who were the Malays and other 'indigenous'peoples (see

Chapter 8). Since that time the Matay-dominated government has gradually

increased its pressure in an attempt to redress, as it sees it, the

unfair balance of economic wealth more in favour of the Malays. The

characterisation of the Malays holding political power while the econornic

reins of the country were in the hands of the Chinese is not entirely

inaccurate as a picture of the distribution of local capital, especially

in the local manufacturing sector (see Puthucheary 1960), but it is ü¡Tong

as a porttayaL of the economy as a whole, in which foreign capital still

dominates with the British at the top of the list. In any case the

Indians are largely caught between the two elenents, the Malay-.dominated

State, on the one hand, and the Chinese capitalists on the other.r

The conflict between the State (now representing both the interests of

international capital and those of an ethnically identified section of

the local population) 2 and those whose interests lay with local capital

as a whole became clear in the riots which followed the 1969 federal

election in Kuala Lumpur. Indians were caught in the middle and it

became all too clear that, in the world of cornmunal politics, Indians

¡The State nor^r has the dilenna of needing to preserve the conditions for
the development and further accumulation of capital in order to
preserve the economic base of the country from which it gains its own

revenue, while attenpting to avoid enhancing conditions for the specific
growth of Chinese capital. At the same tirne, it is actively seeking to
create a new class of wealthy Matay capitalists as well as a lt4alay
petite bourgeoìsie, in order to translate political power into economic
power.

2See Chapter 2 for a fuller discussion of the contradictìons this
generates.
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had little to gain and much to lose. Their interests are almost inevit-

ably subordinated to those who hold the rear pohler and they have littre

strength to resist the changing relations of the post-colonial struc-

tural transformations in the economy.

In many hrays, the contemporary situation of the Indians in Malaysia is

a variation on a theme. Under British ru1e, Indians were ernployed to

serve the needs of a colonialist economy and discarded when they were no

longer of use. They had small rewards and few rights. They worked in

the original nulti-national cornpanies and then, as now, their control

over their destinies was ninimal. In modern Malaysia, Indians are

dorninated sti1l by a privileged political group and most are still

employed in jobs controlled by the State which is controlled in turn by

this groupr or. in jobs controlled by the same British capitalists by

whorn they were employed before. Sorne have moved in the urban sector

into the new nulti-nationals. These have arrived in lt{elaka and elsewhere

in Malaysia in search of cheap labour for the production of such itens

as electronic components and textile products. The structural position

of Indians remains essentially the sarne here as in earlier trans-

nationals. Moreover, the rtraditionalr areas of work are even more

unsafe than they ü¡ere. Where Indians once provided the bulk of the work

force, the State now requires that a more equitable balance of represen-

tation of rbuniputrast be achieved. Thus, forrner avenues of enployment

for youth have been closed while neür ones are not opening fast enough to

absorb the surplus.

It is perhaps not too strong to say that viewed from the Indian perspec-

tive, the old colonialis.m has given way'to a new neo=co1onÍa1lsn which
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has left the Indians in an even flore precarious position than they were.

Changes have taken place, Indians are no\^r an even more urban population

with 54.5 percent of then living in towns with a population of nore than

10,000 and 50 percent living in towns of 1,000 or more. Most Indians

are nor^i citizens and the majority locally born (1970 Census) but they

are still the connunity with the lowest life expectancy, the highest rate

of unemploynent, the snallest proportional representation in tertiary

education and the most uncertain future.

Concluding surrunary

The position of Indians in the Malayan peninsula has always depended upon

their engagement in a wider economic structure. As a trading port,

Melaka was the centre of the Southeast Asian region of the world trade

system. It continued to be so during initial colonial history and

Indians, were located in this econonic structure primarily in the spheres

of exchange. Increasingly, during the period of colonial rule the State

had interests which were at odds with those of the Indians whose activi-

ties had been centred on developing conmercial capital. During the

British period, the State, acting as the agent of British capital,

became even more pervasive in its influence over the location of Indians

in the new social fornation which began to be built around local planta-

tion production. Through the shift in the node of production, the

meaning of the label I'Indian" also shifted to be dorninated by under-

standings related to the newly imrnigrant population of 1ow caste workers.

The interyention of the State has heen on the hasís of ideological

notions of the suitabllity of partìcular categories of people to perform

the functions requÍred to produce the conditions for the successful
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development of capital. The world capitalist system, i-n this case

mediated through British capitalists, b.ecarne par¿rmount in structuring

the broad parameters of the relations within the social fornation of

colonial MaLaya. However, the precise form of the relations of produc-

tion and of the consequent economic and political sttuggle is a result

of the interaction of this plantation-dominated mode of production and

the historically prior social structure doninated by exchange relations

of mercantile capitalist. Culturally specific ideologies provide the

rationale for the resultant particular pattems of organisation. A1so,

they are crucial to understanding the transfornation of the contemporary

situation involving a shift towards nulti-national manufacturing capital-

ism where Malays seek to becone joint partners to the exclusion of

Chinese and Indians.

Such then are the basic conditions for the creation of the Indian

population in modern Melaka. It is critical to all the following

chapters that social practices are understood not only to reflect wider

relations of the social forrnation and its historical creation, but also

to be the location for their reproduction and transformation. Thus,

the renainder of this thesis comprises a discussion of the particular

processes which created and recreate that population as a more or less

self-identifying set of interacting people, rather than sinply as a

category determined by ideological and historical ascription.



CHAPTER 2

ON STRUCTURED STRUCTURES:

THE PRODUCTION AND REPRODUCTION OF URBAN SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION

The previous chapter traced the energence of the ethnic category

r?Indianrr. This was viewed as a pr.ocess leading ultimately to the con-

tenporary understandings of the term rrlndianil and to the beginning of

the analysis of its irnportance for the population so designated. The

town of Melaka as a built forn was referred to only insofar as it was

the location of the transformations of the wider social formation. In

this chapter the urban built form becomes the focus of the discussion.

It is specifically exanined as a context encompassing and enbodying the

structural properties of the ernergent social fornation. As such, it is

considered here as a major factor in the reproduction of the relations

of that social fornation. Like Giddens (1979:202) I see a need to

incorporate space as a set of conceptual relations into the very heart

of ny analysis of what structures the reproduction of social systems.

In examining Melakaas an rurban contextr, I shall be analysing two

processes sinultaneously. On the one hand, I shall discuss the

rrstructuring properties'r of the creation of the contemporary built

environment, which I and ny infornants recognize as Melaka. On the other

hand, I shall argue that the built form, through its embodinent of those

properties, becornes itself a structuring property inplying theil replo-

duction. The properties embodied are reproduced not only in thenselves

through the urban form, but also constitute the context for the reproduc-

tion and potential transforrnation of patterns of ron the groundf social

56
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organisation. These, in turn, reproduce the conditions for the repro-

duction of the node of production. That is, they enbody class relations

and the reproduction of labour power, infrastructural bases, contexts of

meaning, and patterns of social identity.

As stated in the previous chapter the structuring properties of the

social systems are not static but are "both the mediun and the outcomerl

of social interaction. Thus, reproduction in the sense it is being used

here is a complex and subtle process entailing the potential for change

in systems, and ultinately in the structuring properties. This change

derives from contradictions which energe in the operation of structuring

principles in practice.

The structuring properties incorporated into the built form of Melaka

involve the intersection of three analytical domains and their concomitant

ideologies. These are: Class, both colonial and post-colonial forns;

Caste , as a hierarchical systen of social division; and Ethnicity, as

colonial and post-colonial processes of categorisation with concrete

effects in the social formation. Enconpassing each of these sets of

relations organising people, to a greater or lesser extent, is the State.

It is contradictions within each of these four systernatically organised

sets of relations, and in the relations between then as they energe in

practice, which we trace here through the built forn of the town.

There is a repeated concern in what follows to denonstrate how Indians

invest their world with neaning and thereby construct a tsocial realityr

in response to the structured realities produced by others hlith different

intentions and meaning frames. Sinilarly, it is basic to this argument
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that the social reality of these others responds continually, as system,

to that created and reproduced by Indians. The airn is to show the extent

to which Indians are not simply acted upon in a deterninistic fashion by

these rstructuring propertiesr, but instead act themselves to construct,

reproduce and transforn their social world. The actions spoken of here,

although thenselves intentional, have both intended and unintended

consequences. A continual theme of the thesis is the relation of inten-

tional action to the creation and reproduction of distinctive social and

cultural practices in a systenatic mannel, such that they provide the

basis for a set of continually created, and often contradictory,

identities. In this and the three following chapters the notion of

spatial relations as transmitters of the structuring principles of social

reproduction is pursued through the detailed consideration of three

different donains of practice - the urban, the donestic, and the temple.

Melaka as built form

Urban space will be shown to be organised essentially on class lines

within the logic of colonial and neo-colonial econonic orders in which a

conscious relation of class and ethnicity is and always has been present,

as uras shown in the last chapter. However, these patterns in and of

themselves cannot necessarily explain transformations or even the repro-

duction of contenporary social and spatial orders. What a class analysis

alone would fail to reveal is precisely how and why an ethnic group is

not and cannot become a class rin and for itselfr, nor why any of the

classes in Melaka cannot be said to be achieving a class consciousness

which transcends ethnic categorisation. It is ny contention in this

chapter that these two pïocesses have to be understood as both reflected

in, and reproduced by the structuring principles which order the spatial
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arrangements of the town and peoplers understandings of then. One such

rnajor structuring principle, I argue, is caste, in that it orders spatial

relations and political relations, and constrains both interaction and

long-tenn identification of interest between members of the inposed

ethnic category ttlndianrr. Caste, in this context, will be shown not to

have an ultinate status in the Dumont (1970) manner of being the all-

encompassing principle of social relations or even of their ideological

form, but will be seen to operate in a dialectic with class and ethnicity

as structuring principles.

In order to develop these thernes and tie then to the contempolrary

situation in Melaka, it is necessary to discuss the present built forn

of the town and its genesis in some detail. On arrival in the town, the

most imrnediate and lasting inpression is one of the diversity and

conplexity of spatial relations in a context where synbolic expressions

of diversity are nanifold in other equally apparent forms. The pink-

washed Dutch architecture which dominates the area of St. Paulrs Hill,

and the neatly laid out roundabout with its clocktower at the centre

(see map, page 61), stand in stark and remarkable contrast to the

Chinese-doninated area to the north of the river, with its mixed archi-

tecture and densely packed shophouses set in narrow streets.

The road south fron the hill is wide and tree-lined and runs along the

foreshore past the green field, reclained from the sea, and past the

archetypal synbols of European donination; the Melaka Club, with its

playing fields, and the Convents with their schools. Moving out from

the centre along this road fron the Dutch town hall, sti1l known as the

tStadt Huisr, one passes more Dutch buildings, then the substantial
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Portuguese gate to the fort, which was renovated by the Dutch and which

is all that remains of the fortifications which the British blew up and

used for building material. Between the Dutch and the Portuguese,

between the syrnbols of adninistration and those of military subjugation

and inperialist self-protection, lies the first of the British buildings

to be encountered on this route. Aptly named, Bastion House stands on

the bend of the road and seïves as the headquarters of the Dunlop Rubber

Cornpany. Beyond it lie the BritishrMelaka Club'and then the old

goveïnment rRest Houset; though the latter ulas in the process of being

renodeled as a private hotel as I left the field. Further south and just

off this road, at the very edge of the former rnunicipal boundaries, lies

the epitome of British colonial concepts, rGarden Cityt. This seaside,

rectangularly laid out, residential location provides homes for the

lesser government bureaucrats such as departmental heads and their

assistants. Within its boundaries, houses are ranked by size, style,

and position relative to the sea. The largest ale detached, have

gardens and are at the sears edge. The snallest are terraced, have no

garden and face the large glass square which forms the centre of the

complex. In spatial configuration, this housing pattern is typical of

the forn of colonial grouping based on nilitary conceptions and classed

as tcivil linesr by the colonialists themselves (see King 1976). At

present, anid the growing numbers of Malays and some Chinese, a few

fanilies of Indians are to be found here. At the entrance to the area is

the Melaka JaiI and on the opposite corners, the police barracks.

It is thus clear that the area to the south and southeast of the town

centre is sti11 dominated by the symbols of the State in the various

doninant forns it has taken in the history of the town. The needs of a
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colonial oïder acting to protect the interests of the capitalist economy

are here nade nanifest in the built form. Eaeh succeeding State has been

able to inherit and build upon the structures of dornination in the town

and upon their architectural heritage, in such a way as to render them

both nore than symbolic vestiges of an o1d order. Rather, they are

incorporated as integral parts of the new. The functions and meaning of

the built structures and the institutions they house, îenain essentially

the same as they become the instruments of the politically ascendant

por4rer. Even in the present context of a state doninated by the Ma1ay

population, the structural relations remain essentially the same, as the

new State is built round a capitalist economy doninated by overseas

investment. Only the personnel have changed, their roles rernain func-

tionally the same, and their social and geographical location in nany

respects identical with their foreign predecessors.

To the southeast of the tGarden City' area lies another highly regulated

residential atea. It is spatially distinct and contains nainly sinple,

single-storey wooden buildings as opposed to the solid brick and concrete

of tGarden Cityr where nany of the houses are double-storey. This is

the rPortuguese Settlementr: a State-sponsored and deliberate attenpt to

spatially locate, and thereby reproduce, the socially distinct set of

descendants of the first European conquerors and colonial settlers, who

took local wives. At the edge of the former municipality, this settle-

ment houses almost the entire community of the working class people whose

use of an archaic dialect of Portuguese and whose Roman Catholicism are

prine markers of distinction along with the engagement of nany in the

1ocaI fishing industry (Pintado n.d. 1973?).
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In inportant senses', then, the history of Melaka continues to live

through the physical structure of the town. So too do the schisms in

the local society, through the contrast between the southeast side of

the town, characterised by adninistrative and colonial buildings and

areas of government housing, and the dense and bustling connercial heart

to the northeast of the river and to the north of St. Paults Hi1l.

A good example of the process I have just described rnay be seen in areas

other than the southeast of the town, where the influence of the State,

class differentiation and cultural values all conspired to produce

select areas of colonial housing for the senior British officials.

These are on areas of raised land, usually smal1 hil1s such as Bukit

Pringet, because of British notions of the healthiness of the air at

higher levels (see King L976), their pursuit of the cooling as well as

the healthy effects of the breeze, and their search for views of the

landscape. The British saw hills as Inaturallyr superior sites.

Moreover, raised residential areas such as hills provide a good symbolic

statement of class relations in which the doninant stand above the

doninated. Not only were the houses elevated, they were also large,

detached, set in large grounds (usually rgardenedr in British style),

and frequently double-storey too. The best had drives and car-parking

spaces. Each house had a large number of rooms, each with a specialised

function, and above a1l, they had British-style bathloons and toilets.

Thus, cultural notions becarne symbolic of class and ethnic relations

through their incorporation into the built form.

The houses r^¡ere, of course, built and owned by the State and were meant

to synbolise British power and civilisation. At independence, they were
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passed on to the Malay-.doninated new State and have becone the symbols

of the new State-ernployed, bureaucratic elite and the power they wield.

Since this area of governrnent is precisely that in which the question of

Malay domination has become a central problem, these houses are now also

symbols of the growing doninance of a new set of people defined ethnically,

as they were under the British. As well, they reproduce spatially once

more the class relations of the present social formation in which the

State is still so prominent.

The pervasive and continuing pattern of State intervention in the social

developnent of Melaka and in its built forn is again marked in the south-

east part of the town, though also in other peripheral areas, with the

contemporary expansion of housing. Some of these new housing estates

are directly government-sponsored low-cost housing projects, though many

are private developnents undertaken by Chinese entrepreneurs. However,

in accordance with state and national policies, numelous regulations were

laid down about the participation of Malays in all levels of these

projects, their share in the equity and profits, and finally the access

of members of this ethnic category to a proportion of the houses on a

quota basis.

Such intrusion into the rfree markett is increasingly frequent and is

always justified in terms of a perceived need to redress an uneven

balance in access to urban resources experienced by the Malay population.

In the contemporary social fornation of Malaysia, this pattern of inter-

vention marks the contradictory nature of the relationship between the

State, multi-national capital and local capital. Though the Malays

dominate the state and national political institutions, and they gain
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revenue and support from the overseas capitalists, they own a Very small

proportion of the equity of registered capital themselves. On the other

hand, of course, local capital is doninated by ethnic Chinese who have

lirnited political povrer and who are predominantly engaged in small-scale

rnanufacturing and trade. In the past Malays have had linited involve-

ment in the urban economy, and West Coast peninsula towns in lvlalaysia

are dominated econonically and numerically by Chinese. In Melaka,

approxinately 75 percent of the population are classed as Chinese' only

12 percent as Malays and approxinately 8 percent as Indian (Census 1970) .1

Housing is just one arena in which urban politics in N{elaka is inscribed,

though an inportant one. The relationship of the State to the expansion

of the built form of Melaka will forn an important part of the later

discussion in this chapter, particularly in the examination of the growth

of new contexts of nulti-national capitalist expansion in the manufac-

turing sector. For the moment, it should be noted that at the tine of

my ïesearch local cynics, Indians amongst them, pointed out that exten-

sive government intrusion through regulations created powerful bureau-

cratic figures whose acquiescence in certain dubious practices of the

developers and construction firns was vital to the success of the projects.

Indeed, some of these construction firns were thought to be owned, in

part, by nembers of the local administration. The same cynics were ready

to point out that few powerful figures in government or in the top rungs

of the state bureaucràtic order were poor. Indeed, the doninant and

frequently expressed view of those not involved in politics was that

those who were, were wealthy and had becone politicians totally out of

lThe metropolitan population as a whole was approximately 110,000 at the
time of my research.
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self-interest in order to enhance their wealth still further. Regardless

of the truth or otherwise of these opinions expressed by the governed,

they nark an inportant social division at both the ideological and the

structural leve1s which will be explored more fully later in this chapter.

A hígh denand exists in Melaka for new housing and nost modern estates

are characterised by dispersed patterns of Indian settlement such that

while it is possible to identify a slight tendency towards clustering,

these rniddle class suburbs are not ethnically differentiated in such a

way as to form enclaves of any sort. lhe roughly crescent-shaped area

of metropolitan Melaka has essentially filled up fron the northwest round

to the southeast, in terms of the density of housing and the developnent

of new commercial buildings. More recently, expansion has been to a

satellite suburb in the northeast in Bukit Bahru, and to the northwest,

along the coast to Tanjong Kling (see nap).

The newer suburbs contrast strikingly with the dense core of residential

and cornnercial space which lies innediately to the northwest of the

river. Here the densely packed shophouses are occasionally interspersed

by large houses of several storeys, all roofed in sma1l and vividly red

tiles which give the area the appearance of the classical stereotype

rChinatownt of hectic corunerce and trade. A more careful exanination of

the buildings located here shows the historical influence of the Dutch

merchants in the architecture of the warehouses and business houses of

the streets near the port and river. The still connonly used Dutch nanes

of Heeren Street and Jonkers Street give a further reminder of the

colonial presence, just as the new tofficialr Malay nanes they now bear
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ïnark the attenpt consciously to transforrn conceptual understandings of

town space, on the part of the now politically-doninant Malays.

0n the northwest bank of the river, occupational, ethnic and religious

differentiations in the population are reflected in the most corunonly

used English forrns of the street names, some of which have been trans-

lated into Malay directly (see nap). Viewed from the perspective of the

State institutionally located on the hi11, the heterogenous population

on the other side of the river - a population of artisans, traders and

general petite bourgeoisie - is both the source of revenue and prosperity,

and the source of threat and danger. This is by virtue of the funda-

mental power derived frorn the crucial role these people play in the

reproduction of the economic base of Melaka.r It is this perception

which partially explains the new developments of industrial estates at

the margins of the netropolitan area rather than in the central indus-

trial zone. In these new developments the State has a rnajor interest,

for it acts both as agent for others and directly for itself in achieving

Malay participation in joint ventures with multi-national capital. This

is taken up more fully below. As a consequence of the fact that until

now the State has always had a reliance on the ethnically-differentiated

productive population on the other side of the river, it is logically

necessary, oï at least highly desirable, that no single consciousness of

opposition emer'ge in that population. Thus, ít has always been in the

interest of the rulers to encourage, rather than simply acquiesce, in the

reproduction of social divisions within that population.

lThis statenent is true for the whole of Melakars past, but requires some

qualificatíon in the lÌght of current transformatïons in the economy.
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The new industrial estates', nost of which are Free Trade Zones, mark an

inportant transfornation in the loca1 social formation, al^/ay fron the

dominance of the plantation industry and towards rnanufacturing. As such,

the development of the built forn which goes \^Iith this shift repeats the

pattern of shift which took place when the British set up the infra-

structure of the plantation industry itself. In both cases, a najor

concern of the capitalists involved was the reproduction of labour power.

The transition rnade by the British, as the first chapter sought to show,

may be characterised as a shift from an economy dorninated by structures

created for the circulation and realisation of surplus value to one in

which the production of that surplus value becones pararnount. The built

forn of Melaka frorn that time on reflects those concerns. We have seen

this in the brief account of the southeast of the city in which the

colonial bureaucratic support structure for the plantation industry was

enbodied. As we focus more on the situation of Indians, this will becone

even clearer. However, the point with respect to the Free Trade Zones is

that the new form of manufacturing capitalism, along with the linited

growth of Chinese petty capitalism in such areas as the rJalan Kilangr

light industrial zone (contiguous with the north-northwest edge of the

tor^in centre), has generated the increased need for labour and the services

required for its reproduction.

On the rubber estates' of the British period, and even today, labour pol4ler

uras reproduced by the capitalist rnanagernentrs very tight control of tied

housing, education and health facilities (see Jain 1970 and Wiebe and

Mariappan 1973). Sinilarly, in the towns, the statets role in the

reproduction of labour pohrer for the support structures of the plantation

productive system was and is central. This' involved the State in the
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provision of nany of the itens which Castells (1975) refers to under the

rubric of rrcollective consumption'r, including the supply of housing to

the imrnigrant proletariat. However, contrary to Castells and even to

Harvey (.1973, 1978) who are talking of advanced capitalist societies, I

do not feel that this engagenent of the State should lead us to suppose

that urban politics is solely or even predorninantly about the distribu-

tion and consumption of such items and services. Vital and contentious

though they are, particularly in a polity in which ethnicity loons so

large, the provision of housing, schools, hospitals, transport and

conmunication systerns through socialised, rather than private means, has

to be seen as secondary to the problerns of the generation, reproduction

and distribution of capital through the relations of production. It is

this process and its transformations which are made apparent in the new

Free Trade Zones and the state-regulated efflorescence of private and

government housing.

Unlike the plantations, the new manufacturing industries of the Free

Trade Zones are largely joint ventures i-nvolving rnulti-national and local

capital. The loca1 capital is often state capital invested on behalf of

Malays, or capital borrowed by Malays at preferential rates. The ain is

to create contexts for the accumulation of capital by Malays and to

generate employment for urban lvlalay workers who formed a negligible

proportion of the proletariat in the British period. Ernployment is also

generated for members of other ethnic categories, but recruitment is

controlled according to state quotas, just as they are beginning to be

for public sectol employnent. Thus, in both the plantation and the

modern manufacturing sectors, any attenpt to separate the generation of

surplus value fron the need to realise that surplus or create the
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conditions for its circulation is patently to Tupture a fundamental

unity.

Capi tal and labour in the built forn

The spatial form of the new manufacturing zones, and the development of

housing estates, themselves embody the energing shift in the irnpact of

the world capitalist systen on the local social formation (see Chapter 1).

The State designates the land which will be used, and arranges for its

infrastructural services to be supplied. It does this to accolilnodate

the requirements of nulti-national capital in which it has an interest

through joint ventures and through the revenue generated by exports. A

major requirement is the controlled and assured provision of labour

power. The built forn of the present urban area as a whole derives fron

the complex interplay of a set of historically related processes in

which the dominant logic of productive capitalisn is only part of the

story. Perhaps the spatial creations of the British and the place of

Indians within thern best exernpli-fy some of these points, especially when

set against some contenporary transformations in the relationships

between the State and the Indian population. l{trhereas the pre-British

period town shows a primary distinction between the northwest and the

southeast of the river, the British pattern is complicated by the

expansion of the town to the north and round to the east of the older

areas in such a way as to place small concentrations of a state-employed

proletariat strategically close to the state-run organisations for which

they supplied the labour. Frorn early in the British period the prine

source for such labour was South India, for reasons I have outlined else-

where (see Mearns 1982, also Chapter 1). The Public Works Departrnent,

Hospital, Water Board, Electricity Board, Post Office and
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Telecomrnunications: Department, Irfunicipal Council, Health Department and,

until their closure, the Railways, all absorbed considerable numbers of

Indian labourers as well as Ceylonese and Indian supervisory staff and

clerical officers. TTre police \^Iere recruited from amongst Indians, with

large numbers of Sikhs being prorninent. Teachers u/ere ernployed fron

both Ceylon and India, many of whom had recently received their own

certificates on the cornpletion of their education in an English-rnediun

school. The Education Departnent was geared to the production of a

labour force of literate men who could fill the necessary roles in the

development of the infrastructural aspects of the state economy and the

supervisory roles in the service industry.

Many of the services proffered from the urban centre were performed in

the rural hinterland as necessary production processes or as maintenance

of basic aspects of the plantation production process. Thus, besides

being a built environment which served organisational functions and which

facilitated surplus value realisation Melaka also functioned as a

concentrated focus of labour which was employed in the processes vital to

the generation of that surplus value. Communications, electricity, water

and the availability of good quality health care were central to both the

production process directly and to the reproduction of the labour force.

It is spurious to seek to separate the two functions of the town and

assign unequivocal dorninance to either (Harloe 1977).

A major aspect of the control of labour power in the urban context, as in

the plantations, Iay in the conscious attenpt on the part of the colonial-

ist ernployer to maximise the regulation and control of the work force,

through housing, often in the narue of efficiency. This is well recorded
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elseürhere (Sandhu f969). As I haye argued elsewhere, this was the prime

notivation for the recruitnent of Indian labourers to Malaysia in the

first place. It was also part of this notional mode that the use of low

caste Indians facilitated the process. The result, in the town, hlas the

creation of distinctive spatial environrnents for distinctive class and

ethnic categories. Urban labour lines were for many years the only true

concentrations of a proletariat, and were almost exclusively Indian in

personnel. Moreover, in most cases, work space became equivalent to

ethnic space as different sectors of the urban economy were the special

province of a particular section of one ethnic category. Thus, the

spatial order entailed and embodied aspects of social identity derived

from c1ass, ethnic and caste divisions throughout the British period.

However, Indians in the British colonial period were not restricted to a

single sector or even to the roles of state labourer or supervisor which

I have already suggested were dominant. With the dininution of trade as

the basis of the Melaka economy frorn the Dutch period (though it has

never been totally eclipsed), the significance of the Indian traders

diminished accordingly. Gujerati textile merchants and furniture stores

are sti1l to be found. However, like the South Indian petit bourgeois

operations, such as grocers, general suppliers, book stores and

restaurants, which surround them, they nostly service the Staters

resident Indian population and specialise in imports from India for that

pullpose.

In terms of the Indian presence in the older commercial heart of Melaka,

the economic transfornation brought about by the rise of the plantation

industry is clearly rnarked by the reduction of the population now largely
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restricted to the confines of one stleet, First Cross Street, and by the

nature of the occupations undertaken there. Though there are still one

or thro other traders such as jewellers in this area, as well as a few

Gujerati furniture stores, the doninant presence is of Nattukottai

Chettiars who are the South Indian caste of money lenders and property

owner/managers. They and the Indian lawyers who have their offices on

First Cross Street, but who unlike the Chettiars do not live there,

provide significant evidence in themselves of the orientation towards

the exploitation of the rural potential of Melaka in the British period.

Chettiars loaned money and obtained property as a two-sided aspect of the

opening up of land as a resource beyond the mrnicipal area. The lawyers

were and still are frequently engaged to settle disputes of a sort which

ultinlately have their origin in the creation of rural Melakars land as a

cornnodity. Much of the Indiansrproperty derives from the growth of the

rural industry in the final analysis.

The Nattukottai Chettiars share with the working class Melaka Chitty

connunity, and with them alone fron within the Indian population, the

unusual feature of the collective ownership of their basic residential

land. Though the Chettiars use the houses on the land for business

purposes and the Chitties on the whole do not, the rationale for collec-

ti]¡e ownership remains the sarne for both comrnunities. At the 1evel of

the articulated perceptions of the leaders of each community the alterna-

tive was to risk the further erosion of the connunity, and thereby its

ability to act cohesively and collectively, through the alienation of its

core space. Chitties and Chettiars alike e)q)ressed fears that Chinese

capitalists or the Malay-dominated State would acquire their land over

tine, if ownershìp renained individual and fragrnented. The monetary
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value of the sites hras unquestionable, though there was a question mark

for some informants (and no doubt for others) over the motivation for such

acquisition, which was thought possibly to be with a view to removing the

population as an Indian population from these areas. Once more, it is

not particularly irnportant whether these perceptions were in any sense

accurate. What is important is that the perceptions are at least

partially responsible for the continued identification of a particular

set of people with a particular urban locale, and for ensuring the

continued reproduction of that set as an identifiable group within the

urban population through the collective ownership of land.

It is significant for this present discussion that there exists as a

prior condition of the creation of this land ownership, an identity

which is operating at a lower order than the encompassing category

rlndianrr. Indeed, the interests of these thro sets of people cannot be

understood without taking thís into account. If one considers the class

location of the najority of individuals within the groups, their

interests would appear to be at odds given the engagement of the

Chettiars in finance capital and the Chitties in selling their labour in

the wage narket. And yet, they share the sarne potential fates of disper-

sal and loss of identity, and they believe this to be because they are

categorised as Indian. In fact, their interests are predominately in

retaining a core space. The caste-defined group of Chettiars thereby

form a doub.ly defined class fraction, that is as Indians to non-Indians

within a class, and as Chettiars to other Indians within the same class.

In the case of the Chitties, as an historically, linguistically and

(negatively)r caste-differentiated group, core space is essential to the

lChittÌes are technically outcas'te, though in practice high caste Indians
tend to view them as low-ranking or debased castes which remain superior
to untouchable castes (see discussion below).
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reproduction of their social identity too. The fact that they suffer

the consequences of the categorisation as fndians in a potentially

sinilar forn does not engender any automatic unity of identity or

purpose between these two sub-sets.

In the context of our discussion of the processes underlying both the

contemporary urban form and the actions of Indians, these patterns of

external threats leading to collective action seem to suggest that the

idea that urban politics is dorninated by questions of collective

consumption, I^Ias correct after all, However, it is necessary to point

out that, for the Chettiars, their core identity is important precisely

because they are located in the economy as a class fraction with

specialised financial roles which they perform from the houses in

First Cross Street. Though not quite so vital in the present situation

of alternative sources of finance, it is nonetheless inportant that

Chettiars maintain some degree of intimate contact in order to avoid

undue competition or the loss of their control of some areas of petty

finance. Agreement on interest rates and share of the narket, as well

as shared infornation on the nature of that market and the credit-

worthiness of clients were especially significant in the reproduction

and accumulation of their finance capital in the past' though this

remains true to a lesser extent today.

In the case of the working class Chitties, their concern to protect their

interests is twofold; though both aspects may here be said to amount to

the politics of collective consurnption in the urban context. Melaka

Chitties as a group are concerned to reproduce thenselves as distinct

socially and culturalLy, but they are also concerned to ensure the trans-

nission of their property in the form of land to future generations.
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It is this property, in tandern with their alternative bases of differen-

tiation mentioned above (i.e. history, language and caste), which distin-

guishes this group from other working class Indians. The latter nostly

rent their houses fron the State or on the private market. The Chitties

are seeking to avoid the further expropriation of their surplus value in

the forn of rent which would have to be paid if they did not own their

land and houses. That rent would go not only to those of another class,

of course, but in all likelihood to members of another ethnic gloup.

Moreover, the pervasive influence of the State is operative here also.

The Melaka Chitty population was threatened with the compulsory acquisi-

tion of their surplus land if it was not utilised. Much of the land

which Chitties owned was neither built on nor cultivated on a regular

basis. As a result of a government edict, and after the drawing up of

a trust deed in 1962 to nake all the land community property in the trust

of the tenple officials, the conmunity encouraged Chinese to build and

rent houses in the residential area they owned. This has resulted in a

slightly higher proportion of non-Chitties living on that communityrs

land than members of the corununity itself. The irnplications of these

transformations are explored more fully in the following chapter. l\fhat

is striking here is that the present residential pattern of the Chitty

conmunity is the result of the historical processes of colonialisn

described in the previous chapter in combination with contemporary

influences of the State in a context of class and ethnic divisions.

These operate to order perceptions of the situation, and therefore, to

order actions taken by both the State and the Chitties.

Contenporary Melaka Chitties sel1 their labour power in a wage narket

which is doninated by a capitalist node of production. Like other
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Indians, however, the Chitties are located in the urban economy largely

outside the directl productive sphere. Though a significant nurnber of

the Chitties are employed in the public utilities, mostly in skilled and

seni-skilled jobs or in ninor clerical capacities, others are located in

private, commercial concerns, and a few are self-ernployed as trishaw

(pedalcab) riders. In all these occupational sectors, a national- and

state-level governmental policy to increase the proportion of rbumiputral

(in this case Malay) involvement, wherever possible to reach a 1evel of

S0 percent by 1990,1 has a direct effect on job security and youth

ernployment opportunities. Other South Indians who have an even greater

proportion of their number ernployed and housed directly by departments

in the public sector are even more vulnerable to the effects of this

policy.

ResidentialLy, the current interference by the State in the working of

both state and capitalist organisation has the effect of dininishing the

number of Indians located in the proletarian centres of labour line

accommodation and rnaking then less attractive as focal points for the

fornation of clusters of cheap, non-state housing for Indians, as they

had been under the British. Chitty leaders, and even many of the

ordinary apolitical people of the community, are operating in the urban

process with a fairly developed consciousness of their class relation to

others in the urban economy, but the more imnediate consciousness is in

terms of the operation of political forces through ethnic categorical

distinctions which have a direct effect in the ordering of relations of

production, consunption and exchange, and upon the reproduction of the

tThis ain is first articulated in the governmentrs rSecond Malaysia Planr.
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distribution of political power. That this consciousness may in some

senses be seen as a level of false consciousness by Marxists nay be nis-

leading. This is because consciousness as ideology renains fundanental

to the reproduction of the social system. The irnplications of the

institutionalisatíon of ethnic categorisations into the political struc-

ture of Malaysia through the Constitution are examined in broader scope

in Chapter B. However, the relevant considerations for the purpose of

the analysis of the urban built form, in its relation to the production

and reproduction of social relations in Melaka, lie in the constraints

such constitutionalised divisions place on the reproduction of labour

power and in the transfornations in the personnel in the various levels

of the relations of production. The latter aspect is inportant in the

extent to which it produces new cleavages and cross-class alliances and

serves to dininish the chances of class consciousness arising. However,

insofar as the spatial relations of the urban complex of Melaka, the

social relations they encompass, and the understanding of actors noving

through that social world are distorted, it is also important analytically

if the self-generative, reproductive and transformative aspects of the

shared synbolic orderings of the world are ignored.

Meaning and the reproduction of social identity

The distribution of Indians through the town, and their engagement in

productive processes and production-serving processes, reproduce not only

a class structure, but also a series of culturally specific understandings

and relations. The relation of the forner to the latter is a central

problenatic of my thesis. The major contention of what follows in this

chapter is that, in the case of the Indians, the cultural/religious

understandings with which people invest their social world are nore than
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rnystifications or sinple reflections of their class location in that

social world. They are the mediun and the outcome of an ongoing set of

social processes which both reproduce and transform thenselves through

the interaction of individuals and groups in particular and structured

contexts. The argument hinges on the notion that structures or struc-

tural properties are reproduced through practice, or rather through the

practices of located individuals and groups. These practices are them-

selves tstructuredt, that is, given constraint and potential, by the

culturally possible range of responses. These in turn stand in a dynarnic

relation to the always evolving worldwide social structure of which they

are a part. Thus, ideologies are produced fron the interaction of

cultural systems and the wider social structure. As contradictions

emerge, e.g. in caste, in its confrontation with the politics of ethnicity,

these are resolved in practice and new ideologies emerge (see Chapter B).

The economy of Me1aka, even during the British period, was always

diverse and complex. In contenporary Melaka, as vle have seen, the

economy has been diversified sti11 further as a matter of deliberate

state policy. In the following pages I shal1 cornment further on these

points which have received brief attention already, for their implications

are great for the Indian population. However, here the point I wish to

stress is that though it is necessary to characterise economic form and

analyse it initially in its own terms, there renains a crucial require-

nent that the analyst consider how this economic form comes to relate to

the concrete social formation with which it is linked in practice. The

spatial form is part of the social formation, and its cornplexity obviously

derives in large measure fron the conplexity of the econornic form.

Nevertheless, I shall develop now the theme that the cultural forns -
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the syrnbolic orderings of experience which sets of actors engage in and

reproduce in the course of their everyday life - are also integral to

the dialectic which generates the particular social fornation doninated

by economic structures, in this case a nulti-national Capitalist Mode of

Production. It is hrorth pointing out here that practices which reproduce

and enact differing cultural orders rnay overlap with sets of practices

involving direct engagement in the same productive processes for

differentiated groups of people. There is no necessary relationship

between sets of people and their location in the relations of production,

which is bound to bring about an homogeneous culture or ideological form.

To return to the more concrete, I am concerned to show that the spatial

relations and distribution of Indian residents of Melaka both reflect

and reproduce more than a class structure, and that what this extra

element or elements night be has important ramifications for that class

structure itself. In the debate about the best analytical approach to

adopt towards urban formations, and in particular, to colonial urban

fornations (Harvey 1973, Castells 1975, Frank 197I, Harloe L977, King

L976 and Horvath 1969), the data fron Melaka led ne to the conclusion

that this colonial and post-colonial urban fornation cannot be adequately

understood in any sense, historically or contemporarily, by sinply

according prirnacy to notions of collective consumption, the circulation

of surplus value, the reproduction of labour polrler, or even the produc-

tion or generation of that surplus value, to the exclusion of non-economic

factors. In a sense all these elements of the social function of the

urban form are present in varying degrees at different points in the

historical developnent of the town. I have, indeed, aLready suggested

that the advent of the different sets of Indians identifiable today has
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to be seen in each case in relation to particular stages in the develop-

nent of nercantile capitalism or industrial capitalism or the transition

from the dominance of one forn to the other. What is clear though is

that once they arrived, all Indians were located in an urban context

which entailed degrees of interaction with other Indians and with

various non-Indians. This interaction could not be understood or pre-

dicted in terms of understanding nerely the class locations of those

involved. Equally, it would be inadequate to see the interaction as

taking a particular form only as a result of cultural differences.

As I have pointed out, most Indians were enployed by European-dominated

plantations or state organisations. They bought goods and services from

other Indians and fron sorne Chinese. For reasons to do with language

use and with culturally prescribed needs, varying fron the avoidance of

butchers who sold beef or pork, to the provision of ritual goods for the

practice of their religion, Indians have found that other Indian traders

and merchants, money lenders and priests were anongst the foremost

expropriators of that surplus value which had not already been appropri-

ated at the source of employment, and were integral parts of the organi-

sation of the reproduction of labour power. Indeed, just as the Chinese

entrepïeneurs hrere the foremost exploiters of other Chinese and Malays

were similarLy involved in the exploitation of other Malays, the Indian

population contained both exploiters and exploited and it is true that,

contrary to popular ïepresentations, such exploitation of one member of

an ethnic category by other menbers of that categoly is as prevalent a

feature of lr{alaysian social life as the more commonly described pattern

of exploitation of one ethnic category by another (see also Caldwell and

Arnin 1977) .
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Moreover, it is by the creation of specific entrepreneurial opportunities

through shared cultural patterns of wants, and the consunption patterns

they generate, that nany of the class-based divisions within the local

Indian population are derived. Others exist specifically because the

British recruited functionaries into bureaucratic and industrial struc-

tures at different levels, frorn populations they already recognised to be

socially differentiated. Engagement in local economic activity

facilitated the reproduction and exacerbation of these differences.

Thus, the Ceylonese public servants of the British period became members

of the professions in the next generation, as well as bureaucrats. In

this latter case, the reproduction and enhancenent of class position,

and its consequent status, is paralleled by the facilitation of the

ability to reproduce status associated with the high caste affiliation

of the rnajority of the Ceylonese population. As noted in the previous

chapter, by virtue of the caste structure of the Jaffna peninsula, it

was members of the Vella1ar caste who doninated in educational achieve-

ment and subsequent colonial enployment opportunities in Sri Lanka

(Ceylon). It is important to the legitination of clains to high local

status that menbers of this caste would be enployed in what are culturally

acknowledged to be rrespectabler jobs. This neans above all that no

Vellalar should be seen doing a nenial task, especially under the super-

vision of another Indian whose caste he deens inferior.

Meanwhile, most working class Indians did not have, and were not given,

access to resources such as advanced education in order to enhance their

chances of class or caste nobility in the next generation. In many

cases, the chances of maintaining or reproducing their present location

in the working class has been eroded by the policies nentioned earlier
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of increasing Malay participation in urban proletarian occupations.

These have effectively excluded a significant proportion of Indians from

the jobs which until recently they as a category were ernployed to under-

take.

The question, as I see it, does not come down to the decision to adopt

the view that either the relations inherent in the infrastructure of the

Capitalist Mode of Production or those which inhere in the systerns we

call Culture should be considered as paramount in their explanatory

force. The two aspects are inextricably interr^Ioven. They interpenetrate

at aLL levels. It is inpossible to conceive of any concrete social

fornation in which culture or, indeed, ideology do not exist as prior

conditions for the forn which infrastructural relations take. This is

rnost clear in the notions of gender inherent in the developnent of

industrial capitalisn itself, but is to be seen also in Malaysia in the

role of ethnicity and caste. I shall argue that the cultural notions of

caste and ethnicity, like kinship in primitive societies for Godelier

(1973), enter directly into the relations of production.l

In concrete terms in Melaka, the patterns of residence and the occupations

of Indians had their prirnary logic until recently in the relations of

production inherent in the historical developnent of the infrastn-rctural

support structure of the statewide plantation industry. However, even

this logic included the ideological understandings of the British

lTTtis is not to say, however, that they function totally as the relations
of production and thereby rnagically becone deterninate of that which is
deterninate rin the last instancef. Unlike Althusser and Balibar (1970),
I am not concerned with the ultinately functionalist final cause of the
form of a pure ldode of Production. However, I do accept that capitalist
relations of production rdominater the social fornation of Malaysia.
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colonialists which took account of the cultural and social practices of

those over whom they had por^rer and were locating in particular class

positions in the socio-economic structure. Thus, the British were not

unaurare that a great correlation existed between the class position of

their working class Indian population and the status of that population

in the status hierarchy of nainland India and Sri Lanka (in the forn of

caste). Indeed stereotypical views of the tough but acquiescent nature

of the low caste South Indians were inherent in their recruitment. 0n

the other hand, higher caste Tamils and Malayãlis were thought culturally

adapted, through their strong evaluation of education, their knowledge of

the language and their cultural knowledge of how to deal with lol caste

Tanils, to act as the nediators between the workers and their colonial

masters. 0n the plantations and in the town, higher caste Tamils

especially were given supervisory, bureaucratic and managerial roles as

the class agents of the British.

In contempoîary Melaka this results in a distribution of higher castes

through the better rniddle class areas, where very few low castes are to

be found, while working class areas of the town in which Indians once

doninated and are still now in strong evidence, remain conceptually areas

of low caste habitation. Four rnajor areas of this type exist for nost

niddle class Indians, though even these are ranked according to the

degree to which formerly tuntouchable I castes are conceived to doninate

or not. Thus, the area of housing centred on the municipal depot is an

area into which most non-resident Indians will not choose to enter. It

is an area which is sti1l occasionally referred to as a place of tdirty

fellows t and a place where danger resides for outsiders. Faniliar niddle

class notions of the toughness and abusiveness and the violence of
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working class connunities are overlain in Melaka with a sense of potential

ritual danger in the form of pollution. Even though this latter aspect

is rarely overt in conversation, it occasionally emerged in oblique

references and in patterns of interaction where, for example, requests

or invitations to enter houses or partake of food would be politely

refused with an elaborate excuse.

The general pattern is for avoidance to be the nost prevalent node of

handling such difficultíes. I4lhere it is necessaly for Iow caste

individuals to visit an upper caste house, usually to perform some

menial task, low caste people will often conplain that they are subtly

treated as unequal and rnay still be offered a drink from a vessel kept

specially for 1ow caste people. Working class Indians view middle class

homes as doubly alien places if they contain Indians. Set in locations

which are invested with meanings which are related to middle class

conceptions of the privatisation of space, they are uncomfortable

contexts for workers to enter because class and caste prejudices combine

to make the low status individuals acutely aware of their position,

according to infomants from this category. By contrast, the centres of

working class Indian residence were, and to a lesser extent still are,

places which have the qualities of high degrees of network connectedness

and'developed knowledge of fanily history which both nake interaction

less problenatic.

The point of these remarks is to underline the fact that Indians in

Melaka invest the urban space which contains then with meanings which

affect their social action and, more importantly, create the conditions

for a structured disunity within the category "Indiant' and between
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classes of different ethnic groups. Middle class Indians may remark on

the changes in caste attitudes. They rnay reca11, as one did, for example,

that the dhoby (washerman) was never allowed beyond the threshold of his

motherrs house and that a ritual sprinkling of water followed his

entrance even into the compound. Yet today the dhoby just tosses the

clothes onto a chair in his front hal1. The fact is that working class

Indians recognise that caste does affect them in many ways.

The picture requires considerable refining in order to portray the

complexity of the sets of understandings within broad spatial and social

parameters. Within any of the clustered sets of Indian residences there

is detailed awareness of, and differing reactions to, houses containing

rnembers of especially problematic castes. Women, especially older women,

are able to cite the houses of Pariyan and Pallan caste meinbers, and

some of them will avoid entering or eating'at these houses since members

of these castes are designated extremely polluting, or what is glossed

as rruntouchablett, in the South Indian caste systern. It'fany men, especially

younger ones, were prepared to enter such houses and even to eat there in

sorne cases. These men hrere among the nost vocal in proclaiming the end

of caste and of its relevance in the overseas context: Yet the vast

majority of marriages I recorded were rwithin-caster marriages and all

cases of narriage between Pariyan or Pallan and a higher caste were

public knowledge, and the cause of gossip and doubtful prognoses on the

part of members of higher castes.

The particular meanings with which Indians invest their social wor1d,

including its spatial form, are much more than sirnple cultural relics

which are in the process of breaking down. The views expressed, and the
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patterns of interaction ob.served, were not sinply inportant to some

idealistic rtraditionalr schema, they were modes of conceptualisation of

practical relations in the contemporary context. In certain contexts,

they both reflected actual patterns of social behaviour, and ordered

that behaviour.

The Melaka Chittyts kanpong presents an interesting anomaly socially and

spatially. I have already outlined the conditions which brought it into

existence and suggested that they were founded in the twin relationships

of a population subjugated to a colonial power developing its own form

of mercantile capitalism, and the essentially caste-based differentiation

of a locally-born population (born of miscegeny fron India-.born Hindus).

In a technical sense at least, the Chitty connunity is therefole an

outcaste comnunity, though local caste understandings as they influence

social life at the interactional leve1 belie this to the extent that

they are certainly not equivalent to the 'untouchables I of sorne of the

labour line settlernents. Nevertheless, from the point of view of high

caste Indians, the kanpong is conceived of as an area in which people of

doubtful caste origin reside.

At the sarne time, the settlernent lies in the centre of an inportant area

of ternples (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5), and contains people who clain

middle and higher caste origins, who are devout Hindus, and who own and

naintain considerable ritual paraphernalia, not to mention knowledge,

which are very important to the celebration of religious festivals in the

town (see Chapter 7 especially). Chitty Hindus guard their conmunity

space and explicitly relate its meaning to the ternples surrounding it.

They also collectively approve the marriages of Chitties to outsiders,
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or sometines withhold that approval, by decisions to grant or refuse

rights of residence, and by deciding whether or not to allow rnarriages

to take place in their tenples. More subtle social pressures could also

be ernployed to dissuade members from cours,es of action which would be

thought to reflect on the conmunity as a whole. 0n the more overt side,

I heard Chitty cornmunity leaders discount the possibility of acting as

nediators in a potential rnarriage arrangement on the grounds that one of

the parties concerned was possibly of dhoby origin and that therefore

their tpeopler would not like such an approach. Dhobies rank very low,

of course, in the Hindu caste hierarchy.

Once again, the significance of such decisions made on caste bases lies

in the extent to which they reproduce an ideology which in turn enters

into spatial and social orders at the level of organising principles.

It is quite clear then fron ny data that caste understandings at the

leve1 of associated status and origins did organise Indian space and

peoplefs understandings of those spatial relations. Space as an embodi-

ment of caste principles, in turn, reproduces them over time. One

otherwise knowledgeable and reliable informant renarked one day that

what many outsiders did not know was that people would not like to narry

or even go regularly into areas dominated by other castes because each

caste was thought to have its own magic which would more than like1y

cause harn to an outsider, particularly if he got into a quarrel. IIe

said that such quarrels were like1y between people of different rtracesrt

(he used the English form which is one of the possible translations of

"ju!i"). This was the only clear case I net of conceptions of powerful

magic being generalised beyond individual encounters with sorcery, to the

level of intergroup relations, However, the important notion was a more
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farniliar one, which was that people of raclically different caste origins

were bound to generate trouble if they came into regular, close proxirnity.

The Melaka Chitty conmunity rnembers are on the whole as reluctant as the

Ceylonese or Chettiars, Malayãlis or North Indians to enter the labour

line areas of the town, if it can be avoided. They say that there are

two aspects to this reluctance: the one deriving from an uncomfortable-

ness because they do not speak Tamil well, and the other being expressed

as fear of neeting people whose backgrounds they do not know and whose

propensities to violence and bacl behaviour they dislike.

Once more, the accuracy of the opinions is inmaterial to their social

consequences. In fact, of course, the people of the low caste labour

lines appeared to an outsider as not significantly different in these

respects to those of any working class comnunity. What is inportant is

that perceptions such as those being expressed here reproduce a caste

ideology which in turn reproduces divisions between fractions of the

working class, as well as between classes, within the categoryrrlndianrr.

The reproduction is achieved not through the narking of individuals, not

indeed through a cLear sense of a rgroupr, but rather through space in

the forn of spatial regions of the town which are conceived of as Ino go I

areas " Anyone associated with these areas is considered potentially

dangerous until one learns differently in another context. It is partly

in this fashion that caste as a neaningful system for ordering relations

is perpetuated.

It may be worth noting prelininarily at this point that temples (¡ee

Chapters 5 and 6) frequently mark a congregation spatially as well as
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socia1ly, and most clusters of Ìrcuses containing Indians have a temple

or shrine associated with them. However, temples ale one of the few

spaces into which low caste and wotking class Indians will enter when

higher caste niddle class Indians are present. The reverse is not

always true, as we shall see below, for high caste Hindus avoid certain

temples and shrines because of their association with low caste congrega-

tions.

Transport, conmun ication and the reproduction of divisions

Fron the map, it is possible to see that clusters of 1ow caste working

class housing are sepaïated from one another, in some cases, by quite

large distances. While in the past this did add to the tendency for

relative isolation of spatially distinct areas of Indian habitation, at

least in terms of daily and regular interaction outside the work context,

the isolation is insignificant in terms of the contemporary reproduction

of the populations which occupy then. Transport systems within the town

and between the town and the rural hinterland are sufficiently developed

to allow relatively easy and cheap travel between centres. In terms of

the relationship of social to geographical space, this results in all

the identifiable sets of Indians within the town being able to reach

locations of other like sets either within the town or beyond, without

undue problen. The plantations of the rural hinterland of Melaka and

Negri Sembilan, and to a lesser extent Johor, all provided locations of

working class, low caste fndians, as did other urban labour lines.

Plantations also contained smaller numbers of Ceylonese and Malayãli

supervisory and managerial staff and their fanilies. Increasingly,

alternative urban centres such as Kuala Lunpur and/or Singapore have

become significant as places where populations of both working class
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Indians, Tanils and Chitties alike, and niddle class Ceylonese reside.

Modern transport and communication systems render these populations

accessible and result in frequent exanples of a population within urban

Melaka such as the Melaka Chitties, for example, conceiving of Singapore

as part of their social space by virtue of kin and affinal connections

which may be naintained as active links in farnily networks.

Nattukottai Chettiars have long naintained a national network which is

reinforced through tenple festivals (see Chapter 5), though their

concern to keep in regular contact is overtly to facilitate comnon

business practice and flows of regular information on the state of the

financial narket. Most other population sets within Melaka mobilise

links outside of the town prinarily through marriage, either the finding

of suitable partners for children or the acknowledgement of already

existing affinal obligations. Moreover, the history of migration into

the country has been such that patrilineal kin are likely to reside in

other centres, in the case of almost all categories. Rural to urban

rnigration in recent decades has enhanced the pattern of links between

plantations and the urban population. The net effect with regard to the

urban context, is to make it cornmon for Indians to restrict their social

intercourse to urithin their area of dornicile and to like areas beyond

the townrs boundaries, rather than to areas containing other categories

of Indians within the town. There are, of course, areas of comrnon

ground (some ternples and the public areas of the town such as the market

and cinemas) where Indians of different residential areas cone into

frequent juxtaposition, though this does not often involve direct

interaction.
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Transport is an increasingly irnportant phenomenon in understanding the

dynarnic of urban spatial relations and their role in the reproduction of

social divisions. Both state and private transport in the forrn of

buses, as well as taxis and private cars, are used to promote the rnove-

nent of labour to and fron working situations. Networks of private

buses service the factories of the Free Trade Zones, for' example, and

they and the state systens, not to nention the roads, telecommunications

and even the airline service to Melakats smal1 airport, certainly perform

dual functions in the interest of capital and the non-capitalist popula-

tion atike. My point, however, is that while they function to reproduce

and enhance the accurnulation of capital, they also function to render

urban space socially divisible and reproducible in this particular

fashion. Small areas of the town contain populations of Indians who

could not in the long term sustain a separate identity on the basis

of sub-ethnic category or caste were it not for the accessibility of

other like populations. Marriage into these other populations reinforces

links outside the town or between particular areas within the town and

allows Indians, especially Hindus, to Teconstitute their non-

identification with other categolies of Indians within the town.

In the reproduction of caste as a meaningful category which orders

social relations, the equation of populations with caste clusters located

in space is very irnportant in India, even in the urban context. In

Malaysia, urban space is not only ordered cognitively by Indians

according to caste-type understandings. Those spatial relations were

actually produced and are reproduced in and through the application in

practice of caste princiPles.
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As I have already remarked, working class populations of Indians are now

finding that their jobs, and the tied housing which went with them, are

increasingly being offered to Malays in an effort to make the distribu-

tion of occupations more equitable in terms of the percentage distribu-
- )".'í,."h,cl

t1on of ethnic categories in the population. At the same time, the Malay 
^

government is involved in a transforrnation of the economy which incor-

porates a shift in capital and labour. The result has been the decline

of Tanils as a proportion of government-owned labour lines in the urban

area and a tendency for some dispersal of the working class Indian

population. This was very much a transforrnation at the begínning of its

progress during the time of my fieldwork. Nevertheless, it is possible

to say that the urban processes involved were such that a fraction of

capital defined by ethnic criteria, and supported by a State similarly

defined, was succeeding in the pursuit of its interests in a manner

which was rendering caste secondary as an organising principle of

residential patterns of Indians, in the short term. I have no doubt

though that caste will be irnportant to understanding where Indians move

to in the urban area, even when it is not an overt consideration according

to informants.

fn terms of their relation to general urban processes, and in particular

the developing political processes which centre on relations of produc-

tion and the ownership of capital, caste and other more overtly religious

understandings operate to structure both ideologies and alliances as

well as to define for Indians the possibility of locating oneself both

socially and spatially within a particular context. Put sirnply, it

remains true that social mobility and spatial nobility aTe necessary

conjunctions, but that both are constrained by the influence of a belief
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system which is internal to the Indian cultural systen (caste) and by

another which is external to then and based on a notion of the rights of

the native rsons of the soilr (ethnicíty).

As institutionalised definitional processes, ethnicity and caste operate

in the Melaka context to structure, at the level of organising principle,

the distribution of capital, the relations of production, and, as a by-

product, the consunption of collectively- or state-plovicled facilities

including housing. In doing so, they also constitute the conditions for

class and ethnic fractions to reproduce themselves and to have perceived

differences in interest. Meanwhile, the urban context of Melaka must be

seen as one in which the State seeks to maintain and enhance the condi-

tions for capitalist development while simultaneously endeavouring to

resist tendencies towards nonopoly capital control of the local economy.

At the same tine it is directly intervening to alter the forn of capitalist

enterprise and the content of its labour force. Thus, the reproduction

and transfornations of labour poü/er are reflected in patterns of

collective consumption, but the urban structure exists as part of the

productive process of creating surplus value to be extracted from both

within its boundaries and beyond in the rural plantation hinterland.

The location of the industrial estates at the edges of the town area and

the recruitnent of some of their labour fron the rural hinterland

suggest in thenselves the nonsense it would be, in the context of Melaka,

to seek to define the urban absolutely. It also points to the conclusion

that the historical development of the town is a conplex ongoing process

conprising the interests of international capital, local capital and

class fractions defined by cultural criteria.
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The point being made here is that the structuring prínciples of a social

fornation at any given moment in history, particularly one which is

conplex and embedded in the world capitalist system, are bound to throhl

up contradictions in themselves, and to corne into contradiction with the

dynarnics of relatively autonomous sets of relations in and beyond that

social formation. Melaka town, as one arbitrarily delirnited part of the

wider social formation of Malaysia, is not then the product of a single

economic, practical, cultural or syrnbolic logic, but the intersection of

several such logics as they evolve in the course of social action. It

is the unique cornbination of these intersecting logics which differen-

tiates Melaka fron any other urban centre.



CFIAPTER 5

DOMESTIC SPACE DOMESTIC GROUPS AND IDENTITY

This chapter examines the relationships between domestic groups, the

urban space which contains then and the production, reproduction and

transformations of social identity amongst Indians in Melaka. It builds

specifically on the analysis of the previous chapter by reorientating

the discussion towards a narïower focus, that of the physical and

conceptual space surrounding Indian donestic gloups.

The position developed here extends then upon arguments presented in the

previous two chapters, but it is very different in emphasis. Here, the

concern is with the production of the cultural and ideological features

of Indian social life and the logical relationship of this process to

the processes already discussed for the town as a whole. The extent to

which culture remains relatively autonomous with respect to economic and

political forces in society is the issue here. By the exanination of

historically concrete pïactices we shall corne to discuss the theoretical

irnplications of approaches which seek to explain social life in terms of

polar notions of rstructural causalityt at one extreme, and agents I free

will at the other.

Here, too, I discuss the processes which define fractions of capital and

the factors which inhibit the energence of class consciousness.

Inhibitors to the emergence of a single ethnic identity which would be

required in order to render cohesive a set of people contained in a

social category are also examined. I touched on these problens in the

98
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last chapter, but here the ain is to illuminate particular ranges of

social life frorn the point of view of the actual social relations between

people ton the groundr, as I observed them. It is an integral part of

the overall approach that Indian conceptions of the environment, including

the non-human environment, be incorporated into the analysis. However,

the first concern is with conditions of a rnore mundane sort which are

more amenable to direct observation.

The donestic sroup

For the purposes of this argurnent, the notion of donestic group refers

to that set of people, norrnally resident in one household, who pool

income, divide their labour and share food on a regular basis, in such a

way as to constitute a recognisable unit to both the analyst and the

local population. The nost conmon terns used locally, by Tanil and

Malay speakers, best translate as rrmy houserr. Most frequently, ties of

descent (or filiation) along with affinity provide the ideological basis

of the group. However, the prime definitional characteristic is the

sharing of food. An alternative designation would be 'hearth groupr.

Such a group may contain or, more ïarely, be made up entirely of unrelated

(i.e. non-kin, non-affinally linked) nenbers but such cases are unusual.

Domestic groups are identifiable in opposition to other like groups'

even where they occupy overlapping space within one dwelling. Most

conmonly, one dornestic group in Melaka occupies one dwelling or distinct

division of it, with separate cooking hearths. Even where this is not

the case, spatial differentiation occurs in the usage of the dwelling,

as we shall see elaborated ín a case discussed below.
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Once more, the concern in this analysis of the domestic group is to

examine the relationship between rneanings enbedded in a particular

culture, the formation of ideologies, and the reproduction of the social

fornation. The position taken here assumes that Indians as social

actors, individual or group, are involved in urban plocesses which are

not susceptible to their direct and conscious manipulation at the level

of basic structure. The reasons for this have been elaborated in the

previous two chapters. Nevertheless, it is assumed in this chapter that

the form these processes take and their interpreted meaning for Indians

in the donestic context are also not determined thennselves, in any

sinple or direct way, by the forces acting externally to that context.

In the thesis as a whole, it will be shown that the processes which

reproduce cultural forms, i.e. systems of belief and practice, and which

occur largely in the donestic setting, are centlal to understanding the

reproduction of the social fornation at large. The cultural forms which

have the capacity to affect the wider social structure within which

Indians find themselves , are such things as caste and religion, as well

as gender and ethnicity. Ethnicity itself is a complex phenomenon which,

like the other three sets of relations, is only partly constituted in

the donestic context. It is precisely how and in what sense the consti-

tution of ethnic identity is achieved as one of the najor aspects of

overall social identity, which is the concern of this argunent and the

one contained in the next chaPter.

As I argued in the previous chapter, it is important that an account be

given of the ways in which actors use, conceive of, and relate to the

space which is available to them, because the meaning entailed in these

processes in part deternines the interaction which takes place within
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that space. Moreover:, an understanding of that entailed meaning also

crucially informs the analysis of the principles which order interaction

in regions beyond that imnediate space. I am concerned to show how this

is done in Melaka through the examination of the relation between the

structure of donestic organisation and the investment of imposed social

categories with meaning. Categories such as rrlndianrr are given flesh and

bones by the actions and conceptions of the people so categorised. The

very reproduction or transformation of the categories themselves, and of

the patterns of relations between actors in one category and those in

another, are affected by understandings actors have of donestic space.

These understandings nay be conscious or unconscious, comprising

rdiscursivef or rpracticalr knowledge, in Giddenst (1979) terrns. Never-

theless, as socially produced rcultural formsr, their shared patterns

provide the basis of the identification of unity and division within a

category.

Creatin domestic ace

The conception of donestic space, as both a geographical and a sociologi-

cal phenomenon, must be described by the delineation of a series of

relationships. Those relationships need not be seen as fixed in form,

nor the concepts as fixed in content; though an historically, relatively

stable, configuration is necessary for the concept of donestic space to

be useful analytically.

Although the area of analysis covered in the naterial which follows might

loosely be ternedr?housingrrby sorne analysts, I am not concerned to

elaborate the discussion in terns of patterns of distribution of housing

types or, indeed, the shifting patterns of ownership and the politics of
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collective consumption.l As I demonstrated in the previous chapter,

housing is one important feature of local-level politics, but the town

is best understood as the product of a conplex interplay of the needs of

productive and exchange pïocesses in the context of a world capitalist

systen. The ain of this chapter is to consider how the patterns of

ownership and distribution of capital are subsumed in, and interpenetrate

notions of the nature of donestic space embedded in Indian culture.

Indeed, it will be argued that the Indian donestic group and its encom-

passing social space are ordered according to structural principles which

are such that they ultinately produce significant contradictions in

relation to the structuring properties of the wider social context.

These becorne apparent in the actions of inclividuals and groups located

in social processes in concrete historical junctures.2

I have shown in the previous chapter how the location of housing and the

general use of space in the town is only now beginning to break out of

the patterns established in the cotonial period. Indian housing is, of

course, part of this trend and present patterns of distribution of

Indians consequently mark some important changes, especialty in the case

of upwardly rnobile middle class Indians. However, inasrnuch as there

still exist foci of Indian populations, a clear class- and ethnically-

based ideology, made manifest in colonial practices, was shown to

account for many of the inportant defining characteristics of Indian

patterns of residential location. Incorporated into these ideological

IThus, I wish to avoid the traps of the essenti-ally lVeberian thous'ing

classr arguments of Rex and Moore (1967) and Pahl (1975) .

2one such appeaïs in the transition to manufacturing capitalisrn where
employment òpportunities for young women occur at a tine when those for
yontrg Indian men are dirninishing. I deveLop this helow (see especially
Chapter B).
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positions was a version of the colonialistsr knowledge of the Indian

caste system enployed as a subtle form of social control mediated, on

the colonial capitalists' behalf, by other Indians. I The point is that

cultural and ethnic understandings are necessarily entailed in the

essentially class-based differentiations manifested in the built forrn of

Melaka, noui as in the past.

For the pulposes of the prelirninary stages of this analysis, I shall

operate with the sub-categories which menbers of the Indian category most

commonly employ thenselves in self-reference. It is precisely the

reproduction of such sub-categories as meaningful social distinctions

which is at the heart of the final conclusions of this analysis. Thus,

adopting this heuristic position is to put the analytical cart before

the horse, but can be justified on the grounds that the basis of an

actorrs distinctiveness nay not be irunediately apparent to hin when

employing a label with respect to hirnself, yet the category will remain

important in terms of self-definition. The way in which actors reproduce

categories in the course of their social lives and the structural prin-

ciples which 1ie behind the process is what I shal1 now attempt to

uncover.

The Ceylonese

Ceylonese domestic contexts may be grouped according to two major

distinctions based on the ownership and transmission of the houses.

Many of the adult Ceylonese males currently in Melaka as the head of a

household or domestic group were recruited directly from Ceylon. This

was done through friends or relatives, or by colonial government agents.

rsee Chapter 2 above for a fuller discussion of this
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The recruits noved into the plantation industry or into the colonial

public service, at c1erical, supervisory and junior tnanagement levels.

As such, their early accommodation was provided by their enployers and

often included the allocation of servants fron the nearby work force,

whose function was to naintain the property and its contents according

to standards laid down by the enploying organisation. The servants ü/ere

often Indian Tamils.

Insofar as it is possible and justifiable to generate artypicalt life

history for young rnale Ceylonese recruits, it was common for a young man

who had proved to be satisfactory in the quality of his work to be sent

back to Ceylon to be rnarried, often at the employerrs expense. The

ideology which ü/as recognised by the Ceylonese was that the man should

rsettle downf to a stable married life. Clearly, the marriage and the

debts were such that they rendered men more coïffnitted to the requirements

of the management. On return to Malaysia, the man's new wife took prine

responsibility for the control of the domestic space. This she achieved,

in part, by taking charge of the day-to-day direction of the activities

of the servants; and partly by establishing, if they did not already

exist, areas of the house which were restricted in entry to only members

of the fanily. The conceptualisation of the social space of the house

in terms of more or less open areas is a major thene in the discussion

that follows of the relationship of cultural conceptions to practice.

For the moment, I shaIl nake a few rather straightforward and deceptively

simple observations.

In the early days, many Ceylonese settlers retained clear property rìghts

in the Jaffna peninsula in Ceylon, where the vast najority of then
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originated. Domestic property among the higher castes in Jaffna was and

still is mostly obtained at rnarrìage. Wealthy nembers of these castes

donate a house and its land, with sundry other property' as part of a

daughterts dowry.r Initially, th.erefore, many of those who nigrated as

married men, or who returned to be narried, had these property rights

together with an intention of eventually returning to Jaffna, though the

tining of their Teturn was often in the indeterminate future. In

practice, by the tine of my resealch, most of the rnigrants had cone to

the conclusion that their interests and those of their children would be

best served by remaining permanently in Malaysia, and many had ceded

their land in Sri Lanka to relatives. It was ver.y rare to find a

Malaysia-born Ceylonese r.¡nder the age of fifty who felt that he or she

retained any land rights in Jaffna.

In the earlier days of migration it was a common practice for women to

return to Ceylon for the birth of their first child, if not of all their

children. However, this seems to have ceased as a general practice, and

certainly for children subsequent to the first, after a relatively short

tine. Expense and the availability of good hospitals locally were the

nost often cited reasons offered by Ceylonese inforrnants in Melaka for
2-.

the change in practice. Roughly concomitant with changes in birthing

practices came an increase in the incidence of Ceylonese purchasing land

and houses on the private market in Malaysia. Ceylonese thenselves

suggested two main rationales for this in the course of unstructured

interviews on the subject of rnigration and life histories.

rsee Pfaffenberger CIg77) for a description of contemporary Jaffna.
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Many Ceylonese report that they initially s'ent surplus income back to

Ceylon to inprove or increase family property held there. When the

conditions of their life in Malaysia had become clearer and they had

established families there, they stated that they felt that a better

investment was to obtain property where they were resident. I This they

pointed out remained convertible, should they decide at a later date to

return to Ceylon. The secondary reasoning in terms of infornants I

expressed views was an often vague statement about the advantages of

owning oners own house and thereby avoiding debts to others and the

control inherent in tied housing. This was deemed especially the case

when rryou have a familyrr.

The inportance of the move to ownership of domestic property resides in

the logic of marriage practices as they are even in contemporary

Ceylonese Tamil culture. When a daughter, especially one born in

Malaysia, is of marriageable age, most fathers ùr Melaka saw matters

resolving themselves into two alternatives. Given that nost Malaysia-

born wornen üiere very reluctant to go to Ceylon and to a doubtful future

in Jaffna, the choice was seen to be between gaining a tertiary-level

educational qualification or accepting the ttraditional' pattern of

marrying at a younger age with a good dowry which would ensure, it was

to be hoped, a marriage into arrgood familyrr 1oca11y.2 The idea was that

IAt the time of my research, most urban Ceylonese families were living
in houses bought by the head from his savings partially accrued as' an

enployee in a colonial undertaking. A few, however, remained resident
in rgovernment quartersr whíle others had gained living space in the
manner described below.

'As indicated in Chapter 1, irnmigration regulations effectively preclude
the recruitnent of male rnarriage partners from Ceylon, though it is
stitl possible to bring a Ceylonese bride into the country.
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a good education, particularly one which led to the professions', and

more especially, one which led to a medical caTeer' would of itself

ensure iuinat a girl was able to marry well.

A Ceylonese girl who chos'e not to or was deened unable to pursue her

education to the tertiary level relied on her parents to find her a

suitable husband. This normally meant a man from a known equivalent

sub-caste of the Vellalars, above all.1 The normal pattern was for

parents to look first for spouses who were themselves in the professions.

Despite atternpts by some reform groups, especially in lpoh, such men

could in general connand high dowries throughout Malaysia. Kin and

affinal networks ensured that eligible nen would receive offers fron

several parts of the nation and their dowries nornally consisted of the

minimun of a house. This was true, even in cases I recorded where the

match had been effectively a 'tlove matchrr in which the young people had

persuaded païents to accept their personal choice - often a person met

in the course of education or professional work. The location of the

house might be already deterrnined if the father of the bride had built a

house in preparation for the event, in which case it might be rented or

sold if the location was not suitable for the husbandrs employment.

gtherwise, a house would be acquired at the site most favoured by the

man. One man in Melaka has obtained a house in the Kuala Lunpur area for

lThere are cases recorded in ny field notes of men of lower Vellalar
sub-castes and even of lower castes (i.e. Koviar) according to the
Jaffna caste system (see Banks 1957, David 1972, Pfaffenberger 1977)

successfully obtaíning brides from 'higherr sub-castes' Ieportedly
because wealth and occupational status had transcended caste rank as a
dominant criterion of marriageability in the context of a reduced pool
of nen of the correct age. Acceptance of these rnarriages was always
somewhat equivocal, howevet, as ü/ere those cases of Hindus marrying
Christians which f recorded, though the latter were all of people
originating in high castes according to Ínfornants.
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his daughter, though his hone was in Melaka.r This was done in recogni-

tion of his daughterfs career rnobility and the knowledge that a house in

Kuala Lurnpur would be a more attractive proposition than one in Melaka

for any man she was likely to marry who did not himself come frorn

Melaka.

There is a noticeable trend for the daughters born in the period since

the Second World l\lar to opt, where possible, for the chance to pursue

their education and to accept a reduced dowry or none at all, as a

consequence. In sone cases, this is said to be because of the wish to

obtain a degree of independence which they would otherwise lack. It is

only the richer fanilies, where there are few daughters, who can afford

to educate their daughters to university level and provide a large dowry,

including a house. A comprornise said to have been adopted in several

cases was for sorne fathers to agree to the delaying of their daughtersr

marriages until they had established a career in their chosen profession.

The father and daughter then each paid a proportion of the cost of

building the house, This was sometimes done by the father starting the

house and payments and handing then over to his daughter at an appropriate

time, or by the father handing over a lump sun on marriage, which was

specifically intended for part-paynent on a house.

The major point to note here for the purposes of the present analysis,

is that two consequences follow from the patterns which emerged in the

historical development of Ceylonese practices of property transmission

rBanks G957) also records that the property a man gains access to on
marriage may be passed on in turn to his daughter, or be replaced by
its' equivalent inherited patrilineally or bought for the purpose.
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and magiage. Both mark the effect of intersys'temic contradictions

between prior cultural forms and a conternporary social formation, in

which the Ceylonese culture in question is subordinated politically to

that enacted by dominant others.

The first consequence was the creation not only of private property in

Malaysia in the form of housing, but also the creation of private

domestic contexts, for a generation of individuals who, if not born

there, had spent most of their lives there. We shall return to the

inplications of this more ful1y in what follows. The second consequence

was that, possibly to an even greateï extent than in Ceylon itself, young

u/omen became the prirnary source of, oI mole accurately, rnedium for, the

transmission of capital wealth. This took the forn of housing which

remains the najor forrn of property owned by most Ceylonese (though later,

sone bought land). This property was usually placed, at least initially,

in the r^rornants name. Woments control of the donestic domain was and

still is greater in the second generation of Ceylonese even than in the

first generation, where rights to donestic space hlere a product of the

husbandrs social status, derived fron his position in the occupational

structure of the colonial economy. Informants suggest, however, that

the significance of the transformation, which is in effect a return to

previously preferred patterns of transmission, are tempered by the lack

of supply of 'goodr husbands and the inflation of dowries in which this

has resulted.

Their uxorilocal residence pattern, at least in the early years of a

marriage, contïasts with the patterns'of other younger Indians in the

town. Moreover, their houses, though accounted for largely in the three
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rnajoï niddle class areas of the town noted in the previous chapter, form

clusters of a very loose kind. They also share few outward features with

the houses of nost other fndians. The snal1 but nonetheless significant

exception is the housing of a rising class of South Indian Tanils whose

parents were most often petty entrepreneurs, but who have themselves

gained sufficient education to enter serni-professional or professional

careers, such as in the government bureaucracies, teaching orî the 1aw.

Characteristically, a house is established quite early in the marriage

in a place where the couple eventually envisage settling, or in a place

where the prospects for renting the prope'tty at a profit are good. This

occurs even where the careers of Ceylonese of either gender in a second-

generation marriage require geographical mobility through transfers or

in search of better plospects. South Indians, on the other hand, are

generally less mobile and more of then are able to pursue their occupa-

tional careers solely in Melaka.

There exists then a clear class difference between Ceylonese and most

other Indians in terms of the ownership of property and the use of it as

capital for the production of rent. This is overlain by the cultural

differences which place r4romen in a different structural location in the

Ceylonese conrnunity. We shall return to a further discussion of the

differences in the control and ordering of space within dwellings. This

is also fundamental to an understanding of the reproduction of social

differentiation within the category rrlndianrr. However, outwardly there

is little to distinguish Ceylonese rniddle class houses from the South

Indian or, indeed, the Chinese equivalent, either in style or location

(_see also Mearns Ig82). Constructed of brick and concrete, with tiled
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roof, the older private dwellings are usually double-stoley buildings,

set in a large garden. Sone are older-sty1e bungalows and, more

recently, the estates of modern houses mentioned earlier have provided

houses for all three categories. Some of these are large, but many are

small single-storey terraced or seni-detached r¡rits which, because they

are mass-produced, lack individuality. Some Ceylonese have bought these,

either because they are not as wealthy as others, or because they are

husbanding their resources with a view to using them for other purposes

such as the education of their children.

As is the case for almost all cities then, in Melaka status and class

position are to some extent marked by the style and location of housing.

However, Indian status is a conplex problem as Dumont (1970) acknowledges.

Housing, of itself, represents a reflection and source of reproduction of

only one aspect of status in this context. Status for Indians, as ule

sha1l see, is created in practices which relate to cultural understand-

ings which are peculiarly rlndianl, and which are not necessaríly in

consonance with the understandings of others in Malaysia who are not

defined as Indian. I hasten to add that I am arguing not for two

different kinds of status, but rather for status, insofar as it is

socially relevant for Indians, to be a complex of various pTocesses.

These processes engage ideas entailed in caste, class and ethnic

relations. In order to understand the neaning of Indian houses as

elements of social reproduction and transformation in relation to the

urban processes discussed in the previous chapter, it is necessary to

exarnine the nature of rdonestic spacer in a more restricted sense, and

to focus on its internal relations. This is not to detract from the

need for a concern with relations between types of domestíc units and
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their role in social differentiation in the town. Rather, I shall post-

pone these concerns until conditions for their better comprehension have

been established.

For the pulposes of the analysis I shall make here, the importance of

the forn and origin of houses in Melaka lies nainly in the degree to

which they may be seen to constrain the use made of donestic space.

I¡/hatever the outward forrn, location and ownership, certain major struc-

tural properties aTe replicated in the practices they contain. I argue

that it is the variations and transforrnations of these structural

relations which are essential to any account of the production and

reproduction of the Melaka social system as it affects Indian social

relations and organisation.

Ceylonese Tamil houses in Jaffna are renowned for their high fences,

cleared compounds and defence of privacy (see Banks 1957, David 1972

and Pfaffenberger 1977). In Melaka, the high wal1s and fences which

block inquisitive and dangerous eyes are often missing. Although there

is always a carefully tended garden, where nature, if allowed to remain

at all, is under tight control and restricted to grass and a few

ritually inportant plants. In this, Melaka practice does replicate the

concerns of the Jaffna household. This garden, if not enclosed by a

high wall, is usually surrounded by a substantial wire fence on metal

railings. It usually has an inposing gate which is normally kept shut.

The nain entrance doors to the house are also normally kept shut and

unlike the Melaka Chitties or the Indians of the labour lines, the

Ceylonese do not use the area in front of the house as a place to sit

and chat in the evenings, nor as a place for casual interaction with
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friends and relatives at the weekends and on holidays. To put it another

wdy, the boundary between inside and outside is made clearer in practice

than is the case for any other set of Indians.

Labourers

Urban Indian labourers were housed for the nost part in t labour linesr

owned by the govenìment in the early days of British colonial economic

expansion as part of the controlled reproduction of labour po\iJer spoken

of in the two previous chapters. But Melaka, like other metropolitan

centres, has experienced a continual migration of Indians into and away

fron its environs such that a significant population arose which was not

directly accornmodated by the State. Occasionally, such people bought

their own houses oT, mor.e conmonly, built their own on rented 1and.

Many rented fron Chinese landlords; some just the land, and others both

the land and the house. Many of the later nigrants into the toln¡n came

fron rubber estates in the rural hinterland of the state and they

nobilised kin or Inative placer links and networks in order to create

access to land in close proxirnity to people they knew. This tendency had

the consequence of producing clusters of non-state housing around those

goveïnment quarter areas such as the lower Bukit Pringet and Hospital

areas, where Indians were predoninant.

Structure and process in dornestic contexts

The hones of the working class Indians, both Melaka Chitties and Tanils,

who are the result of more recent colonial migration patterrìs, usually

have an area of I'defensible spacerr ín front of their main entrance. In

most cases, this is truncated space in comparison with the area in front

of nany Ceylonese houses. The area îs also often less well-tended, and
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nay have some of its space devoted to flowers and to fruit and vegetables,

gror^rn for utilitarian as well as ritual purposes. Where fruit and

flowers are grown in Ceylonese house compounds, these are almost entirely

enployed in ritual offerings, and the effect of planting is to create a

sharp sense of order within large areas of open space. The obvious

possibilities of a class-based account for these differences night

suggest that \^Ihat has been described night equally be expected to apply

to other ethnic categories in the town who are differentiated by class

location. What distinguishes the Indian situation is that a particular

understanding of the space around their homes may be shown to nake its

relation to the internal donestic space specific and crucial to the

reproduction of one or several Indian social identities.

The area surrounding any Indian hone is conceptually an area of danger.

The danger is thought to reside prirnarily in the potential for invasion

of, and interference in, the domestic domain. Around each house, a

number of incorporeal beings, spirits, unsettled ghosts of ancestors or

residents, and malevolent deities are thought to reside or to visit

regularly, attracted by the effluvia of everyday family social life.

These are rimpuret (äsuttan) beings whose force lies in their potential

for usurpation of nornal relations within the home. These relations

extend beyond those between human members of the household and beyond

those between the hunan household members and the divine beings, to

those between household mernbers and outsiders entering the home. These

irnpure spirits may also usurp relations between an individual's mind and

his normal social and bodilY self.
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Sone of these beings are deerned to have an active desire to create havoc

and rnay only be resisted through correct, regular rites ensuring the

beneficent presence of the fanily deity (kula duytt). At a minimum,

these rites entail the lighting of a lanp before the image of the deity

in the evenings. Before any major ceremony which involves a puja in

the house, followed by a participant leaving the house to attend the

ternple or any other place where his purity is required, limes are cut and

tossed into the air to placate those beings surrounding the house who

would otherwise interfere.

However, the space in front of the house is not merely a point of

vulnerability to what is often terned the rsupernaturalr forces. It is

also an area where nature, in the forn of animals, decaying vegetables

and polluted humans, are likely to appear in close proximity to the home,

even when precautions are taken. 0f the South Indian and Ceylonese

houses in the town, very few retain the raised platforrn or verandah

(thinai) which is traditional in the higher caste house construction of

South India. Two houses owned by Melaka Chitties, and one formerly owned

by them (a11 of which were built before living menory) are in this style,

but most modern houses have a porch and verandah at ground level, if

they have any, on which are placed rough wooden benches or outdoor

chairs. funongst working class people this is a place where men, especi-

aIIy, congregate in the evenings and late afternoons after returning frorn

work. Men will often rest here before taking their evening bath and

meal. The bath is a prerequisite for lighting the lanp before the

images of the deities in the household shrine, which is the shortest

form of puja (worship) possible, and which it is the duty of the house-

hold head to perforn before the evening meal is' taken.
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Men who are stilt rdirtyr, that is, men who are unwashed and therefore

physically and ritually unclean, and strangers whose caste and ritual

condition are unknown, may often remain on the verandah until their

condition is deened to have altered either by bathing or by knowledge of

their ritual status. Some individuals may never enter the house proper

at all if the head is not at home, or if the person is suspected of

being low caste or polluted by recent association with death or

involved in a similar extrene situation. In the case of higher castes

visiting lower castes, the verandah may be as far into the donestic

space as the higher caste member may be prepared to penetrate. 0n the

other hand, an routsiderr whose ritual status is known or deemed unprob-

lenatic, flâI be accorded the privilege of entering across the threshold

into the first loom or rhallr of the house. Not to allow such an

individual to enter cou1d, under certain circumstances, be construed as

an insult. Thus, Ceylonese being visited by other Ceylonese would

nornally expect that the visitors could enter the hal1, as almost all

the Ceylonese in Melaka are known to be of equivalent Vellalar caste

status.

The cultural practices I am describing are not, of coulse, adhered to

with the same degree of circumspection by all Indians in the modern

urban context. In the homes of many educated Indians, including the

wealthy Ceylonese, domestic space is more open to outsiders than the

above description rnight suggest, especially to members of other ethnic

gïoups who are of an equivalent social standing in terms of occupation,

education and wealth. Here, the principles I describe apply more to the

relations between Indians of known low caste rank and those of higher

caste, rather than between Indians and those who have no caste status.
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This is inportant in the discus'sîon of the role cultural systens play in

the reproduction of social relations and the social formation precisely

because the conception of domestic space which cultural principles

order, divides Indian fron Indian, and Indian frorn outsider.

Despite some differences in practice which can be explained in part by

the organisational capacity for variation in the larger houses of the

wealthy, as I^/e shall see, I shall show that structural identity in the

relations of space within the hone can be seen in the principles which

order even the transformational variations. Thus, entering the hal1 of

all Indian (Flindu) houses involves passing under a string of rnango

leaves (thoranam) pinned across the lintel. Above this is usually a

picture which most commonly represents the goddess Lakshni, the female

deity whose special association is with wealth, prosperity and general

personal and fanilial well-being. Mango leaves, like the whole tree

itself, have very potent and rmultivocalr or 'rnultivalent! (Turner L967)

symbolic inport in the religious systern of Tanils and other South Indians.

In all cases, the essential quality is of a positive valency in that

mango, like sandalwood, is a powerful tree which attracts the gods. It

symbolises fertility, fruitfulness and coolness. These are strong

values antipathetic to the polluting, deathly forces which pervade

tuncivilisedt areas.

The thoranam and the irnage of the deity are installed at the rite of

passage which transforms a building into a house habitable by human

beings. This puja is centred round the installation of the family deity

(i.e. the patrifilially-inherited kula devarn) in his or her new domain

and preferably Ìnto the shrine. The fu1l significance of the threshold
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is explored in the discussion of domestic ritual which comprises the

substance of the following chapter. For the mornent, I would just point

out that the thoranam is renewed amongst nost Indians on the norning of

the festival of Thai Pongal, which nay be usefully glossed as "harvest

festival" and which is, therefore, a rite redolent with syrnbols of

fertility, wealth and well-being. It is a festival which looks back on

the old year and forward to the new, even though it is not the official

Tamil New Year.

Thai Pongal is very much a rlininalt festival, one which stands at the

threshold of a process of transformation of nature into the work of rnan.

It is the archetypal reproduction ritual, not just of the material basis

of life, but of the social basis on which the forner is acknowledged to

be built in Hindu thought. It requires the attendance of the community

at their tenple in the morning, and of the family at its own performance

of a puja which replicates that of the tenple.l The najor event involves

the boiling of rice in milk at the literal threshold of the house/ternple

and the offering of the rice to the deity, the worshippers then taking

the rleftoverst (prasadum), in each case. In each case too, the rite

also incorporates an element of the reaffirnation of a group identity in

the process of sharing the prasadun.

The point of introducing the rite into the analysis of donestic space is

to demonstrate that there are two principles of the cultural organisation

of the Hindu house which might be seen to stand in contradiction to the

tlt also usually Ìnvolves the drawing of a kõ1arn or white design on the
ground in front of the rnain door. See Beck (1976) for a discussion of
the relatìonship of this to spatial symbolÌsm.
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principles oïganising nundane space in the social formation at large.

Firstly, the rite demonstrates a pervasive principle of Hindu space

which is that it should be maintained to l^Ielcome the beneficent forms of

the divine and tuïn a\^ray the nalevolent forces. This renders even

personal space, as will be discussed nore fully below, as well as the

home, a potential temple. Indeed, the successful incorporation of the

deity denands that it be treated in precisely this manner. In turn,

this creates domestic space in the form of housing as a context where

the trationalr economics of comnodity exchange are totally inadecluate as

a mode of explanation of the patterns of property transrnission.

The second contradictory aspect which has already been briefly mentioned

and whích is to sone extent integral to the understanding outlined above,

is that Hindu naterial life is predicated on the continuing promulgation

of the correct relationship between the divine forces and the human. It

is not nerely the individual hunan, but the social order of which he is

a parl-, which he has the prirne responsibility for reproducing according

to the correct principles. This cultural inversion of the naterialist

approach which makes all material life subject to the force of insubstan-

tial conception embodied in ritual practice, is a familiar one in the

literature of the anthropology of religions. The argument that these

cultural activities are mere mystifications, which obfuscate the robjec-

tive' reality of the principles which organise the social forrnation, is

totally nisleading. l{hat such an approach would miss is the cornplexity

of the relationship between social practice in the form it is found

amongst actual human actors, and the structuring properties which lie

behind the categorical analysis of a mode of production or of even a

concrete social fornation. The way in which Hindus conceive of and act
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in their donestic space may not fundanentally alter the relations of

exploitation inherent in a capitalist-doninated social fornation, but

they do significantly affect the form that exploitation takes, and the

limits of the penetration of the forces of the capitalist node of

production into the lives of those whose labour reproduces the system.

Even more importantly, the understandings of the cosnic and social

orders which are being reproduced in such cultural performances act in

particular hrays to inhibit the formation of class-based identities.

This is not sirnply because class interests are obscured by cultural

superstructures, but because those superstructures represent interests

which are thought to transcend rthis-worldlyt concerns and whicl-r render

them correspondingly unirnportant.

In order to elaborate the points I am trying to make, I shall briefly

consider the structuring principles which order domestic space from the

threshold inwards by means of a detailed description and analysis of a

house belonging to one Indian farnily, in this case working class Melaka

Chitties. I sha1l consider it conparatively in terms of variations in

form found anongst other Indians. l\rhile there are many different styles

of house with different ground p1ans, I shall maintain that Indian

houses are essentially arranged according to the same set of structural

principles. Moreover, what would appear as rnajor differences, residing

at the level of class-based variations in access to resoulces, may be

shown to engender minor transformations rather than fundamental distinc-

tions in meaning or organising principles.

In all the homes in Melaka, as elsewhere, the act of crossing the

threshold of an Indian house requires the removal of onets footwear"
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As with the process of entering a temple (see Chapter 5), removal of

shoes is regularly seen as the removal of a necessary forn of pollution

gained in oners engagenent in the external world. The concept which

springs most readily to nind when discussing this practice with infor-

mants h¡as one of rrespectt. It is a mark of respect to the household

and to the deity of the house and the temple that one would not risk

even inadvertantly introducing tdirtr into their rhonet. In the case of

the Chitty farnily house, and most other working class houses, the space

one enters in the act of crossing the threshold is that which is the

most forrnally constructed of all donestic space. This is true both in

synbolic and material terms. A guest being received here enters and is

then made to sit on the most expensive itens of furniture which the

family is likely to own, usually a vinyl-covered suite set around a

coffee table. These are chairs and tables which, in many cases, would

rarely be used by the farnily except when guests are in the house.

On the west wall of the thall' of the house is the wooden family shrine,

consisting of an enclosed shelf and housing the household deities, in

both pictorial and sculptured forms. As with nany houses in Melaka, the

Melaka Chitties cannot normally afford the luxury of devoting a complete

room to the images of the deities, where the space is used only for

worship. Most niddle class Indians, and aLnost all Ceylonese, set aside

a screened atea if not the whole loom, known as the pusai T"t, or puja

room, where a number of inages are kept and regular offerings rnade by

the head of the household. Such a 1.oom, where possible, is usually

located at the heart of the domestic space, at a point where it is not

only most protected fron the dangers of the invasion of polluting forces

from outside the house, but also from the polluting potential of normal

household processes of birth, living and dying.
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Though Ceylonese and other niddle class Indians may not have their

fanily shrine, the ha11 renains the place where guests are received and

contained and it is the location for domestic rituals to which outsiders

are invited. In the case of the Melaka Chitties and the labourers of

the tgovernment quarterr a1eas, the hal1 is rarely used except on the

occasion of entertaining rhonoured guestsr, both divine and human. The

exceptions are rnostly cases in which the fanity shrine is to be found in

another part of the house, or where space is so cranped that people have

little alternative. In the latter cases, the shrine is sornetimes left

closed during the day and only opened in the evening for the purposes of

worship. In the few cases where the fanily shrine was placed elsewhere,

it was usually in a space which connects the guest hal1 with the rest of

the house. This is an area which, if utilised at all for other purposes,

is usually an area for solitary and quiet activities such as studying

and accounting, activities on which it is not inappropriate that the

household deities should gaze. Even where this space acts as a passage-

wày, it is one which is screened by walls and doors fron the nore mundane

and polluting areas of the house.

The Melaka Chitty houses, and almost all working class Indian hornes,

contained within this hall at least a small tgallery' of family portraits,

most commonly photographs of recently dead ancestors and family or house-

hold menbers. Patrilineal relatives of the head of the house, and their

spouses, hlere often prominent (usually at least his F, M, and often FF

and FM). The latter, especially the father and nother of the present

head, hrere usually stationed above the lintel of the door which led fron

the hal1 into the interior of the house. The tinagesrare garlanded and
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offered the arãthi (-flarne offering) of the canphor lanp as part of the

daily or, at least, the Friday puja to the shrine of the deities.

Occasionally I was told by Indians from all classes and castes that the

position of the mother and father were especially venerated by Hindus

and many infornants recited the sanskrit injunction to order oners

worship to Mãtr, Pitr, Gutu, Dëva (l4other, Father, Teacher and God).

Though not often sure of the source, infonnants v¡ere confident that this

üras an injunction with scriptural authority as to the priorities one nust

have in the payment of respect during worship and in life generally.

fn practice, worship of the irnages of the ancestors was always secondary

to the worship accorded to the deities.

The vital point for this argunent is that the ancestors as spirits or

spiritual potentialities are contained with the divine presence and

accepted human rstrangersr in the one formally structured space within

the house. Moreover, just as Lakshmi protects the entrance to the house

as a whole, and to the house as rtempler, so the imnediate ancestols

protect the entrance into the more mundane space of the house where

ordinary human life is 1ived. In a sense, the whole house is the donain

of the deity, but especially that area where the spiritual forces of the

universe are most pervasive; while the ancestors have the area within,

where internally-generated pollution is a real potential. Each nust

seek to ensure that the force of one does not unduly invade the other.

In fact, the relationship of this space to the rest of the house is a

complex one, irnplying as it does the paralIel, but inverted spatial order

of the tenple (see Chapter 5) with sinilar conceptual relationships to

surrounding space. Unfortunately for the analyst, the structure of
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organisation of Melaka Indian house space does not have the neat mirroring

form of ttle nonde renversét' which Bourdieu was able to discern for the

Kabylie fBourdieu 1970, 1977). However, I sha1l argue that, like the

Kabylie house, the relations embodied in the donestic space of urban

Indians in Melaka do in sorne important senses provide a rrrnatrix of

perceptions, appreciations and notionsr' (Bourdieu 1977:83). This natrix

in turn provides one of the major cultural bases for understanding the

social world in which Indians are engaged. This is enphatically not to

suggest that it is the sole basis of cultural orders and social under-

standings, or that it stands in grand isolation fron other forces which

affect perceptions or orcler processes of social reproduction.

In Turnerts terms (.1974), the house and tenple are both rrarenas",

concrete settings in which Itparadigms becone transformed into netaphors

and symbolsrr, but I would go further: the space in and around the house

enters and orders social relations directly from the perspective of

those inhabiting it in such a uray as to belie its metaphorical status

and to constitute a basic 'reality'. I shall argue that Indians operate

with what Giddens (1979) terms a rrpractical consciousnessil of their

social world which derives in large measure fron their conscious and

unconscious understanding of their donestic space. This practical

consciousness comes about not from theorising but from regularities of

practice. Actors reflect on their practices in varying degrees, of

course, but most of what takes place in the domestic context is what

phenomenologists would tern part of "the taken-for-granted world'r of

Indians. Indeed, I would accept that it is the processes of reproduction

of the practices and the relations of the taken-for-granted world which
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constitute the very identity ttgittdu'r or I'Indianrt and distinguish it from

other social identities available to Malaysian citizens.

The theoretical underpinnings of the position I am adopting for this

sectj-on of the analysis rnight appear to contradict the approach taken in

the previous two chapters which examined the broader processes of social

reproduction, in part fron a consideration of spatial relations. I do

not believe this to be the case, though I do believe that there exist

contradictory aspects of the perceptions of the ordering of space

contained within the culture of Indians, and the principles ordering

relations in the wider domains. I do not believe either to be entirely

independent, nor do I unequivocally assign a status of greater objectivity

or reality to either. The fundanental consideration fron the point of

view of understanding the position of Indians in Melaka and the reproduc-

tion of social divisions within the social forrnation, is where one stops

the explanatory efforts and considers that a sufficient account has been

constituted.

It is ny opinion that an analysis of the cultural patterns of Indians in

the manner being pursued here is one hlay in which to consider the role of

actors in the reproduction of culture. This facilitates the analysis of

the ways in which cultural transformations aïe generated in the course of

social 1ife, and thereby leads to a greater understanding of what I

consider to be the goal of social anthropological analysis. This is to

relate the distinctiveness of sets of hunan beings to the processes

which operate to deny their distinctiveness. In other words, the aim of

this procedure is to argue that rather than sirnply being passive

products of social forces' entirely beyond their control, Indians in
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Metaka shape the irnpact of those forces, to an extent linited by the

contemporary reLations of international capitalisrn in its particular

Mataysian forn. The shaping of the inpact I have spoken of derives not

from isolated individuals, of course, but from sets of people who operate

distinctively in terms of their cultural traditions and practices.

This is not to suggest that a reified phenomenon rrculturerr, or indeed,

another called rrsocietyrr or rrinternational capitalismtt, operates in any

sense independently. The concept of culture I wish to promote in the

course of this thesis is one of a set of relations of symbolic orderings

and understandings of the wor1d, which evolve to naintain their relevance

to the world in which they are located, and which in the process may act

to transforrn the direction of that worldfs social evolution as a whole.

Thus, the relations of a capitalist mode of production based on an

international division of labour (see Froebel, Heinrichs and Kreye 1980)

cannot be understood in any concrete social formation except in relation

to the cultural contexts in which it operates.

In the previous chapters I have shown how cultural prejudices as one

aspect of ethnic relations gave the colonial and post-co1onial relations

of production their palticular forn. Now I arn arguing that sinilar

processes operate at the micro level of donestic relations to give forn

to the local social relations of production, exchange and distribution,

in such a way as to reproduce cultural and social divisions which prevent

the energence of a class struggle operating at either the political or

ideological level, and to prevent the econonic class struggle from trans-

cending those barriers which rnark fractions of classes.
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To return to the concrete production and reproduction of socially distinct

identities through donestic relations, I shall continue the analysis of

progress towards the interior of a Hindu house. In the case of the

Chitty house being focused on, and in nost others occupied by working

class Indians, in passing under the photos of the parents of the contem-

poraïy head of the household, one also passes under a second thoranam

or string of folded mango leaves. The symbolic reproduction of the

first threshold is here marked, and the sense of entering a different

order of space ernphasised. The relations of spatial organisation to the

rear of the second threshold renain consistent, even where the concrete

examples of house architecture differ. Thus, though the Chitty house I

am describing as rny exanple is not meant to be 'typicalf of a universal

rstyle' of Indian house, it does enbody a form which is almost

tuniversal t amongst Indians wherever they retain even mininal control

over the utilisation of their donestic space.

In Littlejohn's (1963) terms, domestic space is characterised by a

series of closures. Though rnost urban space might equally be seen as

rrboxes within boxesr', and none more so than donestic space, this would

be a literal1y neaningless description if it were not related to actorsl

conceptions as made manifest in the symbolic fonns I am now analysing.

The symbolic closing of the hall as a particular area of the house must

be seen as a closing of the inner space of the house, which is

itself then further divided physically or symbolical1y. Though the

closure is never complete, or as fonnally circumscribed, as that of the

hall reached through the first threshold of the house, the rest of the

house comprises regions which are successively nore difficult for an

routsiderr to enter. Like the situation amongst the Yakan (Frake 1975)
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one must be given a special invitation at each stage before going further

inwards.

A short corridor often leads frorn the second threshold to the bedrooms,

as is the case in this Chitty house (see diagrarn), and beyond to the

eating area where all normal family meals are taken. In all Indian

houses, eating and cooking areas are conceptually to the rear of the

dwelling. The cooking hearth itself may be partitioned off fron the

eating area to provide a form of separate kitchen. In either case, the

greatest part of the householdts family interaction takes place or is

centred on this part of the house. Often children take their meals

with one of their parents, where the household is essentially a nuclear

family. The father officiates if he is present, the nother if he is not.

Many women still do not normally eat at the same table as their husbands,

at least not at the same tine. I

It is in this rear part of the house that young babies are hung in

hanmock-like slings during the day, while the mother goes about her

housework. Here, children will frequently pLay their indoor games and

relatives and close friends of the family, especially women, may be

accorded the privilege of easy access to this area. Such access to the

tfarnily areat of the house is normally restricted very carefully, and

few non-household members would find it unproblernatic for then to enter

the house by the side or rear entrance which gives direct access to this

area. Yet, again, like the Yakan (Frake 1975), Indians do open this

lSome wives stíl1 refuse to eat before their husbands unless he expressly
orders it. However, this practice is generally changing and a wife now
tends to feed the chitdren and herself in the event of a husbandrs
de 1ay.
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area to those who have been invited or who could legitinately have

expected an invitation according to normal practice, at tirnes of special

feasting such as those described in the following account of donestic

rituals (see Chapter 4). At these times, others will be entertained on

the verandah and not offered a full rneal to be taken at the family table

but be given cakes, sweetmeats and cordial outside. Despite these

general rules and understandings, individual guests, even foreign

anthropologists, mây be invited to eat a normal meal with the head, and

occasionally his children, in sorne households. In rnany though, the

privilege is still accorded only to those deened to be of equivalent or

higher caste status. In the N{elaka Chitty case, this means, bY

definition, any other Chitty so defined by birth or marriage. In the

case of other Indians, it is precisely this process of definition and

the reproduction of hierarchies in such interdining practices which

remain the most problernatic areas of social relations between Indians.

It is certainly possible to witness cases where people of caste acknow-

ledged generally to be higher than that of the household accept food

from the household and enter the fanily's eating aTea. Some high caste

individuals make a point of doing so, though they ale generally young

people who seek to deny the relevance of caste and who ü/ere' in any

case, frequently uncertain of the ninutiae of caste ranking. Brahrnans

and other high caste members may exceptionally offer meals to lower

ranking outsiders (even anthropologists) though it was still the nark of

'orthodoxyr that one did not interdine freely and especially did not

offer food to outsiders. It was almost always higher caste people, who

were thought to be acting in accord rvith "Indian'r custons which were of

more relevance to India in a previous era, who were most strict in such
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matters, and whose donestíc space was most closely guarded as a

consequence.

Bedrooms existed as separate areas in all the Indian houses I was able

to observe. However, few working class Indians can afford the luxury of

a sleeping room to themselves and in this situation, the space represents

Iess rprivate I space than increasingly donestic or farnily space of a

closed type. Snall children frequently share their parentsr room and

other household rnembers usually share rooms on the basis of a division

of the sexes such that it is seldom that any household member is alone

in any part of the house. In fact, it is true for nost Indians in

N{elaka that illness would be the only situation in which they might

expect to be alone in any room for any length of time. Most uromen now

have their children in the General Flospital if they are working class,

and in private hospitals in nany cases if they are middle class. Thus,

the former association of the bedroon with chitdbirth is diminishing,

though it is still the place where a new nother will be largely confined

during the early days of the month of seclusion following the birth.l

The bedroom is also the setting for sexual intercourse at normal tirnes,

and as such it is the cultural understandings of the meanings of sexual

activity, birth, illness and death which are associated with this space,

which create a particular identity and logic for the practices engaged

in there. As a closed area into which strangers or any non-household

member almost never enter, the bedroom is a context which is fraught

lWhere seclusion during menstruation is sti11 practised, however
rninimally, women are confined usually to the bedroom. In the case of
working class women, the practice appears to be declining (though the
quality of rny data on this area is necessarily sonewhat suspect). This
is probably partly due to the increased prevalence of the nuclear family
structure and consequent difficulties of removing women fron the kitchen.
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with ambivalence, being at once an area of supreme donesticity and yet

an area of irunensely threatening potential.

For Indians in Melaka, two major sources of danger are conceptualised.

One stems fron the idea of the invasion of outside forces into guarded

space - religious, domestic and personal; the other from the effects of

rnaturalt processes of everyday human living, which generate vulnera-

bility partly, but not entirely, by virtue of their polluting capacity.

Outside forces are uncontrollable, or barely so, and are unpredictable.

They are attracted by the tsmellr of human activity taking place within

the house, varying from cooking odours to the less hurnanly accessible

smell of pollution. They night be human, superhuman or animal agents,

acting consciously, with nalice perhaps, or sinply unaware of the

consequences. Conceptually they represent real physical danger and this

is why so much care must be taken in the control of household space and

the activities it enconpasses.

As with all Hindus, Melaka Indians conceptualise all matter and exuda-

tions emerging from any orifice of the body as dangerously powerful.

This power is normally equated solely with pollution in the literature

(see especially Dumont 1970). However, controlled exudations such as

the expulsion of breath in the forn of a mantra (a good example would be

the universal OM or AUM) or in the practice of Hartha Yoga, have positive

power. Similarly, the ascetic retention of semen enhances the power of

the sanyasi not only by the avoidance of a poltuting bodily fluid, but

because semen has powerful creative potential. I Creation through the

rFrequently repeated versions of divine creation rnyths usually involving
Siva, but also other deities, describe how a lesser divinity, sometimes
malevolent, was formed from an illicit ejaculation, often sinply onto
tmotherr earth.
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loss of senen is obtained at the cost of a diminution of the donorrs

strength in normal procreation.l

It is appropriate here to recall that the very symbolisn of the house

and that of the human body are closely related. Both are entailed in

the symbolic structure of the South Indian Hindu temple (see Chapter 5),

as are notions of the hurnan bodily form in relation to that of the divine.

Beck (1976) traces more systematically than I am able to do here (or

indeed an ordinary Indian in Melaka would be able to trace) the ideal

Tanil understanding of bodily orientation in cosnic space, and its

relation to architectural orientation. The fundanental orientations are,

of course, shared in terms of their prinary significance and there is no

need at this point to repeat Beck's points. The particular conceptions

I would wish to enphasise for the purposes of this discussion are the

inportance of the head and the notion of rrbeing allowed inside" [Beck

lg76:2Lg). I would also like to extend Beck's analysis by elaborating

upon the commonly heard Indian aphorism that tthe body is a templer,

and relating that point to the analysis of the connection between the

house and the tenple forms. This will anticipate to sorne extent the

discussion to take place in Chapter 5.

As with the body, the house is a spatial enclosure, the central and

pervasive neaning of which resides in the need to control entry and

egress. In a global perspective, such concerns are certainly recorded

in other ethnographic contexts, for example, that described by

Littlejohn (1960, 1965). However, in }4alaysia Indians reproduce the

lln I¡dîan conceptions, semen is a form of blood. For a discussion of
the significance of blood, see Beck (1972) and Barnett (1975).
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the basis of a larger cosmological schene as rnuch through their donestic

practices as through their more puhlic performances. Incorporated in the

practices of each donain are sets of relationships and concepts which may

be usefully considered as being founded on, and evidence for, rstructuring

principlesr in Giddenst terms. These principles provide the basis for

interaction and, therefore, the reproduction of regularised practices of

everyday life which, in turn, are the only basis for determining that

the same principles are in fact governing social behaviour.

The reproduction of spatial relationships and their meaning relates

dialectically to the apparently fixed forn of Indian social relations

through time. I\lhere, as I have argued in the first and second chapters

of this work, Indian social relations are transforrned by the effects of

power relations inherent in the processes of colonisation, decolonisation

and the formation of a new nation-state enmeshed in a world capitalist

system, it is still possible for these changes to be rexternalisedr fron

the point of view of changes to the structural relations of the donestic

and religious donains. That is to say, though the forn of the physical

dwelling and its location in geographical space are determined by forces

of the wider social fornation, external to the culture of Indians per se,

the structure of the relations that organise internal donestic space

remain essentially the same. Sirnilarly, it will be argued in the

discussion of temple space in Chapter 5 that the internal ordering of

space and meaning stand outside the forces which determine the existence

or location of ternples in Melakars urban context. I¡lhere wider changes

impinge directly into the donestic domain, as ü¡e shall see, not only

conceptual but also spatial transformations occur which transform the

reproductive possibilities of the systen. This is because
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contïadictions are made nanifest which are resolved both by interpretive

shifts and by changes in the rnaterial organisation of social life.

Nonetheless, it will be argued that these transformations must always be

given hoth meaning and direction in terms of the rrmatrix of perceptionsil

inherent in the relations which pre-exist them, in a continuous dialectic.

I shall now return to the conceptual base of the perceived relationship

between the house, the body and the temple. The head is the main point

of entry into the body; amongst males it is normatively the only point

of entry. The head is sirnultaneously the controller of what rnay pene-

trate further into the bodyts inner space. So, in the house, the house-

hold head, ideally male, is labelled rheadmant (talaivar) and is deened

to be responsible for deterrnining who shall enter the house space, in

particular the space at the point of entry, a room which anongst the

cey lonese is called the talaivãcal or head room (-see Pfaffenberger 1977:

Chapter III). In controlling who or what nay enter the house through

the region which is the most susceptible, the head of nost Indian house-

holds also protects the honour and well-being of those divinities and

ancestral spirits deened to control the successful continuity of the

nornal relations of the household and its reproduction through tine.

In Hindu theology, self-realisation, the recognition of and identity

with the divine within, is the precursor. of ultinate escape from the

constraints of the human body and rebirth of the soul (atma).

Explicitly, the tradition of yogic control of the worldly body and the

consequent achievement of internal physical and spiritual harnony are

one path whereby the prior conditions for escape fron the furman world

nay be achieved. The parallels with the home are recognised in varying
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degrees of articulation by Melaka Hindus who conceive that maintenance

of internal household harnony is sinilarly dependent upon carefully

controlled relations between the household and the outside world. This

in turn ensures the spiritual and physical progress of the household

rnembers. Both the external relations and the internal relations directly

nay be disrupted by the actions of often il1-defined supernatural inter-

vention which may appear capricious until its cause is discovered.

That cause is frequently deternined to be the giving of offence, often

inadvertently, to divine beings. The mundane social world of human

interaction is deened to be very sinilar and the householdts harmony nay

be disrupted by the intervention of offended outsidels, oI by acts of

the nembers which lead to social stigna.

Therefore, the containment of the sources of greatest potential

pollution and most danger at the rear of the house, away fron the

donain of both ancestors and the divine, is part of an even larger

concern to exclude as many as possible of the sources of internal

disharnony. Such disharmony is not simply a matter of concern in terms

of the relations of individuals within the house, or even their health,

both of which are important enough considerations, but of the long-term

fortunes of the household both physically and spiritually. A rnajor

source of potential disharmony which may be generated fron within is

thought by males to reside in women, especially among some more orthodox

Ceylonese. I\lomen are a prime cause of invasion of spiritual forces into

the hunan world amongst all Indians, of course, especially in the

context of menstruation and childbirth. However, Banks (1957), David

(1972) and Pfaffenberger (1977) all report the extent to which Vellalars

in Jaffna also seclude their l^iomen on the basis of their presumed
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propensity to seek illicit sexual relations, should the slightest oppor-

tunity present itself. Women are, therefore, nostly confined to the

donestic domain, and to the rear of the house at that, and are encouraged

to leave the house as little as possible and never unchaperoned. No men,

other than tbloodt relatives, should enter the womanrs domain and no

stranger should enter the house at all unless the head is there to greet

hin in the rhead roomt.

pfaffenberger (1977:156) descrìbes the vulnerability of women,

especial ly at times of rnenstruation, to sorcery and to the influences of

Rahu and Kethu, the nodes of the moon, who as minor deities are thought

to be able to produce infertility. There is then, a double-edged aspect

to this; t^romen produce the rfaultsr (kurran) which nake thenselves and

the house vulnerable through the natural processes of their daíIy lives.

Moreover, they are thought to exacerbate this potential through uncon-

trolledrnaturalf desires. Yet, at the same time, ü¡omen are the symbolic

centre of the home and the acknowledged reproductive base of society.

Pfaffenberger notes how in Jaffna it is the wornan who is to be the

centre of the horne whose birthdate is required for the correct perfor-

mance of the construction ritual of a new house. Thus, the reproduction

of the fanily, at both the levels of physical and social existence, and

the status of the head and his whole fanily, depend crucially on women.

The process begins, from the point of view of each new household, with

the status of the fanily fron which the woman as bride comes, and the

size of the dowry she brings. It continues through her conduct and the

number and gender of her children, to her role as prirnary socialiser.
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The overlap between the synbolísm of the house and that of the body is

clearest in the central role women play in the control of the kitchen

and the production of food. It is in this role that women become most

central to the continued physical and social well-being of the household

members. The ingestion of incorrect or polluted foods orr an overbalance

of particular types of food (al1 of which have particular qualities of

heating or cooling, and are ultinately a baLance of qualities of the

Gunas (satva, rajas and tanas) leads to internal and consequent social

disharmonies, through the alteration of one's physical and nental state.

Thus., an overindulgence in red rneat leads directly to a quarrelsone and

aggressive personality, the result of too rnuch rajas; whereas too much

heavy, starchy food leads to indolence and melancholia through too much

tamas. Beef or food prepared by tuncleant (ãsuttam) people leads to

actual illness.r Thus, it is a lrromanrs role, not only to avoid

denigrating the family by a lack of control of her bodily relations with

the world beyond the house, but also to control her own and othersr

bodily relations at the core of the domestic space in such a way as to

naintain and enhance their bodily integrity and, sirnultaneously, the

integrity of the fanily by ensuring a correct balance of incorporated

naterial. What enters the body, and who enters the core of the house,

deternines individual and falnily well-being and creates the necessary

conditions for the successful reproduction of both.

lThe fully articulated theory of the Gunas is not sonething which nost
Indians in Melaka would be able to oTfer as a coherent systern. Never-
theless, a number of middle class Indians are able to offer well-
elaborated versions of the theory, primarily by virtue of their know-
ledge of the classic Bhagavad Gita. There also proved -t9 

be-a large
nunber of informants ñlõ-lëG no-t especially knowledgeable of the sacred
Hindu literature, who were able to articulate a set of general principles
about the qualities of foods which accords with the principles as they
are set out here, without using this terminology.
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Control of the bodies of wonen ensures for men that what is socially

reproduced is a legitinate and status-enhancing farnily structure.

However, men nust also control their own bodies and their products, as

well as the material conditions for the reproduction of the household,

insofar as this is possible. This dual problen is dealt with in Melaka

by the denarcation of the area beyond the rear of the house as an area

of containment of the inevitable pollution of everyday 1ife. Here are

found the toilet, often the bathroon, and the location of any donestic

animals such as chickens or goats. It is through the door to this rear

area that a person returning from a funeral should enter, taking a bath

before entering the rest of the donestic space.

In Melaka, as in Sri Lanka, the Jaffna Vellalars and other Ceylonese

who aspire to their status, are deened paÎticularly conservative in

matters of pollution and the seclusion of ü/omen. Paradoxically, it

would appear, it is also the Ceylonese who have educated their female

children up to tertiary leve1 in nany cases and begun to encourage then

to enter the professions of teaching, medicine and the Iaw. As I

suggested earlier, the Ceylonese themselves often see this as a contem-

porary necessity for ensuring a rgood marriaget given the competition

for nen. Other Indians often characterise the change as one based on

economic motivation of a more mundane sort. In this, they are sornetimes

supported by Ceylonese païents who say that young men educated in Malaysia

nor^i see women as an econonic resource who should not be wasted tin the

homer. Young men say that nowadays it is inportant that one should have

a wife who is at least capable of conversing with visitors and who knows

a little of the 'outside worldr.
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Arnongst Melaka Chitties, there is an important difference at both the

conceptual and physical level which means that the control of dangerous

forces generated by or through hromen does not necessarily require the

extent of seclusion found in the rorthodox' Ceylonese context. By

virtue of their control of what rnight be terned neo-local or peri-

domestic space, the Chitties are able to contain the activities of women

largely within the kampong which they own. The kanpong is constituted

of domestic units which are interlinked in a complex set of cognatic and

affinal relations such that in close proxirnity to any domestic unit will

be several closely related others. Alnost all these units are contained

in the area delineated by the three inportant Hindu tenples which define

the Chitties socially as well as geographically. Within this space,

which I would argue is conceptually an extension of the donestic space

contained by the house, the activities of women are able to be nonitored

and controlled by all Chitties in such a way as to ensure the reproduc-

tion of a collective identity which is deemed 'respectabler. The

denigration of one unit is the denigration of al1 related units which,

in effect, means the whole conmunity.

Let me elaborate upon this by a brief discussion of the conceptual

paral1els of kampong space and domestic space. In order to enter the

Chitty kanpong by the normal main route, one crosses a clear threshold

narked by the arch which holds the signpost indicating the presence at

the end of the lane of the communityrs main tenple dedicated to Sri

l,{uthu Mãriamnan. A thoranam (of mango leaves interspersed with the

centre of coconut fronds) is strung across the lane just below the arch.

As one crosses this threshold, on oners irnmediate right is the small

tenple of Siya, and one faces directly down the lane and into the central

shrine of the Mãriannan ternple. By either of the other two lanes which
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enter the kampong, one rnust also pass by a temple in order to reach the

area of concentrated housing, Returning to the main route, proceeding

down the lane takes one towards the heart of the community, past the

neces'sarily relatively high levels of pollution created in domestic life,

and into the domain of Mãrianman (conceived 1oca1ly as a form of Parvati,

Siva's wife and active alter ego) where greater care to naintain levels

of purity is taken. As I show in the following chapter (see also Beck

1976 and Kranrisch 1976), at the other end of the ternple lane to where

one enters the kanpong, one eventually reaches the feet of the divine

tmothert. Though her lowest feature, the divine feet, are infinitely

'highert than any humanrs head.

It is in the symbolic logic of the ordering of kampong space, a logic

which duplicates the structuring principles'of donestic space propel,

and in the extent to which dornestic domains extend one into the other

through the proxinity of active kin links, that the isolation of ü/omen

within the single donestic donain becomes obviated. Chitties have no

notion of the automatic engagement of their wonen in illicit sexual

relations should they leave the rear of their own houses, nor do they

assume the extrene precautions against the vulnerability of women within

kampong space that the Ceylonese traditionally assumed for their wonen

even within the compound. Even with the large nurnbers of Chinese now

dwelling within the kanpong, the space retains its character as rHindul

and Chitty, by a combination of the donination of the tenples, both

physically and in terms of the very public ritual activities associated

with them, and the lack of a single separate conrnunity of Chinese with

overarching kinship links. Most Chinese houses in the area are donestic

units' isolated one from the other. Moreover, some menbers of the Chinese
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domestic gloups located here, especially women and smalI children,

participate in ternple activities, many at the periphery but others by

more direct and complete involvenent. This is especially the case

during the annual festival at the Mãriamman temple.

It should be noted that Chitties denonstrate a certain degree of

reticence about women leaving the kampong and it is stilI true that nany

of the older women normally go beyond the area only accornpanied by other

mature u/omen or by close male relatives. A few older women will venture

to the market alone, if really necessary, but it is less cornmon and less

approved than the alternative of sending or being accompanied by a

husband. Even the younger women who have found employment in the new

multi-national factories in the town which were discussed in the last

chapter, wherever possible, go to work in a company bus which picks them

up and drops them at the edge of the kampong. A few poor farnilies have

r^/omen whose income is gained by dornestic service or the performance of

service tasks such as laundry washing in the homes of other Indians and

Chinese in the vicinity of the kampong, but this is considered a sign of

the extremes of their situation, and fanilies who can afford to avoid

such work.

It is undoubtedly true that the increased standards of education, and the

consequent mixing with others from different conununities, has had a

najor influence on the attitudes of wornen towards their present and

future roles, throughout the rlndianr population of Melaka. However,

almost all the Chitty women who have work outside the kampong, and most

of those I interviewed from other working class Indian houses, stated

that they would expect to revert to the pattern of the domestic- and
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kin-centred life of their mothers, on or soon after their own marriages.

Their present jobs were seen either as necessities, or irresistible

opportunities to make their parents' lives easier and to give theil own

narried futures a better start than they might otherwise expect. Never

was there expressed a desire to escape the structures of donesticity and

the conconitant narrow range of interaction and social relations which

Ceylonese rcareer ri/omenr were likely to project as a motive for their

action. Where it was possible to find several tindependentr Ceylonese

wonen beyond the norrnal narriage age, this ü¡as extremely rare amongst

working class women.

Working class üiomen as a categorY, that is, the wives and daughters of

men whose work was unskilled or skilled manual work, clearly have the

highest proportion of their number engaged in regular jobs. Indeecl, the

recruitrnent of Tamil women eyen into heavy manual work has been a feature

of ernployment patterns in the estates and in the urban areas of Malaysia

since the earliest days of their rnigration. The relationship to donestic

organisation and to caste has to be understood in discussing the repro-

duction of patterns of female enployrnent arnongst the various class

categories of Indians and within any class category.

The structuring principles of Indian domestic space, once occupied, are

fundanentally tþ-e same for all classes. However, the private ownership

of house and land, or the 'rightt to what is collectively owned, as in

the case of the Chitties, constitutes a different order of relationship

to the production and reproduction of the relationships it encompasses

fron that achieved in rented public or private property. In the past,

recruitrnent patterns engaged in by government utility ernployers enabled
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working class fanilies in the labour lines to asstrme the residential

continuity and security of income for a relatively unproblematic repro-

duction of domestic relations. Men often succeeded their fathers as the

ttenantr of a particular dwelling provided by the enployer on the

father's retirement. This was made possible by the preference given to

s'ons of loyal workers in the allocation of jobs as I have described

elsewhere (see Chapters L and 2).

Increasingly in the era since independence, Malay-dorninated government

bureaucracies have sought to redress what they define as an unfair

inbalance in the allocation of both urban jobs and urban public housing.

A direct result of this policy has been the greater uncertainty of

occupational and residential continuity amongst Indians. It is recog-

nised that working class Indians have the highest rates of unernployment

of any ethnic group in Ma1aysia, and highest proportional representation

in the categoryrrurban poor'r (see Third Malaysia Plan, page I43, and

M.l.C. 1975). Those farnilies who have left the labour line accommodation

have mostly sought cheap rented accomnodation in the area or, in a small

proportion of cases, been given the opportunity to purchase rlow-cost

housingr, that is, cheap, government-subsidised housing. In most cases,

therefore, Indians fron the working class occupational category accept

the situation of present or potential disruption of preferred patterns of

donestic organisation. It is a mark of status and achievernent that the

woman narried to the head of the house, and if possible, their daughters,

should not need to work. Thus, the families which can be shown to have

raised theÌr occupational status and income levels in comparison with

those of the parents, not only seek a new location and outward fonn of

domes-tic space, but also attempt to organis'e the division of labour within
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the dornestic group according to models which derive from a perception of

the relations of rnen and women of higher castes and class positions,

particularly those of the Vellalar Ceylonese, and the Malayãlis of

managerial levels.

Frorn the point of view of the pïesent analysis, then, a rise in social

standing tends to mean the increased isolation of domestic units and the

greater containment of women within the domestic donain. However, where

high status and income levels have existed in previous generations,

education for women is stressed and a pattern of the emergence of women

fron the donestic donain and engagement in occupations with status equal

to or superior to that of their fathers is in the process of developing.

As yet though, this trend is: too new, and there are too few cases of

hromen with careers who have married and had children, for clear conclu-

sions to be drawn on the long-term effects of the reproduction of Indian

social relations, either hiithin or beyond the donestic context, for this

relatively privileged section of the population.

Indians housed in government-supplied accommodation constituted the

first proletarian population proper in Melaka, as I stated earlier, and

also constituted smal1 concentrations of an almost exclusive ethnic

category, that of South Indian Tanil. It is perhaps not surprising,

therefore, to discover that some marïiages took place on a 1ocal basis

and that networks of kindred developed within certain labour lines as

well as between them. However, there were linitations to this pattern

because of the juxtaposition in the original allocations of members of

different castes and people from different natal places. At the same

time, people of the sarne caste and fron the same natal places were often
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to be found in nearby urban aïeas or in the estates of the inrnediate

rural hinterland. Thus, Indian working class kin and affinal networks

tend to be spread wider within the state than those of any other

category of Indian. These factors explain in part the failure of these

populations to reproduce the sort of peri-dornestic space created by the

Chitties, let alone the village or hamlet organisation of their original

homes.

Nonetheless, the people of the artificial clusters of workersr houses,

or perhaps more appropriately, the bureaucratically-created clusters,

have attenpted to create their own sense of community in some cases.

In one specific case, this process involved the building of a cornmunal

temple at the heart of the housing area. Internal disputes and the

gradual erosion of Indian dominance of the area have somewhat confounded

these efforts, but there is still an important sense in which the people

concerned wer.e ïesponding to an ascribed identity, that of rlow caster

Indian (the adjectives being nost significant to other Indians and the

noun to other ethnic groups). They in fact responded with an atternpt to

transform isolated households into a united spatial fornation focused on

the symbolic core of the divine force deened necessary for the successful

reproduction of any Hindu group.

A similar, and significantly more successful atternpt to focus a residen-

tial agglomeration on a temple and thereby create different conceptual

relations to urban space occurred at the General Hospital. In this

context, however, there was no possibility of the transfornation of

spatial concepts extendìng to the relative rclosuret of a now ritually-

defined area, a potential which would have appeared realisable at some
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historical moments in the former case. There was simply too wide a

dispersal and diversity of workers congregated in this general area.

However, the temple has been successful in achieving a nulti-class and

multi-caste symbolic context for the translation of a labe1 rrfndiansrr

into an interacting set of individuals and fanilies in opposition to

other labelled sets in this context (see Chapter 5).

fn this chapter I have shown thalc a whole range of factors is engaged in

the creation of donestic contexts as centres for the developnent of

social identity. I have suggested that the structuring ploperties of

the donestic built form entail and ernbody principles of c1ass, caste'

religious and sub-ethnic differentiation. It now remains to elucidate

how the practice of the Hindu religion in the donestic context reinforces

the processes I have been discussing so far.



CHAPTER 4

DOMESTIC RITUAL AND DOMESTIC SPACE:

PRACTICE AND SOCIAL IDENTITY

This chapter extends the discussion of the relations encompassed by

dornestic space through the analysis of Hindu ritual. For the sake of

consistency, the settings for the analysis which dominates this chapter

are the houses of Melaka Chitties in the Chitty kanpong. The events

described are representative of Chitty rites as I observed them over

twenty-tl^ro months, but they are not offered as "typical" of the donestic

rites of all Indians. I make a brief conparative analysis of a donestic

rite of one high caste Ceylonese fanily.

ft is important to this discussion that ritual be seen as the major

modality for the creation, definition and recreation of donestic space

which is conceptualised here as a fundanental unity. That unity is

recognised as a set of conceptual relations giving neaning to the built

form. It is in this meaning, created of ritual practice, that the basis

of the social identity of Indians is to be found. Here also is found the

funclamental paradigm of all Indian social relations. Through his ritual

incorporation, each Indian individual is constituted as a member of a

household sharing domestic space. Through ritual, each household and

each individual is thereby constituted as different fron other units

similarly defined. Besides defining relations within and between house-

holds, domestic ritual is constitutive of an identity of a set of house-

ho1ds, such as the Melaka Chitty kampong. This I demonstrate by showing

the shared form of the practices to be distinctive.

148
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As I use the terns., conceptual relations and ritual practices each

entail the other, as it is these togeth-er which provide the location for

the reproduction of the structuring properties which are rrtheir mediun

and their outcomett. That is to say, conceptual relations understood by

the actors, and the ritual practices in which they engage, exist as

observable, thinkable realities in which structuring properties are

instantiated. It is in the dialectic of their co-existence that ritual

change nay take place, as emergent contradictions are temporarily

resolved. Contradictions may arise within the relationship of conceptual

order to ritual practice. Alternatively, contradictions may arise

between these, seen as a systenatically related set enbodying structuring

properties, and other domains of social life in which Indians are engaged

Religiously-based practices are irnportant to the overall discussion of

social identity because they variously integrate and divide people in

terms of ethnic, sub-ethnic, caste and class relations. It is in the

domestic context, especially through the socialisation of children, that

these aspects of identity aTe created as meaning-filled realities

through the constitution of a world view. The rneaning accorded to

relations within the donestic domain affect, respond to, and sometimes

stand in stark contrast with social relations experienced beyond that

context. Conflicts may arise in both sets of relations as a result.

These conflicts are the manifestations of underlying contradictions at

the leve1 of the structuring properties of Indian social life as a whole.

Thresholds and relieious practice

I't is useful to begin the description and analysìs in this section with

some renarks-about routine domestic rîtes in the arenas which provide
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the focus for special rites. The spatial convergence of these rites at

the front of Chitty houses is more than fortuitous and is integral to

the analysis of domestic ritual in general. The threshold and its

relation to the ordering of spatial and social relations on either side

of it is a key to understanding the import of relations which engage

Indians across the whole of their social lives.

Melaka Chitties, like other Indians (and with very few exceptions),

operate a daiLy ninirnal ritual sequence in the domestic context. This

comprises the head of the household lighting a lanp before the fanily

shrine to the deities, at about six orclock in the evening, after he has

taken his evening bath. In the Chitty kanpong, the timing of the worship

Ìs frequently such that it coincides closely with the ringing of the bel1

of the Mãriannan tenple at the end of the settlement's main lane. This

bel1 signals the start of the evening Puja, and people will sometimes

perform their donestic puja a little earlier in order to attend the

temple, especially on Fridays, the nain day for regular attendance at

the temple. Indian donestic shrines often have strings of snall electric

lights around their perimeters and these are turned on just before the

snal1 oil or camphor lamp is lit and waved in offering (arãthi) before

the image of the familyrs given deity (kula d"""*). In nany of the

Chitty houses incense sticks are lit, not only at the shrine, as attrac-

tive and purificatory adjuncts, but also to be placed ín a small holder

which is found on a post supporting the porch of the verandah oï on an

outside wal1, just outside the main door. Chitties explicitly equate

thîs practice with the sinilat daily offering made by the Chinese rto

the sky godt. This deity is seen as having sone influence on what

happens in the general spatial environs of the hous'e. The joss stick
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offering to tthe sky god' is almost exclusively a practice of Chitties

amongst Indians. Some infornants üJere at pains to point out that this

was not a Hindu practice.

Fridays involve a regular and inportant elaboration of daily domestic

rites in all Chitty houses. On the threshold to the verandah of their

house, each fanily representative (usually the nale head) stands with a

snall clay pot of live coals on which some mentholated canphor sanbrãni

has been placed. A dense white smoke is given off which rrnakes the air

cleanr, that is, purifies the irnmediate alea. First facing the temple

to Mãriamman, and then turning towards the ternple of Siva, the pot is

waved with right arm extended and left hand touching right elbow in a

threefold clockwise circular movement. This is the standard South Indian

deferential worship forn for presentation of offerings. In tenple

contexts f was told that the movement through the air should trace the

Tanil letter symbolising the universal t0mt, though no one suggested

this to be the case in this context.

Infornants commenting on this practice made explicit their understanding

that they were addressing the suprerne divinity in the forms of Siva and

Sakti; the ultinately ascetic formlessness and the engaged universal

energy which are its twin nale and female aspects. Other informants, or

the same ones on different occasions, would merely state that they were

paying their respects to r¡¡¡¡¿¡rl and to Siva who tis like our fatherr,

before conmencing their household-centred worship inside.

lchitties are explicit in their equation of funman with fmotherr. This
stands in contrast to Dumontrs view (1959).
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As the nap (page 60) shows, the Mãriannan and Siva tenples stand at

either end of the main land through the Chitty kanpong. Between them and

the smaller Angalalrunan tenple lie most of the Melaka Chitty houses. In

saluting Mãriamman and Siva fron the threshold of their houses, Chitties

demarcate the physical and cosnological linits of the space which defines

them and incorporate their houses within that symbolic donain. However,

this operates at the level of practical consciousness which rarely if

ever is brought forward to discursive consciousness by the actors.

Actors, if asked to elaborate upon their intentions, always developed

the thene of naintaining and enhancing relations with the personalised

cosmic forces who play a regular part in ordering and successfully

replicating their social relations.

On turning from their offerings in the direction of the temples,

Chitties al1ow the snoke from their pots to waft upwards to the picture

of the deity above the door, who is norrnally Lakshni.t She is

enveloped in the purifying smoke with the same waving gestule before

the worshipper moves into the entrance hall where the process is repeated

under the pictures of the primaly ancestors. Next to the concept of

'cleaningt (cuci (M), suttam seya (T)) the performance of this and

sinilar rites invokes notions of tpaying Tespectr for all Indians in

Melaka as it is reported to do in South India and Ceylon. In discussion,

a double logic unfolds in the rdiscursive consciousness' (Giddens 1979)

of those actors who have reflected upon these practices.

lLakshmi is the deity associated with prosperity and well-being
picture can be found above the linte1 of many Indian houses.

Her
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Paying respect to deity and ancestor alike maintains a stable relation-

ship with beings of the cosnological world who are potentially and

nornally benevolent in their dealings with hunans over whom they are

deened to have sr^ray. Disrespect, which is shown in failure to perform

rites that both acknowledge the dominance of these beings, and synboli-

cally free their localised manifestation fron the inevitably accunulated

pollution of daily life in a donestic context, risks provoking anger and

punitive response. It is not necessary for the divine to act as its own

punitive agent. A sinple withdrawal of its protective powerful

presence, which is normally ensured through tirne by the invitation of

sanbrãni ar-athi, is sufficient to ensure the invasion of the donestic

space by rdirtyr malevolent spirits (djin (M)). These delight in

creating social and/or corporeal disharrnony. Disaffected ancestors, too,

would be likely to intervene through illness to disrupt donestic rela-

tions directly, in order to remind the living of their debt and respon-

sibilities to their ancestors.

The second explanation offered by infornants for the sambrãni arãthi

always 1ay in the necessity of clearing the air of all potentially

disruptive or distracting external influences which might enter the hall

of the house and interfere with the worship before the shrine. To be

certain that this is achieved, the external rpurificationr process is

continued in front of the shrine itself, before the rest of the puja is

perfonned. This was said to drive away evil spirits.

The puj a consists of lighting incense sticks and sticking then into

bananas which have been placed on betel leaves at the feet of the inage

of the deity, before lighting a camphor larnp and performing another
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arãthi before the face of the god. The fanily looks on, their hands

positioned palns together in the standard Hindu gesture of worship. The

lanp is often waved in front of the photos of the headts parents next.

Since most of the household deities are nale in form, the final act in

the puja sequence is the taking of sacred ash (vibhutti) fron a pot

which is kept on the shrine, and either smearing it in three horizontal

stripes across the forehead, the distinctive mark of a Saivite Hindu,

or more connonly making a single spot of ash on the centre of the fore-

head. (Red kunkunan paste would be used for a fenale deity.) The

sacred ash is seen as a blessed gift (prasadurn) fron the deity. Its

symbolic referents are manifold and indíviduals have varying degrees of

avÍareness of the variations of explanation which are available within

the Hindu symbolic system. Alnost all are able to articulate at some

level conceptions of its sl.rnbolisation of the purity and fonnlessness of

the divine and the transitoriness of human life. Arnongst Chitties and

most South Indians, vibhutti is accorded pohrers of a curative sort,

which are the stronger the more important the shrine at which the

worship was made.

Special domestic puj as and social identity

The nost public, spectacular and distinctive domesticalty performed

rites in which Melaka Chitties engage regularly are the twice-yearly

ancestor rites called collectively parichu. All South Indian and

Ceylonese Hindus have some form of annual rites which are norrnally

required for the placation of ancestors. The forn and tining of those

in Melaka vary according to a nunber of different criteria. In most

other Indian contexts the first anniversary of the death of any

individual, that is, when the same astrological configuration in the
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forn of a dominant rising rstart (nächettiram)r is present in the

heavens, will be celebrated by an elaborate puja which entails offerings

sinilar to those to be described for the Chitties. Thereafter, the

annual puja may be repeated at this astrological conjuncture, or occa-

sionally on the anniversary date according to the Western calendar, for

a varying number of years. 0r it nay be incorporated into a ceremony

designed to refer to all ancestors of the household head. In this

latter case these rites may be performed on a particular night,

frequently that before the festival of DeepavãIi, in many households.

What I am about to describe for the Chitty karnpong needs to be considered

as a total systen though two rnajor differentiations occur in tine and

approach. Parichu occurs on 'two occasions. The first is in Bulan

Parichu, the nonth of parichu, which falts in the Tanil rnonth of Ani

(June/July). This occasion is also known as Parichu Buah-buah or the

Fnrits Parichu, for reasons which will becone apparent. The rites are

said to be perforned on any convenient night within this nonth, and the

major deciding factors appear to be financial or conpetitive in nature.

That is to say, nost families in this working class comrnunity need to

wait til1 a day shortly after they have received their hlages in order to

be able to find sufficient funds for its perfornance. Also, a family

informally coordinates its performance with those of families which are

closely related through agnatic or affinal links and whose cerernonies

they are nornally expected to attend. A second parichu is performed by

Chitties on the eve of Thai Pongal, the first fruits or harvest festival

of the Tanil ritual calendar.

llndians vary greatly, of course, in their understanding of the complex
Hindu astrological system. The 'starr spoken of here is one of the
twenty-seven planets of the cosmos - which are one of the main bases of
gauging annual tirnings in the Hindu calendar.
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In many respects, Bulan Parichu is structurally and functionally very

sinilar to the fortnight known as Pitr Pak which Babb (1975) describes

in The Divine Hierarchy when, as he says, 'ragnatic ancestors are undet-

stood to be present in the households of their descendantsrr (page 153),

though in the case of the Melaka Chitty connunity it is a wider range

than agnatic ancestors, and their presence is slightly problematic, as

will energe in the following discussion.

The first case took place in the house which forms the nain exarnple of

spatial relations used in the rest of the chapter. At the time, the

house hras occupied by two brothers, their wives and children, and their

sisterrs unmarried adult daughter. The elder brother is a linesman in

Telecom, the state-owned utility, while the younger is a storeman with

long service in the town branch of a major nulti-national electrical

goods rnanufacturer and distributor. Both were in relatively secure and

relatively well-paid jobs. Neither wife worked, but the sisterrs

daughter had a 1owly paid job as a domestic servant in the home of a

Chinese farnily nearby the kanpong. There are three children to each

couple in the house, all of prinary school age or younger. Separate

cooking places are maintained by both couples. The niece shares

donestic chores, including cooking, with the elder brother's wife and

contributes to their budget. It is this girl's parentsr hone which

forms the setting of the second case description. l

tThe description and analysis of the ritual practices which follow are
not to be understood as being in any sense conplete accounts. Though I
do onit nuch detail of actions which occurred in the specific instances,
little is left out which relates to the symbolic relations enacted in
the performances. Nevertheless, this is not a full spnbolic analysis
sincã I wish to concentrate on the relationship between the rites and

the reproduction of spatial and social relations within domestíc
domain!, and what this does to relations'between domestic units and

wlth the wider social context.
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CASE 1

Arriving at the house between six and seven in the evening, the rnarried

sister of the men of the household was found beginning the process of

setting out the objects described below on the swept and washed floor of

the thallr of the house. The furniture which is norrnally there had been

moved out onto the verandah. The women of the household, the wife of

the elder brother and the second wife of the younger (his first had died

after the birth of their third child), üiere in the cooking area of the

house preparing the foods required for the eveningrs tites and the neal

which accompanies it. Anongst the preparations is a sticky rice concoc-

tion laced with the blue dye of the telang (M) flower to produce a

layered cake which was said to be indispensable on these occasions.

At seven orclock the elder brother moved outside the house with the

sanbrãni pot and perforned the arãthi as I described it for a Friday

puja above. Havi-ng gone through the normal Friday puja sequence' the

senior rnan placed a new garland of jasrnine flowers around the photos of

his parents, positioned above the lintel of the door to the rear of the

house. He then shut the doors of the household shrine.

Jasnine flowers are among the most preferred flowers for presentation in

pujas to the deities, both in the temple and elsewhere. Their pure

white form and perfune are thought to be symbolic of Godrs cool purity

and I sweetness' by those with a more discursive approach to their

religion in Melaka, but more often the ubiquitous remark of ritual

offerings being rattractiver to the gods, and thereby ensuring their

attendance, is offered in the case of flowers too. As always, the

garlandìng of people in the Hindu practice is also an instance of paying
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respect or doing honour to then. In the whole ritual sequence, these

three themes of purity, atttaction and respect are continually reasserted

through the symbolic content of articles and practice ernployed by the

actors.

The ritual goods were noüI almost set up as in the diagrarn (diagram 2),

and the last things to be done were the bringing and pouring of the

various beverages and the offering of a plate of cooked food, in this

case a plate of fried noodles. Some betel and line was taken frorn a

special ornate box and ground in the pestle and nortar which nany Indian

homes are said to have had but which are less common now. fn each case,

the beverages and the food and betel preparation ü/ere specifically

designated as being the rspecial favouriter of particular deceased

members of the fanily. Besides spirits (lnalikat (M)) refated patri-

lineally, the spirits of the headrs mother, and the first wife of the

younger brother, were particularly prominent as the designated prine

receivers of particular offerings. These two individuals were the most

recent deaths fron the household. The father, who had died when the two

men ü/ere young boys, was less evident than the hlomen, though cigarettes

and drinks t^rere nonetheless offered to hin. I was told that there

should always be five, seven or nine cups of coffee offered and that the

fruit on the tray like the rice and cakes were for all ancestors and the

friends they rnight like to bring along.

When everything had been set up the sanbrãni pot with new coals and

camphor and a srnall pot (Chatty) of water wer.e set before the whole

arrangenent. From this monent on, none of the offerings should be moved

rreven an inchtr, I was to1d, lest the ancestors take fright or offence and
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leave. The rprayersr (.sernbahyang (¡4)) now began with the elder brother

again taking the sarnhrãni outside the main door of the house, in a

sequence which hras recognised by all Chitties as rcalling the ancestorsr,

This consisted of waving the pot towards the tenples and then towards

the heavens, before returning to make the sarne arãthi before the whole

laid-out offering. A nunber of visitors will be present at any of these

events, but prominent among them are parallel cousins, both natrilateral

and patrilateral, who will nornally nake certain that they tpay their

respectsr to shared ancestors, and collaterals. This they do by

performing the sirnple arãthi, normally sprinkling water from the small

water pot which contains the cooling rtulasi' leaves (basil). Anongst

those present on this occasion ü/ele, from the headrs point of view, a

MZs, MZD, Z, ZH, MZSD, ZS, and other Chitties said to be somehow related

but for whon it was difficult to trace one precise relationship, since

they were sufficiently distant to have several overlapping lineal and

affinal links. There were also several non-Chitties, mostly Chinese,

who were workmates of the head. Sone of these visitors performed the

arãthi, even when there was no ethnic, let along lineal, or collateral

connection. A synbolic acknowledgement of the necessity for reciprocity

is enbodied here between the supernatural controllers and the present

owners of the donestic space , and between these beings and guests who

enter that space.

All invited visitors, and some who just turn up, are invited to take a

neal with the familL oï with some mernber of it, as a part of the cele-

brations. This involves them being taken into the heart of the domestic

space, to the location which is usually reserved for close relatives and

friends whose status is unproblenatic in terms of caste and purity. In
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the case of this particular cerernony, those taken into the eating area

were a range of people who would cause major diffículties for forthodoxl

high caste Indians withín the town. Besides the relatives who create no

problens on this score, Chinese (eaters of pork and beef), Indian

Christians and South Indian Tanils of uncertain caste origins and even

the European anthropologists were taken through the house to the dining

table and served by the family.

After all guests had eaten the rice and curry mea1, they were all asked

to sit on the verandah area where, after the tprayersr tvere deemed to be

oveï, they were gi.ven tea and fruit fron the trays of the offering.

This ritual occasion, in which the supernatural overseers of the

donestic space are the main focus, provides the most unusual context for

the entrance of outsiders into the heart of the donestic setting. For

the Chitties, and especially for higher caste Indians, such entry is

normally restricted to close kin and affines, even at the tirne ofropen

houser entertainment of guests during Deepavãli. At Deepavãli, guests

are offered food in the outer rhall'. Yet, on this occasion, all guests

penetrate to the core space and share food there. Thi-s practice was not

followed by other Indians, generally. Indeed it is one feature which

marks the Chitties as distinctive.

The irnportant point to note is that this occasion turns the house

syrnbolically inside out. That is, the relationship between the core

eating place and the hall is inverted. It is the plesence of the

tdÌvinet or rancestral fanilyr, urhose mernbers have come to take food,

which mus't he protected. The earthly family may offer food within, in
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space which is temporarily devalued or suhordinated, but it would be

pïesunptuous to expect'the ancestral spirits to share their 'eating

space'with outsiders oT even nembers of the farnily. While they are

present the hal1 becornes the core space. By comparison the normal

dining area is more appropriate as the location for commensality, since

all who dine there are rnore impure than the supernatural visitors.

Informants explained that the coconuts shown in the diagrarn should spurt

their water when pîerced at the end of the rite, to show that ancestors

had been satisfied. If they did not spurt, it was a sign that something

was wlong. FortunateLy, on this occasion they did spurt. I was later

inforned in another context that the coconuts were explicitly for the

ancestors to wash their hands after eating. I The whole ritual was

deened successful and the ancestors left presunably sated and content.

To ensure that all had left, before the fruits and cakes fron the trays

were offered to the hunans present, each cup and vessel was said to have

been moved very gently a slight distance. This was after all had prayed

and a tine had elapsed which was judged appropriate for a meal to be

reatenr by ancestols. It is often stated by Indians that gods and

spirits do not eat the physical substance of an offering, but take of

its essense or rsmell'. Yet, as I and the headrs nephew (ZS) walked

away frorn the house after this evening, f was told how the liquid in the

cups had dininished slightly and how this was a good sign, as it showed

that the spirits had cone and eaten. I was to discover that this sign

had been successfully found in other similar events I attended in other

houses.

rPresumably ancestors require the tpuret water from the inside of a

coconut, jus't as the deities in a temple do.
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During the evening f have described and in the second of the annual

ancestor rìtes I arn about to outline, the therne of avoiding any distur-

hance in the hall, for the duration of the rites, was constantly

reasserted. One should not approach too closely to the food, and it was

deemed not advisable to photograph the arrangement until after the

ancestors had left.

On the evening of Thai Pongal, at the sane house six months later, a very

sinilar perforrnance was undertaken, except that a neal of rice with an

elaborate aTray of curries was set out on each of seven banana leaf

plates. Another difference on this occasion was the fact that luxurious

looking itens of clothing - a sari and a sarong and blouse - were also

displayed. Infornants conceptualised this as the more elaborate perfor-

mance but suggested that there was realIy not much difference between

thern. It is true that there were the s¿Ime essential offerings,

including trays of fruit and cakes, though the latter two were less

proninent, being fewer in variety and number than on the previous

occasion. Again the meal for the guests took place in the fanily dining

area. One revelatory incident occurred on this occasion which graphi-

ca1ly demonstrated the process of socialisation which is fundarnental to

the reptication of the understanding of domestic space and the relations

- spiritual and human - which it contains.

While the second sitting was being fed inside the house and other guests

were relaxing on the verandah outside, four of the familyts children

were heard coning down the short corridor between the dining area and

the hal1. They were laughing and joking and as they appeared in the

doorway the eldest barred the way with his arm and put the finger of his
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other hand to his lips to signal silence. Grinning broadly as the

others ernulated him, he 1ed then across the hal1 in an exaggerated tiptoe

walk and out onto the verandah through the main door, where they all

burst into fits of giggles and were rebuked by the elders present.

What the children had learnt and had reinforced, of course, was that the

successful propitiation of the ancestors requires silence and respect.

0n this and on other occasions, the precariousness of the procedure was

enphasised in a nunber of injunctions. I was told that one should not

cough or sneeze in this part of the house while the food was set out.

In the case I discuss below, I was able to witness the old father wave

two of his sons inpatiently fron the threshold of the door lest they

block the entrance of the ancestors. He told ne that one should not sit

in this area of the house while the ancestors are thought to be present.

The food was explicitly said to be ras for guestsr and while it is not

prepared in any special way, it must not be tasted even to check the

seasoning, before it has been offered and accepted by the ancestors. If

a child should seek to taste it, and succeed, during preparation, then

the food would have to be thrown away. I was told by one young man that

this had happened when he u/as younger and he had got a severe scolding

fron his mother as a result.

It was the same young man who told my wife, as hle were walking away frorn

the first occasion set out above, that they (the Metaka Chitties) were

rlndianrbut could not speak rlndian'. He had gone with others as a

child to the Tanil classes in the temple, but he was ashaned because he

could not keep up with many of the other children who were frorn Tanil-

speaking hornes. In all the Chitty domestic contexts, Malay is the
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doninant language, though, on occasions such as those described here, at

which members of the various other ethnic groups represented in Melaka

are present to the extent of entering the core of the house, a certain

amount of English will be used. A few of the Chitty houses have parents

who are able to speak Tamil fluently, and if the need arises, they will

use it. Yet, to my knowledge, only one fanily claining to be Chitty

makes a conscious effort to use Tarnil predominately in the horne. There

are native Tamil-speaking grandparents on both sides in this case.

The significance of this problem of language, highlighted by the Chitty

youth, lies prirnarily in its indication of the reflexivity dornestic

ritual nay produce. It is in these contexts especially that the status

of Chitties as Indians comes to the forefront of their consciousness.

This occurs precisely because of the extent to which outsidels are

incorporated on these occasions. Similarly, the outsiders who are other

Ihdians find the details, tirning and language of Chitty donestic ritual

importantly different to their own. I have witnessed several occasions

when Chitties have discussed the uniqueness and sinilatity of the

practices in respect to those other Indians. This has occurred not only

when talking to other Indians but also when talking to Chinese. Almost

always, some reference is nade to the dornestic use of Malay, and its

extension even into the ritual context. The tone adopted is often sone-

what apologetic.

By contrast, in all the other Indian homes I was familiar hlith, and

according to the survey I conducted, Tamil was the doninant language

except where it ïied with English. anongst more educated middle class

familìes'. Outside the donestic context, many of the youngel Tanils
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claimed to be as happy using the local vatieluy of English, or Malay, if

the people with whom they uiere speaking were working class Chinese

especially. Outside of the occasional work situation, most Indians

clained 1ittle regular interaction with ethnic N{alays, and rny observa-

tions support the claim. Thus, in using MaIay as their mother tongue,

Chitties rnark an historical transformation of social practice which has

contemporary significance in the role of language in the creation of

distinct sub-categories of Indians.

From the perspective of other Indians, language use, physical appearance

derived frorn marriage with non-Indians, the practice of such inter-

marriage on a regular basis , and supposed doubtful origins of Chitties r

are contrasted with the accepted rorthodoxyt of their practice of

religion and their very religious fervour, as a paradoxical problern in

deternining a correct attitude towards the Chitties. There is no doubt

that the Chitties are solidly Hindu, but just how they should be located

in any conception of an'Indian cornnunity'is a difficult natter for

religious, social and political reasons which I will bring out in the

remainder of this chapter and in the rest of the thesis. It is these

categorical difficulties which in part explain the rarity with which

other Indians are to be found in Chitty homes, and Chitties in other

Indianst hornes, for that natter.

tSorne local folk etyrnologies of the terrn'rklingrr, which the Chitties
recognise as: a legitinate origfnal term for their conununity, suggest
that the word emulates the sound of the chains of Indian prisoners
shipped from the Andanan Is'lands. Though pris'oners were shipped to the
Straìts Settlements', especially SÌngapore, there is no evidence to
support this etynology, and certainly none to support the story of
Chitty orÍgins.
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Notwithstanding the problens I haye outlined, the stnrctural ordering of

donestic space on the basÏs of religious conceptualisations of the

meaning of space/cosmíc relations is. pervasive in aIl fndian contexts.

This is not to say that I believe that these structural relations as

nanifest in prac tice determine Indian social relations in all contexts,

or that they even explain all such social relations as some all-

enconpassing ideological principle. What the spatial relations enbody

is a set of orderings of the social world which are transnitted in and

through practices such as those I have described, but which are recog-

nised by Hindus themselves, to be at odds with the direction of the

patterns being developed for the wider social order of Malaysia of which

they are a part.

CASE 2

In this brief outline of a second donestic grouprs annual rites, I want

to make only a few contrasting and a few confirmatory points to those I

have discussed in the türo sets of parichu described earlier. The

setting of this particular parichu was the horne of an elder sister of

the brothers spoken of in the previous description. It is the small,

single room annexe of the house of another of this womanrs relatives

(MZD) who shares it ürith her Tanil husband, and with her adopted son

(her BS) and his Chinese wife and children. Eight children were brought

up in this annexe home, which has a snal1 kitchen and bathroom set

beside it, and a cupboard to half-screen the sleeping fron the dining

area. At the tirne of my research, the two eldest children were married

daughters, and the third is the niece spoken of in the previous account.

The two eldest sons had rented a room to sleep in fron a Chinese farnily,

s'o there were only three sons who slept with the parents, though all
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five ate there. One of the married daughters lived in an adjoining

house, and the other some forty metres further off. One of these

daughters had married her FZS.

Since the head's wife in this house hras; a prirne actor in the rites just

described, along with her younger sister whose own house was also very

close by, it is not surprising perhaps that the form of the rites

appeared very sirnilar, with the variation lying prirnarily in the lavish-

ness and range of offerings rather than in any difference of forrn.

Though the head and his sons all had contributed'something towards the

financial burden of the evening, their clearly expressed understanding of

the event was in terms of the obligation of the head to perforn the

rites on behalf of the whole household. It was therefore the head who

nade the yast majority of the invitations to those who attended. There

r.{ere one or thro friends of each of the sons who carne and took food and

drink at the house, but other than collateral and affinal relatives, the

guests were Chinese and Indian people who were enjoined to share what

the head hinself defined as a very happy occasion.

As on the previous occasions described, the headts ohrn sister was

present at the setting up of the offerings and adjusted the position of

lamps, checked the suitability of items and the type and quantity too.

She also made an arãthi even before the head himself. A notable feature

of this performance hras the fact that the packet of cigarettes which was

part of the offering, along with areca nut, ã ' traditionalr alternative,

was taken by the father and offered to each of the sons of the house

first, with an injunction to srnoke one as these were sembahyang or tfrom

the prayerst. The uge of the standard Malay term for Islarnic prayers had
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a ceïtain irony for the observer, but the concept being conveyed was

evidently that of prasad, or blessed gift of the 'leftovers I from an

offering rnade to a super-human being in the Hindu orthodoxy. The

ancestors had had cigarettes lit for them fron the packet, and these had

been set going by the eldest son of the house, who took care not to

touch the filter or to place the cigarette in his mouth. The rites took

place on the ground beside the sleeping platform, where beds and sleeping

mats would also nornally be placed at night. The offerings wer.e set

against an east-facing wall as in the previous description, though the

guests were mostly enteïtained outside where a table had been set up for

the purpose of a formal meal which was very extensive and sunptuous by

any standards, and liberally lubricated by expensive alcoholic drinks.

As a proportion of annual income the two parichu rituals, with attendant

meals, and the Deepavãli festival accounted for a very large part of the

budget of this farnily, in comparison to that of other Indian families.

The serving of the neal outside was said to be for lack of room hlithin

the house, but it was also in this context that I was told that to sit,

or to eat, in front of the ancestors was wrong and showed disrespect. No

such problem existed if the meal were taken outside the house. Again,

in this house, the area of the offering was well lit and all the doors

üIere open to let the ancestors in, though care was taken not to cause a

noise to be made within the house itself, even when there was consider-

able hilarity just outside the door.

I sought frorn the Melaka Chitty elders a reason for their unusual

practice of perforning two ancestor rites Per year. Even the rnost

artìculate elders'were unable to give any rationalisation, though one
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reÌnarked that he too had wondered, and that when he had asked his father

he had been told that he did not know either, but that the ancestors

were certainly not going to complain if they were worshipped twice

instead of once. He added that once the practice had begun, it could

not be stopped. This accorded with another statement I had elicited

fron the head of the house in the last description, to the effect that

rif once you put rice (as an offering) then you must always put ricer.

I also received the inevitable I j-trs just our customr .

This latter staternent I take as irnportant, however, as it represents for

me another incidence of the force of what Giddens (1979) calls the

rpractical consciousness' (inherent in everyday life) being brought into

reflective moment by the performance of rituals. The reflective moments

do not, to be sure, always result in a level of articulate rdiscursive

consciousnessr sufficient to resolve the implied problem which the

question twhy do you do it this way?t suggests. Nevertheless, it does

once more bring into focus the markers of ethnic differentiation and

reproduces the processes of fornation of a social identity through

practice. An important overall point about that practice is that its

precedence as rcustomr carried the weight of supernatural sanction. As

such, its replication is a necessary consequence which entails the

recreation of a particular identity as an outcome, whether or not that

outcome is intended.

InterestinglL an elder of the conrnunity once pointed out to ne that

there hlas apparent justification for the celebration of ancestor rites

in the Tamil almanac which listed the night of Thai Pongal eye as Bhogi

Pandikai. This, a Tamil teacher of Hinduism des'cribed as the festival
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for the departed spirits of rishis and other enlightened people who

lived tnext to godt ín the kingdon of fndra. No oral tradition existed,

as, far as I was able to discover, as to the timing of the Bulan Parichu

and its form. As there was an ahrareness of the different practices of

the other Indian groups', the important point here is that in the attenpt

to relate this practice to torthodoxr Indian ways of doing things (a

constant theme in Chitty accounts of themselves), the enphasis was on a

Tanil literary souïce which could be interpreted as displaying how even

the Tanils had lost some of their orthodoxy in the lack of practice of a

calendrical rite. An inportant part of Chitty presentation of their clain

to be Indian is always the conservative form of their Hindu practice.

Ceylonese annual rites

By way of contrast, I shall briefly describe one occasion when I

observed the Thithi rite of a Ceylonese fanily. It should be pointed

out that the perception of rnany Indians in regard to the Ceylonese Tanils

is of a group who jealously guard their wealth, caste status and

daughters, and who are very orthodox in their practice of Hinduisn,

largely through their high level of education and literacy. Working

class Indians will also suggest that it is much easier to be pious and

have lots of rites in your name if you are wealthy. It is sometimes

said that a main concern of Ceylonese in performing lavish rituals is to

enhance their status in the corununity in order to ensure the successful

marriage of their children, and so increase both wealth and status even

further. Even some of the more cynical Ceylonese will state this about

members of their own community. The importance of such perceptions, for

the purposes of ny discus'sion, líes in the extent to which such practices

as those f am about to descrlbe reinforce the perceptions thems'elves and
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constitute the conditions for their recreation. f argue that this also

provides- the Ìdeological basis of the reproduction of actual social

dÌvisions withÌn the inposed categorY trlndianrr.

The occasion of the anniversary of the death of a fanily member amongst

Ceylonese Tanils in Melaka tends to be far less public event than that

of the Melaka Chitties. The rites take place with a relatively small

number of invited guests and rnenbers of the inmediate family in atten-

dance. In one specific instance, the main enphasis in the invitations

appeared to be towards non-fanily menbers of the Ceylonese connunity who

weïe prominent in religious matters and known for their knowledge of the

correct performance of the rites. As with the Chitties, the occasion I

observed involved the presentation of a standard set of ritual goods:

a very similar set-up of banana leaves flanked by oil lanps, young

coconuts, incense sticks and trays of food offerings. A tray offering

a neat set of clothes was also present and the requisite offering of

bananas on betel leaves fo::med the central offering before which the

sarnbrãni pot was set. A notable if minor distinction on this occasion,

as on those of other middle class Indians I was able to witness, was

that the garlanded picture of the deceased fonned the centrepiece, set

against the east-facing waI1, and the offerings were explicitly placed

before this inage as if before the inage of a deity in a ternple. Again

the ceremony took place in the nain hall of the house. Guests sat on

the floor facing the picture of the deceased, which was raised on a

sna1l table to be roughty at their eye level. Pirartenai (prayers) were

sung, led by a man rwho knew howr and mantras chanted culrninating in the

tOrn Shanti, Shanti, Shantit ìnjunction which was considered particularly

apt as the whole rÌte was said to be aimed at atma q4eqq, or the Soulrs

peace.
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Important for the Cey'lonese rites was the fact that the ancestor spirits,

who are deemed to come and take the essence of the offerings, were even

more susceptible to offence and taking fright than those of other

Indians. According to the accounts offered, and the practices observed,

the ernphasis is on a literary understanding of the potential for dis-

affected ancestors to becorne põy or evil spirits. The practical conse-

quences of failure to satisfy the spirits were not taken as seriously as

a projected explanatory device of nisfortune, which would be certain to

follow, as was the case for other groups. However, the Ceylonese Hindus

were certain that there r^ias a great possibility of failure to satisfy

the ancestors if a set of prescribed procedures were not followed. Most

inportant of all these was that, when the spirit had been attracted and

pleased by the singing of holy verses and the perforrnance of a sinple

puja (of very sinilar style to all other domestic and simple tenple

forms of worship), it r^ras thought that conplete closure of the room, and

the avoidance of conversation by any of the guests for a few minutes

while the lights were out jn the ernpty roorír: was the nininal requirement

to ensure the successful attainment of shanti or peace.

As with the other groups, an important part of the performance of the

rites as a whole u/as the shared neal in which it cuhninated. The impor-

tance of cornmensality, especially in the context of fndian social 1ife,

has frequently been cited in the anthropological literature. I ft is

necessary to underline only a few points here, therefore, in order to

develop the analytic thene I wish to pursue. It needs to be highlighted

that corunensality in the domestic context is'the prine expression of the

rsee Marrîott (1963) for the nost important example of this approach"
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symbolic importance of shared food. For Ceylonese, who in Melaka are

constituted of largely high caste, literate and articulate individuals

nany of whom have extensive knowledge of their religion, a clear division

has grown up in practice and ideology as to the relation between conmen-

sality in the rnurdane context and commensality in the religious context.

Thus, though it is still relatively more rare for a Ceylonese Hindu to

open his house to rstrangersr than for lower caste, working class Hindus,

entertaining guests from other ethnic groups and castes is becoming

increasingly corunon. Deepavãli, the only annual festival day of the

Hindu calendar to be given the status of a public holiday in Malaysia,

though a religious occasion, functions also as the najor occasion on

which Indians entertain outsiders in their homes. A direct and conscious

reciprocity for Chinese New Year and Malay Hari Raya is operated on this

day, and most Indian homes offer guests rneals, sweetneats and alcoholic

as well as non-alcoholic drinks. The point is that the entertaining of

guests is separated fron the ritual actiyities in tine and conceptual

importance in such a way as to nake the audience of the rites purely a

domestic one, while the space is redefined later in the same morning to

al1ow outsiders to enter.

Thus, the sharing of food at a rite within the donestic domain, as in

the case of that described above, is defined contextually as an occasion

when the audience tends, though not exclusively so, to be a set of

co-religionists of equal caste status for the Ceylonese population. In

combination with the greater tendency for this population to have puja

rooms, the greater social closure of domestic ritual in general makes a

significant rnarker of social distance for the rest of the Indian popula-

tion. The thene of the distance and aloofness of the Ceylonese from
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otheï Indians is a conunonly repeated feature of the conunents which such

Ihdians make in reference to this wealthy and educated section of the

population. Though individuals from the community are recognised by

others to be more approachable and to treat other Indians with sone

respect, these are viewed as exceptions who sometimes have ulterior

rnotives such as the pronotion of their own political careers, or the

financing of tenple projects or sinilar events. The latter type of

explanation as to why a particular Ceylonese is more prepared to interact

with other Indians is seen frequently as a very insidious way of enhanc-

ing the status of the Ceylonese connunity through religious events at

the cost of people who are otherwise despised. People who would nake

such accusations are also likely to cite the closure and distance from

then of Ceylonese homes as evidence for the ways in which the rbig shotsr,

as the Ceylonese are sometimes called, choose to interact with others

only when it suits them, and entirely on their own terms. In important

\irays, it is this sort of contradictory aspect of interaction (which

reflects both an infrastructural and ideological contradiction) which is

fundanental to the reproduction of the fragmented identities encapsulated

within the imposed label t?Indianrr.

The infrastructural contradictions within the context of the social

formation of Melaka as an outpost of Wèstern capitalisn I haye dealt

with in previous chapters. From the point of view of this discussion,

the infrastructural contradictions are manifest in the differing class

locations of the Ceylonese, as these are nade apparent to other Indians

in the forn of a house and its location and ownership. Though the

Ceylonese chos'e to be 1abelled Indian in the 19-70- Census, their history,

wealth, leyel of education and occupational locations all create and
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reproduce divisions of interest between them and other Indians, which

are at odds with any siîple overarching, all-enbracing identity. More-

over, beside the different interests inherent in their class location,

Ceylonese ideological understanding of their position differs from that

of other fndians in two main areas which again relate to class and

caste. It is these that f deal with in the following pages, but it nay

help to sunnnarize their primary features as their belief in education as

international currency, and of themselves as religiously superior.

Analytically, the contradictions are both inter- and intrasystemic,

therefore. The class contradictions of interest are internal to the

class system of the Melaka economy as part of the world capitalist

economy, though I have already pointed out the fact that not all classes

are homogeneous in terms of shared objective interests in this concrete

social formation. The ideological contradictions lie in the relations

within the class systen at the level of differing understandings of the

world which are generated in part by experience of life in a particular

class. However, they are also a product of the relations of a class

system to the caste system of the homelands from which the Indian

migrants are drawn.

The caste system in a jajnani sense of ritualised reciprocal obligations

in the naterial world and in the sense of a ranked order of jãtis has

never existed in any sense as a replication of what existed in India and

certainly not as the ideal type rnodel which Dumont (1970) rnay be said to

evolve in his representation, Nevertheless, attempts to preserve

separate units of endoganous jätis and to generate local1y understood

ranking systens are apparent ìn the history of Indian rnigration. The
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problem that one of the jãtis attempting to estab-lish thens'e1ves at the

pinnacle of the ranked order was Ceylonese, and bore the name of a caste

group whose status in mainland India was somewhat more equivocal than

that $¡hich it held in Ceylon, established another source'of conflict

within the energent local caste structure. The criteria of loca1 ranking

shared with those of India concerns with purity and pollution as a basis

for status, but they incorporated a sense of ttraditional status'which

was carried to Malaysia from the homelands. thus, it is sti11 possible

to find people whose caste is of low status but who have become upwardly

nobile in the class location which they occupy, and, vice versa, to find

relatively poor people in wage labour factory work but who are Brahmins

by birth. This results in interactional problerns for Indians in this

complex urban context where principles of social standing entail not

only principles of caste and often contradictory occupational status as

a manifestation of class position, but also the principles which order

an individual's position in terns of ethnic criteria. These place him

categorically in a political rank order which is in turn associated with

ideological positions centred around religious distinctions. Thus,

Indians of all classes and castes carry to a greater or lesser degree a

conception of being Indian, which resides in membership of a category

which is politically and econornically ranked third in the social order of

the nation.

Before I return the analysis to the more mundane aspects of the use and

neaning of donestic space, I would like to conment briefly on the struc-

tural logic of the practices I have described as domestic ritual, from

the point of view of the ways in which certain ideological features are

reproduced, which conceptually'unite Indian Hindus regardless of their

class or caste affiliations.
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Ancestors are called or invited to re-enter the hall of the family house

in order to partake of the food offerings and thereby witness the fact

that a caring and respectable family has done its duty. In a sirnilar

wãy, each Friday the deities are invited into the house to witness the

farnilyrs devotions. In both cases, the invited are guests whose presence

requires certain etiquette but also entails certain risks. fncorrect

handling of rguestsr can threaten later unsought invasions which result

in misfortune. At death, a family menber leaves the heart of the farnily

space and is at first literally laid out in the front hall, with all

portraits reversed and shrines closed. Later his own irnage will be

established in this space in the forn of a photo-portrait. Death

inverts the normal soults living relationship to the domestic space and

it moves fron the realm of the intimate hurnan fanily to the realm of the

superhuman and rguestr whose relations to the house are governed by

distance and a quality of uncertainty and potential danger. The move is

from a setting in which relationships are controlled because they are

inplicitly predictable, to an area in which they are predictable only

inasmuch as they are strictly controlled through a pattern of explicit

and rule-governed, or prescribed, practices.

fn ancestor rites of the sort I have described, there is a restatement of

the collective relations to donestic space of all past and present

rnenbers of a domestic group, as well as a clear restatenent of their

divinely sanctioned interdependence. However, this is also a period

when the highly controlled introduction of the outside world into the

inner world of the home inverts a series of norrnal relationships; guests

enter the fanily space, other women nay be involved in the preparation

of food in the cooking area, women take over the arrangements for setting
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up the ritual goods ín the front area of the house, while men serve

food to their guests in the dining area.

In nany rrrays, the cerenonies exhibit the liminal characteristics of a

rite de passage, as Turner (1967) identifies then. Lying in both tine

and space, rbetwixt and betweenr, they contain elenents of communitas

and anti-structure which Turner sees as necessary stages in the

re-establishment of structure. No single transformation takes place

here, however, but rather the re-enactrnent and confirmation of a prior

transforrnation, that of family member to ancestor spirit. During this

period, the neaning of the spatial context is altered ancl confronts the

everyday meaning of donestic space, paradoxically ensuring the ultinate

reproduction of the everyday meaning and thereby the stability of the

domestic unit.

In the process of being altered in the formal context of ritual, the new

meaning of the space at one level incorporates the everyday meaning,

highlights some structural elements and offers rnoments of reflexivity.

In the case of the Chitties, such reflexivity may be enhanced in the

reaction of an audience composed of members of other ethnic groups more

often than is the case for other Indians. All Indians are aware at some

leve1 though, of the way their rituals, domestic and public, are markers

of distinctiveness. As one aspect of their religious practices, domestic

rites are seen by many as fundamental to the maintenance of their

identity at a conscious Ievel, which is achieved in part in response to

a perceived threat of long-tern efforts to make Malaysia an Islanic

nation.
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Symbol ic inversions and cultural reproductions;

In nany respects, what I'have descrìbed as the form of the fndiansl

domestic space and the practices, mundane and ritual, which take place

there, are an inversion of the forn and practices which take place in

the tenple. The built form and the social and cultural neanings of the

tenple are the basis for the analysis of the following chapter. However,

it is worth pointing out here that the rnost sanctified area of most

Indian houses in Melaka lies just beyond the threshold and that, as the

'head roomt where deities frequently reside, it is analogous to the

inner sanctum of the tenple which is conceptually the head of the sym-

bolic body which provides the forrn of the classic South Indian ternple.

As with the sancturn, only those in a ritually acceptable state may enter

this donain. At the same time, acceptance into this donain marks a

symbolic recognition of equality or superiority to the status of the

head of the house, at least ideally.

The centre of the house, like the main hall area of the ternple area, is

the protected space where rmenbers I norrnally operate in their inperfect

states. It is also the area where one eats protected fron outside

forces of pollution and danger, partaking of a meal which symbolises the

unity of all present and their identification with the tolnlners' of the

place. It is also the context in which subtle displays of hierarchy and

status are manifested and worked out. To the rear of the house, as in

the area to the front of the temple, lies an area subject to the effects

of polluting agencies which are only marginally in th.e control of those

with authority in that particular domain. Syrnboli-cally in the temple

this is the area seen to repres'ent the legs and feet of the divine, the

most pollution-prone features of the anatomy normally exposed (-see
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Chapter 5 below). In the house, as the diagrarn shows (see diagram 2), it

is an area where uncontrolled and uncontrollable nature doninates. 0n

returning from a nortuary rite one enters through here, bathing before

going into the house if at aIt possible. 0n returning from defecation

in this area, one washes onets feet, before entering the house, removing

oners shoes at the threshold. 0n entering the temple compound one should

proceed to the tank to bathe, at least symbolically for the whole body,

but with particular attention to the feet.

While suggesting these synbolic inversions, f am also suggesting that

the donestic and the tenple space are ordered according to fundamentally

the same principles. These principles are not available to the conscious-

ness of the ordinary Indian in Melaka under normal circumstances.

However, what I, following Giddens (1979), would point out is that it is

the practice of normal social life which is the locus of runmotivatedl

reproduction of the principles which organise the system, and I would

add, of the identity of those perforning the practices.

Nonetheless, donestic contexts and practices, especially ritual practices

in this case, do also provide the setting for reflection upon those

practices. This occurs primarily in the face of an audience of guests

and onlookers who are of different ethnic origins. Comments, responses

to them in justification of practices, and observation of the practices

of others are all neans by which such reflection may be engendered.

Once begun, such reflective processes lead in many cases to consciousness

of the markers of collective identities, both in relation to self and to

others 
"
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As indicated earlier in this dis-cussion, one of the najor ways in which

practice creates, recreates and provides the context for reflection upon

identity (in an unmotivated way mostly, though not necessarily) is in

the use of language in the donestic donain. It is not possible on the

basis of rny present data to develop a full analysis of the relation

between the us'e of Tamil and the use of Malay as more than markers,

indeed, as the fundamental basis of identity of self and of group, but

it is necessary to note that the temple and the home are the two najor

contexts in which Tanil is used for most Indians. The Melaka Chitties

as Malay speakers speak of shame at the loss of their 'mother tonguel

and make conscious efforts to maintain the use of Tamil and Sanskrit in

their tenples.

The style of Tanil spoken and the degree to which Indians are able to

speak English are important markers of social standing. In rnany niddle

class Indian houses, especially those of the Ceylonese Tanils, a consid-

erable amount of English is in regular usage. Making a decision to use

English outside of the domestic context, rather than Malay or Tami1, is

often arpoliticalrdecision which I take up in a later chapter.

Vfhat I am suggesting by all this is that whatever conceptual unity

within the Indian population that the analyst is able to find, or the

interested politician nay seek, the effort is thwarted by the subversive

effect of social practice in the forn of class relations, caste relations

and ritual forms.

This is not to say that tgrey areast do not exist. 0n the contrary, the

relatìonship of the donestic space to the imnediate space surrounding it
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is arnb.ivalent and fraught with qualities of the unknown and unpredictable.

Many Indians present their perceptÌons of their social relations with

Indians of other classes and castes, let alone their relations with

members of other ethnic categories, in nuch the same manner. I sha1l

show in the next chapter how the archety¡ral cultural space of the Hindu

tenple provides yet another context in which bounded space and its

conceptual ordering relate in an arnbiguous and cornplex hlay to its social

environment.

Ess'entia1ly, lny argument may be summarized in terms of the interplay of

cosmology and space in both contexts, which operates to produce the

recurring patterns of both ideology and social action, in such a way as

to give neaning to wider social processes of which they are a part. If

I an correct in my assessrnent of the house as paradigmatic of social

relations, and as the prirne netaphor of those relati-ons, I arn also now

suggesting that it stands as a paradigrn for a cosmological order distinc-

tive to Indians. More than this, the same proposition nay hold for the

process of defining sub-populations within the category I'Indianrr.



CHAPTER 5

SACRED SPACE; CULTURAL SPACE:

HINDU TEMPLES AND THE REPRODUCTION OF IDENTITY

Just as the previous thro chapters stood together as an overall discussion

of domestic contexts, so this and the next chapter parallel then in a

conbined discussion of Hindu tenples. Tenples are taken first as

heavily laden synbolic representations of a particular cosnological

order. The form of a tenple puja is then analysed as the practical

context in which the meaning of sacred space, the Hindu cosmological

order, Indians I shared cultural values', and, ultimately, Indian identi-

ties are created and recreated. Thus, the two chapters examine together

the two doninant perspectives on the social neaning of tenples; the one

residing in structure, the other residing in practice. In fact, the

separation is a false one, in the final analysis, and amounts to an

heuristic device. Neither can be shown to exist in any sense without

the other.

Ternple forn

Many of the temples which are proninent in Malaysiars urban settings

were designed by Indian nigrants. In some cases, specialist Indian

builders and artists were engaged, and brought over from South India, to

undertake the construction. Modeled in the grander temples of Kuala

Lunpur and Penang is a long tradition of South Indian and Ceylonese

Tanil temple building. However, many tenples in Malaysia are not in the

great tradition of the farnous city temples of South India. No ternple in

184
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Melaka possesses the multi-tiered gate tower or gopuran which is so

conmon in Tanil Nadu.1 Lack of noney was the most connonly given

explanation for not having the preferred form of tenple. Several of the

ternple management connittees had long-tern plans to improve their

temples towards the agarnic ideal.2

The oldest of the Hindu tenples of Melaka is dedicated to Ganesh and it

does conform to the ideal model in some degree. It alone is constructed

as a series of concentric squares at the centre of which is the inage of

Vinayagar (Ganesha), the elephant-headed son of Siva. Most of the

other tenples in Melaka consist of a rectangular hal1 with a central

square nolasthãnam, or shrine chamber, dedicated to the deity which

gives the tenple its name. They all also contain smaller shrine chanbers

in varying nunber and of varying size, which house inages representing

other forms of the divine, but not arranged in a concentric order as they

are in the ideal model.

lDespite the present absence of a tenple in the classic sty1e, Melaka
does have temp les which conform"to the conceptual structure of the South
Indian tenple in its ideal form. Just as the divine body provides the
nodel for the total Hindu universe (see Shulnan 1980:41), a body which
encompasses universal space in its heart, so the tenple is modeled on
the divine/human body lying on its back fBeck 1976 and Kramrisch 1976).
The diagram (diagram 5 ) shows the usual way this is represented. The
body is syrnbolically contained in the tenplets architectural form. The
ideal version of this consists of a series of concentric squares, the
innermost of which contains the head of the divine figure, which is
considered the controlling order of all divine, human and aninate
beingsr bodies.

2Even those who were unaware of the Agamas as the final literary author-
ity for temple architectural form and meaning had the practical exanples
of ternples in Kuala Lumpur or South India as standards by which to
judge theirs. They also possessed a degree of understanding of the
specific symbolic import of aspects of the forn through similar practi-
cal knowledge gained in performance and transnitted in oral tradition.
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In the case of the Vinayagar tenple mentioned above, taken in the

horizontal plane and viewed through the door arches set in the inner

waIIs of the ternple, the effect of perspective produces a visual pin-

pointing of the innermost chamber and the central deity residing there. l

The inner walls provide a series of I streets | (vithi) by means of which

the devotee may circunambulate the inner chamber. At the sane tine, the

walled areas provide a number of thresholds which have to be crossed in

order to reach the nost sanctified centre. Each tfrrelof¿ marks a step
^

nearer the divine inage and a step away frorn the mundane world of the

outside. Each walled area is increasingly more sanctified and more

enclosed against the invasion of a hurnan or supernatural sort. At the

very centre of the ternple is the garbhagriha or rwomb roomr, which is

accessible only to the priests who should ideally be pure Brahmans.

Several infornants were able to articulate notions of the tenple as a

physical manifestation of the divine and understood that as such it

should be as conplete a representation as possible. This in itself was

sufficient reason for wanting to build a proper, doned molasthãnam to

house the central black stone sculpture and sinultaneously represent the

upward-facing head of the divine inage which the tenple as a whole forrns,

through the forn of the vinãnan or decorated dome which rises above the

chanber. Similarly nost of these informants would point out the classic

understanding of the gopuran or gate tower, the doninant structure of

the preferred temple form, as the representation of the feet of the

divine to which all Hindus should aspire. As such, the temple was

tln the ideal temple, which is orientated in space so that it faces the
direction east, and its life-giving forces, the rays of the rising sun
fall on the face of the divine image, reflecting its beneficence.
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inconplete without one because devotees should be visually reninded of

their ultimate source and their religious duties. They should be able

to see the towering symbol of the lowest part of the divine presence

which stands so far above them and which may be recognised fron afar by

the initiated and the devout. Particularly devout Ceylonese and South

Indian Tanils will sonetimes prostrate thenselves at the entrance to a

tenple, especially at tines of the annual festival, in a gesture of

subnission in which the highest part of oners own anatony, the head, is

placed at the feet of God.

The act of entering a tenple and progressing towards the innernost

chanber is to trace an ideal journey through life. As age and wisdon

allow, an ideal man should journey towards a realisation of the divine

and seek to approach his feet.l The journey towards the divine involves

four stages of human development. Essential to the process of self-

realisation is the lifting of the veil of illusion or maya. Curtains and

doors in the temple symbolise this when they are opened in the course of

a puja.

The tenple literally ernbodies the nature of the divine; it focuses and

contains the divine power in the figurative aepresentation, which takes

lThis may not be achieved in one lifetime, however, and is usually a
longer cosrnic journey of nany rebirths. Until one is reborn a Brahman,
one is inherently too impure for it to be likely that one nay realise
God, under nornal circumstances; at least, so say the Brahmans. If one
is reborn a Brahman, then correct practices will enable one to enter
the innermost chanbers of the divine and truly realise the God which is
in all of us. Thus the journey of the body through the temple is the
journey of the soul on its way to self-realisation and an ultinate
identification with the divine forn which is at the centre of the
universe and yet makes up its totality. Thresholds mark stages on this
journey.
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the form of a black stone irnage at the very centre of the innermost

chamber. Around the centre, which is held by the supreme being, are

concentrically ranged the lesser divine forms who are at the one time

conceptually differentiated from the central deity while sinultaneously

being recognised ultinately as manifestations of the same divine force,

given particular illusory forn for the sake of aiding human understanding.l

In entering the tenple, one is entering the divine body in order to

better enter oners own body and there find the universal divine. Thus,

the body itself becomes conceptualLy a ternple of subtle thresholds which

must be accorded its own due respect in order to perrnit the transcen-

dence of its own linits.

So it is that the tenple represents the qualities of the conceptually

unchanging and universal truths in its very forn. Yet, it also contains

in its forn the necessity for process in order to achieve those inner-

nost truths. In undertaking the processual journey inwards, one

progresses towards the still snall centre whence all power emanates.

IIt is the path towards enlightennent then which is symbolised in the
temple fonn. Just as one moves ever inwards in the tenple, to reach
the ultimate pohrer residing there, so should one move ever inward from
oners outer superficial body through the subtle bodies and the mind,
towards the soul which controls onefs destiny and which lies beyond the
grasp of normal perception. What lies within is the ultimate unity of
unillusioned time and space where impurity is banished and true pol^Ier
is to be found. This is the sole source of those positive forces which
in turn are real life: a state beyond nornal life and free from re-
birth. The ultinate goal is to ascend from the realisation of the true
nature of the divine which is at the centre of all creation, to a
region of freedom fron life as humans know it, that is, moksha. This
passage is synbolised in the notion of the power of the deity emanating
fron the irnage and up through the srnall hole in the done (yiqg4gq)
which is directly abõve it, and which leads symbolicatty to not-Tring and
yet everything.
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Yet, this power personified in its partícular forrn and contained in the

black stone irnage is also conceptually everywhere and therefore inher-

ently beyond containrnent. Hindus with knowledge of the Hindu literature

frequently state that the tenple is really a rrkindergarten?rwhere the

images and surroundings are designed to focus onets attention and allow

contenplation. Like a child, the devotee needs to be rtrickedr into

centering his mind before he nay achieve understanding. Once focused,

the understanding nind transcends its surroundings and the individual

subject is united with the divine object of its conternplation when

realisation comes. For such people, the tenple's physical and symbolic

forns become almost rnnemonic devices, aids in guiding the devotee ever

towards the truth even as he unselfconsciously performs the prescribed

rituals.

At the highest leve1 of exegetical interpretation then, Melaka Hindus

may apparently contradict thernselves and other Hindus and deny that the

tenple is in any special way unique in its relation to the divine.

Such interpreters come close to denying the very sacredness of this

space by identifying it with the universal space where the divine is all-

pervasive. At this level, all space becomes sacred and it is only illu-

sion (lnaya) which prevents the ignorant from realising this.

Thus, such contradictions are cormron in exegesis, but they also inhere

in the structural oppositions within the religious systen which are

marked by the dedication of the temples of Melaka to so many different

forms of deity.
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The tenple form also represents the controlled moral order or dharrna as

a set of hierarchicalLy a'r'ranged conceptualisations about the ttruel

nature of the universe. The tenple entails a progression frorn petty

outer forms and concerns which are the province of humans and lesser

nanifestations of the divine, towards an increasingly encompassing form

of divinity which is correspondingly more difficult to approach and

realise. Enlightenrnent then becones the highest moral state because it

lies beyond the moral order of living things. Puja practice, as we

shall see, points to the conclusion that the all-enconpassing divine

transcends even forn itself.

In Melaka, the all-encornpassing aspect of the supreme being is given

different specific forms in different tenples. As Siva he is repre-

sented in only one srnall ternple as the central deity, by a crude stone

lingam. In other tenples his son Ganesh or second son Subrarnanian stand

in his stead. The latter is represented as a warrior carved in the

powerful black stone nentioned earlier. Conceptually, the power of

Subrananiam is focused in the Ceylonese-doninated tenple, for example,

through the installation ritual in which the image is placed over a

copper plate inscribed with a powerful yantra. Yet, the sarne deity is

also the central image in the South Indian-dominated temple at Batu

Berendam, and in the Chettiar tenple at Sannyasi Malai. Thus, the power

of a given form may be captured in several locations in the town and

used as a symbolic basis of differentiation for populations of Hindus.

The political statement entailed in the creation of a temple housing the

same form of the divine as a tenple which already exists is part of a

wider discourse about superiority and equivalence. A community seeks to
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assert its equivalence or superiority through its choice of a rhighr

form of the divine as its central image. Superiority may also be clained

in the attenpt to create the built forn of the ternple as one which

conforms nore closely to an ideal forn derived fron the Aganas than that

of a conpeting group. Ternple form and choice of deity do more than

reflect the continuing concern with notions of superiority and equiva-

lence. They also provide the main locus in which the ideological basis

of this concern is enbodied. Tenples, therefore, are crucial to the

recreation of the divisions and underlying ideology within the Indian

population. In making ternples the rnajor synbolic statement of one grouprs

equivalence to another, Indians continually reassert the importance of

the discourse about social status in their lives. This reassertion of

a particutar ideological form, made apparent in temple proliferation, is

one of the najor distinguishing features of the Indian population as a

whole.

As a last corunent on the forn of the temple per se, I would just point

out that all tenples, even those which conforn only ninimally to the

ideal architectural form, contain in then the twin aspects of the

immanent and the transcendent God. The deity at the centre of the

ternple is not just the representation of divine power, it is that power

focused and concentrated by correct ritual performance. In order to

ensure that the power is retained, ritual is required regularly. It is

also required regularly in order to contain the power as much as retain

it. It is not merely a question of pob¡er rescaping' or dissipating, but

also one of how to ensure that it is directed positively. A neglected

deity is a potent and dangerous entity which may seek out those who have

ceased to perforn their duty; it will exact vengeance.
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Ternple deities, and cosrnqlog¿

I shall now proceed to examine the relationships of congregations to

their ternples by considering the nature and structure of the pantheon as

it appears in worship in Melaka.

Classification of Melakars Hindu tenple deities could be approached fron

several perspectives through the application of various criteria. An

attenpt will be made here to consider the problern in terms of structural

relationships within local Hindu cosnology, the functional differentia-

tions applied by local Hindus, and the way in which particular deities

relate to particular, identifiable social groups and categories.

The fact that the present Hindu tenplesr in Melaka are those built to

serve populations essentially from South India and Ceylon means that

there exists a patterî in which particular deities appearing in Melaka

are those which occur in the rhornelandst, However, the existence of a

Itraditionr external to Melaka does not render unproblenatic the patterns

of worship within Melaka. Nor should r^/e assume that the same factors

are necessarily at work in both contexts. Nonetheless, Hinduism in

Melaka did not appear rex vacuor and the presence of a strong religious

rhinterlandr has to be taken into account in considering both the

establishment and the worship of specific forms of the divine.

lIn March 1978 there vras a partially conpleted Hindu tenple being con-
structed in Melaka by the Gujerati conmunity of I'4a1aysia which is well
represented in Melaka. Most worship by Gujeratis took place at a
shrine in a community leaderrs house. There is also an inportant Sikh
temple in Melaka.
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Two striking facts emerge in relation to Melakars ternples immediately

one examines the deities they house. Paradoxically, there is at once a

large nunber of shrines dedicated to a large number of gods, and yet the

dominant temples are very limited in the primary deities they house. As

the table shows, the six (or eight) ternples served by full-tine priests,

that is, the larger tenples in Melaka, are primarily for worship of

Subramaniam (three), Ganeshan (two) and Mãrianrnan (with Siva and

Angalannan).

0f the nine temples and shrines not normally served by nernbers of a

priestly caste, it will be noted that two active temples are dedicated

to Mãriarnman and two, also active, to Kãliarrnan. In the local pantheon,

both Mãriamman and Kãlianman are familiar fenale forrns of the divine and

are classified as wives of Siva, that is, fortns of Sakti or Devi.

Ganeshan and Subramaniam are usually said to be, respectively, the elder

and second son of Siva and Parvati. Thus, in the prirne deities of

tenples in Melaka, a cosmology doninantly Saivite in conception is

clearly reflected. Moreover, the deities are largely subsurned within

one nuclear fanily structure in nyths of origin.

As with many South Indians, local Hindus conceive of Siva as being the

name, or one of the names, of the supreme divine force, but also as a

deity with a personality, history and set of relationships. He is an

ascetic, yogic figure usually removed frorn the concerns of the world,

human or divine. Though the ultinate power, his power is nornally

latent and vested in his fenale aspect/conpanion Sakti, also known as

Devi, Parvati, Kãli, etc. Sakti is seen hete, as elsewhere, as divine



Melakars temples and their deities

Major deity Other deities ControllersTenple

Sri Poyatha
Vínaayagar Moorthi

(Hospital) Sri
Pulleyar Alayan

(Cheng) Sannyasi
Malai

Sri Subramaniar
Devasthanam

Sri Subramaníar/
Draupathi Anrnan

Sri Nuthu Mãriannan
Kovi 1

Sri Kalaisanathar
Kovil

Sri Paramesu/ara
Angalamman Kovil

Sri Mãriannan/
Muniswaran Kovil

Sri Mãriamman

Sri Kãlianman
Kovil
Sri Kãliannan
Kovi 1

*Kattaialnman
Kovil

*Lingadariamrnan
(né nê) Kovil

*Dharna Raja
Kovi 1

*Amrnan Kovi I

*Ayenar Kovil

Priest

ful 1 -tine
Brahnan
(Gurukkal)

ful1-tine
Pandaram

ful 1 -tine
Pandaram x2

ful I -tine
Pandaram

fu11 -time
Brahnàn

fu11-tine
Pandaram

ful 1 -time
Pandaram

fu11-tirne
Pandaram

resident
Pusari

Ganesha

Subrananian/
Draupathi

Mãriannan

Siva

Angalarunan

Mãriannan

Mãriannan

Kã1i

Kã1i

Siva,
Mãriamman,
Subramaniam,
etc.

Ganesha,
Krishna,
Kanachi, etc

Ganesha

Ganesha,
Subrarnaniam,
Rana (Pic)

Ganesha,
various
unknown

Ganesha,
Muniswaran,
Kali, etc.
Ganesha

var].ous
pictures
Ganesha

Nattukottai
Chettiars

Hospital
Hindus

Nattukottai
Chettiars
South Indian
Tami ls
Ceylon
Tani ls

Melaka
Chitties
Melaka
Chitties

Melaka
Chitties

South Indian
Tani ls

Municipal
workers

South Indian
Tarni ls
Melaka
Chitties
Melaka
Chitties
Melaka
Chitties
Melaka
Chitties
Melaka
Chitties
Melaka
Chitties

Ganesha Attendants
only

Subrarnaniam Ganesha

Subramaniarn Ganesha

pari-time
Pusari

part-tine
Pusari

Pandarant
annually
Pandarant
annually
Pandarant
annually
Pandarant
annually

I
Pandaram I

annually
Pandaraml
annually

Kattaiannan none

Lingadari none

Dharna Raja uncertain

Anman uncertain

Ayenar Ganesha

I Also a part-time pusari runs pujas for young men on an irregular basis.
* Largely dilapidated shrines with one najor annual puja in Ade nonth.
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pou/er or energy given form. I The forn depends on the aspect of divine

power doninating, which in turn depends on the relationship of an

individual or group to the divine. Such, of course, is the wisdon of

those Indians educated and articulate in Hinduism. Their education is

achieved both through oral tradition and fron the reading of popular

books and parnphlets written both in Tanil and English.2 Many of these

are Indian in origin, though a few are produced in Kuala Lunpur by such

organisations as the Divine Life Society, or the Hindu Sangam. As one

might expect, it is the highly literate niddle class Indians in Melaka

who are best able to express the nature of the divine, but many less

literate Indians are able to recount at least an approxirnate version of

the above explanation and those to folIow.

It is not in Siva hirnself then that the divine is most readily approach-

ahle. Rather, one must look to other forms for both understanding and

help. Many 1ocal Hindus repeat the faniliar fornula cited above that

all gods are the same but the divine can take nany forms. They add that

each man has a form to which he is best able to relate, his chosen god

or Ishta Deva, and that it is not important which form one worships.

Beside this generalised sense of an appropriate god for individual

personalities, there is also the specific appropriateness of the attri-

butes of particular forms of the divine. This becomes relevant when one

is seeking explanations and cures for misfortunes.

rSee lValker (1968), Daniélou (1964),
for this view of Sakti.

Monier Willians et a1. (1974[1883])

2There is a small numb-er of people very learned in Hinduism in Melaka.
Of these, most are highly literate both in Tarnil and English.
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In speaking of Mãriarnnan, Dwnont (1959:79) advocates that she should be

interpreted as fSmallpox Ladyt as her function is to ward off snallpox

fron the village. He goes on, rrWhile it is true that the village places

itself under the protection of such a Lady, it does not follow that it

honours her as a (or its) Mother?r. In the Melaka Chitty kampong or

village, lvlãriannan is recognised as being the goddess related to snall-

pox, though prirnarily as the goddess able to cure snallpox and other

diseases which manifest themselves as skin eruptions. However, she is

also frequently referred to in English as rMotherr and in Malay as tMat,

and occasionally linked with Mary, as the nother of God. In turn, it is

frequently said that Siva is our father and Mãri our mother. Like all

mothers, it is she who has most contact with the children and she who

will rscold' us if we do bad things. Conversely, it is she who rewards

those who pray to her regularly and live a good life.

Mãrianman stands in relation to the Me1aka Chitty kanpong must as she

stands in relation to South Indian villages, as the prime deity, poten-

tially both benevolent and malevolent, who forms the articulating node

of public ritual activity. However, it is a nistake to consider

Mãriamnan in either context as an aspect of some localised t little

traditionr divorced from Brahnanic Hinduisrn. As was stated above,

Mãrianman is conceived of as a form of the wife of Siva and therefore

represents at one Ievel, Sakti. Nonetheless, operationally, in many

situations, Mãriamman worship for the Me1aka Chitties is what Holströn

calls rgroup religionr, which "consists of the cults of particular closed

grolrps, whether they are castes, families, or villages, and is largely

concerned with the groupts protection, welfare, and interestst' (1971:29).

This is seen in the organisation of the temple and its annual festival.
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The reduplication of Mãriarunan tenples in Melaka marks the divisions

within the local Hindu population, in particular of the working class

section of the population. Mãriamman is portrayed as an imposing figure

who rides a lion and has great pohrer but she is also approachable and

helpful to her devotees. In Melaka, she is opposed to Kãli, the fierce

and highly dangerous manifestation of Sivats wife who is considered a

much more direct and likely threat to the safety and well-being of

Hindus. In the Melaka Chitty-owned tenple, an image of Kãli sits in the

front hall of the tenple, always draped in the black saris offered her

by the mothers who pronised to give her just such a present if their

confinements went well. She has a very fierce expression with proninent

extended canine teeth and is hunched forward as if angrily demanding an

explanation from a miscreant devotee. There is none of the strong

serenity of the Mãriamnan image with its beckoning hand and hand of

reassurance.

Though red was a frequent colour in which to dress the images of

It4ãriamman, it was not exclusively so, and no informant claimed it should

be so. Rather, it was thought appropriate that she should be dressed in

any fine, rich colour such as silky go1ds, deep blues and greens.

Significantly, she was never dressed in black, Kãlirs colour, or white,

the colour of a widow. Mãri was considered to be too alive, and too

much an honoured wife and mother, to be adorned in anything but the best

that one could desire for onets own wife or nother.

Most irnages of the main temple deity in Melaka, and nany of the subsidi-

ary tenple deities have a snal1 statue of their vehicle vahanam facing

the main irnage. None of the Mãriannan tenples has the lion which is
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known to be her vahanam, though the dorne C}¡1ta"*) of the Chitty shrine

has sculptures which depict lions attending Mãriamnan. An association

which nore than ever links her to Sakti or Devi, the wife of Siva.

Though intellectualised in terns of being a manifestation of a universal

Hindu principle, the relationship of devotees to Ït4ãriannan is a very

personal one and deals largely with matters affecting individual and

collective destinies. As a deity who is directly approachable and

arnenable to aid devotees, and with her role as protectress of the

connunity which was faniliar to nost migrant South Indians who came frorn

snall villages, it is perhaps not surprising to find Nfãrianman at the

centre of two rnajor collections of Hindu houses and as the deity wor-

shipped at the site which stands beside another former set of Hindu

houses. In each case, the people living near the shrines, who form the

main congregation, are working class Hindus, many at least formerly very

poor, and frequently with problems of failing health. It is in her

intervention in the nundane aspects of life that Mãrianman is doninant.

It is clear that her major function is to help those who feel that they

have least control over their destinies to achieve a ninirnal degree of

influence, if not more.

The sentinent that only God will help the poor is not an unconmon one

expressed by working class Hindus. The worship of lt{ãriarunan at the

various tenples normally serves to mark working class (usually lower

caste) Hindus fron the better-off, but it also marks the felt social

differences between sections of the working class population, particularly

the recent Tamil-speaking labourers and the Malay-speaking Melaka

Chitties. At the same time, the principle of integration is not violated
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since lr{ãrianrnan can easily be assimilated within an overarching philo-

sophical tradition. Thus, at times of najor festivals, other Hindus are

able to suborn differences and worship at the Melaka Chitty shrine.

Whitehead clained (L92IzI7) of village deities, anongst whon he included

Mãriannan , that they rrhave no relation to the universe. They synbolise

only the facts of village lifer' (original emphasis). lVhether this is,

or eveï was true for South India, I very nuch doubt. What is certain is

that in Melaka, Mãriannan can situationally be related to universal

forces, what Whitehead called rgreat world forces', in a nultitude of

ways. The elimination of animal sacrifice in the precincts of the

Chitty Mãrianman ternple is one way in which she has enphatically been

identified with the sanskritic/brahnanic pantheon. This is an aspect

which Chitties stress at the festival tine when other Hindus are

worshipping in large numbers at their ternple. In attenpting to legiti-

mate their own worship in this way, they are also seeking to legitinate

and extend their own self-evaluation as good and orthodox Hindus. The

acceptance by others of this Mãrialnman as a form of the universal Sakti

in no way irnpairs the functional application of Märianmanrs power away

from conternplation of the infinite towards the mundane, where the

situation denands it.

In a sinilar, and perhaps even more vivid way, Kãli, like Mãriamman, is

both a forn of the divine principle, the universal force, and a highly

individualised personality with whon Hindus are able to relate directly.

Kãli is always presented as awesome and terrifying. She is highly

volatile and subject to rage. She seeks bloody sacrifice, even if she

does not always do s'o publicly these days. Her intervention is almost
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ah^rays negative and she must be placated or she may cause many and

horrible misfortunes. It is dangerous to keep her shrine in oners

house as a minor indiscretion nay provoke fearful consequences.

Conversely, her power is great if it can be put to use by the devotee.

At one analytical level, Kãli is identified by many as the Sakti equiva-

lent of Sivats destructive aspect, seen as necessary in the eternal

cycle of evolution and karma. Thus, the negative becomes ultinately

positive, since it is through the destruction of the past that the path

to self-realisation and release fron the cycle of rebirths (moksha) nay

be opened. As we have seen, temple worship and tenple deities are said

to be the rkindergartenr stage of worship which provides the first focus

for conternplation of the infinite. The many forms the deity takes are

nothing but aids, so the intellectualist argument runs, which later lead

us out of the illusion (naya) , away from a concern with observable or

naterial forms and towards an understanding of the transcendent nature

of the fornless principle, which should be every Hindurs ultimate aim.

In the meantime, we are able to cornprehend only small parts of the

ptzzle and only in our own terms. We have advanced when hle can worship

the Siva Lingam, representative of the formless and generative Siva, and

even further when the jyothir flame is sufficient symbol for our worship.

In Ìdelaka then, it is not the form of the deity per se which determines

necessarily the collective evaluation of the devotee, but rather, the

devoteers attitudes and practices towards the deity. In the eclectic

version of Hinduism put forward by many niddle class Hindus, àîY form of

the divine is acceptable as a focus of worship and contenplation of the

ultímately single universal force, providing it is approached in the

correct manner.
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It is in the manner of worship, for example, in the use of aninal

sacrifice, that demonstration is made of oners level of understanding.

The belief in the need for blood in the worship of Mahakãli is, to many

middle class (large1y higher caste) Hindus, sufficient evidence to show

that one is at a veTy low level in Hinduism and will require many re-

births before escaping the cycle. That many who sacrifice in this way

are low class and low caste is supporting evidence for their position in

the social hierarchy has been determined by their previous conduct and

their accumulated karna.

While I would agree in good measure with what Monier ltrillians said when,

in discussing Saktism, he noted, I'The worshipper is inclined to turn

with greater devotion to the goddess than to the god when he supplicates

any po\^rerful intervention on his own behalf in circumstances of unusual

exigency or perilrr (1974:181 [original 1883]), I should remark that nany

modern urban Hindus will thenselves state that seeking direct reward in

this way is another false way of relating to God, another aspect of maya

I suggest, therefore, that the power of nany of these deities now lies

in their very ambiguity and ability to be situationally defined in ways

which allow a rnaximun number of devotees to appear to be worshipping the

sarne deity.

The many forms of the divine in Melaka can all be reconciled with a view

which indicates the educative necessity of personifying the paradoxical

and, at times, contradictory elements of the supreme universal force.

At the same time, it is recognised that such personifications may becone

rreal t to individuals and that great devotion to a particular forn of

the divine is an alternative path towards self-realisation. This
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'bhaktit notion has been well covered by other scholars (see Singer

1972, for example), and ít rnay be said that, in Melaka, the path of

devotion (bhakti is seen by rnany as a growing part of Ilinduism, even

anongst literate, niddle class Hindus. There are trends towards more

exarnples of what Holströn, following Dumont, calls rreligions of choicer,

the often recent developrnent from traditional bhakti, which put emphasis

on personal responsibility and egalitarian values and which are associ-

ated with the teachings of a renouncel guru. As Holströrn points out,

the participation in a religion of choice is itself no bar to continued

participation in Brahnanic or group patterns of worship and there is

considerable overlap and merging between the categories.

In the context of Melaka, Mãriamman and Kãli are worshipped at various

tines with an emphasis on pan-Hindu, Brahmanic values, or aS protec-

tresses of an identified group for whom there is a collective responsi-

bility to worship, or as a personal guide and mentor to an individual

devotee. This capacity is inherent in all the temple deities, but in

many to a lesser degree than to Amman, or mother, in her various forms.

A closeness is possible in the relationship with Amman, which is rarely

attainable in other divine/human relationships.

GANESHA

Ganesha is the most commonly used name in Melaka for the elephant-headed

son (usually thought of as the elder son) of Siva and Parvati. The two

temples dedicated to this deity officially employ other names, however,

The larger of the two, the Sri Poyatha Vinayagar Moorthi Temple in Jalan

Tukang Ernas [Goldsnith Street), is the oldest Hindu temple in Melaka

which is still in use. Although the central and most major shrine
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belongs to Ganesha, this tenple also has inportant shrines to Siva,

Subrananiam, Minakshi and Mãriannan as well as lesser shrines to Rama

and Sita, the nine planets (Navagrahan) and attendant deities. The

snalle¡ tenple dedicated to Ganesha as Sri Pulleyar is a much simpler

and more recent tenple in the grounds of the General Hospital. It has

only one major shrine with its single stone inage.

As the first son of Siva, Ganesha is obviously fully incorporated with

South Indian Saivisn and the Brahmanical tradition. Myths known in

Melaka emphasise Ganeshars loyalty to his parents, his role in tran-

scribing the Hindu religious nasterpiece, the Mahabharata fron the sage

Vyasa, and his role as the remover of all obstacles. Ganesha is the

deity to whom all Hindus should pray first in puja or before undertaking

any inportant task. He is wise and compassionate, nevel forgets, but

often forgives.

Again, as with the forns of the wives of Siva, Ganesha is seen as exel-

cising por,trea on Sivats behalf. His pov¡er lies in the area of malevolent

spirits and demons which he controls, if propitiated, that all ceremonies

and even oners life night proceed as they should. To this extent,

Ganesha worship is usually generalised in Melaka, most devotees seeking

insurance against potential interference, rather than the redressing of

specific i11s.

Several authors (for exarnple, Daniélou 1964 and Nityachaitanya n.d.)

speak of Ganesha as a paramount synbol of the unity of apparently

opposite principles: Northern and Southern versions of Hinduisn, the

microcosm and the macrocosm, the divine and the human. Though this
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explanation was not offered by rny Melaka informants, several noted the

sinilarity between the profile of the deity and the formation of the

ranil $rå (õn or Aum) which is considered the most fundanental and

universal sound and which is also the prime mantra of Ganesha.

The notions of unity and the universal principles are apt in that both

the Ganesha temples were founded to serve multi-caste populations. The

Sri Poyatha Vinayagar Moorthi tenple was to selve the kanpong kling

conmunity of 1781, led by Nainu Chettu, but alnost certainly consisting

of eight or nine different castes. It has more recently been given over

to the management of the Nattukottai Chettiar community, though it forms

the starting point of important phases of the Melaka Chitty-run

Mãriannan festival. It is this latter community which still owns the

ternple. The hospital Ganesha temple, by contrast, is run and supported

by hospital workers and others, from all levels of class and caste.

Ganesha seems particularly well suited, then, to a complex urban pattern

of worship for a generalised body of devotees. Relatively few Hindus in

Melaka said in interviews that Ganesha r^ras their chosen deity (ishta

deva), though a great number followed the practice of praying first to

Ganesha, even in their own home shrines. The success which Ganesha

offers is not nonnally particularised in the way it is for other deities,

but is highly relevant to an environment which is deerned by nost Indians

to be, at least potentially, very hazardous in a nultitude of ill-defined

ways.

Inllolnström'sterms, worship of Ganesha is primarily Brahmanic as it is

not in Melaka rnainly associated with any particular group, though it may
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help define Hindus of a particular category, e.g. Chettiars or hospital

workers, as rgoodr Hindus. Though not exclusive, Ganesha worship is

neither a focus of significant bhakti cults nor of ecstatic individual

worship which might in any way challenge the fundamental hierarchical

tenets of a Brahnanical perspective of the Hindu world. The unity of

Ganesha lies in the integration of the divine and the human, the

developed intellect and the well-fed body, the animal and the brahnan,

nature and culture, but it is a hierarchical unity with emphasis on

balance and stability rather than on egalitarianism and radical challenge

to a social order based on caste. Ganesha, or. Ganapati, to give hin

another of his well-known names, is the rlord of hosts' or rlord of

categoriesr, as Daniélou CL964:29I) would prefer. It is his mythological

task to control, to maintain order, to ensure that all elements of the

divine system rernain in their proper relationships.

Ganeshars nythical vehicle is a mouse or rat (eli), the smallest of land

animals. The spnbolic inport of the largest land animal being able to

ride the smallest is said to lie in the demonstration of divine pohler.

Others remark that it shows how all creatures, the great and the small,

are the same in the eyes of God. Anongst nany Hindus there is a reluc-

tance to ki11 rats because of their association with Ganesha.r

SUBRAMANIAM

Norrnally considered the second son of Siva, Subrananiam is chiefly

referred to in Melaka as a powerful warrior in the cause of good

lBruce Kapferer (personal communication) also points out the latent
(for Melãka) opposition between the domestic rat and the supernatural
elephant as a lnãrker of ihe encornpassing of the contradictory by the
divine.
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overcoming evil. An extremely popular deity in South India, he is also

familiarly known as Murugan and in his boy forrn as Kurnara. He is always

depicted carrying his vël or' spear which many see as symbolic of his

power, and fewer say to be s¡nbolic of truth or wisdom which penetrate

like a brilliant light into the realms of darkness, ignorance and

illusion (n.ya). Where Ganesha is still, contemplative and fat,

Subramaniam is slim, youthful, vital and ever-ready to rush into battle.

As a more passionate and active fighter for good than his elder brother,

Subrananiam is a powerful figure to have on oners side. One of the many

rnyths surrounding him te1ls how Siva created hin to be the vanquisher of

the denon hordes at the supplication of the devas who were losing the

celestial battle. Moreover, Subramaniam is popularly thought to have

two wives, Va1li and Devasena, who are described as low and high caste,

dark- and light-skinned, and, sornetimes, as Tepresenting the southern

Dravidian tradition and thé Brahnanic northern tradition, respectively.

In Melaka, Subramaniam is the single most popular forn of the divine,

in terms of the number of regular worshippers before his image. Three

inportant tenples are dedicated to hin and each has a specific and iden-

tifiable category of Indians at its congregational core, as was made

apparent in the previous section on Melakars temples.

Whereas Mãriannan and Kãlianman are associated with the Brahmanic

pantheon as forms of Sivars wife, Ganesha and Subramaniam are always

represented as the sons of Siva. As such, they have roles assigned then

by Siva, but. are not credited with highly specific problen-solving roles

by local Hindus Ín the way Mãriamman cures skin cornplaints and Kãli can
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choose to protect children and mothers in the birth process. However,

like both Mãri and Kali, Subrarnaniam may choose to solve any problem

brought to hin by a faLthful and penitent devotee. Thus, many Hindus

caïTy the ritual burden or kavadi at Subramaniamrs annual festival of

Thaipusarn, in the hope that he will aid then to overcome personal diffi-

culties. In this respect he is closer to the mother goddesses than the

moïe ascetic Siva and even Ganesha who are rarely courted in this fashion.

As the handsone son of Siva, Subramaniam is said to be worshipped by

wonen who wish to bear handsome sons themselves, but also sons who are

brave, virtuous and devout. A very attractive figure, Subramaniam is

thought to epitonise all that a young Tanil man should be. His powers

and his attributes combined with his closeness to Siva, with whorn he

shares many characteristics, serve to make Subrananiam a deity with whon

Hindus can relate at all 1evels. Especially dear to Nattukottai Chettiars,

who run temples dedicated to hin throughout Malaysia and Singapore'

Subramaniam is the god whose worship stands as the rnost typically South

Indian, or rather Tanilian, and it is he who forns the centre of three

sets of people who are in a sense conpetitors for the headership of the

Hindu population in Me1aka, the wealthy Chettiars, the wealthy and

prestigious Ceylon Tanils, and the newly emerging non-Chettiar South

Indian e1ite.

Before every status of Subramaniam stands an image of his vahanam or

vehicle, the peacock (ttt"y1Ð. Locally, the mayil is said to symbolise

the notion of beautiful illusion (the eyes of the peacockts tail) being

oveïcome by truth and wisdon fSubramaniam). Also, the peacock is said

to be able to kÌll snakes, synbols of sexuality and falseness' and is

therefore deened appropriate to carry the conqueror of evil.
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A special day in each nonth is set aside for a special puja to

Subrananiarn, when the star associated with hin is in its ascendancy.

These Kartigai pujas'are celebrated by two temples, the Cheng Chettiar

temple and the Batu Berendan South Indian Tamíl tenple. The third

tenple, that run by the Ceylonese, celebrates the last Friday of each

Tamil nonth with a special pgju, for Subrananiam and the other deities

housed in the double-halled building. Thus Subramaniarn figures in the

rnost regular days of special worship throughout Melaka.

SIVA

Siva himself, though the ultinate focus of the South Indian Hindu tradi-

tion, and the recognised'fatherr of the gods, receives little in the

way of regular worship in Melaka. I"jas are perforned before his two

shrines daily, but by paid priests and with 1ittle participation by

active devotees. Very few Melaka Hindus take hin as their chosen god as

he is felt to be too yogic and remote for most to comprehend and

approach. However, a recent trend has been to form a kind of bhakti

rnovement around Siva, following the trip of a Swami Ji from India.

The new surge of active interest in Siva centres on a group formation

known as the siva Family, who meet early on a Sunday norning in a

devoteers house to chant the Siva mantla 'Om Nama Sivayar and the

fTriambagamr mantïa, to neditate for a short while, and sing a few

bha ans . The guru emphasised that the taking of coffee together after-

wards and the joint worship should all be part of a unity of devotion.

Shortly before I left the field, a youth group has been forrned at which

a similar procedure was adopted, but this tine using a Monday evening

and the Siva ternple belonging to the Melaka Chitties.
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Though norninally open to all, this movement was largely the result of a

joint effort on the part of a group of rniddle class friends and acquain-

tances who included Brahmans and other high and niddle ranking castes.

The one tine of general worship for Siva occurs on Sivarãtri, his

annual festival. 0n this occasion, the lt{elaka Chitties recruit an out-

side group to run the celebrations and again, as I observed it, it was

prirnarily a niddle class aff.ai:r.

Seen at one level, the mythical fanily of gods at the core of Hindu

worship in Melaka forms a hierarchy of complementaly oppositions. The

principles involved in the worship of Siva, Sakti, Ganesha and

Subramaniarn, are descending grades of understanding of the universal

force equated by sone with the paranatnanl Particular forrns of Sakti,

such as Kãli, and the lesser gods like Angalannan seem nornally to rank

lower than the sons of Siva. I\lhat is certain, for almost all Hindus, is

that there is a clear hierarchy which appertains to the node of worship

of the deities. That is to say that there exists a dominant set of

values, articulated by literate middle class Hindus, which forrns an

orthodoxy and the basis for an orthopraxy, to use Harper's distinction,

which working class Hindus are aware of, and aware that they deviate

from on occasions (see the discussion of the sacrifice of a goat below).

Of the remaining primary deities shown in the table, two are males with

equivocal status. Muniswaran is recognised as a divine attendant to

Mãrianman, but in his particular tenple is accorded alnost equality with

IThe pararnatman is one tern used to convey the supreme source of being.
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her. The pusari is often possessed by Muniswaran, who is cal1ed rgrand-

fatherr (tãtã) by nany of the regular devotees. He can be very fierce

and demands sacrifice of animals. I

Ayenar, for whon a semi-ruined shrine exists in the fields behind the

Melaka Chitty kampong, is described as the watchnan god, but is generally

accorded few specific attributes. As with the deities of the other

ruined shrines dotted around this area, Ayenar has no regular worshippers

other than at the annual large puja in the month of Adi. A few older

menbers of the Chitty comnunity say that these shrines were originally

built by each of the castes which went to make up the original Hindus

known as Melaka- or Straits-born. They vary as to which they believe to

have belonged to which caste, but all are accepted as the general respon-

sibility of the community as a whole today. None of these deities is

thought of in the personalised and specifically attributional way that

Mãriannan and Kãli are thought of.

An anomaly, in one sense, is the shrine to Draupathi which makes up the

second half of the double tenple run by the Ceylonese. There is no

inage of the deity other than a simple stone. Beside it now, however,

is a large black stone irnage of Kanãchi, the deity of the South. Both

are covered with ornate cases of silver at the tine of special pujas,

and while Draupathi is physically represented at this time in the form

of the silver case, Kanãchi doninates. Draupathi is, of coulse, the

wife of Arjuna and his four brothers in the epic Mahabharata. This

temple also has a shrine to Krishna and a plaque for Hanu¡Oan and,

lSee Aveling (1978) for further discussion
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therefore, shows an affinity with the Northern Vaishnavite tradition not

evident in rnost of the other tenples in Melaka.

Draupathi is the centre of the annual Tinithi (firewalking) ceremony

discussed below in Chapter 7. Kanãchi is treated by nost Ceylonese as a

form of Sakti but is also occasionally attributed with the specific

pohrer to help with narital and sexual problens, especialfy by South

Indian Tanils. In its eclectic approach to the divine, this ternple is

itself symbolic of the contemporary urban tendency towards a universal-

istic approach to Hinduism amongst the educated niddle class.

Social reproduction and cultural re'production

The foregoing account of the structure of the Hindu pantheon in Melaka

and of the forn of the tenple is important to my discussion insofar as I

conceive the Hindu religious system to be central to the question of how

ethnic identity is produced, reproduced and transformed in Malaysia.

However, it is also inportant in that synbolic systems need to be

accounted for in thernselves, as a prerequisite to an understanding of

where they are located in the process of social reproduction as a whole.

Nevertheless, I would wish to enphasise that the description of the

symbolic and relational basis of Indian religion is not conceived as in

any sense sufficient. Practice in relation to structuring properties

(rather than static structures alone) in religion, as in other areas of

social life, is ny central concern. Here, I am considering the body of

class- and caste-differentiated knowledge about the religious system and

the way this relates to the physìcal and social reproduction of temples

and deities. This is done specifically as a precursor to developing an

understanding of the relationship of religion to identity and class
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fornation through a discussion of religious practices, which is the

subject of the following chapter.

Thus, I am not taking a position in which culture is given a complete

autonomy even in the realm of the reproduction of ethnic identity,

though I am concerned to examine briefly the extent to which cultural

transformations appear in the context of overseas Indian populations.

Rather, the position adopted here is one in which the relation of

cultural forms and social processes is rendered a central problenatic.

So, for example, I will show how Flinduism in this context is, by virtue

of its location in a new social fornation, a set of relations which take

on different, if overlapping sets of meanings to that which they would

have in India.

I have already suggested that historically, and continually, a plocess

of reduplication appears in the creation of contexts for religious prac-

tices. This reduplication occurs in the sense that sets of worshippers,

or rcongregationst, within the Hindu population arrive at a point when

they are numerically or financially strong enough to appropriate a tenple

or to build a separate one of their own. The Nattukottai Chettiars

manage a temple close to their core space, a ternple owned by the Melaka

Chitties whose own numerical and financial situation made maintenance of

the temple difficult. The Chettiars also bought land around a sanctified

site at the edge of town and built their own temple dedicated to the

divine form which is particularly irnportant to this caste, Subramaniam.

A ternple in the centre of the urban area dedicated to the elder brother,

Ganesha, and one at the edge dedicated to the younger brother mark the

wealth of this cornmunity; but they also mark the independence of the
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conmunity and its preserYation of a distinctive identity reproduced in

part by caste exclusiveness. Once established, this tenple control

provides in itself the spatial and social context for the reproduction

of the groupts identity through control of the practices and personnel

admitted there. For nost purposes, the Chettiars remain the doninant

congregation present for worship.

In a similar fashion, the history of the SubramanianfDraupathi Annan

temple, now managed and townedt by Ceylonese, dernonstrates how energing

dominance and social fission are marked and recreated in the production

of new tenples which reproduce old synbolic forns and thenes. From

nunerous local accounts, it appears that the present ternple was origin-

ally a sma1l shrine covered in a comugated iron roof. At some time

before the second world war, South Indian workers, in particular railway

workers who were thenselves supervised by Ceylonese Tarnils, decided to

upgrade the tenple and develop it as a centre of Hinduism in the town.

Prior to this tine there is evidence that an annual firewalking ceremony

took place there and that animals were sacrificed. Melaka Chitties

clain that their involvernent in the tenple goes back to the earliest

times and they rernain the nain ritual actors in the annual rites. At

the tine of the war, once the railway had been ripped up and moved to

Siarn by the Japanese, the influence of the railway workers began to

decline, though they had by this tine involved the local Indian petite

bourgeoisie and their Ceylonese supervisory staff in the ternple. The

post-war period saw the developnent of the temple still further, until

it becane an imposing structure of twin temples. However, the nascent

rivalry between the Ceylonese and the South Indian Tamils was also

developing, and came to a head in about 1959, when the South Indians
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effectively decamped and went to build a new tenple on a threatened

sacred site to the north of the town. In both cases, the temple develop-

ments were along the same basic lines as described at the beginning of

this chapter and the main deity became Subramaniarn, a deity who had

already had a temple built for him by the Nattukottai Chettiar connunity.

A sinilar pattern occurred when a Ceylonese adrninistrator in the govern-

ment hospital set up a small shrine to the elephant-headed Ganesha, here

known by his alternative name of Pulleyar. There already existed a

major ternple to the deity but it was in the very heart of the town and

hras run by Chettiars. In tine, the shrine grew to a tenple and becane

the focus of active Hindu worship for most Indians in the hospital and

in the surrounding area, where various state housing settlenents were

located.

In each case, the reproduction of ternples is susceptible of being inter-

preted in political and class terms. In each case, the negotiations and

manipulations which went on in order to develop a temple and gain control

over it were clearly political acts. Ttr-ey marked, and in a sense

created, the status of a set of individuals whose class location in the

local economy enabled then to gain access to sufficient wealth to under-'

take the endeavour, while sinultaneously engaging then in necessary

cornpetition for an active congregation beyond the inmediate set of kin

and clients who form the necessary core set for any such adventure. It

would be possible to run an account of the tenples in terms which saw

them as the only real source of status and prestige-creation open to

individuals and gloups of fndians in Melaka, given the ethnic and

religious'bars to the achievement of either in the wider context. That
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is, in a national and state polity increasingly articulated in terms of,

and controlled by, those of a Malay ethnic identity, Indians had increas-

ingly to look inwards to members of theil own ethnic category in order to

find acceptable symbolic expressions, as well as social locations, for

the narking and reproduction of social status and individual prestige.

It would appeal to me that such a style of explanation is certainly a

necessary part of any adequate account, yet it renains an inadequate

explanation in and of itself. This is precisely because the political

aspects thenselves are more than class-based and reproduce more than

just class or class-based perceptions. Indeed, the very 1abe1s I an

forced to use in categorising the people involved, labels which are

those of the local population, demonstrate that both caste and a lower-

order ethnic identity frequently appear as organising principles of

temple ownership and control. Thus, even if one concentrates only on

the political aspects of tenple organisation, it is still essential to

consider the extent to which the processes of fission and reproduction I

have described are the product of atternpts to close off self-identifying

subsets of the Indian population or to seek to assert a status for each

group in terms of values located within the cultural system of Hinduisn

itself. Quite clearly, the social divisions I have shown to be rnarked by

the process of tenple proliferation cover all three major analytically

distinct areas of the reproduction of class, caste and ethnicity. In

the case of class this occurs in the form of temples doninated by one

set of people but attended by a majority of anoth.er, such as that of the

hospital. In the case of caste, this was achieyed in ways such as that

process wherehy the Chettiar cornmunity sought first to control and then

to own a temple which hras unequivocably theirs to manage. It is
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exenplified for the creation of a secondary ethnic identity in the case

of the coup achieved by the Ceylonese community in taking over the

Subramani anf Draupathi Anman temp le .

I am not denying, of course, that in each case there exists an element

of class conflict. I am asserting, however, that to restrict the

analysis to class conflict would be to miss the degree to which other

socially reproduced factors both create the context for, and directly

influence, the social actors whose actions are the focus of attention.

In seeking to dorninate the prirne setting for ritual action, the various

sets of people seek to link their production of a local social status to

a cosmological order. This legitinates their own claims in the face of

conpetition from others, through the manifestation of adherence to

supremely cultural values. Just as class is ornnipresent in these

processes, so more covertly is caste. To be Ceylonese in Melaka is

almost sfnonymous to being of the Vellalar caste. The separation of

middle class South Indians and the fornation of their ternple is in part

an attenpt to claim social equivalence in both class and caste terms

with the Ceylonese Vellalars who came to doninate the temple which they

had largely been attending up to that tine. During ny fieldwork, the

pattern was threatening to reproduce itself yet again, following a

dispute at the nevreï ternple when the largely niddle-ranking caste and

niddle class managers of the annual festival excluded some low caste,

working class youths'fron the temple when they were in trance and

carrying kavadis, the ritual burdens dedicated to the lord Subramaniam.

The youths in question complained of this nade it perfectly clear that

they considered it to be a slight on both their class standing and their

caste origins. They threatened to boycott the tenple in the future, an
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act which might have serious repercussions for the managers since an

important portion of their reputation and therefore the wealth of the

ternple hlas generated by their ability to attract the working class

Indians.

An important feature of Indian social life in Melaka remains the tension

between contradictory tendencies to seek equivalence and to reproduce

hierarchy. In the proliferation of ternples and the focussing of the

newer temples on forms of divinity already represented, both aspects are

recreated.

Initial attenpts to set up a tenple occur when a group seeks to reject

incipient or. assumed subordination to a politically dominant gToup.

Control of temples and therefore of sacred space is symbolically highly

charged, given the neanings I have outlined already in this chapter.

Control of the space provides control over the people who enter that

space, at least under normal circumstances. t Such control of the bodies

of others nay be extended to the control of the ordering of the serving

of the prasadum or blessed gifts following worship, or to the attendance

or non-attendance at a puja given by a nenber of another socía1 group.

These and other more or less subtle rnodes of bodily inclusion and exclu-

sion in the context of tenple space constantly :feassert the importance

of hierarchisation based on religious or cultural evaluations which

inforn the practices of Indians. This is not to say that there have not

been inportant changes: no Indian is overtly excluded fron any tenple on

the basis of his caste , and nany Indians assert the denise of caste or at

tFestivals see many of these tnornalr patterns'subverted or oyerthrown
(see Chapter 7).
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least its bankruptcy as a hasis for the noral ordering of society. The

very choice of one of the rhighr deities of the South Indian pantheon for

the larger temples by their dominant congregations is a statement of the

right of all fndians to worship the sarne gods and an unarticulated

assertion of equivalence.t Siva and Sakti, Subrarnaniam and Ganesha are

the deities of rrespectable'people, but more than this, they are the

deities who most clearly epitonise the pan-South Indian tradition.

In nany ways the chosen forms: of the divine for 1ocal temples are those

which stand at the pinnacle of the South Ihdian hierarchy of deities.

As such they are the forns which are thought to resolve many of the

contradictory aspects of social life. In their form, they provide the

model of the best of a particularly valued social trait such as wisdom,

bravery, compassion, virtue, detachment, and yet they also transcend all

these by being a representation of the pov¡er which is beyond all social

and therefore earthly concerns. They nay at one and the same time be

transcendent and irnmanent, male and female (Siva); and their abodes nay

be places of power and places where the power of the living is rendered

meaningless.

In more mundane contexts, temples function as'meeting places, as centres

of gossip networks. They are places to which visiting gurus and learned

swamis are brought fron India to give discourses on the meaning and role

of Hinduism. Here, too, performances of religious plays, sacred music

and readings of sacred texts all take place. As such, the ternples of

Melaka are true centres of cornnunity activity. The community is one of

lSee also Parry (1974) for a view of Flindu society which highlights some

egalitarian qualities' missed by Dunont.
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Hindus and like all corununities its internal coherence is frequently

problernatic. Nonetheless, all fndians of the Hindu faith in the town

are linked through their tenples to a conception of the cosmos which is

distinctive and largely self-replicating. It is in tenples that the

conjuncture of the social world with the universal cosmic powers is

thought to occur most readily. To Indians then, it is not surprising

that others will see the temples as the clearest symbolic nanifestation

of an Indian identity.

I have already suggested or inplied that temples embody a 'world viewf

and that their spatial and deity relations entail a set of understandings

and practices. It is these practices and their role in the reproduction

of an Indian identity which is the concern of the chapter which follows.

As a precursor to that chapter, I would nerely nake the point that the

functional distinctions rnade by Aveling (1973) for Penang, and the

transformations in tenple practices, ate not replicated in the Melaka

situation precisely because the same temple nay be used for each of the

functions she describes and for more. Moreover, to gloss temples as

P

even dominantly of one functional type is to suptress the fact that its

overt function, such as being a rrconmunity tenplerr, may belie its propen-

sity to act as a centre of dispute and division.



CHAPTER 6

TEMPLE PRACTICE

REPRODUCING THE COSMIC ORDER

AND REPRODUCING THE SOCIAL ORDER

In this chapter I shall build upon the account of the neaning of tenple

space and the relations of the Hindu pantheon contained in the previous

chapter in order to consider how the ritual activities which take place

in that spatial and symbolic context reproduce the symbolic structure of

the cosnic order upon which they are built, Iet also provide the nain

context in which divisions within the Hindu population are narked and

reproduced. I will also argue that these practices provide the locus of

the rnajor distinguishing feature of the Indian population in their

relation to other ethnic categories, and that thereby the wider social

order of Melaka, which is characterised by these distinctions, is in

part reproduced here. I sha1l show how the practice of puja integrates

the hierarchícal cultural systern of deities and religious practices

with the hierarchical tendencies of the reproducing system of social

divisions.

The process is important not least because nany Indians and rnembers of

other ethnic categories inagine that their religion must be the basis of

their unity. Indeed, I would point out that many of the tenple activi-

ties are explicitly assumed to be contexts in which unity will be

achieved, at least by their rniddle class organisers. The process they

articulately describe would appear to express a wish that the encompass-

ing notion "Indian?r become a reality, transcending its status as a mere

22I
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categorical distinction to overcone the distinctions which nornally

divide the Hindurcomnunityr. Here I shall show that the clear parallels

between such notions of encompassing hierarchical social categories as

social order and the hierarchical cosmic categorical order, are continu-

aIIy prevented from beconing realised as a single, unitary field by the

activities which Hindus undertake in the course of the practice of their

religion.

To return to the forn of algument generally espoused in this thesis, I

shall argue that it is contradictions in the social and cosrnological

orders which are rnanifested, reproduced, and on occasions exacerbated in

the course of temple rituals. I sha1l demonstrate that the tendencies

towards closure of the group and the subordination of the non-controllers

of tenples continually generate fission, and that this is understood and

symbolised through cultural understandings of the meaning and use of

ritual space. As with the three previous chapters, I shall begin with a

discussion of the forn of that which I an analysing, in terns of its

internal structure, before relating its neaning ron the groundr to

contextual cultural and social specifics.

Pui a: the blen of Hindu worship in Melaka

For Hindus worshipping in Melaka, as for practitioners of many religions

the world oveî, a rnajor problem confronting them in the course of their

worship is how to overcone the perceived separation between the Human

and the Divine. Whether the worship takes place within oners head,

oners hone, or oners temple, this essential problem remains, and the

meaning of the form of the acts of worship and the symbols enployed is

better understood in relation to this struggle.
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In this chapter I wish to examine the notion of puja, its structure and

its meaning, in the context of ternple worship in the Melaka town area.

To do this, I intend to consider initially not one actual puja which I

observed in the course of fieldwork, but rather offer an analysis of a

nininal form of puja derived and abstracted fron the hundreds I was

able to watch. In seeking to invest P-j., or rather its form, with

rneaning I am not assuning a priori that the Hindu religion provides a

single, unified system of beliefs and values for all those who call

themselves Hindu and worship in what they consider to be a Hindu manner.

To put it anotheî way, I do not see the religious activities of Melaka

Hindus as providing either a single tmodel of' or a single rmodel forl

(Geertz 1966) their world and their relations in it.

In contrast, I shall algue that the logical form of puja permits two

major orientations, or models, which, while they appear to conflict

analytically, are not entirely mutually exclusive for the people who

operate them and operate with them. At the same time, the central

problern of the trealisationt of the Divine pertains to both models, and

I shal1 take this up accordingly in order to elucidate what local Hindus

understand the process to be.

I should perhaps add, at the outset, that I am not attenpting to pronote

a return to the postulate of two separate traditions, a great and a

little, which somehow remain in uneasy coexistence. What is being

elaborated here is, rather, an attempt to show that the distinctions

identified by the analyst represent contradictory aspects in the basic

relations to the Divine as enacted by different people, and by the same

people at different times, within a conternporaly set of beliefs and
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values. The contradictions in these values, through a plocess of selec-

tion similar to that identified by Evans-Pritchard (1957), rarely

becorne manifest for any individual.

Tenple worship

Wtrile some ninor differences of detail do appear in the temples around

Melaka when the Hindu population meets to worship, the rites leading up

to and following the sequence of events labeled Puja, and perforned by

an officiant of a priestly caste, Brahman or Pandaram, have a structure

which can be simplified into the following pattern: (1) preparation;

(2) invocation; (3) contenplation; (4) blessing.

For each of these stages a further sequence of symbol-Iaden events

occurs. Although the label ttpujârris most often only applied in Melaka

to the third stage as I have identified thern, every puja requires the

other stages, whether they are in an elaborate form, such as on some

rspecial dayr in the Hindu calendar, or in a truncated form on ordinary

weekdays. Therefore, I sha1l consider each of these stages in turn as

parts of the puja complex. Each stage will be examined in terrns of its

particular form of practice and to test the idea that there exists a

clear dichotomy in possible interpretations, both for the analyst and

for the actors.

(1) Preparation

For all Hindus in Melaka, it would be irnpossible to conceive of an

effective puja without the performance of preliminaries to clear away

the obstacles which are otherwise bound to intrude in the process of
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reaching towards the divine. The prirnary action required is the ritual

cleansing (suttan !gya.), or purification.

Just as it is a conmon notion amongst South Indians that the ideal Hindu

temple spatially symbolises the human body, r so the hurnan body should be

conceived of as a tenple htith God at its heart. To bridge the gap

between God and Hunan, both temples nust be rcleanr.

The bricks and nortar temple housing the images of the divine must be

thoroughly swept and washed as a first step. Laynen can do this, but

they cannot enter the nolasthãnams or image shrines, which renain the

donain of the priest. To do so would be to offend the deity and show a

lack of respect which would be punished. With the tenple physically

clean, the priest must perforn at least some actions to ensure the purity

of the tenple for religious purposes. On the opening of a festival this

sequence, called punn iathanam, rnay be highly developed, involving the

circumambulation of the ternple by a flarning coconut frond, over which

powerful mantras have been chanted, but more corrnonly it involves the

sprinkling of specially prepared saffron-yellowed water throughout the

tenple, a plactice which appears as the second stage on vel.y special

days.

In some temples, the use of incense smoke first appears at this stage,

as sambrãni (benzoin) is set on hot coa1s, either in a large pot before

the deity, on the ground, or in a smaller hand-held pot which the

priest uses in the course of his preparation of the saffron water.

rsee Chapter 5 for a discussion of this'.
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This latter pïocess usually involves the reciting of mantras and the

tossing of flowers to a kumbum, a small, narrow-necked pot, garlanded,

surmounted by a collar of mango leaves and a coconut, containing water

with the five products of the cow (panjakariarn) or sornetimes just

saffron; it is a pot which explicitly represents the divine. The flane

of a canphor larnp is offered to it in arãthi before the priest removes

the coconut and uses the mango leaves as a spoon to sprinkle the water

around the inside of the tenple and over any people plesent. He then

circumambulates the tenple in a clockwise direction sprinkling the ürater

as he goes.

The water the priest sprinkles is said to be transformed by the perfor-

mance of the rites into Ganges hrater and is therefore especially powerful

and purifying. However, the problem for the cornplete understancling of

all the preparatory rites lies precisely in the meaning of purification.

It is here that we first neet the two najor thernes of interpretation

offered by the actors themselves, and the abstracted dichotonous

principles I wrote of earlier.

In the exegesis offered by loca1 Hindus, the fire, the smoke and the

hrater are often said to have power to drive away revil spirits t which

are thought to inhabit the air around the tenple, particularly at each

of the four outside corners, and to prevent the invasion of the internal

tenple space and the bodies of the devotees. This explanation was given

by Hindus fron differing backgrounds, but appeared most frequently when

working class Indians were explaining what was happening. For nany of

these Indians the necessity to drive away the spirits was important for

two najor reasons. These were that the god would be displeased and
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refuse to come, and that the spirits night enter the worshippers and

lead then to believe it was the deity, thereby leading them into false

ways. While the latter part of the explanation was often sirnilar arnongst

niddle class Indians and Ceylonese, the influence of the spirits \4tas

more often considered to be in terns of the distraction of the devotees

fron proper concentration on the divine.

In this sinple difference lies the key to the two nain elernents of the

different 'models ofr the natuïe of the divine, the cosmos, and the

world, and the concomitant different tmodels fort relations to each of

these and within each. fCleaningr the tenple is not nerely a matter of

rernoving a vaguely conceived set of rinpuritiesr or rdirty thingsr,

though there is often a sense of pervasive hinderance allied to the

negative pov¡er of the rinpurer, but there is a specific danger that

spirits (pgI-) will actively intervene to naintain the gap between hunans

and the god. For one set of people, the danger is that the divine will

not be present as a force, a presence which becomes crucial for what is

to follow; while the second set see the problen in terms of the impedi-

ments the spirits wilI place in the path of their mental conternplation

of the divine.

The realm of dirt and impurity is the realn of the evil spiri-ts, and

they will be attracted to any place where such conditions prevail.

Normally, the temple is pure enough to be unattractive, while the power

of the forces there present resists incursion by the spirits. However,

this is a delicate balance and can only be naintained by ensuring that

all those who come to worship are themselves not unwittingly adding to

the risks. Therefole, worshippers should enter the tenple only after
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bathing and putting on clean clothes. Before rnoving inside the ternple,

they should remove their shoes and at least wash their feet at the tank

provided. Ideally, they should also wash their hands, mouths and

sprinkle some more hrater over their heads, in order to ensure that the

journey fron their horne to the tenple has not resulted in unnoticed

pol lution.

Besides keeping the tenple clean by this process, the devotee is ensuring

that the body as ternple is also kept clean and is therefore less liable

to invasion by evil forces. For those mainly working class Hindus who

are open to possession by the deity on such occasions, such inner purity

is considered a necessary prerequisite. For many middle class Hindus,

the washing is seen as symbolic of the washing off of worldly concerns

and attachrnents which inevitably include sinful acts, and is a mental

preparation facilitating the concentration necessary for true devotion.

Moreover, this nore intellectualist approach shows repeated concern with

the integrity and discipline of self in relation to the divine. To

realise God, it is first necessary to know oners self totally, and ritual

preparation of this sort is a part of the training for self-awareness.

Preparation for the central act of puja continues in temple worship with

a shift of focus, from the space which can be held to contain the deíty,

to the image of the deity itself. In most temples, this rnay in fact be

several images of a special black stone, each housed in its own shrine,

and each being thought to represent a particular form of the divine.

In an elaborate ceremony, the priest renoves any paraphernalia around

the irnage, leaving it in its basic black stone state. Having initially

washed the image in plain wateï, the priest then starts the sequence of
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ritual bath-ing of the deity in a prescribed set of highly symbolically

charged substances 
"

Though the substances and sequence vary in practice, the bathing of the

deity or abishekam, has an ideal forn which is followed fairly closely

on many occasions. The priest will apply the substance, light the

canphor lamp and wave it before the irnage. He then scrapes off the

substance, where necessary, and washes the inage thoroughly before

proceeding with the next substance. Usually, there are said to be nine

separate substances, which should appear in the following sequence:

(1) gingelly oil; (2) nilk; (5) curd; (4) sugar cane water or honey;

(5) coconut wateï; (6) a sh/eet mixture of five fruits (panjanuratham);

(7) sacred ashes vibhutti (S) sandalwood paste; (9) rose-scentedt

water (pg,n!iÐ.

Each of these is considered an auspicious substance, and where substi-

tutes are made, they are of other auspicious substances. When asked-

further as to why the deity was bathed in these things, informants would

say that these were things which were pleasing to the god, would make

the god happy, or would show the devotees I love for god, and occasionally

they would attenpt partial explanations of the detailed symbolism of each

iten.

Just as for Ortner (1975), there is a problem here in the notion that the

gods should need to be pandered to, should need to 'be made happy'. The

major deities are, viewed fron the intellectualist stand point, beyond

the needs and cares of worldly confort, for they are rnanifestations of

the supreme being who is total bliss, and total detachment. However,
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operationally, and in exegesis, many local Hindus offer the view that

the deity must be enticed to become a vital presence. If one fails to

perforn the rites, She (this relates especially to Mãrianman and the

other female forms of the divine, though it also applies to male forms)

may not come, oT may not intervene on behalf of the worshippers to

reorder their worlds. Moreovet, if one fails to perforn the rites, She

may actually be displeased and punish those who have failed Her.

similarly, the adorning of the image, or alangalam, which follows

straight after the bathing, is interpreted by rnany locally as being

another offering designed to placate the deity and put Her in a receptive

mood. She must be dressed in fine clothes and adorned with pure gold or

silver. Anything less would be an insult and provoke anger, and thus

(often unspecified) danger.

Again, Ortnerrs material would seem to parallel this data and suggest

that, at least at the latent level, the offerings nade to the stone inage

are a means of nanipulating the deity by naking a physical attachment to

corporeal form represented, in this case, by stone. A stone is used

which is said to have a mystical power of its own and which rests on a

copper plate inscribed with a powerful mantra, the power of which lasts

twelve years and is funneled up through a hole in the dome (vinãnan)

under which it resides. Since the stone inage represents, permanently,

a particular form of the deity, care nust be taken to ensure that

actions are perforned which are appropriate lest Her wrath fall.

But the apparent neatness of this analysis is somewhat spoiled by the

fact that an alternative explanation is frequently given by rniddle
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class intellectuals. These Hindus view the approach of many working

class Indians to their deities as being, for the most part, far too

selfish and doctrinely misguided. Their interpretation of the bathing

and adorning of the irnage is that the acts should not be seen as an

attenpt to ensure that the god is present, because the god cannot but be

present in the irnage, when the divine is always ornnipresent. No, the

rites are to be seen as necessary acts of love and devotion (bhakti),

such that the concentration of the devotee becomes entirely focused on

the adoration of the supreme, undivided God. The need to conceive of a

particular forn of the divine, say the intellectualists, rnarks a low

level of spiritual development.

Even the intellectualist standpoint is not entirely consistent, however.

Individuals who offer this view of the nature of the divine and of the

appropriate forn of worship toward it, often rnake sure that they drink

and take home some of the milk in which the image has been bathed.

This nilk is considered as a sort of prasadum or blessed return gift from

the deity, and is thought to have absorbed some of its power. The

struggle to ensure that some of the rnílk, and later sone of the

panjamuratham fruit mixture, are ingested, would appear to belie the

purely symbolic interpretation offered by sone niddle class Indians that

the act is merely away of demonstrating oners hunbleness before the

divine. Otherwise intellectually-orientated devotees refer to the

curative powers of the abishekarn rnilk, just as they will comment on the

suitability of the mode of dressing and adorning the deity's image in

terms of its beauty.
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Once more, the intellectual rationalisation emphasises the attractive-

ness of the adorned image in terms of the strength it has to draw oners

attention and adoration, in order to ensure contenplation of the divine

alone. The more ins'trumental explanation talks of the pleasure the

efforts will bring the deity and how this is likely to make Her amenable

torhelpr Her devotees. Both emphases result in practice in comments on

how well the officiant has performed his duties. In either case, the

devotees will have to wait to pass judgement, for the dressing takes

place beyond the drawn curtain which shuts the image off fron ttl.e gaze

of the worshippers until the initial climactic rnoment of the puja

proper. Before this beings, the ritual moves fron the preparation stage

into the invocation Phase.

Q) Invocation

It is the intellectualist worshippers who most often create and elaborate

sepaTate phases of the rites surrounding puja, in which the praises of

the divine are sung and the devotees are most actively involved in the

process. Known as kudupiratinei, the invocation takes the form of songs

of praise led by an individual or snall gïoup and supported by the rest

of the congregation. The songs and verses chanted vary in content and

origin, some being sanskritic and vedic, other Tarnil and more aecent.

All haveanarnbiguity about then. They are at one and the same tirne a

means of bringing the ninds of the devotees to concentrate on the divine

by rhythnic repetition, while they are also often powerful emanations

which may have the ability to cure illness or drive away other evil.

As with other sections of the worship, this phase has a different and

more instrumental aspect viewed from the perspective of many Hindus.
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The singing of the praises of the divine, in particular the praises of

the forn which doninates in the tenple, is deemed to nake them h"ppy

and incline thern to attend to the desires of those who are making the

offering of their voices. At times, just like the priestrs mantras in

the course of the puja proper, these invocatory songs are said to have a

poüier, if performed properly and with devotion, to somehow conpel the

deity to pay attention. Thus, for different devotees, and for the same

devotees at different tines, there is an oscillation in the notions

underlying the surnmoning of the god

The clinax of the invocation overlaps with the beginning of the next

phase of the rites, which is marked by the ringing of the large bell

outside the tenple, and by the beating of a sna1l gong and the blowing

of a conch in the Siva tenple and at one of the Subramaniam ternples.

At this stage, the priest enters the shrine which is still curtained off

fron public gaze. Once inside, he sprinkles with water the area at the

feet of the image at which some food, bananas at least, and usually some

of the rice which will later be served as prasadum, has been placed;

the water he uses is again the Ganges water, and he mutters mantras as

he rings a small hand bell and uncovers the food which is beside the

fragrant joss sticks. Stil1 ringing the bell, he lights a lamp, places

it at the inagers feet, makes a further clockwise pass over the area

with the sacred water, and then raises the larnp before the face of the

god.

An intellectual Hindu informant explained that the reason the deity is

offered food behind a curtain is because the deities, like ideal Brahmans,

do not absorb just the outward value of the food but its inner essence.
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This they achieve by super concentration and is only possible if there

are no external distractions. This intellectual, like others, vlas

accepting the idea that the divine would partake of the food offering,

other things being equal. For other Hindus the taking of the food

depended on the corïectness of the prior steps in the ritual sequence

and was the culnination of the process of summoning the deityrs presence.

For the intellectualists, the offering and taking of food is again seen

as relating to the duties and dernonstration of devotion which are

necessary to overcome onets egotism and allow one to begin to realise

the neaning of God. The problem for this school of thought resides with

the worshippers I attachment to the world and the barrier this creates

between the human and the divine. The deityts acceptance of the

offering, which must be nade in a selfless mannel, is a sign that the

divine accepts the possibility of communication. For the instrumental-

ists, the acceptance of the food is the final stage in the sunnoning of

the deity and sets the scene for the rites which are to persuade the

god to aid Her loyal and correctly behaved devotees. It should be noted

here that the food is never seen as a bribe, or other directly manipula-

tive resource. It is, rather, a necessary means of avoiding anger which,

if presented properly, will please the god and nake Her more inclined to

be indulgent.

(5) Contenplation

When the deity has been fed and the lanp lit and raised to Her face, the

priest throws back the curtain to reveal the god, in all Her glory, to

the congregation who raise their hands, many high above their heads,

palns together, in obeisance.
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The curtain itself nay have had a printed representation of the god on

it, but its thrusting aside is always a dramatic relevation of the

divine. To the one set of people the curtain is synbolic of illusion or

maya which hides us from the divine and attaches us to the falseness of

the worldly. To the other set, the curtain is less irnportant than the

fact that its withdrawal breaks the last barrier between them and the

darshan or blessed gift of the divine presence. It is on this revelation

that frequently, in temples where working class devotees congregate, the

divine presence not only enters the temple finally and unequivocally,

but also enters the bodies of those whose inner temples are ready to

receive Her

Trance and possession are beyond the scope of this present discussion,

so suffice it to say that these phenomena rarely if ever occur anongst

niddle class Hindus, who intellectualise on the nature of the divine and

say that it is always in all of us, if only we know where and how to

look. Nonetheless, they recognise the fact that the divine force is

very strong in some people at certain times, under certain conditions,

and will press forward with others to receive blessing in the fonn of

holy ash and flowers or leaves. They may even seek words of cornfort

fron the divine personified, in the forn of assurances about the

resolution of a personal problen and the correct form for overcoming it.

The drawing of the curtain represents the realisation of the presence of

the divine for all Hindus. For some this is no more than the intense

contemplation of the force which is within oneself and everywhere; while

for others, it is the contenplation of the particular manifestation of

the divine which has been induced in the inage and whose presence may be

exploited.
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Essentially, the contemplation sequence of the puja, as I have identified

it, consists of the vertical, clockwis'e, and circular plesentation of a

lamp or lamps before the irnage; the chanting of the divine narnes and

the tossing of flowers for a male deity (except Siva, who has a special

leaf instead), or red turmeric powder for a fenale deity; and a final

waving of a canphor lanp. According to the exegesis of knowledgeable

Hindus, each lamp has a particular significance. 0n special days a

large multi-tiered larnp containing 59 or 108 separate lighted wicks, is

the one which appears when the curtain is first thrown back. Such a

lamp is a symbol of the nanifold forms of the divine, and specifically,

the 108 commonly known names which are chanted for each deity' lnany

describing a particular attribute. Sinilarly, other oi1 lamps represent,

for exarnple, the five elenents which nake up the body, the five senses,

the three principle forms of the divine (Brahna, Vishnu and Siva), and

the ultimate oneness of the divine. The s¡nbolic irnportance of each

separate lanp is noû known by every Hindu, but the waving of each lanp

produces a ïesponse from each worshipper: the raising of hands and the

quiet repetition of a mantra, if they know a suitable one.

gnce more, the intellectualist view sees the problern of worship in terms

of sublimation of self, subnission before the powerful evocation of the

omnipresent, omniscient God. The synbolic acts become manipulative of

the worshipperrs psyche and recreate a unity which has been rnissing in

the dark separation of ilIusion. The flames are transcendent in that

they have nurnber and presence, but no fixed forrn. They are light and

warrnth, guiding and comforting. They attract the mind and the soul,

and burn out desires, pride and attachment to the wor1d.
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For the non-inte1lectually-minded devotee, the lamps serve to light up

the face of the deity and are the best ligTr-t by which to capture the

beauty of the divine. This engenders more love and devotion in the

worshipper and in turn ser.ves to make the god more pleased with the

devotees. In this sense the syrnbols are manipulative of the psyche of

the deity, which will bring blessings and, perhaps, more tangible

rewards on those responsible.

In Hindu worship, the sense of the divine is pervasive and directed to

each of the five human senses in the course of the symbolic acts which

nake up a conplete puja. Not only should one be forcefully struck by

visual representations of the god, but one should experience Her through

hearing, snelling and tasting as well as prostrating oneself before the

god to symbolise touching Her feet. Moreover, the intellect and the

emotions should be engaged in the worship so that oners total being is

infiltrated by awareness of the divine.

The joss sticks in front of the deity, the sambrãni incense the priest

will wave before the irnage prior to the larnps which follow the one at

the moment of revel.ation, and the scent of the flowers which form the

garland, and which are tossed as the priest chants mantras all serve to

produce an attractive sneIl which evokes the divine for nost Hindus.

For many too, the scent is deerned attractive to the gods and unattractive

to evil spirits.

So it is too with the chanting of mantras. Not only do these focus the

hearing on the divine, engendering the correct approach in the human

devotee, but they also have power to engage the deity and attract Her
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coilmitment to those pres'ent. Mantras too have the power of warding off

evil influences.

Thus, the contenplation of the divine is accompanied in each case by

acts which intensify the fragile unity which is being created between

the hunan and the divíne. For most Hindus this unity remains partial

and hierarchical with the devotees at best attaining a place at the feet

of the god. For others, there is achieved a sense of mixing with the

divine and leaving behind the sense of hierarchical separation. In both

cases, the acts create rtranscendental moments t ((apferer 1977) when

rcommunitasr appears to dominate and the normal social world is left

behind as all share a sense of awareness of the divine. The rnajor

moment coning at the end as arãthi is performed with the camphor lanp;

camphor being a synbol of nany things including our sins and our souls

which are totally consumed in the divine light.

It should be noted that the invocation and feeding of the deity cannot

be interpreted here as Ortner was able to do amongst the Sherpas. Even

for the most clearly instrumental in their approach to the gods, there

is no sense in which the deity can be said to be trapped by being brought

to eat in this form. Since the deity is normally hierarchically superior,

the taking of food in the ternple or home of the devotees is an honour for

those devotees and they would be the losers if She were to leave. Her

very presence is a gift which outweighs by far the honour and adoration

given by the worshipper. Inappropriate behaviour or inadequate prepara-

tion threaten to provoke the angry withdrawal of the rguestt.
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(4) Blessing

The hierarchical relationship with the divine is marked at one level by

the taking of what Babb (1975) identifies as the rleftoversr of the

deityts food, otherwise known as prasadum. Prasadum is more than just

the food which has been offered to the deity and had its essence con-

suned. It is also the flame which has been used for the final arãthi

and is now brought round by the priest for each devotee to waft the

effects of it over the head and face, before taking sacred ash with

which to mark the forehead and the neck (ideally, with three horizontal

stripes which distinguish a Saivite). Prasadum is also the sandalwood

paste and the red turmeric powder with which to make a central tika on

the forehead, and it is the holy water (thirtharn) which the devotee is

given to drink. Each is purifying and each is symbolic of some aspect

of the deity. Each is also a public act of identification with the

divine.

In each case, the notion is one of accepting the godrs gifts of things

which have already been dedicated to Her. Often, the substances given

have been used in the abishekam. However, from the intellectualist

perspective, the gifts have symbolic value of a specific sort, which

relates to the nature of the world, human frailty, the passage of hunan

1ife, sakti (the divine energy given forrn), and the purging of sins as

a prerequisite to self-realisation and release frorn the cycle of rebirths.

It is only by oners own efforts, say the intellectualists, that the true

blessing of the tgiftsr is realised. The blessing lies in the fact that

these are of the divine and lead the aspirant to a correct understanding

of the divine, rather than that they are given by the divine.
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In discussing the meaning of puja, I have suggested that there are thro

rnajor orientations which provide different meanings for different actors,

and provide a clue for the analyst as to the alternative nodels of the

universe encapsulated by the acts. The central problen of bridging the

gap between the hurnan and the divine is cornnon to both nodels. The

method of solving the problern varies with the interpretation of the cause

of the gap. For most Hindus, the gap exists because of the deitiesr

detachnent from a world polluted and uncaring. To overcome the detach-

ment, the environment must be freed from pollution and humans must be

made to perform the correct rites to show that their devotion is strong

enough to nerit divine intervention in their lives. The structure and

practice of the puja then are responsive to the necessity of pleasing

the god.

It rnust be stated here that many who otherwise adopt what I have called

an intellectualist approach to their worship, will becorne much more

instrumental if they have a pressing problen. Intervention of the deity

to cure an ailment or to aid someone in trouble, is achieved in the

manner described, but is interpreted as resulting fron the show of faith

in the person who instigates the puja.

I would like to suggest that it is vital to understanding practical

Hinduism to appreciate the importance of ambiguity in the process and to

note that this ambiguity is in part a product of a vast aîTay of literary

sources of authentication for a wide range of activities. Thus, it is

not possible for anyone to say that either approach to the divine out-

lined here is wrong. Both aTe sanctioned by usage and a long literary

tradition. Moreover, it is the very ambiguity which gives the puja its
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strength as a structure. Ambiguity allows for selection of emphasis to

change. Individuals are able to highlight an aspect of interpretation

which is appropriate to their requirernents and suppress one which is not.

It also allows a development of broadly class-based differences in inter-

pretation, which allows the middle class to make hierarchical statements

about the value of working class interpretations.

Puja not only reflects social reality, it helps reproduce and reorder

that reality. A dialectical relationship exists in which the ritually

sanctioned high caste status contradicts a generally low ethnic status in

the wider Malaysian social ordet, for some Indians. There are others

whose overall social standing has always been and remains low. Puja

accommodates both positions and provides a mechanism for dealing with

then.

lVithin its structure, puja has the capacity to provide a nodel of

individual responsibility which places stress on the personal relation-

ship one has with the divine forces. Personal integrity here determines

spiritual developrnent and success in a systern of values in which obstacles

are seen as the products of ignorance and a lack of self-discipline. It

is through knowledge (j"t"Ð that one advances, knowledge gained frorn

inner contenplation, study, and the attendance at discourses.

Again, this emphasis stands in a conflicting relationship with another

which has much support fron within an orthodox tradition of Hinduisn,

the bhakti or devotional approach, which the Bhagavad Gita, amongst

other texts, offers as an alternative means of finding God. In this

case strong faith, made manifest in intense worship, becomes the focus.
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Intellectual examination of self and the nature of the divine is

considered unnecessary.

Intellectuals recognise that this is a valid approach to puja, but algue

that nany hrorking class Indians are not displaying great faith and devo-

tion, so much as greed and selfi-shness, in their approaches to worship.

On the other hand, rnany working class people view the middle class way

of addressing their religion as cold, lacking cornmitment and concerned

with self-display rather than faith.

Puja offers, then, a series of dialectics between alternative ideologies,

between practice and ideological interpretations, between internal

symbolic logics, between the external social world and the sense of

.traditional practice, and between the human world and the divine

universe.

As Ortner points out, the structure and content of ritual are inextric-

ably intertwined. While, at one level, the stlucture of puja is consis-

tent, it is impossible to understand the structure without understanding

the syrnbolic content and its logic. Conversely, the content makes no

sense unless placed in its structural context. Puja is structurally a

process of noving from separation towards closeness with the divine.

Flowever, the meaning of that closeness would be missed without an

exanination of the meaning of the symbolic content of the process.

Rank and I special dav' rites in Melakars temples:

In the previous chapter it was suggested that each of Melakafs temples

catered for a particular congregation on Inornal' puja days. The
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particular congregation which dorninated could be identified through

consideration of class location, caste, and a secondary ethnic identity

within the category itlndiantr. The three components ü/ere more or less

present in each case and it was partly a matter of situational selection

as to which was emphasised by the local population in discussing tenples.

In this section, I shall consider how each of these elements appears in

the interactional context of tsPecial dayr (vishesha nãl) rites in a

number of the tenples. I shall also proceed from this aspect of the

account of actual religious practices to a more general consideration of

the social neaning of ritual practices in this context, and their rela-

tionship to social reProduction.

The particular rites I will now focus on are those occasions of rspecial

worship I vishesha pgJ") which take place on specially narked days of

the Tamil ritual calendar. These are to be contrasted with the full-

blown festival days (thirunal) which mark the culnination of a sequence

of rites usually stretching over a period of about two weeks. I shall

argue in the chapter which follows this that significantly different

though outwardly similar processes occur on the festival days.

It should be stated at the outset that not all the temples in Melaka

are settings for the involvement of Indians from a wide range of back-

grounds, even on rspecial daysr. Moreover, only the larger temples are

able to attTact a socially diverse collection of Flindus even on their

festival days. This in itself will provide inportant clues for the

discussion to follow. Thus, while I am considering here how special

days in temples mark division in the Indian population and are one

context for their reproduetion, I shall also argue that these rites, as
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ttranscendental ritesr, in Kapfererrs tetms (Kapferer L977, 1978), by

their very nature render problenatic the idea that a pan-Indian ethnic

identity might be produced and reproduced through the rcommunitasl

(Turner 1967 etc. ) of tenple worship.

The particular rites I am concerned with here are not then rtransforma-

tiver in the sense that any person or grouprs social identity is

substantially altered in the process. That is to say, that identity

transforrnations which nay take place do not last beyond the context of

meaning of that particular event in that particular setting. Thus,

though such phenomena as trance or possession might be deened to have

occurred on such occasions, the changes are considered teTnporary

alterations of a state of consciousness rather than an alteration of

oners social status.

Stevenson (1955:45) says of Hindu society that

Status in the system is linked to behaviour patterns
which are themselves linked in some degree with
particular exogamous units such as lineages and
sapinda and pravara groups, but nainly with particular
colmnensaf anã especially endogamous groups. (,gy which
I assume him to nean jãtis.) The first important point
to note is that there-ãE-re two kinds of status - secular
status and ritual status - each derived from different
sources and-sõõi-ally manifested in different ü/ays.

l\rhile I would argue that there is far nore to caste than behaviour

patterns per se, even in relation to purity and pollution, and that

Stevensonts dichotomy of secular and religious rnay be nisleading,

nonetheless, it does seem that Stevenson recognised very early on that

there is not necessarily any single status, based on caste, attributable

to an individual in all contexts. Indeed, in modern contexts, such as

that of Melaka, there rnay frequently be tensions between caste status

and the status norrnally accorded to occupation, class and wealth.
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In examining the relationship between concepts of rank (that is,

socially produced hierarchies) and tenple worship, the first and rnost

obvious ethnographic observation to point up is that the temples which

regularly celebrate such special days in the Tanil calendar as the nonthly

puja of kartigai (in honour of Subramaniam) or the annual ceremonies to

honour a particular deity (such as Vineayagar Sathurthi or the Saraswathi

Puja) are those tenples which nornally cater for congregations doninated

by middle class Indians. The donination may be numerical or it nay be

one achieved through control of the management conmittee which runs the

tenple. An exception to this rule is the Mãriamman temple which is

largely run for and by the Malay-speaking Melaka Chitties. This working

class community does attenpt to celebrate occasional special day rites,

though these celebrations are rarely as elaborate as those performed in

other tenples of the larger type.

The Chitty rites, I would argue, constitute an expression of a desire

on the part of the elders of the comnunity to achieve and ensure a status

for the Chitty connunity as a whole, which is closer to that recognised

for the organisers (if not the total congregations) of the other large

temples in the town.r The Chitty community is spatially and socially

focused on its ternple, though it still remains narginal to the Indian

conmunity as a whole in terms of its incorporation into Indian political

activities and with regard to the equivocation that other Indians

express as to the status and origins of the population. The performance

of religious duties, or more accurately, the perception by others of

such performances, is crucial to an understanding of the current

rft should be remenbered that Chitties claim derivation fron a numb.er of
middle-ranking castes. They transmit their caste labels patrífilially
(see Chapter 1).
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processes of status evaluation amongst Hindus in Melaka. Its relation

to other factors involved in the process must renain problematic for

the moment, but I shall return to this at the end of the chapter.

The six rnajor tenples which employ full-tine priests of either the

Brahnan or Pandaram castes atl engage to a greater or lesser degree in

the performance of tspecial dayr rites. The two temples managed by the

Nattukottai Chettiar community, and catering largely for them, mostly

restrict thenselves to days which are deemed especially significant for

the major deities of their tenples; that is, Vinayagar and Subramaniam

respectively. The Hospital Vinayagar (Pulleyar) temple also celebrates

relatively few rspecial daysr other than those related specifically to

Vinayagar hinself. However, a significant diffelence appears in the

organisation of the rites in the two cases.

Whereas tspecial pujasr in the two tenples run by the Nattukottar

Chettiars are performed as ttemple pujasr, paid for and done on behalf

of the community as a whole, those of the Flospital tenple are based on a

system of obayams or offerings nade by specific individuals or groups

who finance the whole performance. The Melaka Chitty conmunity has few

outsiders who take on the role of obayakarren or giver of the gift for

its special days. However, as at the other large temples, except the

two managed by Chettiars, at the Chitty annual festival the sequence of

pujas is broken into a series of obayans offered by Hindus from both

within and beyond its normal congregation.

Two temples, the Ceylonese-doninated Sri Suhranniar/Draupathi Anunan

ternple and the South lhdian-doninated Sri Subrananiar Devasthanam, both
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utilise the obayan system most regularly for all their special day

ceremonies, and both produce calendars with the day, date (in English

and Tarnil), and the sponsorrs name for the annual complernent of special

pujas. Such lists of sponsors (obayakarrens) show that while both

tenples compete to some extent to attract proninent Hindus, especially

businessmen, Ceylonese continue to dominate one list and South Indians

the other. Moreover, direct conpetition occurs on some occasions as a

number of the special days were duplicated in both calendars.

The structure of the special day pujas is usually an elaborated version

of that which one observes on a normal Friday in Melaka tenples, and

for the most part it accords closely with the description given in the

previous section. Frequently, almost always in the case of the South

Indian-dominated temple, it culminates in a procession oorvalum( ofa

portable image of the deity carried clockwise around the tenple on a

snall palanquin supported on the shoulders of the devotees. Informants

in Melaka say that the procession of the deity is a way of showing

respect and that they treat the god like they would a king. That is,

they rock him and pay him obeisance. They sing songs of praise at each

corner of the temple, and they explicitly equate the process with the

surveying of his donain by an earthly king. 0n its return to the front

of the tenple, the image of the deity is rwelcomedr, its feet are

symbolically washed and offerings are given before it re-enters the

ternple. The snall circumambulations of the temple are considered

substitutes for the ideal longer processions which would take place

around the locality. At tines of festival proper, such processions take

place on a grand scale and the deity is said to be both surveying its

realm and offering the opportunity of ¿gf$q" or gift of its presence to
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devotees who cannot come to the tenple. It is also reminding devotees

of their duty.

The procession can be best understood as a kind of extension of temple

space and meanings beyond their normal frames. The circumarnbulation

undertaken makes the point that the influence and importance of the god

is not confined to the tenple site alone. The true god is all-pervasive

and its presence and rights are to be recognised as being extended to

the very homes in which Hindus live out their mundane lives. At the

time of an oorvalum, the boundaries between the sacred and the secular

are broken only to be restructured by the elaborate reincorporation of

the deity ltrithin the tenple space proper.

In all the temples the final part of a special day rite consists of a

relatively elaborate rneal of blessed food rasadum in the temple hal1 or

mandapam. In theory, and exceptionally in practice, the prasadurn may

consist of nothing more than a simple handful of either sweet or saffron

rice, or perhaps some cadjan (bengal gran). Most often in the two

Subrananian tenples, the sponsorc ensures a comparatively large neal of

several vegetarian dishes.

Clearly, the whole event can be and often is used as an opportunity for

the symbolic display of wealth and status. Indeed, one marks and to

some extent creates the statusl of oners social position through the

public performance of these rites which frequently involve considerable

expense. Proninent men will often ensure that distinctive leaflets

rIn no sense can one deny a s.tatus entailed in onets caste in this
manner, though this may ar:v:way be a moot poìnt. One can improve the
status within a caste.
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advertising the occasion are distributed to the public and that the

ritual bathing of the deity (abishekam), as well as the prasadun meal,

is done with most impressive elaboration. Again, the number of worship-

pers who are atttacted to a particular obayan, and the number of proninent

people present, are considered to be foremost demonstrations of a manrs

worth in the Hindu conmunity. The more recent tenple dominated by the

niddle class South Indian Tamils, many of then recent recruits to the

niddle classes, is the arena of greatest competition in this regard.

This is partially explained by ttr-e more established class standing of

most of the Ceylonese in the town, and by their longer and more extensive

kin and caste relations.

The degree to which tenples are open to people for the performance of

obayans narks the degree to which status remains negotiable within the

Indian connunity. Closed tenples, or rather those where obayams are

non-existent or restricted, are more than simply exclusive, they repre-

sent symbolic statements about the relative status of that group which

controls the temple with respect to other like groups. Thus, the two

Chettiar tenples operate essentially as centres of what Holströn ca11s

rgroup religion'. fn an early statement (1972:770), Holström asserted

that in traditional India t'power was to be respected only when it was

shown in proper relation to religious dutyr?. My own evidence suggests

that there is an element of the sane phenomenon in the contemporary urban

context of Melaka. Respect or status in association with poweI, be it

economic or political, is achieved, maintained and occasionally lost at

the temple.
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The essential structure of the special day rites I observed was the same

at both tenples where they were a frequent and regular part of the

ritual calendar. A long and elaborate version of the ritual bathing of

the deity (abishekarn) takes place in the afternoon, much as I described

in the previous section. A snall audience, usually of retired men and a

few wornen, watches this along with the obayakarren or his representative.

It is a sign of a man's high standing if he is able to achieve a large

gathering at this stage of the ritual sequence. Sirnilarly, the subse-

quent sections of the sequence - the collective singing of devotional

songs and the chanting of mantras (kuddupiratenai), the puia itself,

the religious discourse which often fol1ows, and the taking of the

prasadum afterwards - all provide opportunities for men to demonstrate

their wealth and influence by succeeding in attracting a large audience

containing prominent people and by ensuring that the performance is long

and elaborated, naking ful1 use of various talents of 'specialistsr

amongst the layrnen who sing wel1, speak well or are especially learned

in religious teaching.

A particularly successful special day sequence is one in which general

approval is elicited for the event and this often coincides with the

generation of one or more transcendent moments in the rites when a unity

is achieved, according to infornants, such that all nundane divisions

and concerns are overcome. These occur most cornrnonly at the climax of

the puja. Here the jyothir mantra is sung by the congregation of the

South Indian tenple as the priest holds a canphor lanp before the image,

prior to passing it round the audience who take the blessing of the flane

and annoint themselves with sacred ash-. A degree of transcendence

beyond the normal mundane world may continue into the temple hal1 or
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mandapam when normal patterns of commensality are overcome and prasadum

may be taken sitting on the floor, clfoss-legged before a banana leaf

sitting in rows where your neighbour rnay be of another and much

differently ranked caste. On the whole, though, prominent people (which

means usually those frorn higher castes wÏth a high socio-economic

standing) are clustered at the end of the r.oüIS nearest the serving

points, and a clever obayakarren will usually attenpt to ensure this is

the case and that no one of significance fron his point of view can be

given any cause, howevet renote, for taking offence. It is recognised

that some prorninent men will deny the need to accord them special

positions in the prasadurn meal, but that some of these, according to

astute informants, would nevertheless be offended if they were not

asked.

Thus, it is usually the case that subtle arrangements affecting the

serving of food begin to reassert values which are external to the

temple itself . To use Tï;rnerrs terns, the element of coTnmunitas which

may have appeared at the monent of the climax of the puja gives way to

the re-emergence of structure. The final reassertion takes place at the

point of quitting the food hall when clusters of rnen and clusters of

\^/omen gather to exchange a few coffnents on the performance, or items of

gossip, before leavíng to return home. In these interactions there is no

overt appearance of caste though my own infornation demonstrated that

the dual principles of caste and class ordered the choice of gossip

partner. It was rare to observe extended interaction between people of

widely disparate caste origins. Where these did occur it was usually

the case that the person from the lowly-ranked caste had become wealthy

and located higher in the class structure of the town than nost of his
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caste mates. To a certain extent, this reflected the overlap of broad

caste and class positions. Though no clear ranking system for jãtis was

present or evolving, people in Melaka were aware of those whose rank in

their area of origin would have been roughly equivalent to their own.

However, f do not feel that an assumption that conscious caste discrimi-

nation was present as a normal practice is always warranted. Patterns

of association on the basis of class-reproduced patterns of caste

ranking association by virtue of the location of the members of various

caste categories in the local economy. This was a process which was

begun, as I have already stated, at the foundation of Melakats British

colonial economy. Thus, unmotivated reproduction of caste avoidance

relations is inplied in the class divisions within the Indian population

Outside the ternple area, specifically in the hones of Indians, such

patterns of interactíon were also produced in like fashion. Hete,

however, caste entered more directly and consciously by selecting who

would be invited and who would accept invitations to enter and dine in

the hone. In rnany niddle caste homes, the patterns of acceptance and

interdining did in fact seem to be relatively unrelated to the detailed

caste origins of the invitors or invitees. A generalised understanding

that someone was from a trespectablet fanily, that is, fron a family

with no suggestion of origins amongst untouchables or extremely 1ow

ranking castes such as washermen or barbers, would be sufficient. fn

both ternple and in domestic settings there were, let it be stated,

people who made a specific point of interaction with nenbers of all

castes. Some of these were making political statements and pursuing

political careers, but others appeared to have no motÍvation which could

be labeled strategic. It was frequently stated that people were in
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ignorance of the caste of others, though my own evidence after a long

period of suspicion was that people had a pretty good idea of the caste

of those with whon they interacted regularly, and avoided those who

night be problematic.

While no tenple overtly, or to the best of my knowledge covertly, has a

policy of exclusion of low caste people, it remains true that many lower

caste people remained reticent about entering, and sometimes even

attending, the larger tenples run by those they labeled tbig shotsr .

They were often uncertain, as informants, whether their disconfort was

based on their perception of the attitude of the niddle class Hindus as

caste- or class-based, or as a combination of both. The very anbivalence

was a strong reason for avoiding the possibility of a snub, since it was

always possible that aspersions were being made as to oners caste origins

but being couched in class and behavioural terms. Some older men,

especially, of low castes would not proceed heyond the threshold of the

Ceylonese temple, for example, unless specifically invited to do so.

When they were invited to do so, of course, this reproduced the under-

standing that it was by the grace of the high caste men that this

person was allowed to enter, even if that was not the way the high caste

men had intended their act to be understood.

It is not possible for a low caste man to achieve status hy the giving

of an elaborate obayam a1one. The special day pujas provided contexts

when it was possible for a person to fail as well as succeed. Peop1e

night not turn up, or they night turn up and condernn a man for ttrying

too hardt and making a sh.ow which was too overtly based on his attempts

to gain social prestige rather than demonstrate his faith in the deity.
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It is perhaps not surpïising therefore to discover that obayams were

almost entirely a niddle class and petit bourgeois phenomenon, when it

came to the performance of special pujas outside the context of a

festival pr.oper. The attendance of the lower caste, working class

population of the town is minute in proportion to their numbers in the

town, and attendance almost never ser'ves as a way of improving oners

status, but rather tends to reproduce contexts for the subordination of

the working classes beyond even that encountered in their mundane lives.

Where working class people are directly involved, their role is usually

as the provider of a service designated the role of specific low castes

in the traditional Indian situation. Thus, torch bearers and gong

beaters, tenple decorators and cleaners rnay be people who have a position

known to be 1ow in the caste order, though this need not always be the

case. It is sometimes said by the rniddle class Flindus that it is

difficult nowadays to find the rpropert person to perforn the secondary

tasks at the ternple. A concomitant conplaint is frequently the cost of

hiri-ng people to perform tasks which in the old days they would have

done out of fdutyr. Working class Indian infornants rnade it clear that

they were explicitly avoiding contexts for the reproduction of their

own subordination in situations where it was no longer necessary for

then to participate, given the lack of influence the higher caste people

had over their ordinary lives.

Besides being contexts for the potential and realised reproduction of

social divisions and categories, special day pujas are the primary

context in which the doninance of the niddle classes, in atternpts to

reproduce and transforn the syrnbolic order which is Hinduism' becomes

nost apparent. However, tTre control which the niddle classes have over
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the performance is always somewhat limited, nediated as it is by trained

priests. The major aspect of symbolic reproduction which becomes

apparent under these conditions is the relationship between a cosnologi-

cal system structured in a particulat way, and an emergent social order

which stands in tension to it in nany respects.

In the last chapter I described the pantheon of the Melaka Hindu temples

and talked of the symbolic irnport of the tenples and the space they

contain. An enphasis on the body in symbolic representations became

appaïent and it was suggested that there ulas a problern of why and how

tenples and deities became replicated in Melaka. Special day rites, as

elaborate versions of the puja type of worship, provide good exanples of

how the problem of the separation of the divine and the hunan is

confronted. I have suggested that moments of tcornnunitasr may occur on

such occasions, and that informants associate these moments with an idea

of having attained a closeness with the divine which is not normally

available to then. However, I have shown that tstructurer, in Turnerrs

terms, continually reasserts itself and that working class people of

lower caste origins largely exclude thernselves or are excluded from

temples on special days in the tenple calendar. lVhat is occurring is

the relative closure of tenple space through social devices, which, even

if not designed consciously so to do, reassert the cultural values which

I have suggested are appaïent in the structural arrangements of tenples

and the pantheon. Thus, the tenple provided a hierarchical nodel of the

divine which culminates in the transcendent deity being given supreme

status. The pantheon provides a nuclear farnily nodel which is ultimately

encompassed and transcended by the formless Siva. Nonnal pujas offer

contexts. in which it is possible for at least two major approaches to the
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divine to become apparent. Ttre one reproduces and acts on the divisions

intO male:fernale, active:pas'sive, inmanent:transcendent, compassionate:

unforgiving, in the conceptions of the deities. The other enphasises

ultimate unity and responds to the deity in an essentially intellectual

manner, disparaging the instrumental and over-emotional approach of the

first.

I wish to argue that special day rites exist as contexts in which the

doninant symbolic meanings are those proffered hy middle class intellec-

tuals. Though working class people who do attend rnay still operate

differently, the control the niddle classes exert over the space and

the practices which take place there is itself an intellectual concern

with the body, its control and the role it is to play in the realisation

of the divine which resides within it. The whole emphasis is on order

and the organisation of space. The practices then lead in a closely

controlled way to the communitas of jyothir and the realisation of the

light of god. It is a process of the reproduction of a hierarchy

leading to an all-enconpassing reality. All other spatial and deity

referents become subnerged, and even social divisions may be tenporatrly

suspended.

It is in this last point that I believe the clue to the resolution of

the paradox may be found. I have described how special day rites in the

context of Melaka nark and reproduce social divisions and yet I have

also suggested that they are marked by a central concern with unity and

order. The point is that in order to achieve the latter the former is

a prerequisite. That is to say, that when differences in caste, class

and approach to the divine are apparent within a conglegation they
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potentially subvert the achievernent of the smooth progress towards a

conmon appreciation of the nature of the divine. As rnernbers of the

middle classes gained wealth and power, they were able to translate

that into increasing control over their ritual space. This enables then

to exclude or eliminate those potentially invasive forces which interfere

with their approach, or to create contexts which facilitate the progress

of an identifiable set of people with the sarne values towards their

understanding of the realisation of the divine. To put it in other

terms, class location and wealth are the means by which the cultural

system as a set of differing understandings and practices is sustained.

Middle class conceptions of the hierarchical unity of deities as lesser

forms of the ultimate universal divinity are asserted in their temples

at the cost of reproducing social divisions. These social divisions

reproduce cultural divisions, but also reproduce an encompassing concern

with notions of control of intinate cultural space viewed as bodies

divine and hunan.

Therefore, in a rnulti-ethnic polity such as that which exists in Melaka,

under conditions of rapid and conscious social transformation, the

erosion of the class positions of Indians in the wider economy (where

the strategic positions of Ceylonese in the bureaucracy and the secure

wage labour of the South Indians are fast disappearing) is natched by

the proliferation of a set of archetypal cultural syrnbols. Where little

pohrer is executed outside, and status of individuals and groups is

largely dependent on the rracer on oners identity card, hoth power and

status are worked out within the categoryrtfndian" through attenpts' to

exert symbolic donination over ternples and tenple practices.



CHAPTER 7

MAHABHARATA AS METAPHOR

Introduction

The core argument of this chapter is that the forn of the Hindu ternple

festival, though structured largely by the logic of Hindu culture and

the cosrnological order, is both reflective of, and active upon the manner

in which Indians are located in the mundane social world. I shall argue,

contra Sahlins (1976:55), that a dialectic can and does exist between

the cultural logic of the Hindu form and performance, and the demands of

daily life practice in Melaka. In turn, this position will be shown to

render problernatic the very notion of a given Hindu culture with a single

structure. To put it in terms of the argunent of another rnajor writer

in this area, where for Dunont (1970) practices in the traditional

Indian context are an enactment of fundanental ideological principles

which appear irunutable, in this context, the exigencies of position of

Indians in contenporary Malaysian society will be shown to be in a

dialectical relationship with, and at least potentially transformative

of fundanental ideological principles. The pre-existing structuring

properties, as one side of the dialectic, tend to linit the potential

transformations to a range which is conceivable or rthinkabler to the

population whose world view was so structured previously. It is not that

there is a m1r5¡erious meta-structure but rather that the wider social

transformations which act as the antithesis are relevant to Hindus only

in terms of the culture they live, seen as thesis'. Thus, the ultinate

synthesis which is' the new cultural form is necessarily deternined to a

258
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great extent by the forn of the original cultural logic or thesis. It

is in this nanner that I consider that the continuously dynanic process

of cultural evolution is tied to the more apparent and more rapid

processes of social transformation within the social formation.

The events described in what follows nanifest the practì-cal problens of

the control of s:âcred space at the tine of a festival. Moreover, they

show that a tension exists in the practice of Hinduism between the

requirements of a ritual form sanctioned by long usage and simultaneously

deemed to be a forrn ordained by divine decree, and that understanding of

the Hindu world which enphasises Brahmanic ritual practice through

reference to literary sources. This latter tendency produces congregation

members who often philosophise and debate about the rreal meaningt of the

acts and words ernployed as najor symbols in their rituals.

In Me1aka, the thro approaches to worship are strongly pursued. It would

be nisleading to represent the division of proponents simply as an oppo-

sition of high caste and low caste, or educated and uneducated, since

individuals from either category of both sets will on occasions indulge

in each form. However, it is generally true that it is the higher caste,

wealthier and better educated who are most troubled by the practices of

other Hindus, and it is they who most commonly seek to rnodify or rreforml

those practices in more or less subtle ways. The analytical point to be

nade is that such concerns take place in the context of the interaction

of Hindus with practitioners of other world religions who have stood, for

the nost part, in a doninant relation to them. A level of reflection

upon the religìous practices and a concern to validate them to others

and to themselves has followed as a logical consequence for many Hindus.
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Thus the festival form as an extremely public and necessarily focal

expression of Hindu beliefs and practices becomes highly problenatic for

such people who are highly conscious that others nay pass judgenents on

all Indians in terns of their perceptions of these occasions.

Some especially concerned infonnants were aware of the analytically

inportant point that what was being enacted in the perforrnance of

festival rites hras not simply an expression of Hindu values for consurnp-

tion by outsiders and the benefit of present believers. It was also,

they recognised, the prime context for the reproduction of Hindu values

and of Hindus thenselves in the important sense of it being the nain

setting for the conmunication of a system of beliefs and practices to a

new generation of Hindus, the children.

A festival such as that I an describing can appear conventional, and to

a functionalist would undoubtedly seen symbolic of continuities of

tradition or the unity of a shared world view. Indeed, I would argue

that on occasions it nay symbolise these things, or at least be said to

do so, which cones analytically to the same point, especially for non-

Indians who forn a significant proportion of the audience to the proceed-

ings here being considered. In fact, however, the major observation to

be made is that the ritual acts and the more mundane features of the

performances coalesce to produce a setting in which the mundane and the

supramundane social relations of Indians are brought into sharp and

revealing focus. I show that this happens in a manner such that the

difficulty in separating the two aspects of the social life of practising

Hindus is made very clear. It will be argued that the understandings of

the cosmological order, reproduced here, pervade and order social

relations in this ritual context and beyond.
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Furthermore, it is argued that the overtly cosrnologically orientated

social order of ritual is interpenetrated by the rnundane urban social

order in all its cornplexity, and that the structuring principles of the

event are thereby to be found residing ultinately in a set which is not

bounded by the linits: of Melaka as an urban spatial location. This

allows varying subsets to appeal which shift in tine and context as

those prirnarily relevant to understanding any given sequence of events.

The effect of this is to generate more than merely the obvious analytical

problens for the anthropologist. Actors involved in the events are

themselves constantly engaged in situations of ambiguity and anbivalence.

The power of the ritual sequence is shown to lie, to a large extent, in

the degree to which it captures and enhances this elenent of arnbiguity

and anbivalence in the ritual itself and in the social interaction

surrounding its performance.

The form of the festival is inportant also inasmuch as it is a situation

in which the dynamic and continual self-reflection of contemporaly

Malaysian Hindu practitioners is encapsulated. Thus, the description

which follows is designed to demonstrate that the synbolic processes in

which Hindus engage during a major tenple festival are such that their

articulation with the everyday world of Indians in Melaka renders both

the festival and teveryday life' problematic; problematic, that is, for

the actors and the analyst alike.

To return to Sahlins, the thrust of the discussion will endeavour to

elaborate the analysis of a sequence of events in order to show that the

cultural basis of Hinduism contains its own internal contradictions

which become manifest i'n ritual practice, and that these practices
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serve to highlight the contradictory aspects of the structuring prin-

ciples of the social lives of Indians taken as a whole. The argument is

that these latter contradictions ate worked out in part in the course of

the performance of a festival, but are also reproduced in that context.

The result is a view of culture which sets about the problen not as one

of how a culture is nade nanifest and preserved in social life, but,

rather, of how a culture is continually being generated and reproduced

in the developing religious practices of the adherents to one particular

belief conplex.

A detailed symbolic account of the temple and the festival on which I

wish to focus the analysis is a crucial precursor to a further discussion

of their neaning in the wider social world. In this description, a

number of the najor features of the internal logic of Hindu practice in

Melaka are drawn out in concrete settings, and once more related to an

account of the social divisions, and understandings of those divisions,

developed fron what has been written in the earlier chapters of this

thesis. The purpose of this node of approach is to exanine the perfor-

nance of a series of ritual acts in a Hindu temple with a view to eluci-

dating the relationship between the cultural fonns of practical Hinduisn

I observed, the control of neaning of religious symbolism, and the

political implications for the everyday social life of Indians in this

polyethnic context of Melaka, in which alt religious acts are perforce

political acts. I return to the political aspects of ethnic identity in

the chapter which follows this.

The specific setting for this ritual action is the annual festival, known

by its clinactic moment as Timithi, at the Sri Subrananiar/Draupathi Amnan
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Kovil, observed twice, in 1976 and 1977. This ternple fkovil) is effec-

tively two contiguous tenples sharing a dîviding wall. fn orthodox

fashion for South Indian temples, th.e Sri Subramaniam shrine faces east

and the main entrance to the tenple grounds. The shrine contains a

black stone irnage of the warrior forn of the second son of Siva. 0n his

irunediate right is the image of Ganesha (also known as Vinayagar or

Pulleyar). Ganesha is said to denand, and certainly usually receives,

the first offering in any sequence of worship. On Subramaniamts left is

an image of Krishna, also set in a snall sanctum of its own, as are the

other images . On the right of these male deities, i. e. to the south of

thern, is the Annan Kovil, reached through a normally open doorway in the

dividing wa1l. Here, on a raised area which can be screened off by a

single large curtain, are the two rnajor female deities, set on individual

plinths, side by side and facing east. A sma1l uncarved, colunn-shaped

piece of blackened stone forrns the image to Draupathi. To its right,

and slightly forward of it, is the larger roof-covered shrine

molasthãnan containing the larger carved black stone irnage of the

South Indian deity Karnmachianman. It night seem surprising, but it is

the snaller, apparently less significant shrine fron which the tenples

derives its narne. Though she is central to the festival I an about to

describe, Draupathi is second in precedence to Kanmachi in normal pujas

and in some of the symbolic acts which nark the beginning of the festival.

I develop the analysis of this apparent anomaly in a later section of

the chapter.

The festival form

With the exception of the climax of the festival which lasts throughout

a complete day, most of the ritual activity takes place ìn the evenings
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and is centered on a fornal puja conducted by the resident Brahman priest.

A group or individual bears the responsibìlity for the cos't of the

eveningrs activitìes, and for making any arrangements to extend the

programme by such events as religious discourses or the singing of verse-

forn celebrations of the deities. The last responsibility, and usually

the rnajor expense, is to provide the food which all devotees are invited

to share at the end of the puja. It is this person, or group repre-

sented by a leader, who is the obayakarren spoken of in the previous

chapter.

The whole performance, known as an obayan (offering or gift), is always

done on behalf of a named group or individual. The secretary of the

temple management connittee has the duty of ensuring that each eveningrs

worship is covered by sornebody. The categories of the people naking

offerings constitute in thenselves a revealing portrayal of the conplex-

ities of Indian social relations.

A poster providing a calendar of events and list of those making the

offerings is published by the tenple prior to the festival. Several of

the labels given the sets of offereTs' are occupational categories.

Three of these are in fact low-ranking caste categories; washermen,

barbers and toddy tappers, though careful circumlocutions are used in

some cases in order to avoid caste names which may appear pejorative and

cause offence to those so narned. Other labels are not caste-specific

though there are status assumptions inherent in local perceptions of the

people filling these occupational categories which relate to caste

clusters and traditional occupations in India. Thus, one obayan is the

province of ltradersr, who are rnostly from mÌddle-ranking castes, such
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as Chettiar and Reddiar, and the organisers are largely confined to

prominent South fndian businessmen. Other obayams are made by sets of

people who work in one of the government departments where Indians tend

to be concentrated, such as the Health Departrnent and the Public Works

Departnent. Here, the organiser is often a senior Hindu officer in the

bureaucracy who takes it upon hinself to collect money frorn his Hindu

subordinates and colleagues. The set of people thereby represented is

heterogeneous in terms of class and caste affiliations. In one case,

however, the collection is alnost entirely fron and on behalf of workers

of low caste origins.

The festival proceeds through a s'eries of prescribed and stereotypical

stages, which it shares with any of the annual festivals for a South

Indian or Ceylonese Tanil temple. Thus, it cornmences with a purification

athänam of the tenrple and the surrounds, and the raising of a

flag oddiêttram). It proceeds through the special daily pujas to a

climactic day during which worshippers who have made a vow to the deity

fulfil that vow. Finally, there is a ritual closing to the festival on

the day following the climax, when sanctified water, dyed yellow by

turmeric, is splashed around the tenple grounds in what is usually

described as a carnival-like abandonment of the norrnal rules of inter-

action, and which results in the soaking of nost people present.

Finally, at some time after the festival as such is over, a separate

puja is nade to the templers guardian deity rto thank him for watching

over the ritesr and for enabling thern to take place without problem.

This initial outlíne sketch of the ternple, of some of the actors and of

the festival structure provides' some innnediately apparent problems which
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require further explication. Clearly, the relationship of the deities

and their tenples have, in most cases, a nythical validity which is

peculiar to the South Indian/Ceylonese Hindu system. There are najor

aspects of the cosnological order represented here. These consist

prirnarily of the representation of the nale and fenale cosmic principles

whose personifications becorne in turn the focus of a conplex sequence of

rites doninated by the nediation of a Brahman. It is the Brahmanrs

caste, of course, which makes him the type of hunan closest in form to

the divine, and therefore most suitable to act as nediator for others.

These themes are developed in the discussion which follows.

In part, the organisational arrangements as I have outlined then are

innediately discernible as a context for the reproduction of divisions

within the Indian social world. Those divisions, as I have indicated in

earlier chapters, aTe thenselves a complex of caste, sub-ethnic and

class distinctions. However, the relat'ionship between the Brahman, as

the employee of the Ceylonese-dominated management corunittee of the

tenple, and the clients for whon he perforns the rites, is one in which

many of these elements are already crystalised. This is a critical

relationship because the Brat¡nan ternple priest constitutes, by his inter-

vention in the worshipping process, an inportant judge of the legitimacy

of particular practices by which others seek to approach the divine. He

also sees hímself as the possessor of the correct understanding of the

relationship of humans to the divine. The very foundation of a Hindu's

social world rnay itself be rendered highly problenatic in the course of

a festival which generates debates about the validity of his beliefs and

practices. Yet, the Brahman is an ernployee who rnust bow to the wishes

of his Ceylonese employers, and as an enployee they require him to allow

practices of which he does not approve to take place in the temple.
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It will assist the argunent if I elaborate on some of the peculiar

features of this temple, and of its festival. The internal structure of

this templefs space reflects a significant set of structural features of

the contemporary forn of eclectic Hinduisrn practised in Melaka. Though

nany of the nore erudite of the Indians in the town will claim that the

South Indians come frorn the Saivite tradition and should, therefore,

follow the tenets of the body of philosophical literature forrning the

tsaiva Siddanthar, there are in fact very few pandits of this school and

even fewer who worship exclusively the deities of the traditional Saiva

pantheon. In this temple, the accepted Saivite deities of Subrarnaniam

and Ganesha are juxtaposed with the Vaishnavite Krishna (and incident-

aLIy, a waIl image of Ranars devotee and warrior conmander, the nonkey

Hanunan), while the Anrnan Kovil contains a seni-divine figure fron the

Mahabharata an essentially North Indian epic. Draupathi is herself set

beside a specifically South Indian popular deity in Kannachi. The

nanifest oppositions of Northern/Southern Indian, Vaishnavite/Saivite,

nale/fenale, popular f Iiterary and transcendental/imnanent deities are

apparent not only to the analyst but also to the more well versed Hindus

worshipping at the temple.

In the performance of the festival sequence these oppositions are brought

to the fore in the ritual categories which, on occasions, parallel then.

Thus, Northern/Southern Indian, Ceylon Tamil/Indian Tamil, high caste/low

caste, niddle class/working class are significant categorical oppositions

for the actors, and relate to sets of people who have particular roles

even within the rites. However, these are not nerely oppositions.

That is, they are not static relations. There is a continual process of

negotiation as to the significance of each aspect of both types of
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opposition, and an endeavoul by some, Tesisted by others, to rank aspects

either inplicitly by the ordering of ritual action, or explicitly by

statement and discourse.

The importance of these actor-perceived categories is twofold. 0n the

one hand, they reflect distinctions which exist at the level of struc-

turing principle; that is, at a level beyond the control of any individual,

and as analytical categories which rernain unaltered by negotiations as to

content. However, the more important consideration is that the actor-

perceived notions are the context of particular ritual practice in the

sense that they provide part of the explanatory force for the forn of

the practices as a specific perfonnance. As such they have the potential

to transform practices, and ultimately the structuring principles then-

selves, under conditions where non-sustainable contradictions emerge.

As I have said, the processes which generate neür peîceptions, and thereby

new pïactices, derive thenselves fron developments in the world capital-

ist system, in the structural relations within national social fornations

within that systen, and organically within cultural systems encapsulated

by those social fornations, and in the intersystemic relations between

these systens. The relationship is not sinple, direct, monocausal or

uni-directional. Since all elenents are present at all tines, reproduc-

tion and transformation of the relations structuring action are dependent

to some degree on each element in all cases. The reciprocity and

simultaneity of these relations are made apparent in the following

account, and we shall return to the analysis of the rites in terms of

these general propositions after considering them first in terms of

their specific contemporary context.
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Temple rites: the division of labour

Nowhere are the social divisions amongst Melaka's Hindus more clearly

displayed than in the 'negotiated ordert which is the division of labour

in both the nundane world and the ritual organisation of a major temple

featival. Each of the highly charged symbolic acts which together

constitute the festival has the potential to become the locus of dispute

and tension. It will be shown in this section that the difficult choice

of a ritual leader, the legitinacy of a particular practice, the control

of sacred space and the decision to attend or not to attend a performance

all provide opportunities for the manifestation, exacerbation and repro-

duction of irnportant social divisions. However, each of these situations

and the overall form of the festival have a basis in the rnythological

and cosmological order of contemporary Hinduism. This account takes

cognisance of this fact as a crucial feature of the analysis since it is

this basis which gives ritual its peculiar social force.

The ritual sequence of the Timithi festival is divided into two by the

second of two flag-raising cerenonies eigirt days before the clinactic

day. Thus, the sequence of rites is nost accurately seen as two

festivals conjoined in tine and space, performed by the same actors but,

nonetheless, symbolically differentiated. The first flag raising

(kodiettrarn) occuïs at the new moon of the nid to late part of the Tanil

nonth of Adi. t The flag is prepared anew each year by a nan who is said

to rknow' how it is done. This man and his brother, along with their

sisterrs son, are considered to be ritually inportant members of the

tBeck (Ig72:53) notes that Tanils believe the first eighteen days of Adi
are those when the battle of the Mahabharata took place. In this,
Draupathirs five husbands defeated their enemy with the help of
Krishna.
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Malay-speaking Melaka Chitty conrnunity. They are accorded this status

by other mernbers of that community although (or arguably, because) they

are each able to cite a recent, immigrant Tanil, patrilineal ancestor.

All three rnen play crucial roles in these ritual perfornances. For the

flag preparation the three men seated themselves in the Arnman Kovil,

directly in front of the irnage of Draupathi. After the Brahman priest

had sprinkled sandalwood paste over the specially purchased new white

cloth nade of cotton, and over the man and his nephew, they began drawing

the figure of what was said to be Hanunan, in total silence. The

representation was done in red outline and portrayed the loyal nonkey

commander of god Ramars forces in his fight with Ravana, the demon king

of Lanka, who had abducted Ramars wife Sita.

Already, a glimpse of the wide differences in approach to the ritual

becomes apparent. The three Melaka Chitties involved in this prepara-

tory act knew precisely what was required from'then in terms of a set of

ritual acts in order to conform with correct practice for the opening of

this festival. They were not unduly concerned to know the strict

canonical sources for the choices of figure to be drawn, nor were they

very clear on the story of Draupathi and the Pandavas as a complete nyth.

Rather, they knew detailed versions of episodes relevant for the rites

they were to perforn. They legitinated their own part in the festival

on the basis of past practice while they felt thenselves to be faith-

fully reproducing. l

rAnother informant offered the view that there had been a conflation of
the two distinct stories of Sita and Draupathi. He said that it was

Sita who proved her purity by walking through fire, on her retulî to
Rama from Lanka. Draupathi never walked through fire, he said.
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The flag was raised on its pole in a direct line with Draupathi in her

shrine after the priest had first perforned a horna fire sacrifice and

then a punniathãnan purification rite. Whether more appropriate to Sita

of the Ramayana or to Draupathi of the Mahabharata Hanuman remains to

all Hindus the symbol of loyalty to Rarna as an incarnation of the god

Vishnu, who is accorded supreme status by the Vaishnavite school.

Draupathi is the wife of the Pandavas, particularly of Arjuna the warrior

follower of Krishna. It is to Arjuna that Krishna, another of Vishnurs

incarnations, reveals hinself. In some of the versions I heard,

Draupathi was thought to be the daughter of Krishnars motherfs sister.

In both cases, Sita and Draupathi represent highly valued aspects of

Hindu womanhood. They are both shaned and placed in sexually threatening

situations but remain chaste and pure despite the endeavours of their

husbandst enemies. This symbolism makes the representation especially

significant for the Ceylonese. I have already alluded to the particu-

1arly conservative view which Vellalar Ceylonese are reported to hold

with respect to women and sexuality. Moreover, the notions of purity

and chastíty are closely related to conceptions of self-control amongst

many contemporary Hindus fron rniddle class backgrounds. Self-control is

a quality which is much enphasised in the teachings of nany contemporary

gurus whose teachings are conmunicated to Melakars Hindus in magazines,

books, and in the course of lecture tours which an increasing number of

such swamis are undertaking in Malaysia.

The hona and the punniathãnam are ceremonies which, though requiring the

assistance of a washernan (vannan), remain very much under the control

of the Brahman priest. It is his knowledge, especially of the mantras

in sanskrit, which give these ceremonies their pohter. As is shown below,
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his control is tenporarily relinquished after the nãvathãhian or

planting of nine grain seeds has been perfonned. In this rite, the nine

seed types are planted by all the tofficialst of the temple, to the

accompaniment of the Brahman chanting mantras, in an earthen pot of soil,

as a symbol of the desire for the festival to be fruitful. The positive

sign that it has been so, according to infornants, hlas that the seeds

should have germinated and grown healthily by the end of the sequence.

Success of this sort is inportant to all participants since divine

approval is thought to have been shown in this manner. However, for the

temple comnittee members, and for other senior people who do the planting,

there is a question of personal prestige and of group status involved.

This is because the act of planting not only narked the status of the

set of people who did it, but also synbolically asserted their responsi-

bility for the conduct of the rites. Assertion of responsibility, and

thereby of authority, does not necessarily correlate with actual power

or control over the total performance. We sha1l see repeatedly that

such power or control are in fact very tenuous for the largely Ceylonese

tenple officials. Nevertheless, the success of the festival as shown by

a luscious growth of the nine types of food grain (each of which is

highly laden with symbolic irnport) enables the Ceylonese to seek legiti-

macy in their clain to be the blessed authorities whose guiding hands

have ensured benefits for all.

gnce the nãvathãniam rite has been conpleted by the offering of a single

flane from a canphor larnp to both fenale deities, the Brahmanrs control

over the event is inmediately lost to the three Melaka Chitties spoken

of earlier. Carrying the trident (soolan associated with the fernale

aspect of the divine, with two pots, a paTarlg (curved chopper) and a
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large bunch of small margossa branches in full leaf, thes'e specialists

move off to the front of the Chitty comnunityrs temple dedicated to

Mârianman. They are accompanied, for the most part, on this short

journey by other Chitties and South Indians, rather than by Ceylonese.

The trip is said to be an alternative to adjourning to a river or pond.

In this case, the major actors did not enter the tenple but bathed them-

selves and the pots, trident and margossa in the water of the snall tank

in the front of the tenple. The trident and the margossa branches were

then stuffed into the pots which had already been placed on sorne

uncooked rice on a banana Ieaf. The pandaram (non-Brahman priest) of

the Mãriarunan temple then nade a small puja before the pot which had

been filled with water and which is thus transforrned to a karagam.

fn Tanil "!rcg{thas a secondary definition as water of the Ganges,

the nost powerful water in the Hindu world. Though no one offered ne

the exegesis that the puja transforms normal water to Ganges water in

the karaganrs case, they did do so for the more frequently encountered

kumbum in which the prime syrnbolisn is of the transforrnation of a pot,

coconut and mango leaves into a divine inage, rdressedr in an intri-

cately woven thread.

The important point for the argUment at this juncture is that the

working class Chitties and South Indians are again generally not concerned

to elaborate s¡rmbolic neanings exegetically. They are, instead, concerned

with the correct performance of the rites in order to ensure the correct

outcome to their efforts. Thus, even before the puja was complete' one

of the two older men began to go into trance, leaping about, shaking his

head and thrashing his arms around his body. He eventually grabbed the
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parang (chopper). This had also been washed and had sacred ash smeared

in three horizontal lines in three places acr'oss its b1ade, besides

being spotted with red kunkunan powder and yellow sandal paste. Like

the three prongs of the trident, the point of the parang has had a lime

placed over it, tto stop all the power coming outr. The smearing with

ash, and the spotting with kunkuman and sandal, besides being symbolic,

amongst other things, of death and purity, life and motherhood, and

coolness and control, respectively, are the standard procedure for

transforming the mundane into the sacred. In taking up the palang then,

the man is conpleting the process of taking in the spirit of the minor

guardian deity which accompanies all fenale gods, in this case, the

rstrong manr KatovaraYan.

In contrast to the coning of Katoyarayan hlith all the violent struggle

he has in order to emerge, the younger carrier of the karagan waited

quietly, feet apart, arns folded and eyes closed until quite suddenly

his breathing increased, a spasm passed through his body and with a cry

he surged forward and swept the pot up onto his head and irnnediately

turned to rnarch briskly off down the lane leading towards the road where

sone 300 metres aryay the Draupathi temple stands. As he reached the

road junction, he encountered the small ternple dedicated to Siva. Here,

as Amman, equivalent in loca1 thougb-t to Sakti, Sivars fenale and active

aspect given form, he stopped before the entrance rto pay respectr and

to b-e offered a flane in arãthi which had already been offered to Siva.r

This over, he moved off down the road and back to the Draupathi temple.

IIn a rare picture aboye the door of the shrine, and in nyth, Siva is
representeã as being the s'ource of the Ganges which flows from his
natted locks. As such his origin as the source of Sakti or the active,
engaged, aspect of the divine is here being acknowledged.
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There he was received by the Brahruan priest with another arâthi,

before rushing forward into the shrine where none but the priest and his

assistant normally venture. Here, he placed the karagan on a raised

shelf beside the nãvathãniam pot and collapsed to his knees to pray

before the inage of Draupathi. He then picked up the flag which had

been stored on the same shelf and brought it to the front of the tenple,

where aided by his uncles and the pries:t, he ensured that the flag was

spotted with sandal and then he tied it to the prepared flagpole. The

priest waited while the Chitties raised the post and aligned it carefully

on a north-south axis. When it had been set in its hole, the priest nade

a puja. The elaborate puja incorporated the tying of saffron threads to

the wrists of the deities in both tenples and to the lectern on which

the books of the Mahabharatam rest throughout the festival.

It has already become apparent that the tenuousness of the control of

the Ceylonese temple management over the relationships inherent in the

festival is pervasive. From mtrndane aspects of the organisation and

perfornance of the ritual through to the supTa-mundane, the Ceylonese

perceive that their relationships with others are fraught with the

potential for collapse and breakdown. Yet, theirs is the responsibility

for the setting of the conditions of success, and it is a burdensome

responsibility to some precisely because of the unpredictable nature of

these relationships. Both the Brahman priest and the Chitty pusaris

(ritual officiants) receive monetary payment for their parts in the

proceedings, and are therefore engaged in a form of contract. However,

the priest is a perrnanent employee of the ternple whereas the others gain

very little financíaLly, are subject to few sanctions, and yet rernain

indispensable. It is the tenporary and contractual nature of the
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relationships with the major actors in the performance which is the main

problen for the Ceylonese. There are no jajrnani-type caste relations

which exist to bind the high caste Ceylonese to lower caste performers.

In their absence, even in the ritual arena, all relationships entailed

in performance are potentially fragile and, therefore, problenatic.

This is not to say, of course, that caste and caste-based perceptions

are irrelevant to the explanation of the principles ordering relations

between the Ceylonese and others. It is, instead, to suggest that caste

itself is an uncertain transformation of caste in South Asia in this

situation. Uncertain in both the sense that it is very much in a state

of flux, and in the sense that people who know their own and other

peoplers caste are not sure what that knowledge irnplies in the contem-

porary Malaysian context.

The Melaka Chitties express their involvement in the festival in terms

of rights of usage and of plain necessity. From their point of view, the

Ceylonese are seen to want the prestige of the event but not to want rrto

get their hands dirty". The Chitties, on the other hand, have always

known what must be done, and have simply got on with the job. Not to

do so would be offensive to the deities and such neglect would be poten-

tial1y disastrous for individuals and possibly the community as a whole.

No one can know with certaínty the consequences of non-performance, only

the gods. However, everyone knows the rites should be perforned. It is

up to the Chitties to undertake the task, as they are the only ones who

know what is required and who are prepared to do it.
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Fron the moment when the kodiettram is cornpleted and the nornal

sequence to the deities has been performed, focus shifts to the books of

the Mahabhatata which receive a special arãthi. The book is given to

one man who commences his marathon task of reading a Tanil version of

the Mahabharatarn frorn beginning to end, before the double festival is

cornplete. This exercise is reported to be a recent innovation and is

conceived of as an act of devotion which brings not only nerit to the

man who reads, but also to the ternple and organisers as a whole. It

would be insufficient to see this as nerely another example of the

'sanskritisationt process of seeking legitimacy and enhancing status for

an upwardly nobile or status-threatened group. Nevertheless, it does

mark an attenpt by the Ceylonese Tanils who have successfully wrested

control of the tenple fron others in recent years, to extend their

control over the neaning of the actual ritual practices which take

place in the course of the festival. This is inportant to their nainte-

nance of status associated with class and caste positions in the local

community. It is also inportant for the status of the }4elaka Ceylon

Tamil conmunity with respect to the Ceylon Tanil corununities in other

centres of Malaysia. This latter aspect is particularly crucial for

success in the marriage negotiations whose tconservativer nature and

expensive inplications distinguish this largely endogamous group.

In nany respects, the Ceylonese are the most educated and religiously

conservative sub-category of Indians, as has been nentioned earlier. It

is they who are most knowledgeable about Saiva Siddantha, and it was

they who ensured the performance of a special puja to mark the astro-

logical anniversary of a najor 'TamiI Saintf and composer of religious

erses', Sundaranurthi Nayanar, which feIl on the eighth day of the 1976
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celebrations. Later in the s¿rme sequence, an oba)aam was made to mark

the Kataragama festival day at the major Subrarnaniam pilgrimage centre

in southern Sri Lanka (Ceylon). Throughout the festivals, whenever a

Ceylonese Tanil was proninent in the offering group, or the obayam was

made on behalf of the tenple itself, the organisers ensured that one or

more Ceylon Tanils who were able sang appropriate verses fron the classic

Tamil rhymnsr composed by the rsaintsr in the Saivite tradition.

Though there is a pervasive and continuing concern with orthodox Tarnil

Saivisn shown throughout the ritual performances at the tenple, the

annual celebration of Krishna Jayanthi fe11 during both festival sequences

which I was able to observe and was lavishly undertaken on behalf of

Malayali (Kerala) plantation managers. It included discourses on Krishna

by proninent Ceylonese devotees. This is one of two pujas offered

specifically for Krishna, at this time, the other being performed on

behalf of the Government Medical Department. This latter rite celebrates

the role of Krishna as the messenger for peace, seeking to nediate

between the warring parties of the Mahabharatan, the first celebrates

his advent to this earth and the victories he is ultimately responsible

for.

The point is that while there is s¡nbolic opposition between the two

ernphases on Krishna and Siva, these are subordinated in the performances,

and the dominant thene of the rites at this stage is the need to know

and correctly understand the theology of Hinduism. This is a repeated

rniddle class concern and is closely related to their growing efforts to

control the neaning of Hindu ritual in such a way as to reflect a

concept of its rancient rationalityr and reternal truthsr as being nost
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appïopriate for rrnodernt life. Control of synbolic acts is possible

through the control of the priest, an ernployee of the Ceylonese-

doninated corunittee, and through the selective interpretation of

appropriate action in the light of textual evidence. This is faciti-

tated when the offering is being made by another middle class group,

especially where multiplex ties already exist between the parties

concerned, but it is never an entirely successful ploy, as we shal1 see.

The major problem for the Ceylonese lies in the fact that they must

incorporate other Indians into the ritual action, in order to cover the

financial burden, and to enhance their status. In teûns of the festival

as an event, its prestige depends on a direct comparison with the

festivals of two other najor Subrananiarn tenples run by different South

Indian Tanil groups, and with the festival of the Chitty Mãriannan

temple and another smaller Ganesha temple. In Ceylon the problen of how

the standing of a temple and its ritual are made more plestigious is

easily solved by relating the structure of the tenple and the form of

its ritual to the Saiva Agamas (see Pfaffenberger 1977, for exanple).

In Melaka, there is neither the land nor the wealth to create a com-

pletely new Agamic temple exclusively for the Ceylon Tanils. Moreover,

since the relations between the essentially high caste Ceylonese and the

other Indians is either in the context of a working situation where both

are employed, the Ceylonese usually being bureaucratic superiors, or

alternatively on a contract basis whereby a barber, for example, cuts

hair in a salon or a dhoby collects and delivers laundry on a regular

paynent basis, no Ceylonese is able to assume or demand automatic

respect, subordination or even acquiescence. Many Ceylonese will have

no direct knowledge of Indians who will attend the temple, but they will
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seek out specialists they requÍre for temple and donestic duties', from

among their number.

Given that the Ceylonese comnunity was forced to seek control of a

ternple already in existence, there is another problem for then in the

pre-existing forn of that tenple. The tenple they have control of now

is said to have originally been one of the many in the aTea, which were

erected by the Melaka Chitty cornmunity in the days when their nunbers

and influence in the town were much greater. As I have said elsewhere,

the Chitties trace their origins back to the foundation of Melaka, but

they have continually accepted new migrants into their community. Many

of these appear to have come from the north of the old Madras state of

South India, in the Telegu-speaking area which is now part of Andhra

Pradesh. Amongst their number are some of the Southern Vaishnavites,

traces of whon nay still be fot¡nd in the names and death rites of

individual fanilies still in the conntrnity. It nay be that the Draupathi

tenple had its origins in one such fanily. In any case, the oral tradi-

tion has it that the original shrine hras a thatched affair to Draupathi,

and that it becane a centre for worship for later migrants, South Indian

railway workers and others, who developed the ternple and erected images

to the favourite South Indian deity Subramaniam and his brother Ganesh.

It is now impossible to know whether the Krishna shrine preceded these,

but it has been present for as long as any informant was able to recall,

though the actual present image was erected by a Ceylonese who is

respected in that cornnunity and who has had long association with other

Indians.
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It is inconceivable to the Hindus of lt{elaka that they should allow any

deliberate removal or destruction of the shrine or image of any Hindu

deity, where this can possibly be avoided. For a group seeking status'

therefore, it is incunbent upon them that they do not neglect the original

deities of any shrine of which they gain possession. Furthermore, in

this case, the change of control of the ternple corunittee did not alter

patterns of festival worship which had existed prior to this change.

Records of the performance of Timithi go back to early in this century.

Consolidation of Ceylonese control of the temple appears to have taken

place only after the second world war. It is only in the intervening

period that the nale images have been elevated to their present inpor-

tance in the overall structure of the temple complex.

Thus, the contenporary grandeur, cornparatively speaking, of the Ceylonese-

dominated tenple is largely a product of the effort that cornmunity has

put into enhancing the Subrananiam Kovil, initially with the incorpora-

tion of the niddle class South Indians, and latterly mostly alone. The

Amnan Kovil is historically and contemporarily associated with the

Melaka Chitty connunity. It is not inappropriate that the Chitties

should be associated in this nanner with the active fenale aspect of

the divine. As the rengagedt side of the all--encompassing universal

spirit Siva, Sakti as the female principle is vital to the continued

well-being of the hunan world. Her personality is nanifold and she

incorporates all the active traits in her innumerable forms. She

enbodies the universal contradictory features of infinite love and

implacable hostility, of total care and total disdain for mortals. Her

pleasure is achieved by correct propitiation, her wrath by neglect.

She is the ultinate arbitrator of hunan destiny, given Sivars characteristic
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disengagernent fron such matters except under very unusual circumstances.

Her will may at tines appear capricious, and certainly the Hindus of

working class backgrounds were ambivalent in their mixture of respect

tending to fear and love tending to adoration of the different forms of

Sakti. Yet, for all this, one of the major Chitty pusaris was adamant

that his own relationship to Arnman, especially in the form of Mãriamrnan,

was so intinate that the normal rules of interaction could be suspended

and he could assume a privileged access to her beneficence.

For Chitties, as for some other lower caste Indians, the mundane social

world is a place of precariousì relations with apparently capricious and

powerful others'who dominate their existence. These powerful mundane

forces, ernbodied in hunan bureaucratic form, also require cons'tant

placation in order to ensure stability. Stability, that is, to the

extent that they are able to minimise the structurally inbuilt tendency

towards degradation which working class and niddle class Indians alike

deem to be their present fate. Chitties seek to placate or cajole the

female principle of the divine in order to gain her positive interven-

tion in, or her passive acquiescence to their existence in such a way

as to ensure security of income and residence in a rapidly altering

enployment situation, and in an urban context where they continually

experience the pervasive intervention of the State. For the Melaka

Chitties, and indeed, for many other Indians, there is a perceived

direct relationship between their success in supra-mundane relations and

their success in mundane social relations. In both cases, it is taken

for granted that relations are precarious and based on the acknowledged

dominance of others. fn both cases too, it is assumed that success

breeds success " Melaka Chitties and other working class Indians believe
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that wealth facilitates the promotion of oners cause by the capacity it

provides for lavishing suitable gifts. Middle class Ceylonese and

Indians mostly recognise that they should give according to their

capacity, if they wish to reproduce the conditions for their wealth;

though this is not to say that they all treat their relationship with

the deities as one involving purely instrunental giving in the forn of

bribery. It is more the case that life is seen as an uneven progression

of episodes and crises which may occasionally be snoothed in advance, or

else somewhat alleviated when they occur. What is certain is that long-

teïî success is only conceiyable for most Indians if Arunan is on your

side.

The opening sequence of the festival highlights the extent to which the

Chitties identify with the fenale principle of the divine. This iden-

tification extends, in fact, to the point of being literally taken over

by her in trance, the conditions for which they voluntarily produce.

This is arguably the ultinate form of subjugation to a dominant force.

However, it is precisely this enbodiment of the divine forn which had

questionable legitirnacy and which renders subsequent practices problematic

for the secularly-dominant Ceylonese and the nornally ritually-dominant

Brahman. To deny the Chitties entrance to the temple's inner sanctun

would be to risk not only their personal alienation and potential loss

of cooperation in future contexts where their labour would be virtually

irreplaceable, but would also entail entering a potentially overwhelning

debate over the status of the entranced man and the possibility of

investing the hunan forn with divine presence. Besides, few Ceylonese

were certain they could tell a true possession from a false, and they

would therefore also be risking open defiance of the deity herself.
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Nevertheless, the Cey-lonese generally talk of possession in sceptical

tones, implying if not stating that it is a phenomenon nostly apparent

amongst Iow caste and ignorant people. Meanwhile, the Chitties perforrn

these rites conscious that they would probably not be'in a position to

do so if they were bound castes, as David (-L972) calls them, i.e. tied

by jajnani relations. Moreover, they use their role in this and other

festivals in a manner precisely aimed at displaying resistance to being

placed in the position of jajnani-boturd castes with all the low status

connotations that would carry. Chitties are prepared to perrnit synbolic

statements of interdependence with Ceylonese but avoid any situation

which would suggest permanent symbolic subordination.

In the evening two days before the main Timithi rite itself, a ceremony

known as akkani kapparai kandalai is a major par.t of the worship. In

this, the same Chitty actors involved in the karagam rite again play the

central figures. The narne of the rite connects it clearly with Agni,

the god of fire who receives the oblation in the homa puja at the opening

of the festival. The answer I got when I asked what this ceremony meant,

however, always referred to it as a custom which is ttalways done for

Ammanrr if the respondent uias a Chitty, or that it was something rrthese

Chitties do't if the respondent was a Ceylonese. Occasionally, a

Ceylonese would elaborate upon the synbolic significance of fire as the

purifier, and as the supreme image of the divine, with its evident light

and energy but lack of form and substance.

The rite itself follows a changing of the karagans (now two as there had

been a kodiettram for Karunachi Amnan six days earlier) in a repetition

of the rite described earlíer. Once again, when the Brahman has
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perfoûned arãthi to welcome the karagam, he has to stand back whíle the

Chitties take control. A pot is brought out from the shrine and washed.

Betel leaf and lirnes are placed in it and then pieces of chopped wood.

Each piece of wood is given by. older Chitties to the devotees who press

forward to take it, hold it in front of then and chant a short mantra to

Amman. They then hand the wood back to the Chitty who places it in the

pot. Ghi and camphor are placed on it as all the devotees, men and

hromen, Ceylonese and Indian, who have given wood watch in silence. The

priest garlands the pot and then performs a small puja. When he has

made arãthi, to the pot and the images of both Ammans, he takes a small

piece of burning carnphor fron the larnp and places it on the wood in the

fire pot.

On this occasion, the central Chitty bathes in the tank at the front of

this temple itself. He does so after meditation upon the fire gathering

force in the pot and after limes have been cut and tossed into the air

in the ternple forecourt to appease any interfering spirits (Pey_) .

Having bathed, he dons red and black head and waist cloths. Again, a

trance comes and the man moves back to the temple in a rapid march.

Here, he picks up the now fiercely burning pot and raises it to his head.

He circles the ternple once in a clockwise direction (i.e. keeping it on

his right hand) and stops briefly before the Subrananiam entrance before

rnoving off down the lane leading to the nain road. Here he turns and

makes his way back to the front of the Armnan tenpler where he sits with

rIt is said that in past years, before police restrictions were inposed,
the akkini carrier would have left the ternple precincts entirely to
carri-IÏl-burden around the neighbourhood streets. Such encompassing
of nundane space by ritual practice takes place at other climactic
nonents in this and other Hindu festivals, when the deity is deened to
be surveying her domaìn and giving the gift of her divine presence to
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the fire pot on his lap on a chair facing Arunan. A tray of ash

bhutti is brought to him and he distributes this to the devotees who

press forward. Individuals strive to lean close to his ear or have an

internedialy convey a problem they are suffering to him. A barely

intelligible response nay be forthconing in Tanil, or a devotee rnay just

be given ash or have it placed on his forehead. There is nuch disorder

and pushing as the men crush forward. Ceylonese are among those at the

fore, but they nust take their chance like all others. The women wait

until the men have finished or until summoned by rAmmanr. The rnen move

away and an only slightly less chaotic few minutes ensue as the women

seek reassurance or advice. Eventually, the carriel puts the pot down

on the floor before Amman, and collapses. He is carried into the

Subrananiam shrine to be brought round, while the devotees rush forward

to rtake the flamet by wafting their hands over it and thenselves in

what is seen as the receipt of the divine blessing.

Two important things occurred when the fire pot was placed on the ground

in the 1976 festival. The first was the inmediate move to the Ganesha

shrine by the Brahman priest, ringing his hand bel1 and forcing the

sounding of the large bell which stands outside the tenple and which

sounds at the beginning of all najor pujas. The second was the differing

answers I got to the question "l'lho possessed hin?tr. By the Ceylonese

temple secretary, r was told he I4Ias possessed by Draupathi t by a young

Chitty, f was told it was Katovarayan.

(-continued) those who cannot yisit the ter4p1e, or to those who wish her
to honour their hones. Since the riots of 1969, police pernits for
public processions of this type have been harder to obtain and most
ieligious festivals' are res'trìcted to one procession in the course of
the ãvents. The aìn is to reduce the inter-ethnic tension which such
highly charged symbolíc acts are thought to generate
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The Brahmanrs conceln was clearly to bring the ritual back under his

control as soon as possible and to order the rites according to Agamic

principles. For the temple secretary, the involvement of the Ceylonese

in the chaotic behaviour surrounding the possession was only non-

degrading if the deity present hias a forrn of the divine, given the sanc-

tion of the rhight sanskritic texts. To the Chitty, what rnattered was

the power of the god and its ability to affect the order of the lives of

the devotees, or at least foretell what that order night be.

So far in this account of Timithi, the theme of control has been a

dominant aspect of the analysis. Here, I should point out that the

concern with control perrneates not only local understandings of tenple

practice, but also understandings of the progress in spiritual develop-

ment of individual Hindus, both in this world and beyond. The problem

for the analyst becomes one of how to account for the relationship

between a supposed single ideology which contains major internal contra-

dictions and the diverse social behaviour of those who labe1 themselves

in terms of that ideology rrHindurr, and sometimes make that synonymous

with being Indian. Ceylonese, well educated Hindus, often argued that

the path of Jnana, the Hindu path of spiritual progress whereby ulti-

mately one may seek self-realisation through 'rknowledgerr, was the best

approach to God. This type of knowledge requires self-discipline and

study. Thus, the best relationship with the deities according to people

of this persuasion is one which enphasises studious contemplation and

rigorous self-examination .

By contrast, Chitties and other workÌng class Ihdians frequently engage

in worship which conforms more closely with one of the other major paths
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to realisation of God, which is also laid down in the classical Hindu

literature and which is known as' Bhakti (see Chapter 6). Here, the

enphasis is on abandoning oneself totally to the divine in adoration of

her chosen form, one nay ultimately realise her through love. Even

where niddle class Hindus readily accept the idea of Bhakti, their

approach to what constitutes rlovet or worship of the divine and what

abandonment means is more restrained. Though many working class Indians

do not feel the need to intellectualise their practices, or render them

legitinate by reference to literary discourses on methods of approaching

divinity, the fact that such texts do exist and may be cited does

create a difficulty for rnany Ceylonese who feel antipathy towards working

class religious practices such as those here described.

A major example of the problen occurs in a specific practice such as

animal sacrifice where rnany Ceylonese and South Indian niddle class

Tanils now unequivocably condemn the slaughter as being contrary to the

notions of ahinsa and vegetarianism which are canonically correct in

their interpretations of the texts. However, it is not so easy to deny

the legitirnacy of a trance possession which is taken by others to be a

deity manifesting itself and which produces an apparently divine command

for sacrifice. No sacrifice was being denanded at the Ceylonese tenple

at the time of my fieldwork, and none had been offered for nany years,

alnost certainly from the time when the Ceylonese had gained effective

control over the temple. In another temple where some Chitty and some

lower niddle class South Indian involvement was beginning to become

apparent (though the temple was originally founded by and for low caste

labourers), there was such a confrontation. Sacrifice persisted because

Ìt was denanded in trance possession, but with resÌstance. Indications
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were that in time a process of situational redefinition would see middle

class domination turn divine inspiration into spirit possession by a

rnalevolent nisleader. In the case of the practices of the Chitties in

the Ceylonese temple, there hras not yet sufficient political doninance

to enable the less radical but nonetheless disturbing practices of the

Chitties to be eradicated. Moreover, Ceylonese discourse on the problem

did not natch their ohrn practices when confronted by possession and the

runorthodoxt consequences in their tenple.

The notions of bodily control and self entailed in th"e Ceylonese evalua-

tion of trance and possession as dangerous or misleading relates directly

to the ideas of the relation of sacred and bodily space dealt with in

earlier chapters. As I indicated in that discussion, the hunan/divine

body is a nodel for the forn of the ternple and individuals refer to

their bodies as their personal ternples. As such, the body should be

maintained like a temple, pure, clean, free from engagement in the

worldly distractions, and as an ever-open reception centre into which

the divine will readily enter. By educated Hindus in Melaka, this is

deened to require great self-control, self-exarnination and self-

correction. A person must be ever-watchful for unütarranted invasion.

That invasion night be of a physical or an ethereal nature, it may even

be as insubstantial as an impure, distracting or ternpting thought which

makes one lose sight of oners goal. To high caste Ceylonese, the actions

of 1ow caste and, from their perspective, ignorant people are almost

bound to lead to distraction and invasion by evil spirits (pgÐ. One

Ceylonese informant was able to say categorically that 95 percent of the

possessions one saw urere cases of eyil spirits imitating deities for

their own nefarious ends. Thus, it can be s'een that there exists a
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tension if not a complete schÌsm between the conceptions of order

inherent in Ceylonese understandings of religious'advancement and the

superficially chaotic abandonnent to the force of divine presence which

pervades nany of the nost dranatic working class religious performances.

This differentiated pattern comes to the fore once again in the sequence

of rites which follows sone days further on than those which we have so

far examined.

0n the day following the akkini rite, another event occurs over which

Ceylonese control is tenuous. It amounts to a synbolic re-enactnent of

an ep1 sode of the Mahabharata in which Arjuna, Krishnars devotee and

Draupathirs husband, clinbs to a high place (a tree in some versions, a

mountain in others) where he practises ascetic self-denial and rneditation

in order to achieve wisdon and Godr s grace that he rnight better defeat

his enenies. Here, the same Chitty actor takes the central role, this

tine unequivocably as Arjuna, but the control of the priest and the

temple organisers is more apparent as the Mahabharatam reader chants the

appropriate verses fron the Mahabharata and the priest controls the

tining and form of worship offered to rArjuna'. However, Arjuna

dominates as he climbs the specially erected pole in front of the ternple

to a platform where he makes a puja with the use of the larnp and other

necessaïy accoutrements he has carried up in a bag. When the puja is

complete, he showers all below \^Iith flohlers taken up on a tray he

carried as he ascended. His last act is to drop some lighted camphor to

start a fire which has been laid at the base of the pole. He then

descends to pass through this fire and to neet Krishna who exanines hin

on what he has learnt during his rnedÌtation. Some informants claimed

that it was'not Krishna but Siva, the arch ascetic who met Arjuna on his
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return and who gave hirn the second bow', the one which wj-1l ensure his

victory. In the second enactment I saw, there was a nock battle after

Arjunars descent which took place round the post. In each case, the

nain idea as expressed by all the participants was of the ultinate

victory of good over evil, right over wrong, in the ensuing battle

between Arjuna and his enemies the Kauravas.

It was a constant cornplaint of the Ceylonese at both performances of

this rite I observed, and on other occasions, that the fact that they

had to rely on the Chitties meant that things did not run to tine and

things were often not done itproperlyrt, There was never the suggestion

that the rites should not be perforned, however,

On all occasions of this type there is generated a level of tension

internal to the ethnic category whose festival it is. The tenple

authorities and the priest, for example, start processions in a formal

manner, and they seek to retain control of the progress for as long as

possible. However, there is here a very public display of the inter-

dependence of the different sets of Hindus. Not only do ritual experts

control a lot of the ongoing ritual, but the ritual artifacts, especially

the ornately carved chariots, rnostly belong to the Chitties. It is

quite clear in observing such events that the Ceylonese are constrained

by the nature of the relationship to acknowledge a degree of mutual

dependence very different to that the older ones remernber as being the

norm in the context of Ceylon. Classically, this is rninirnised by a

simple policy of avoidance or, at the very least, restriction of inter-

action, thereby evading the necessity to engage on more or less equivalent

terms-with those who are conceptually'tÏreìr ritual ìnferiors. Such a
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policy is not possible in the festival context to anywhere near the

same degree as in other circumstances. Although sone people remain

aloof fron the Chitties and working class Indian Tamils, throughout

their lives, except possibly to ernploy an Indian servant, prorninent men

who are inportant to the temple must, of necessity, work quite closely

with such people to ensure the success of the festival. On the whole,

however, the Ceylonese sti1l tend to give verbal directions and then

stand back while others perform their tasks, often allowing the others

to get on with their work in their own way even when the comments of

the onlookers suggest that they do not approve of the details of the

procedure. Indeed, Ceylonese conments that they are unable to control

the Chitties and South Indians are a frequently observed part of these

events. They are usually made in a tone which suggests some regret

and frustration.

These observations make it all the more strange to note the extent to

which the Ceylonese appear to capitulate to a toss of their own self-

control in the possession sequence I outlined above. At the clinax of

the fire-carrying ceremony, the Ceylonese jostle and are jostled in the

seething press of rnen and wornen frorn all castes and backgrounds who are

surging forward to gain help from the deity. Paradoxically, it is the

concern for establishing, maintaining olr re-establishing a pattem, an

order, on their lives which is said by devotees to be notivation and

cause for the seeming chaos and disorder. The lower caste Indians

state that they are seeking to impose an order on what they see as

their unpredictable 1ives, while the higher caste infonnants wished to

ensure that their personal and collective notions of order and integrity,

both physical and spiritual, were naintained or regained.
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The symbolic elevation of the Chitty, who through the comrnunity's

history of intermarriage would technically be outcaste according to

strict Hindu orthodoxy, to the status of at least a seni-divine

companion to the deities has its recognised irony, of course. The

rushing forward of nany of the Ceylonese legitinates the elevation to a

large extent, though nany others remain largely passive throughout the

whole sequence, thereby seeking to render their status invulnerable by

showing themselves to be above alI this. Nonetheless, another ritual

inversion has taken place in the social order contained within the

spatial parameters of the tenple. The lowly have becone high, albeit

briefly. The literal sense of this, in Arjunars nounting of the pole,

is a violation of normal spatial relations on the vertical p1ane,

entailing the physical subordination of the higher castes for that snall

tine. This is only acceptable if it is rendered legitinate byrcorrectl

textual recitations, at least for the Ceylonese.

The constant tension and divisiveness of temple practice is: apparent for

the whole duration of this and other similar festivals. Up to the

clinax day of Timithi itself, attendance at the major pujas depended on

a nunber of factors. It was clear that even when a najor rite was

taking place, such as the symbolic marriage of Arjuna and Draupathi, the

fact that the obayam was in the hands of a low caste group ensured that

very few Ceylonese would come to worship that evening. On the other

hand, whenever the responsible party ü/as a Ceylonese or other prominent

person of high status, a good turnout hras guaranteed. This considerably

affected the elaborateness and care with which the priest perforned the

rites, a fact which caused mrrch unfavourable comnent amongst the working

class, lower caste population. To a lesser extent, the converse was also
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true in that whenever a high status party was offering the obayam and

the rite did not involve a spectacle controlled by the Chitties, the

number of lower caste Hindus present was often snall. Many expressly

stated that this was because they felt uncomfortable because the I'big

shotsrt would rttreat thern like dirt". A telling metaphor amongst Hindus.

0n the day of the festival climax, all the themes which appear in a

pieceneal fashion in the course of the preceding days and in this

analysis become manifest in the one time and space. I shall now

consider this climax briefly in order to prepare for the summation of

the more crucial aspects of ny analysis. In many ways, the festivalts

clinax night appear as the tine when the focus of collective attention

is so clear and so fundanentally shared that the d.ivisions in the Hindu

corununity rnight have been expected to have become subnerged, if not

eradicated. Indeed, the atmosphere and the spectacle are very evocative

of what observers from many cultures would undoubtedly recognise as

peculiarly Indian scenes, and superficial examination would lead one to

believe that the time was ripe for a massive display or rcommunitast

(Turner 1967). However, it will emerge in the account which follows

that any apparent unity of purpose, energy and understanding is illusory.

As regards the dayrs events thenselves, many are elaborate versions of

relatively connonplace Hindu rites, but some others, such as the fire-

walking, are unique to this occasion in Melakars calendar of practices.

Significantly, this runiquet event, which is a najor feature of this

tCeyloneser ternple is run ostensibly for and by non-Ceylonese. It is

this occasion which nost unequivocally denonstrates the disjunction

between the rnodes of religious practice engaged in by the different sets
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of Hindus worshipping in Melaka. Moreover, it is this series of events

which does show where each separate set of Hindus cones closest to

achieving communitas. At least, they engage in a shared and sharp

focusing of ritual attention which has the potential for t'communitasr

in Turnerrs terms. I shall argue that the schisn in regard to approach

to religion which becomes clear here highlights and reinforces the

process of the reproduction of a whole series of divisions which appear

to run parallel to those defined as class- or class-produced divisions

but which are in fact interpenetrated by them at all levels. The

logical consequence of this, it will be further argued, is the constant

replication of contexts and situations which subvert the realisation of

a conmon identity or purpose behind the categorical notion "Indianrr.

A fairly detailed account of the day's events will enable the analysis

to denonstrate the close relationship between performance and under-

standings of social context, as perceived by varieties of Indians. It

will also facilitate closer examination of the process by which symbolic

events of such performances are rendered meaningful to the different

sections of a population whose assumed sharing of a single symbolic

system will thereby be seen to be problenatic.

Timithi

As a single dayrs events, the thirunal (holy day) of Timithi rates as

one of the major spectacles of the Melaka calendar. With respect to

the political situation of Indians in Malaysia, this is, of course, no

accident. However, leaving aside thÌs aspect of the festivalrs neaning

for the monent, the climax of the festival has a prior meaníng which nust

be seen in terms of the cultural logic of the whole performance.
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It will be remembered that the required sequence of an annual celebration

for a temple deity culminates in the performance of a najor puja on the

day when the astrological conditions deternine that that deity becornes

the sole focus of attention. In this case, the second kodiettran took

place without the festival day for Draupathi having already taken place.

Thus, the day of Timithi has to be for her ancl for Kammachi, whose flag

was the second to be raised.

As regards the culnination of the Draupathi aspect of the festival, the

day of Timithi celebrates the victory of the Pandavas, the family of

Draupathirs husband, over their enemies the Kauravas. This it does by

the acting out of another sna1l ep isode of the Mahabharata in which the

distraught Draupathi looks on the fallen Pandavas and the corpse of the

arch enemy Duryodhana. In this representation, the younger uncle (MB)

of the fire carrier acts out the role of the saried Draupathi claining

vengeance on Duryodhana, who like the four fallen Pandavas is symbolised

in figures made of sand set on the ground beside the ternple. Under a

sheet, shetrdrinks his bloodrt, 'trips out his entrailsrrand makes a neck-

Iace of then and ttfashions a comb fron his bones'r. She emerges looking

very like the iconographic representations of the Kãli forn of Sakti who

is depicted as a fierce, tongue-lolling, blood-drooling and very

frightening deity.

Iahile all this is going on, relatively few spectators are around, and

other organisers are engaged in preparatory activities for the rest of

the day. However, of the spectators present not all were by any means

sure of the significance of the rites which were taking p1ace. One

infornant, a Chitty, assured ne that it was Kammachi Annan who I'rrlalked
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on the fire?rin the ceremony to follow and that they were getting all

'tthe business of Draupathirt out of the way in order to get on with

Kammachirs rites. However, it is only when Draupathi has taken her

vengeance and two flags, one of which had been already raised for the

purpose on a special pole in front of the temple, are exchanged (to

represent victory of the Pandavas and the defeat of the evil Duryodhana,

the Kaurava leader) that the portable inages of Draupathi and Arjuna are

able to be installed in a temporary shrine outdoors at the head of a

fire pit which is being prepared by other South Indians and Chitties.

The Brahnan now performs another homa ceremony, purifies the ternple and

surrounding area of the fire pit. This was said specifically to be in

order to prevent any spirits from entering. The priest then lights the

stacks of wood which will forn the coals for the firewalking which is to

follow, with light from the homa fire.

There follows a sequence of rites such as would be seen at this stage of

any of the najor ternple festivals in the town. A ritual bathing of the

irnages of the deities and their annointing in a nunber of auspicious

liquids (abishegam), a rnajor puja and an elaborate meal annathanam taken

in the temple hall by all devotees present. Finally, late in the after-

noon, after all those naking or fulfilling a vow have received a saffron

thread tied round their wrists by the Chitty carrier, a procession moves

off to a river some distance ahray where they bathe and prepare any ritual

burdens (kavadi) they intend to carry as a votv. A puja is nade, and the

vow-makers, dressed in saffron yellow cloths, take holy ash, pick up

their burden or, in a few'cases, have a Chitty specialist pierce their

cheeks with a vël, the symbolic spear of Subramaniam, and then walk back
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to the tenple in a formal procession accompanied by loud music of South

fndian drun and clarinet.

Contrasts are once more apparent in some aspects of this snall sequence

of events, contrasts which serve to reproduce both the social divisions

and the differentiated understandings of religious practice arnongst

different sets of the Hindu population. The ternple is well attended at

the tine of the puja by Ceylonese, Chitties and South Indians alike,

though nany of the latter category were busily involved in preparations

for what was to fol1ow and paid little heed to the puja. The procession

to the river, the preparation of ritual burdens and the piercing of

devotees I flesh were each marked by the absence of Ceylonese with the

exception of two rnen whose contact with other rndians h/as recognised as

b.eing unusual. These two men were also involved only to the linited

extent of overseeing the organisation and tirning of the events, a rela-

tively passive role designed essentially to ensure that rnatters did not

get out of hand and that the procession returned to the tenple in good

time.

A key to understanding the absence of most Ceylonese is to be found in

the way in which devotees went into trance on taking up their ritual

burdens. In both festivals I witnessed, this was done to the accompani-

ment of persistent rhythrnic druruning, which continued in an only

narginally subdued fonn for the processionrs duration. Sorne of the

devotees remained in trance throughout the procession and for nuch of

the sub.sequent ritual. The concern with understandings of the body and

with its adornnent which has already been hinted at earlier in this

account here comes to the fore. Ceylonese treat as alien the tinvasionl
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of bodily space which a trance implies and conceive of its violation by

piercing in a sinilar manner. Moreover, the public display of the body

and of oners loss of control of it which are part of being dressed in

small saffron cloths and carrying a kavadi through the streets in trance

overturns a previous form of understanding about such matters. In

Ceylon, especially at the tine of the nigration of rnany of the older

members of the population, there existed a cornplex hierarchy of bodily

adornment and lack of it, which hras associated with caste rank. As high

caste Vellalars, or as Koviars, Ceylonese perceive public displays of

uncovered torsos as a mark of low caste people acknowledging sub.ordina-

tion. Disputes over rights to wear upper garments were reported in the

Jaffna peninsula until relatively recently. The only exception to this

pattern is in the specific context of the high caste male worshipping in

the confines of the temple itself, when he should remove his shift and

prostrate himself before the deity as a mark of his hurnility. For the

Ceylonese in Melaka, this custom is now rarely practised and would

certainly not extend beyond the strict boundaries of temple space.

A further correlation of bodily display and low status occurs in contem-

porary Melaka in the essentially class-based ranking of occupations.

Men in clerical occupations or in the professions are extremely careful

in the style and cleanliness of their dress. Their smart European-style

slacks and shirts contrast with the dress of manual workers who often

dress practically in shorts and a singlet to do such tasks as road main-

tenance, electricity cable-laying, Telecom wiring and other similar

highly visible work. Since nany of the labourers engaged in these

occupations are South Indian Tamils', frequently of lower caste origins,

it becones increasingly inportant to niddle class Tamils to symbolically
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differentiate thenselves through dress. The preoccupation with. snart

appearance extends beyond the mundane contexts into the temple where men

either adopt vely smart Western-style clothing or, like their wives,

ürear superb versions of the Tamil national dress which show their expen-

siveness in the quality of the material. Expensive jewelry often

complements the luseious saris of the women and the shirt and veshti of

the men. Working class people too dress smartly for tenple if they are

able to afford it, though the poorer rnust always wear clothes which

indicate their class location and inply its associated caste status to

those who are concerned with such matters. Thus, though it is in prin-

ciple fine for men to strip themselves before God, it is not appropriate

to do so before other men. While the temple, as a representation of the

divine body, is an appropriate place to mark the synbolic unity of the

divine and the hurnan forrn, as they are conceptually integrated through

irnagery, it is inappropriate in other contexts. Even in temple, the

enphasis nor^i appears to be on middle class conceptual assinilation to

the finery with which the images of the deity are contemporarily adorned,

rather than any concern to demonstrate the essential unity of all men

with the divine forn.

By the tine the party returns to the temple, the fire pit has been

prepared and the hot coals are spread before the portable images of

Ganesha, Draupathi and Arjuna placed on a raised outdoor shrine. A

pumpkin is set before the other end of the pit and violently quartered

and smeared with scarlet kunkuman paste. Informants, especially Chitties,

recognise this to be a substitute for the sacrifice of a hen, a practice

which hras repolrted as being performed in the 1930rs in the conternporary

pless and possibly continued later. A young, unmarried Chitty man runs
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round the pit at top speed, three tirnes, clockwise carrying the

rbloodiedt pumpkin. The first devotee, also a Chitty, carryÍng the

karagan which has been made up at the river, and who is always the first

to cross the fire, runs to the Arunan shrine, through the fire and then a

smaller pit of milk and water which has been blessed by a puja. Many

other men, but no women, fo1low across the fire. Most are in at least a

light trance which was induced at the river or on entering the ternple

compound. Men carry small children in their arrns and on their shoulders.

In theory, to do this, men must have been vegetarian throughout the

festival and have refrained frorn sex, at least for the last three nights.

ft is recognised that the rules are not always followed and that sone

men get away with it, but it is thought to be taking a big risk and the

price may be severe burns and failure of the vow.

Throughout the whole process of the firewalking ceremony, the Ceylonese

take a very low-key r:ole, standing in the background for the nost part

and attenpting to ensure that unauthorised people do not get into the

fire pit area which is roped off from a huge crowd of spectators. No

Ceylonese ever walks on the fire, I was told, and few middle class

people of any background will do so. By contrast, many of the Ceylonese

followed the procession which always follows the firewalking. In this

procession, three decorated chariots carty the three portable images of

Draupathi, Arjuna and Ganesh around the town area. The Ceylonese take

great pride in the fact that their tenple is the only one to have three

chariots go in procession. They complain about the cost of hiring the

chariots from the Chitties and of the problems of organisation involved

in ernploying the Chitties to carry the extra lights, banners and large

puppet-1ike fÌgures which precede the procession in order I'to catch the
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evil eyerr. Nevertheless, the procession, which takes in all the major

areas in which Hindus are to be found, and to which Hindus on route will

nake offerings, is thought of as a najor statement of the status of the

Ceylonese community. That status deriyes from their wealth in part,

but is only acknowledged finally because the wealth is held by a high

caste group which uses it for religious purposes.

The temple festival procession or oorvalum which is the culnination of

most of the rnajor festivals, is an exceedingly sociologically complex

event, not least because of its high symbolic loading. Here, I an able

to provide only a partial account designed to develop some of the themes

I have explored so far. The periodic excursion of the sanctified irnage

of the deity in its portable form, complete with Brahman in attendance,

has to be seen as the symbolic extension of tenple spatial relations,

both as a set of organising principtes and as a set of conceptual

relations, into the normally mundane domain of the streets. As I have

already hinted, the dominant cultural notions of what is happening as

they are expressed locally, usually refer to the god.being shown his or

her domain, or being both shown and shown to the Hindu population concep-

tually in her/his charge. This latter aspect is thought to be especially

inportant for those Hindus who are not in a position to attend the temple

themselves, for any of a wide variety of reasons. The nost frequently

drawn analogy is of a royal procession in which a rajah would tour his

kingdorn, enbodying in his person the living reality of power and

exacting due homage from his subjects in the process.

As a social phenonenon, the event is a context in which Ceylonese and

other Indlans aIîke may' show'their devotion in a public and accepted
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manner by following the chariot along its entÏre coulse. In this way

\
they wiÈness and more oT less effectively participate in a series of

snall pujas as the chariot stops before the hones of Hindus. Alterna-

tively, they may choose to be one of those households making an offering,

in which case the enphasis is shifted to the idea of the privilege it is

to receive the deity as a guest before oners home. In both these ways,

the procession clearly marks out almost the entire Hindu population of a

rnajor part of the town in the context of a spectacular celebration. As

such, processions of this type, of which there were five major examples

annual1y, provide the major symbolic referent of r?Indiannessrr for

merûbers of other ethnic groups, especially the Chinese and the Malay

observers. It has to be noted, however, that within the analytical

franework of the meaning of religious practice in the context of the

Indian population itself, this procession has to be understood specifi-

cally in relation to those of the ternple dominated by other sets of

Indians. Thus this cultural event has, like all such performances' a

range of meanings at the level of symbolic import, which are emergent

from the specific context, in terrns of an ongoing dialectic with the

historically prior cultural forms and their underlying structures.

It is an inportant characteristic of the dayrs events, and indeed those

of the whole festival sequence, that they mark out the Ceylonese temple

festival as distinctive, and fron the Ceylonese point of view, superior

to other sinilar festivals which take place. As there is no single

fj.eld of activity except for Hinduism as religious practice, in which

Indians are engaged collectively in any great proportion to their nunbers

in the town, there is little scope otherwise for the negotiation of the

status'es each set of people aspires to. Far rnore is going on here

though than mere status negotiations"
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It should be noticeable, even in the truncated versíon of the events -

here described, that there is a strong emphasis in the activities on the

fenale form of the divine, and, in particular, a singular denotion of

Subrananiam to a secondary role. Part of Subramaniamrs lesser importance

in the festival is within the logic of the festival as a celebration of

the Mahabharata in which there is no place for Subrarnaniarn. Subramaniamrs

rnajor festival day is Thaipusam, for Tarnils, when the South Indian-

dominated tenple, which hlas set up as a direct alternative to the

Ceylonese domination of the Draupathi/Subrarnaniar tenple, makes a major

effort to outshine the performances of the other temples in the

enthusiasn and care with which it performs the rites.

What is apparent throughout the description I have given is the tension

between the two major traditions within literary Hinduism. However, the

recognition that the Saivite theology usually said to be the religion of

the Tarnils, is subordinated to the Vaishnavite themes of the Mahabharata

must not preclude the highlighting of a parallel process. This is the

practical identification for most of the actors present of both fenale

principles (Anmans) with the Sakti of the Saivite tradition. For the

non-literary Indians present, it did not matter whether it was Mãriarnman,

Kälianman, Kammachiamman, or Draupathiamman, she was stil1 the represen-

tation of all that is the forceful energy of the divine in action. As a

frmotherrr figure, she may show tender love and indulgence, or. she nay

wrathfully punish wrongdoing. There is no problen for such people then.

One makes a vovü, walks on fire or carries kavadi to seek comfort and aid

in times of trouble and one worships at other times in order to ensure

that she has no reason to be angry'with you.
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For the Ceylones:e, it is'not so easy. They too are concerned to create

order out of apparent or potential disorder. For then though, this must

be done by ordering their lives according to the correct understanding

of the textual base,of their religìon. Íìeelcin.g direct reward or recom-

pense fron the god is acting tselfishlyr and marks attachment to the

illusory world of naya. This nust lead to inevitable continuation of

suffering in the long tern, through rebirths which rnay be even r^rorse

starting points for achieving the ultinate release and unity t4tith the

divine. Thus, the worship of Arunan in this ostentatious manner leads

inevitably to degradation.

The schism I have described goes beyond the simple division between a

transcendental and a pragrnatic approach as Mandelbaum (1964, 1969), for

example, identified it. It nust be acknowledged that this precise

distinction is one which is continually echoed in the comments of niddle

class Indians and is reproduced in their ideology. However, I must

point out that the systenatic ideological suppression of the validity of

the pragnatic approach by niddle class Indians is continually undercut

by the actions of those among them who attend festivals such as this one

and participate in such events as the akkini rite. Also, those who

have inmediate problems of health, maïriage, child-bearing, other

fanilial relations, or of pTogress in their careers are likely to

approach the deities for pragrnatic aid. For exarnple, many Ceylonese

resort to strategic offerings to Saniswaran, the planetary deity of the

nine such deities (navagraharn) who is thought to operate the processes of

suffering the consequences' of past accumulated kanna by giving then

specific forn. This usually occurs after an astrological consultation

which has disclosed adverse cosmic alignments, thought to be the source
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of onets problems, which are the product of onetsì kama determining

oners birth time. It is not here a case of a distinction which could

accurately be termed one which reflects fundanentally different belief

systems. It is more a problen of the contextually appropriate form of

approach and choice of deity when seeking specific divine intervention

for certain types of difficulties being contrasted with an ideological

position which ultinately renders all such approaches worthless for

niddle class Indians unless they are accornpanied by a longer-term acknow-

ledgernent of ultirnate responsibility for oners own fate residing in

oners self and oners conduct.

The Mahabharata and Melaka

The Mahabharata epic nyth centTes on a battle of cosmic ploportions. It

is a battle which itself could be interpreted as a ritual event.

Ostensibly the battle is about a dispute between two cousin clans -

equal in status as Kshatriyas - arguing over the legitirnate control of

land bordering the Ganges. I wish to suggest that it constitutes a

singularly apt extended metaphor for the hurnan condition of Indians in

Melaka. In the syrnbolic acts which I have shown in performance, and in

the process which that perforlnance has become, many of the thernes of

struggle for control have become apparent; but that notion of control

has cosmic irnplications, ordering not only correct relations between man

and man, but also seeking to witness and reproduce the correct relation-

ship between nan and God, in this case in the forn of Krishna.

Set in the mundane context of apparently chaotic political relations -

from an Indian perspective - in which the distribution of political power

and economic resources have become problens related to ethnic
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categolisation, the social structure and its'reproduction appear to

have escaped cultural logic. Caste, or even the Hindu religious systen

as a whole seems incapable of accounting for the social order experienced

by contenporary Hindus in Melaka, Order and ranking of human beings in

society is self-evidently based on principles other than purity/irnpurity

oppositions, or indeed, ãty such principles enbedded in the historical

evolution of Indian culture. Such a conclusion nay not be entirely

surprising to the social analyst, but is very disturbing to many

Mataysian Hindus. The radical disjunction or lack of fit between the

doninant cultural system of those Hindus and the governing principles of

their wider social lives, raises numerous logical problems for the actors

as well as analytical problems for the commentator seeking to explain

the relation of a particular belief systen and set of religious practices.

More importantly, for Indians at 1east, it creates situations where

contradictions generated by that disjunction becorne nanifest and must be

resolved - however incompletely - in the course of social life. It is

my contention that ritual action such as that described is a rnajor rnode

of seeking to resolve these contradictory problems. However, ritual

action is not confined to the resolution of problens which are sonehow

external to itself. Ritual action, as I have shown here, is the

Iocation of the generation of problems arising from contradictions which

interpenetrate those problems which appear to be generated outside of it.

Transformations in the economic and political structures which serve the

interests of dominant others are not merely reflected in ritual action,

they are made meaningful in it, which is to say that this is the context

where they are produced, understood and reproduced frorn the perspective

of Indians.
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What has been described in the foregoing pages amounts to the generation

of a new and more fundamental opposition in the focal region of ritualrs

conceïns than even purity/po1lution. This, I shall heuristically assert,

is the opposition ofrChaosrandrCulturer. That is to say, for Indians

and for the social analyst, the conplexities of the urban Malaysian

situation nake the discovery of a single or even dominant set of struc-

turing principles for the social life of its Indian population extrenely

difficult. Nevertheless, in seeking to come to terms with the conplexity

and rapid flow of their social relations, Indians begin, as do we all,

with the learned codes they have had passed to then. The rites discussed

here may legitinately be seen, therefore, as an attenpt to reaffinn a

comprehensible order or to re-enculturate chaos.

The Mahabharata epic, the tale of the battle between the forces of

disorder and depravity (enbodied in the Kauravas) and those of order and

integrity (enbodied in the Pandavas), is a classic netaphor in this

context in that it presents the setting in which many of the problems

of contempolary Indian social life appear mirrored in nyth, symbolised

in the ancient people and events: the world is ruled by others who do

not share the value systen and the taken-for-granted understandings of

the world which either middle class or, least of all, working class

Indians demonstrate and reproduce in their religious practice. The

principles by which the wider society appears to be structured are beyond

the constraints of culture as Indians have created it, yet have to be

understood in terns of its evolving forrn, if Indians are to come to

terms with then. Chaos reigns and Indians seek to understand it, miti-

gate its effects, and ultinately overcome it, through ritual designed to

invoke ordered intervention of the deities, or by seeking knowledge and
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self-awareness through contemplation on the nature of the wider universe

of which their society is but a part, and on the divine forces which

order that universe.

In the Mahabharata story and in its re-enactment, both paths are acknow-

ledged and rendered legitinate. Arjuna and his kinsnen collectively

employ both approaches and each gains strength from the other. They

ultimately succeed in re-establishing a stable order through correct

practice of the dhanna or duty which they cone to understand to be

theirs. However, I am not concerned simply to refine the parallels in

order to produce elegant structural honologies. Metaphors are important,

especially when they nove towards metonym, inasnuch as they enable actor

and analyst of social life better to understand and reflect upon the

lives of those we study. In this case, though, I^Ie are not talking of a

removed literary device, but of highly engaging action. VJhat I an in

fact arguing is that while ritual action certainly reflects social

tension and acts in terms of existing cultural logics, it is also the

context for the reflection upon and generation of cultural meanings by

collectivities of actors in a way which both helps to resolve contradic-

tions produced in social life (including culture) and yet necessarily

produces new contïadictions which affect the constitution of the reality

of the social world beyond its spatial and tenporal boundaries.

Specifically, I suggest that the meanings on which this particular

ritual focuses attention are entailed in those symbols whose primary

referent in this context are the ideas of life as a struggle of the

unrighteously oppressed against the people and structural relations

which they cone to know as the cause of their oppression. The
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Mahabharata as me taphor marks processes towards the reconfirmation of

order, but it is a transformed order within the social world. Principles

of dharna as duty and summoning of direct divine help, in this case

Krishna, are rendered superior to ascetic Saivisn for producing and

reproducing some sense of logic to explain and rnodify that order. What

emerges is an apt conceptualisation of Ceylonese relations with a State

which seeks to undermine the established security of class relations on

the basis of a categorical distinction of ethnicity, itself founded in

part on religious and cultural distinctions.

Indians in Malaysi.a are a 10 percent minority, only 66 percent of whon

are Hindus originating from South India or Ceylon. Diverse in that

origin - both in terms of region and caste - and located in the colonial-

ist and neo-colonialist economies in differing positions, these people

have never generated an overseas rcaste systemr in Dumontrs (1970)

sense. Yet interdependencies exist and continual attempts are nade by

higher castes to asser.t status differentials. They fait, singularly,

because imposed problems of ethnic identity in the wider Malaysian

society create four enconpassing status groups which, partly based on

religious conceptions, are constituted 1ocally as rracest. This pronotes

larger oppositions of Flinduism: IsIam, Hinduism¡ Chinese Religion,

Chinese Religion,:Is1am, Islani;Christianity, and so on, which diminish

the social force of splits within any one religious systen.

In the rites which I have considered here, the battle between tlinduism/

Indians and the usurping social and cultural systen of Islan/Malay ís

symbolised, as it is symbolised and acted out in the battle for produc-

tive resources which is itself conceptually predicated on the power of
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divine sources. Thus, the Ceylonese temple ritual as an enactment of

the Mahabharata nyth becomes a coÍunentary upon and a vehicle for concep-

tualising Ceylonese social decline or immanent potential decline, in the

face of Malay encroachment upon the established territory in the bureau-

cratic state structure, and upon disproportionate degrees of access to

vital resources such as education which the Ceylonese possessed until

recently. It can, therefore, be interpreted as a representation of the

struggle of two class fractions defined by their ethnicity. Besides

representing this struggle, however, it is also a context in which the

performance becomes one of a reducing number of settings for confirning

and reproducing a high status on all members of the Ceylonese connunity.

This is possible in Melaka only insofar as their class position enables

them to mobilise wealth.

Equal1y, the performance itself enacts the battle between aloof, a-scetic

Siva as a symbol of Ceylonese self-presentation and both the nore

immanent Krishna and the active principle of Sakti in the forn of

Draupathi. Draupathi and Krishna win out because the Ceylonese are

forced here, as elsewhere, to incorporate others (largely on their own

terns) in order to seek any status to be gained from demonstrating

ability to produce the best attended and most potentially transformative

festival. But she also wins out because Indians of traditionally low or

equivocal status - such as Chitties - may ernploy their specialist know-

ledge of specific rituals to negotiate a new identity in this context as

Indians essentially of equal worth to those Ceylonese whorrtalk but

canrt dorr.
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The battle inage in this light becomes the netaphor for the class

struggle within the category I'Indianil as a Hindu community. However,

this is no ordinary class struggle even in a relatively autonomous

ideological or political form. Class here is continually overlain by

concomitant notions of caste ranking. Chitties and other working class

Indians recognise that theiT struggle is one which strikes at the funda-

mental basis of Ceylonese conceptions of social order. The ritual is

such a powerful netaphor precisely because of the arnbiguity of neaning or

the ideas enacted, or rather because of its multivalent capacities.

Depending upon the focus of the analysis, that is, upon the position of

the actors at the present centre, a number of interpretations are avail-

able yet all are co-present. Enphasis has to be upon a meaning which is

dominant by virtue of the control of the pr.ocess being exerted by sub-

sets of the population in specific situations. The shifting patterns of

control and the changing role of the Brahman priest amply highlight the

precarious nature of the dominance anyone is able to exert even momen-

tarily and should warn us of the dangers of seeking a single unified

meaning to the symbolic activity observed.

Draupathi and Arjunars battle is everybodyrs battle then, because Indian

culture as code and practice has to be shown to be equivalent to if not

superior to Islanic culture if Indians are to survive in Malaysia.

However, the very nature of }{induism or an Indian culture is problenatic

as we have seen. It is in performances such as this Tirnithi festival

that the ongoing process of constructing the doninant notions of what

constitutes that culture are mainly achieved. The process is one of

creating conflicting practices and interpretations and then seeking to

resolve the contradictions they rnanifest and generate. Conflicts are
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necessarily generated too in the coulse of the working out of such

contradictions which are inherent in the very structure of the belief

systems engaged here. It is these conflicts as social actions which

being resolved may create nev/ structural relations as an emergent

property. Certainly, the principles of Indiansr social 1ife, customarily

glossed as caste, are in a state of flux and the religious underpinnings

of previous definitions of correct orders of social relations are being

brought into question as the power to enforce then disappears.

Religious ideology does change then better to natch the robjective

interests'of Indians as an enforced categoTy engaged in survival, but

this change is necessarily inconplete and the new match always imperfect.

Religious ideology is never in a one-to-one relationship with tobjective

relationsf however these are identified and objectivity is always a

symbolised projection. Symbolic oppositions and manipulations represent

and recreate the social order but also provide the contexts and means

for altering social relations, as they themselves become transformed as

carriers of meaning by their social context. The transforrnative poten-

tial of ritual performance is not self-contained but always dialectically

related to context.

In the oscillations of control of the festival and the movements from

inside the tenple - the area of most formal cultural expression - to

outside where less formal, less predictable events occur, we see the

dialectic of the attenpts of the core, central culture and the people

who seek to control it, having to react and creatively respond to outside

forces which affect their own dominance. The conceit of Hindus rrtaking

to the streetsrr is not over-stretched perhaps here. The vulnerability
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of isolated, tightly bounded pockets of Hinduism has become apparent to

nany Hindus. New forms of self-reproduction seem to be required and

they involve a high risk. The integrity of the Ceylonese corununity has

been shattered by its recent exposure to the naked forces of power.

Control of oners fate appears to have slipped frorn the grasp of the

Ceylonese individually and co1lectively, or at least appears to be about

to slip irrevocably. For the Ceylonese this new state is a conpletely

novel experience. Not so for the working class Indians, of course, wtlo

have long been forced by powerful social forces beyond their ken.

The decade of the sixties saw the by then wealthy Ceylonese consolidate

their dominance of this tenple and increasingly control the ritual per-

fornances by the engagement of a Brahman priest. Yet, by the end of the

decade it was all too apparent that isolation of this snall ninority

fron the wider Indian conmunity was doomed to result in the eventual

loss of any autonomy as their social position was eroded. The problen

then becane one of how to naintain status and the ideological doninance

for their value systern in the context of this necessary rapprochement

with the other Indians. In 1976 and 1977 I observed this process still

very much in progress.

Finally, it can be seen that the transmission of culture to the following

generations through symbolic representations such as religious festivals

is not unproblenatic here. It depends upon negotiating the accepted

contextual neaning in terms of historical integrations of possible

practical meanings and of literary meanings which nay be the sane or

different" Power relations do not of thenselves pennit the total over-

throw or total manipulation of the system, though we must recognise
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differential abilities to select interpretively. In the context of

Indians and Hinduism in Melaka, ideology nust be seen neither to sinply

reflect infrastructural relations nor to provide the sinple basis for

the forn of practices. It must refract such practices and be distorted

by them. There is anyway, I would argue, no single cultural logic,

structure or ideology inherent in Hinduism, as it is practised by Hindus.

The oppositions apparent to the analyst reflect different retations of

power and econonic locations, and differential access to knowledge of

aspects of Hindu practice and its codification, which confront each other

in the process of a festival performance.

The working out or acconmodation of contradictory features is a snall

part of the ongoing dialectic of Indian social life as a whole. It is

the festival which marks and engages in this dialectic, and which

relates Indians to their world in relations both with other Indians and

with non-Indians, with th-e powerful and the not-so powerful. It is not

nerely the working out of the abstract logic of social relations, or

ernpirically observable negotiations about internal categorical status,

though it is both these things. It is also the process of creating an

ideology, an ideology which is never achieved as an absolute, but which

must be achieved as an object in order to confront the object which is

the conceived neaning of the doninant ideology of the ruling lt{alays , and

which is perceived as a threat to all Indians, especially to the Hindus.

It is also potentially the creation of another object, the identity

trlndianrt as a cultural phenomenon, in response to the categorical assump-

tion of its own prior existence or, at least, to its incorporation into

policy-naking I'as ift' it already existed as 'factr. It is perhaps in
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this transformative potential that the greatest strength of the Timithi

performance lies.



CF]APTER 8

DO 'INDIANSI EXIST?

THE POLITICS AND CULTURE OF ETHNICITY

Preliminary remarks

The preceding chapters of this thesis have discussed the political

economy of the emergent nation-state of Malaysia and the historical

location of Indians in that process. The argument progressed through an

account of the social relations of Indians in contemporary urban Melaka

to a consideration of the role and neaning of Hindu religious beliefs

and practices in the production and reproduction of the identities

encompassed by the labe1 'rlndianrr. This culminated in the imrnediately

preceding chapter in which a particular religious festival was shown to

capture many of the thenes of the social world of Melakars Indian

population in its synbolic forrn and in the ritual acts performed. In

this, the final ethnographic chapter, I shall consider that field of

Indian social relations which is most specifically and overtly concerned

with the location of Indians in contemporary Malaysia and with the

generation of a socially neaningful content to the political label or

category rrlndianrr; that is, the field of party politics. In this

discussion, I shal1 show how local understandings, conflicts and precari-

ous unities achieved in other contexts provide selective and uncertain

possibilities for relations in this political field.

Introduction: analytical tives

The question in the title of this chapter is deliberately provocative.

It is meant to highlight the central concern of this discussion, which

3L7
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is the nature of the relationship between an irnposed political category

and the social lives of those so categorised. Other analysts (e.g.

Nagata 1974) have pointed to the problematic nature of assuming a simple

relationship between an ethnic category and the situationally selected

ethnic identity with which people operate in different contexts in a

nulti-ethnic or rpluralr society such as that of Malaysia. This

chapter seeks to carry the discussion further and examines the structural

principles of political categorisation and organisation in the light of

an analysis of the ordering principles of the social life of the popula-

tion labeled rlndianr in the 1970 Census. The context is the urban area

of Melaka. It will be argued that a number of contradictions appear in

the cornplex situation of Melaka which have their origin in the historical

emergence of the urban form from a long colonial past, and which have

become embedded in processes which constitute the contemporary social

order. One area in which these contradictions become manifest is that

of party politics. Thus, the discussion examines the extent to which,

and the nanner in which the imposed category trlndianrr is rendered

meaningful to Indians in the course of their engagement in fornal

political practice.

The argument of this chapter is inforned by a very particular reading of

the work of Nicos Poulantzas (especially 1978 but also 1975) on the

relation of the State to any given ttconcrete social formationrr, seen as

the actual conjunction of two or more modes of production in which one

such node rnay be dominant. Poulantzast notions are not witllout substan-

tial problems, but his use of the concept of rrclass fractions'r in

relation to the systematic reproduction of structurally-based divisions

within classes (as defined by orthodox Marxists) is useful in discussing
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Malaysia. The Staters role in the Malaysian social fornation is the

pervasive insertion of ideologically based criteria for the reordering

of relations of production, distribution and exchange. These insertions

render the political struggle a different phenomenon to that of Western,

non-p1ural, capitalist societies. The realisation of any class conscious-

ness which transcends the linits of localised econonic struggle is

structurally subverted by the relations of the political forrnation.

The problern of ídentifying the 'objective interestsr of any class or part

thereof is notoriously difficult. However, it is clear fron the

Malaysian data that insofar as they can be identified, the interests of

those categorised as Indians are contradictory in the extreme. At one

and the sarne time, they are set both against those of other ethnic

categories by virtue of the Staters role in the re-ordering of relations

of production and thereby also the forn of reproduction of capital, and

sinultaneously divided hrithin the category by the existing colonially-

derived relations of production and distribution in which self-

identifying sets are differentially located. In this account, we shall

make these oppositions apparent and show that the econonic, political

and ideological stluggles, in Poulantzasr terns, are - as they probably

always are - interdependent through a dialectic in which the operation

of the capitalistic forces for economic reproduction are modified by the

operation of categorically bas'ed distinctions inherent in the structure

of political and ideological relations.

Now, both political and ideological relations are penetrated by cultural

understandings which themselves stand in a complex relation to class and

cas-te locations of the sets of Indìans l^¡ithin that category. This is
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because cultural understandings are both part of these relations and

simultaneously relatively independent of then" This is true inasmuch

as, particularly in this case, cultural understandings have a substantial

part of their base in logical1y prior systens.

I shall argue that social relations at the local level often stand in

contradiction to the ained-for political relations of the national level

and that the resultant dialectic constrains the possibilities for

successful political action in both areas. More specifically, I shall

demonstrate that the structural properties of the practical relations

of those labeled rlndianrin Melaka stand in direct contradiction to the

structuring principles of a national polity fundamentally organised

around constitutionally inscribed ethnicity.

However, the argunent contained here is also in some measure a response

to Mitchell's (1974) appeal for a phenomenological approach designed to

overcome the false dichotorny between grand sociological theory with its

style of analysis and the more usual anthropological micro-perspective.

Thus, in this case, the analysis also follows Mitchell (1974, 1970) in

its concern to give adequate consideration to both structural and

cognitive aspects of ethnicity. It will be argued, therefore, that the

neaning of the ethnic label rtlndianil in Melaka may not be understood as

residing solely in the social structure or in the affect-laden percep-

tions of rselft engaged by social actors, but in the dialectic entailed

in confronting contradictions between the logic of the political and

socio-economic structures of Malaysia and the cultural logic of perceived

differences of the population who recognise thenselves to be labeled

rfndian !.
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fn the course of the discussion, I shall invoke the notion of a hierarchy

of social identities - in the sense of a set of increasingly encompassing

categories - which are mobilised in lesponse to people and contexts

where the control Indians may exert over the social situation ranges

frorn considerable to ninirnal. Within this broader hierarchy, I shal1

portray another which is more equivocal and tendentious, and which is a

source of continual uncertainty and negotiation in terms of culturally

specific notions symbolised in culturally specific hlays. Thus, the

conternporary world of Indians will be shown to be constructed fron the

complex process of the interaction of practices derived fron the trans-

fornations of a symbolic systern controlled by various powerful others and

those derived from actors t undetstandings of, and location within a

synbolic system over which they have ultimate control and of which they

represent the only source of reproduction. Both syrnbolic systems and

the practices which derive from then are deemed to be part of a much

larger structure sometimes cal1ed the world 999n9InI- and are, therefore,

seen as affected by changes in that structure. The dynanics of the

processes identified will be seen to be located in the developing contra-

dictions which Godelier (1978) labeled rrintrasystemicrr and frintersystemicil

and their interrelationship. The resolutions of these contradictions

are never final and the consequence is a continually evolving social

process.

politics and ethnicity have been inextricably linked in the works of

many writers on rplural societies' . Even where the analytical ernphasis

has been placed on the cultural or synbolic content of ethnic categories,

as in the work of Geertz (1963), ethnicity is salient in some degree

because of the political context in which people identified by an ethnic
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category are to be found. However, th,e precise relationships hetween a

given social stluctuïe, the political and ideological struggles which

take place within that structure and the meaningful enployment of ethnic

categorisations has rarely if ever been achieved. For Marxists, the

concept of ethnicity is highly problenatic as its status with regard to

the reproduction of any social fornation doninated by a Capitalist Mode

of production must be based on an assessment of whether ethnicity is a

purely superstructural phenomenon, or whether it is to be accorded a

role in the organisation of the social relations of production which

makes it more fundamental. For example, Stenson (1980) says that he had

to abandon his idea of studying the Indian connunity because the very

notion begged too many questions of both a cultural and political nature

In his subsequent discussion of the role of Indians in the structure and

functioning of the colonial and neo-colonial order, a continual tension

is manifested in the attenpts to consider the development of a class

consciousness in a social formation where it is clear that class consid-

erations are continually subverted by consciousness of alternative

identities assumed by actors, and by consciousness of categories irnposed

from outside which must be taken into account by those actors.

Thus, the problen which is most clearly nissing from the account given

by Stenson (1930) and for that matter from that by Nagata (1979) is an

adequate consideration of the relationship of the State to the constitu-

tional legal structure, the econonic structure and the reproduction of

ethnic categories which order social relations within the social forma-

tion. Contrary to Poulantzas (1975:a4) it is not simply the case in

Malaysia that 'tthe State has the particular function of constituting the

factor of cohes'ion between the levels of a social formation'r. At
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various tines in Malaysia this is a major function of the State but the

enphasis is wrong. Since independence in 1957 and more particularly

since 1969 when the rnajor so-called I'race riotsrr took place, the State

in Malaysia has intervened in the social formation specifically and

pervasively to attenpt to reorder the relationship between its various

elements in such a way as to radically alter the balance between the

donination of foreign capital in most sectors of the econorny and the

creation and reproduction of local capital in the rernaining sectors,

largely through the entrepreneurial efforts of those categorised as

Chinese.

Thus, though Poulantzas is here (1975) continually referring to the

Capitalist Mode of Production rather than to any concrete social forma-

tion, the usefulness of an approach such as his, which enphasises the

?'characteristic autonomy of the economic and the politicalr' (1975:29) is

reduced since the political process in Malaysia is the practice of the

continual denial of that autonomy. Of course, Malaysia is not a pure

exanple of the Capitalist Mode of Production, though the latter is

undeniably dominant in the social formation. Nonetheless, the inportance

of Poulantzas to the present discussion lies in his attempt to examine

the role of the State and the reproduction of the structures constituting

the social formation through consideration of the formerr's role as

cohesive agent.

In the historical development of Malaysia, as I have shown in Chapter 1,

the penetration of colonial and neo-coloniat capital has taken a specific

historical form in which ethnicity enters the field of econonic relations

and therefore the economic struggle in Poulantzast terms, via the field

of political relations in which the State is integrally involved. It is
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a state bureaucracy operating a political philosoph| for economic

purposes, as set down in the t'Second Malaysia Planrr, which acts to fuse

the political and economic principles which organise the forrns of new

capitalist development. Therefore, many earlier approaches to under-

standing ethnic relations are inappropriate for contenporary urhan

Malaysia because they fail to take sufficient cognisance of the histori-

cal development of the structuring principles of Malaysian political and

economic relations.

I have also shown elsewhere (see Chapter 1) that the major political

divisions in Malaysia at the tine of Independence in 1957 were the

product of the particular requirements of the colonialist and capitalist

expansion of a plantation economy, with its concomitant division of

labour. This division of labour was produced and reproduced largely

through the ideologies of the colonialists. It would obviously be

insufficient, however, to seek to explain contemporary patterns of

interaction, let alone patterns of ideological construction or inter-

subjective understanding, in the social world of Malaysians, by refer-

ence to history alone. Nevertheless, in the course of the plesent

analysis, ít will be shown that the colonial past continues to play an

inportant part in that social world, and not only at the levels of

economic and social structure. History, or rather, particular versions

of it, aïe a rnajor factor in the Indian actorsr oürn constructions of

their world and its meaning, and in the unfolding of their present- and

future-orientated actions .

The neaning and content of ethnic relations between Indians and others,

and arnongst Indians themselves, must be seen to be matters under
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continual negotiation, hut the functions and structural rUeaning of

ethnic divisions in the political econony of contemporary Malaysia will

be shown in nany inportant respects to be renarkably sirnilar to those of

the colonial era. It is in the nexus of the relation of the political

economy of Malaysia as a whole, and tlre local-level expressions of

ethnic identity, both ideological or rculturalr and practical, that the

heart of the problem lies.

Political fields: national contradictions

From the analytical perspective of those in the town of Melaka, there

are three increasingly enconpassing fields of political action in which

Indians are engaged: the most dense for nost Indians is the netropolitan

field. Encompassing this, strikingly in this case, is the political

field of the State of Melaka, which is, in turrt' encompass'ed by the

nation-state of Malaysia, viewed as a single political and social fie1d.

The nation of Malaysia is, of course, encompassed itself by the political

fields of Southeast Asia, ASEAN, and, ultimately, beyond by the rest of

the world. However, and this is worthy of note, Indians as an ethnic

category, or individually, no longer figure significantly in these

supra-national fields. The separation of these fields is, however,

nerely a useful heuristic device for the purposes of analysis, for they

interpenetrate inevitably in practice. Perhaps the clearest illustration

of this interpenetration is to be found in the extent to which the

constitution of the nation of IUafJsia influences the daily lives, and in
^

particular, the political lives of its citizens.

I am not going to attenpt here to follow through all the implications of

the constitution of Malaysia for its Indian citizens. It will be
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necessary though to surmarise some of the major effects it has in

political and ethnic relations, since it is in the relation of this

rnajor statement of the doninant ideology with- the operation of national

political practices that the nost encompassing, structurally based

ethnic identities are manifest.

It is in Article 153 of the constitution that the notion of the necessity

of protecting the tspecial position' of the Malays, or rbumiputras t,

is elaborated and given the force of legal sanction. Arnongst other

things, Article 155 provides for a quota system of opportunities in

three main areas: the public service, the general economic field, and

in education. The object is to advance Malays to the levels supposedly

enjoyed by other ethnic categories, 1ocal1y referred to as 'Tacesr.

It is this Article above all others which requires for its application

the identification of each citizenrs rracer, and results in that race -

Malay, Chinese, Indian or Other -being a permanent feature of oners

identity, through the medium of the identity card which all citizens and

residents over twelve must carry.

The point is that it nust be recognised that in the Malaysian context

the political structure of the nation by its institutionalisation of a

principle of 'racialr categorisation first employed by the British

colonialists, necessarily predetermined to a large extent the nature of

the political activity in the country. I am not, of course, suggesting

that the patterns of political activity which have taken place in

peninsular Malaysia since 1957 were inevitable in detail or tirning.

What I am suggesting is that the dominant cleavage of Malaysian society,

lying as it does in the divisíon of'that society into Malays and
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non-Malays, bI being given the force of law, severely limits the extent

to which politics can be divorced from questions of ethnicity, in any

sense. Moreover, such a cleavage inposes an ethnic identity which is in

inportant aspects negative, on all rnon-Malaysr or non-Buniputras,

regardless of their ot^¡n evaluation of thenselves in cultural terms.

Several authors (e.g.Epstein 1978) have pointed out the paradox that

it is in the process of attenpting to create a nation that ethnic labels

or categories becone translated into collectivities of people forced to

act and interact on the basis of that ethnicity, especially in post-

colonial situations (see also Freednan 1960, Geettz 1963, and

Wallerstei-n 1960). The position adopted by the British and the Malay

aristocratic leaders h¡as, of course, a response to the perceived threat

of the econornic doninance of an immigrant group (in this case, the

Chinese) being transformed into political doninance.

In Chapter 1 of this thesis I argue that the second world war provides

the watershed for the emergence of pan-Malayan ethnic awareness,

prinarily through the effects of the Japanese occupation fsee also

Stenson 1980). Prior to this, interaction undoubtedly took place

between individuals and groups of non-,European descent on the basis of

ethnic criteria. It is only in the post-hIar codification of ethnic

categories in the Iegal system that ethnicity becornes S tematicall

requi red to be the basis of interaction and intersubjective understanding

of identity in many contexts.
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Indian olitics

The Malayan, later Malaysian Indian Congress (M.I.C.)' the contenporary

political voice of the Indians, arose fron the ashes of the Indian

National Arrny and the Indian Independence League which were encouraged

by the Japanese on a Malaya-wide scale. With the coning of Indian

independence and the increased precariousness of the position of Indians

in Malaya in the post-hlaï period, the M.I.C. switched its focus to the

specific situation within Malaya. There hlas sti11 considerable equivo-

cation over the course to take however. Sinultaneously, the problens

encountered by all concerned in the rebuilding of the plantation economy

helped to diminish wider Indian concern with pan-Malayan Indian ethnic

identity and issues, in favour of more inmediate problens of citizenship

and ernployment.

Forming just over 10 percent of the population, Indians are, and have

long been, primarily employed in terms of numbers, in the wage labour

sector of rural plantations and urban public service. In proportion to

population, Indian traders and entrepreneurs are few in ntrnber by con-

parison with the Chinese, for example. Moreover, many of the fndian

traders who do operate in Malaysia are fron Northern Indian areas as

opposed to the numerically doninant South Indian Tarnils. Even the South

Indian traders and entrepreneurs, such as the Nattukottai Chettiars,

are frequently still oriented to India and make regular visits there in

many cases. Nattukottai Chettiars, as a caste-based group of petty

financiers, and North Indian traders, represent two examples whereby

essentially cultural categorical distinctions can be seen to coincide

with different class locations of subsets of the Indian population. In

the views of many local Indians caste and regional differences are, in
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these cases, inextricably bound up with class locations, such that the

people so classified are deemed to be different and to have differing

interests frorn the rnajority of working clas's Indians. Though their

numbers are small, their wealth renders them important to the dynamics

of Indian political life taken as a separate given area of Malaysian

political concerns. Nevertheless, in national terms, they renain but a

srnal1 proportion of a relatively small population.

Thus, neither the economic strength nor the numbers of Indians could be

seen by others as a significant threat, nor could they be used by the

Indians themselves to create a power bas'e which could be translated into

noticeable political weight. It is true that nany Ceylonese Tamils were

in positions of bureaucratic power and patronage by virtue of their

near-monopoly of certain levels of some government organisations such as

the Health Departnent and the railways, during colonial and irnmediately

post-colonial times. Again, sma1l numbers and lack of bargaining power

in the face of Malay and British deternination to open the public

service more to Malays gave the Ceylonese little room for nanoeuvre.

I return to the position of the Ceylonese later in the chapter.

It was the question of citizenship which Inras to dominate Indian political

activity in Malaysia for many years. In some respects the very fact of

the enforced nobilisation of ethnic independence created the nilieu in

which Indians were able to pursue political careers in the national arena.

By succeeding in claiming representation conmensurate with the size of

the corununity, sonething Indian politicians r^Iere able to do in the light

of Chinese successes in this area, the way became open for competition

anongst individual Indians to be the representatives of the rrcomrnunityrr
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as a h¡hole. Representation enabled the exercise of a linited degree of

influence, which in turn produced a setting for patronage, prestige and

status. Obtaining or facilitating the obtaining of citizenship becane a

najor neans of achieving all three of these and was to become a primary

concern of Indian politicians from local branch to national executive

level within the M.I.C. ft was soon clear that such influence could

only be achieved by cooperating with the United Malays National

Organisation (U.M.N.O. ) and the Malaysian Chinese Association (l\4.C.4. ) .

The M.I.C. accordingly joined this governing alliance in 1955 and by so

doing effectively acknowledged that ethnicity was for the Indians' as

for others, the paramount political principle, and that Indians would

never be in a position to denand, but could only accept what others were

prepared to give. Such has been the position of the Indians in national

politics ever since.

Nowhere has Indian reliance on others been more apparent than in the

distribution of parliarnentary seats. Since the lowel house of the

Malaysian parliament (the Dewan Rakayat) is a wholly elected body,

selection for candidature becomes crucial in a national politicianrs

career. Since no constituency in Malaysia has a clear rnajority of

Indians, Indían politicians appealing to Indians alone would never be

elected to parliament. Indians must seek the support of other ethnic

groups both in the selection and the election process, therefore.

Logically, this could be obtained in an opposition grouping as well as

in an alliance with U.M.N.O. and the M.C.A.; pragnatically, the alliance

clearly had the upper hand and the already dependent fndians would have

their position weakened sti1l further by aligning themselves with a

grouping dooned not to achieve power.
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At the national level then, the institutionalisation of ethnicity as a

primary political factor condemns marginal categories such as the Indians

in Malaysia to act as an ethnic group, and to act in a subordinate but

cooperative manner, or suffer the risk that individuals ascribed that

ethnic identity be swamped by the more poI^rerful groups. Conversely,

there is no guarantee that cooperation and the fonnation of a political

ethnic gïoup will bring the rewards expected or sought either by the

group or the individuals involved.

At the national leve1, my analysis so far might appear to have broadly

followed the view of those who suggest that ethnic groups are first and

foremost interest groups. However, this is an insufficient picture of

ethnicity, even in the broad national view. I have suggested that

Indian ethnic identity in Malaysia derived initially fron a Japanese

encouragement of an identification which rnany in Malaya already had with

the cause of fndian independence from British colonial rule. Such

conmon causes have historically been a frequent source of unity, but as

the partition of fndia itself demonstrates, that unity may be fragile

and founded on a slin base. Common interest provides the cause, but the

creation of an identity which lasts beyond that cause is often doubtful.

Indian politics in Malaysia as a whole is, and long has been, concerned

to generate just such a lasting identity, yet finds problenatic the

question of how to do so and who to include in the process.

As Epstein (1978) points out, "the salience of ethnicity is in its

combination of interest with an affective tier'. That is to say that

while it is true that all ethnic groups have comrnon interests at one

levet at least, not aII interes't groups are ethnic gToups. Fron the
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actorts perspective, ethnicity is the cognitive and affective acceptance

of an identity which relates hin or her to other individuals in terms of

cultural and social factors other than interest alone. Such factors may

include place of origin, language, religion, custornary practices in

such areas as marriage, kinship, laws of inheritance and succession,

etc., perceived physical or even genetic similarities, notions of shared

history. The greater the number of such factors which are perceived to

be held in common, the stlonger the identity and affective ties are

likely to be. Yet, none of these factors are immutable, nor are the

relationships between them. Structural and contingent changes may alter

their social relevance.

The M.I.C. from its inception has been plagued with the problem of

translating the ascribed identity "Indian" which was, after all, the

product of colonialism, into a subjective identity for its members,

given the fact that those labeled tlndian' subscribed to a number of

different religions or variations of Hinduisn, spoke several different

languages, had different customary practices in a large lange of areas,

perceived themselves to be physically different (e.g.black = Tarnils and

low castes; fair = Northerners and high castes), and had long histories

which hrere as different as they were similar. It was, of course, by

ernphasising modern Indian history and contemporary interest, by playing

up conmon cultural traits and playing down differences, that the initial

leaders hoped to achieve their ain.

A rnajor intrasystemic contradiction is now apparent in the political

systen of the nation-state of Malaysia. The national political structure

is huilt on a set of contrasted categories which seek to emphasise
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differences. However, the same system requires those differences to be

suppressed at the leve1 of organisation below the nost encompassing

categorical contrasts of Malays, Chines'e, Indians and Others if it is

itself to reproduce itself. This is especially true of the category

trMalayrr - since the political consequences of an overt recognition of

differing sets of people, defined by differing sets of interests, within

the category would threaten total subversion of the legitinacy of the

current political order. Though. less significant for the nation as a

whole, the basic problem still exists for Indians. Within the national

political context a process of contrastive identity formation appears

demanded by the structuring principles of the Statefs organisation, but

those contrastive processes nust cease at the category rtlndianrr or the

very stability of the structure becomes threatened.

In practice, as has already been noted in Chapter 1, the M.I.C. noved

from a leadership of middle class I Indians from urban centres who were

of diverse identities within the Indian population - Sikh, Christian,

Tamil, Malayãli, and so on - towards an increasing political dominance

by the numerically-doninant Tamil Hindus of Southern Indian origin with

their roots in the working class and niddle and lower ranking castes.

The inevitability of such a development is twofold: firstly, any group

purporting to represent Indians could not leave out the largest category

of the population or it would soon lose its credibility; secondly, the

Tanil workers could not afford to be unrepresented in the body which was

officially recognised as being responsible for their interests.

rHere rrrniddle classtris used to describe those engaged in petit
bourgeois, rprofessionalr and managerial occupations.
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With the shift to dominance by workÍng class Tamils based largely in

the plantations, the M.I.C. became increasingly a Tarnil organisation and

failed to motivate the more urban traders and rniddle classes of Gujerati,

Sikh and Ceylonese origins to join. Moreover, there was great suspicion

arnongst much of the nenbership of the wealthier and better educated non-

Tanils, and a policy of informal exclusion was undoubtedly practiced

(see Sri Tharan 1976, for support of this view). Between 1955 and 1969,

the M.I.C., having gained legitirnation as the only true representative

of the Indians, became what it was structurally cornpelled to be, the

largely acquiescent third party of the alliance, relying on its good

relations with the leaders of the senior parties to ensure ninimal

concessions. It was in the elections of 1969, with the subsequent bloody

riots that the complacency of the alliance and the M.I.C. was shattered

when the opposition parties gained significantly, and paraded their

discontent with the current government through the streets of Kuala

Lunpur. Though the horrifying clashes which followed are usually charac-

terised in terrns of Chinese versus Malay, Indians were also caught up in

the hatred and as rnuch polarisation on the basis of rracer seems to have

resulted for then as for the other ethnic groups. Furthelmore, a

significant number of Indians ü/ere amongst the successful opposition

candidates, more than was the case for the alliance.

With the myth of racial harnony shot away, dissatisfaction with the

leadership of the M.I.C. becarne open as the Malays in the government

pushed for the rNew Econonic Policyt designed to rrtotally restructure

societytr. It was thought by a section of the party that the president,

V.T. Sambanthan, was not active enough and too closely associated with

the Malay leaders. It was in fact the first leader of the independent
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Malays, Tunku Abdul Rahman, who was called on to rnediate the dispute,

and who eventually had to succunh to the pressures to remove the presi-

dent and replace hin with the then deputy president, V. Manickavasagam.

Meanwhile, the structural weakness of the M.I.C. had not been altered,

though some of the peripheral Indians and Ceylonese, frightened by the

greater nilitancy of the Malays and finding their aloofness had not

protected then against the erosion of their positions, began to

identify thenselves more explicitly with the Indian ethnic categoTy.

'Thus, Ceylonese sought, successfully, to have themselves incorporated

in the 1970 Census as 'Indiansr rather than as 'Others' as they had been

at Independence in 1957.

The oscillations of affiliation, which categorically defined subpopula-

tions like the Ceylonese manifest, both reflect and help to reproduce

the structural divisions of the Indian population as a whole. It is not

sinply that their moves towards unity are resis'ted or subverted by others.

Nor is it sirnply that their tobjective class interestsrare fundanentally

opposed to those of the others and must in some deterministic rnanner

prevent unity. Nor, further, is it simply that caste or other features

internal to Indian cultural and social organisation prevent development

of a single identity. It is at once all these things and yet no one of

then alone which are required to provide an adequate explanation of the

contemporary social meaning and status of the label rrlndianrt. Thus,

ethnic divisions between Ceylonese and fndian Tamils, marked by slight

cultural differences in manner of ritual and social organisation,

dialect of Tanil, perceived differences' in caste ranking for the bulk of

the two populations, differing educational backgrounds, and, perhaps

above all, clas's' positions in the colonial economy (see Mearns 1982),
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initially made cooperation difficult and joint political action

unachievable. The Ceylonese did not see their interests lying in close

ties with the general Indian population. Rather, they sought to maintain

their advantages by means which did not enter the arena of formal

politics: Ceylonese Tamils l4lere brought to Malaya to fill posts in a

developing economic context in which there was a shortage of local

people hrith suitable educational qualifications. Informants described

how in recent years they have switched their attention frorn ensuring a

good, general, basic education for their children to a growing concern to

achieve qualifications in the professions where locals have increasingly

been required to take over from expatriate Europeans, and which are

qualifications which ultinately have international currency. This is

an explicit attenpt to reproduce themselves as members of privileged

classes engaged in socially preferred occupations. It marks a najor

difference of interest between them and most other Indians.

Ceylonese political history in Malaysia is very linited. The nain

political party, the Ceylon Congress, formed to counterbalance the

M.I.C., has never enjoyed the support that the local Ceylonese associa-

tions have achieved, and has long been doninated by older and nore

conservative men. A splinter group, the Ceylon Federation, formed in

more recent years by younger and more radical professional men, has had

1ittle more success in inspiring party political al^Iareness anongst the

population, and has, of course, dissipated sti1l further the political

force of this tiny ninority. Many Ceylonese voice scepticism about

politics generally, and some say that the only course is to become

totally identified with the Indians, while all seern to recognise that

this is practically unlikely because the Indians fear Ceylonese
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donination in the M.I.C. party hierarchy and many Ceylonese are unwilling

to subordinate thenselves to Indians whom they deern below then in class

and caste status; and over whom in nany cases, they nay have actually

exercised bureaucratic control .

A second contradiction emerged, therefore, in the historical process of

self-incorporation which the Ceylonese undertook with regard to the

category "Indianrr. At the national level this anounted in many ways to

an elaboration of contradictions inherent in the formation of the M.I.C.

Fundamental class interests of the najority of Indians ulere at odds with

the interests of a significant minority. The Ceylonese ín rbecomingr

Indian have exacerbated the divisions within that category which sten

fron the pursuit of their own class interests by those more wealthy

Indians who are not of the manual working class and who therefore were

already at odds with then. With the incorporation of the Ceylonese,

the gradual process of the identification of the label I'Indianrrwith a

largely rural, plantation proletariat is finally assured of failure.

In seeking to be the representative of the interests of all Indians,

the M.I.C. is doomed to represent none entirely satisfactorily, given

this diversity of membershiP.

State politics: the rural and urban op'oositions

The clearest illustration of the basic process of Indian politics occurs

in the nachinations of state branches of the M.I.C. In the case of

Melaka state, the contemporary situation (L976/78) demonstrates a number

of the structural features of M.I.C. organisation which both reflect and

feed back on political action and Indian population distribution. A

basic dichotony exists between the rural and urban sections of the party,
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or, to be more explicit, between those politically active in the

Melaka town area and those whose base lies on the plantations.

As with U.M.N.O., the M.I.C. attracts and works through teachers in nany

of its rural branches. The reasons for this are self-evident, teachers

are both literate and articulate in Tamil, frequently have cornrnand of

Malay and English, often cone frorn families engaged in wage enploynent

on the estates, and are, by virtue of their education, more politically

ahrare than nany of the rural Indians they serve. Enjoying a high status

locally, a status they share with few save perhaps a small number of

management-level Indians on the estates (nany of whon are anyhlay Malayãli

or Ceylonese rather than Indian Tamil), teachers also usually possess

considerable local knowledge and influence. All this nakes then

adnirable brokers and nediators within the local political scene and

they are employed as such by the M.I.C.

In the town, on the other hand, teachers compete for status with local

businessmen and government officials, and those employed in positions of

responsibility in the private sectol, besides those engaged in higher

status professions, such as doctors and lawyers. It is not usually the

latter, whose personal prestige is already high, however, who stand for

office in the local b,ranches of the M.I.C., but rather those of the

second rank whose prestige can be significantly enhanced by becoming a

local political figure.

Nevertheless, in a recent Melaka election for the officers of the state

branch, a lawyer was the opposition candidate to the incumbent president,

a returned teacher with his base in the estates. This was sornewhat
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unusual but the lawyer was himself a former teacher who had studied law

later. He was also the younger brother of one of the two prominent

town-based M.I.C. leaders who had direct connections with the national

leadership by virtue of their secondment to the Central Working Conmittee

as state representatives, at different tines, and their role on the

Melaka Constituency Liaison Committee, along with the state president.

The elder brother was himself the managing director of the fanilyrs

several jewelry businesses, and devoted nuch tine and effort to his

M. I.C. activities.

Local informants agreed that there were two main factors behind the

challenge put up by the lawyer and his brother. The one hras said to be

pressuïe from a certain section of the national party organisation, who

were attenpting to replace older, mole conservative leaders by younger,

nore dynamic and forward-looking leaders who could be brought into the

national scene and together effect a new pohler block' The second was

saíd to be a local issue relating to the co-opted representation of the

M.I.C. on the Municipal Council where the state president had been given

the nonination in favour of the president of the local town branch, the

same elder brother of the lawYer.

The incumbent president had his ov,rn support f,rom national figures and

had the advantage of long experience, good contacts and the taint of the

charge of nepotism on the part of his opponent. The battle was intense

and highlighted the degree to which personalities often doninate issues

in the M.I.C. Neither candidate offered radical new politics, and

canpaigning centred around the value of a change to a youngel, better

educated and more wealthy candidate, as opposed to the concept of
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remaining loyal to a man who had lost rather than gained by his political

activities and was therefore assumed to have the genuine welfare of the

Indians at heart.

It was reported that a great deal of effort and rnoney hrent into the

canpaigning, with both candidates rushing all over the state in order to

generate support. Rumours flew round the town of the buying of votes,

or the attempts to do so, though in the end the challenger was defeated

by a single vote. He saw this as a moral victory given his recent

arrival on the political scene and his lack of tine to organise the

canvassing. He remained hopeful of a change in the next election.

The rrsuccessrt of the incrmbent president albeit extremely precarious, is

partially explained by the distribution of Indians in the state and the

consequent placing of branches. 0f the twenty-two branches of the

M.I.C., only three were in the innediate area of the rnetropolitan centre

of Melaka town, reflecting the 53 percent urban to 67 percent rural

distribution of the Indian population. The chatlengerrs personal network

did not extend as effectively beyond the town as did those of the

incunbent. The class structure of the rural Indians shows an overwhelm-

ing bias towards low-paid manual workers and nany of their representa-

tives are ultimately drawn fron their ranks. The challengerrs background

was essentially niddle class and his interests were easily perceived as

being different to those of the majority of members, bY nany informants.

The fact that the challenger r¡/as able to do so well, on the other hand,

is a function of the frequently expressed frustration many Indians feel

with the inability, as they see it, of the M.I.C. and its leaders

adequately to safeguard their interests in the face of a strongly Ma1ay-

dominated state government.
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A strong feature of the election was the degree to which non-Tanil

Indians and Ceylonese v\rere generally excluded from the process and

proved largely irrelevant to its outcome. The few non-Tanils in the

M.I.C. are either Telegu estate workers or niddle class townsmen. Other

non-Tanils are, for the most part, not active in the M.I.C., though at

state, as at national level, the M.I.C. remains the only effective

representation for Indians in what is stil1 a colnmunal policy.

In the context of the state of Melaka, the neaning of the label trlndian'r

in the arena of party politics is still very nuch doninated by the com-

bination of demographic and class distribution. I have already shown

that divisions within the category 'rlndiantr are socially reproduced not

only in or through class location in the relations of production.

Para1lel, overlapping and interpenetrating such class divisions are

distinctions based on contradictory principles of religious practice.

To be urban niddle class Indian is not only to have particular economic

interests. In Melaka, it is also to have a distinctive pattern of wor-

ship and to espouse a broadly distinctive set of understandings of the

nature of the relationship of men and hromen to the supranundane world.

Thus, tensions which night appear to be generated from different class

locations in the structure of the social formation are, in fact, molre

conplex in their genesis. The world of pragrnatic and nundane politics

is one in which religious differences are increasingly pertinent as

markers of distinctiveness. This is as true within ethnic categories as

between then. To be Malay is by constitutional definition to be Muslin.

To be Indian is not necessarily to be Hindu, though most are; and even

where it is, varieties of Hinduisn are legion. With no single deity or

prophet to provide a synbolic rallying point, fndian nobilisation of
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religion as a rnode of unity is nininal, beyond the temporary moment and

above the local leve1.

Once again, the political problem generated by the reproduction of social

divisions based on class interests, religious practice and subethnic

identities is prinarily that of legitinating representative leadership.

The state election described here not only reflects schisms such as

urban:rural, working class :middle class, educated:uneducated, wealthy:

poor, but actually serves to reproduce them as neaningful categories in

the context of state Politics.

It should be remarked here that l4elaka town is one of the relatively few

parlianentary seats to return an opposition nember of the Dewan Rakayat

in the last three general elections. The member is the leader of the

Denocratic Action Party (D.A.P.), which took over the rnantle of Lee Kuan

Yewrs Peoplefs Action Party when Singapore quit Malaysia in 1965. The

D.A.P. leader was elected in a massive Chinese swing against the incun-

bent M.C.A./Alliance menber in the eventful 1969 elections. He is

Chinese, and while it is impossible to be sure of the extent of the

sentirnent, it would appear fron infomantsr statenents that his stand of

a rrMalaysian Malaysiart appealed to nany Indians as well as Chinese, with

its pronise of equal rights for all citizens, regardless of race.

However, in the state as a whole, and indeed, within the town, the

oppositionfs scope for action is still severely linited by the dominance

of the communally based parties. Of the twenty state legislature seats

in the 1969 election, only five were captured by non-National Front

(Expanded Alliance) candidates, and while this was a significant advance,
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the practical result was not the actual advancernent of non-communal

policies, but rather the reverse, as the alliance closed ranks in face

of the threat. The M.I.C. response was to seek more actively to recruit

nenbers in the next few years and to work hard at the next election, in

order to help the alliance regain its total control of the state, which

it failed to do, losing four of the twenty seats to the D.A.P.

The outcorne of the recent political activity in Melaka state is that

the M.I.C. has been proved basically correct in its assunption that

there is little to be gained by being in opposition to the National

Front (Barisan National). Howevet, as a result, the M.I.C. fot¡nd

itself actively supporting and canpaigning for a state government

towards which nany Indians felt suspicious or at least anbivalent.

Indeed, nany ordinary nembers of the M.I.C. when interviewed in the

course of ny research, expressed cynicisrn towards the value of nenber-

ship and said that they never saw the M.I.C. except at elections. The

view that the M. I .C. did not generally do nuch for the Indians and that

the politicians were in it for personal rewards in the forn of prestige,

opportunities to make money, or sirnply to get awards fron the government

so that they could put letters after their nane, was conmonly expressed

whenever the subject of politics was brought up. This view was especi-

ally strong anongst a MaIay-speaking Hindu connunity, the Melaka Chitties.

Another frequently offered opinion was that the Malays had all the power

and that there was little Indians could do about it.

What the M.I.C. could and did do, in the face of the basically accurate

assessment of the povrer they held, r^ras largely a policing job, based

on informal networks. Occasionally a branch official would write or
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personally confront a government officer in order to have some grievance

redressed; for exanple, this was done when recruitment of labour to the

hospital repeatedly favoured Malays to an extent beyond what was felt to

be legitimately acceptable to the Indians, given understandings between

the alliance partners. More often, M.I.C. leaders acted in an unofficial

capacity in settling problems ovel citizenship, innigration, access to

other govelnment services, and, above all, in questions of enploytnent

for Indians. The usual form was for the leader to make an informal

visit to an alliance colleague in a position to solve the difficulty,

and tdiscussf the matter with hin.

At a nore abstract level, the influence of the M.I.C. in the state lies

in the extent to which it is perceived to be able to deliver the Indian

vote to the governing alliance. In this respect, it is not different to

the national scene, though the effects are more tangible and imnediate

for individual Indians in Melaka. Since there is no Indian who has

recently been elected to the State Legislative Assembly (the three

Chinese and one Eurasian nembers of the D.A.P. included), this aspect of

the relationship to the ruling parties is especially irnportant' The

problenatic feature, however, as the election shows, is that structural

disjunctions prevent any single leader from successfully emerging as the

unequivocal representative of those he is structurally conpelled to seek

as a constituency.

Town politics: class and cultural contradictions

Most of what has been said about the Indian position in the state applies

to the institutional politics of the town since the governing body of the

town has ceased to be an elected council since 1966 when the Chief
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Minister of Melaka State appointed a Chinese Connissioner to manage

nunicipal affairs in the afternath of a major financial crisis and

scandal.l In appointing a leader of the M.C.A. the Chief Minister was

recognising the reality of the overr¡¡helming predoninance of Chinese in

the town. Again, Indíans are represented by the grace of the Malay-

domÍnated state hierarchy which appointed a nominee as part of a

general policy of being seen to be naintaining a fair balance according

to rrracialrt proportions of the population.

lrlithin the town then, the politics of Indians is rnainly a matter of

inter- and intra-M.I.C. branch rivalries. There is currently (1976/78)

almost no Indian participation in active politics outside the M.I.C.

Inside the M.I.C. a fanilÍar pattern emerges with South Indian Tanils

providing the bulk of the nenbership, and seeking to dominate the three

branches. The town centre branch is led by the lawyerfs brother

referred to above and has a number of traders rnainly of South Indian

origins active under his leadership. The largest of the three branches

is that essentially centred on the General Hospital where for many years

a Ceylonese was the president.

The Ceylonese leader r^/as highly exceptional in his history of involve-

rnent with Indians, especially through the hospital where he was an

adrninistrator; and in his comnitnent to the M.I.C. He was also active

in nany other associations and organisations, sporting and social. He

played down his Ceylonese identity and never stood as aloof from other

Indians as many Ceylonese were said to have done. Nevertheless, in the

couïse of ny fieldwork, he was forced to relinquish his, by then, tenuous

hold on the branch through ill health and age and, said some of his

tCouncil ulas suspended on 21st September 1966
appointed on 31st October 1967,

The Cornnissioner was
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opponents, the recognition that he would not be re-electèd. In the

event his daughter stood and was initially declared to have won, but

eventually lost after a recount denanded by the opposing candidate who

had long been her fatherts deputy. The opposing faction had been very

active in recruiting and bringing along new members in order to boost

their strength, and clained that they would have wrested power long

before, but for restrictive menbership recruitment.

After the election, infonnants expressed satisfaction with the new

leader in terms of the expectations they had now that a rnan more like

rone of usr had been elected. The new president was a Tamil clerk who

had achieved his power base through the nobilisation of network connec-

tions into the working class population of the aTea. His rhetoric, as

passed on by close supporters, was in terms of getting rid of tthose big

shotsf who do nothing for the poor, and of naking the M.I.C. an active

force to be reckoned with.

The point is that while ethnic identity was not the overt issue of the

campaign, class affiliations and irnputed interests were. Moreover, it

is cornmonly said amongst Tanils of South Indian origin in the town that

all Ceylonese think of themselves and act like rbig shotsr. This phrase

describes not only supposed wealth and good connections, but also relates

to a perceived air of superiority and condescension. Besides the usual

class-based prejudices inferred by rnany working class Indians, there is

also an often unstated but nonetheless potent caste factor to this.

Manifested in a lack of social interaction outside the temple, in parti-

cular in interdining and invitations to visit, Ceylonese aloofness as

perceived by many South Indians seems to reflect a belief in caste
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superiority. Ceylonese Tarnils are frequently seen by Indian Tanils as

especially conservative in natters of caste. tWe Indiansr, as Tanils

will often refer to thernselves, are said to have rforgotten all thatt by

contrast. r

While the outgoing M.I.C. b,ranch president had not previously been cast

in the same light as other Ceylonese, his failure to continue to deliver

the goods and to be seen to be close to the rlndianst, began to be

responded to in terms of his becoming nore like the stereotypical

Ceylonese, once his supposed self-interest had been served and he had

achieved recognition in the form of awards and decorations for his

services from the government.

The position of the leader of the town centre branch is in some v¡ays

less and sotne ways more equivocal. Though a South Indian Tamil of a

recognised middle-ranking caste, his business interests and the fact

that, given his constituency, he rnust take account of the aspirations of

other, non-Tarnil businessmen, makes his identification with the working

class base of the town somewhat precarious. The fact that it was the

opposition D.A.P. which won the four town area seats in the state

legislature in L974 did not help his political career as the alliance

cannot pretend to speak for the tohln population as a whole, and the

M.I.C.'s claim to do so for the Indians is put into doubt. The

peripheral metropolitan area with the largest M.I.C. branch did not

return a National Front (Expanded Alliance) member, however. This fact

Ilndian Tanils have not, of course, rforgottent cas'te which remains a
stïong principle of interactional organisation but this complex problen
requires fuller treatment in another context.
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helped confirm the prestige of that branchrs president and leaders, of

course, since they had done what was expected of then in delivering the

Indian vote.

Inter-branch rivalry lies then in the conpetition to be seen as being

nost able to nobilise Indians as Indians, in the context of a national

and state political systen which requires that this should be so.

Internal branch politics is prinarily concerned with the ability of

leaders to recruit supporters on the basis not only of an identity of

interests, but also an identity of social and cultural aspirations and

attitudes, which in turn is voiced in terms of class, caste, and sub-

ethnic group identities.

The question of how identities are themselves to be identified now

becomes crucial to my analysis of politics amongst Indians in l'lelaka.

Ethnic identity, it is supposed by sone writers, can be objectively

described in terms of a combination of shared interests and shared

aspects of social and cultural constlucts such as tTacer, religion,

language, etc. An ethnic group then becomes a collection of people

sharing all these characteristics and acting collectively on that basis.

The inadequacy of such a view has been discussed by nany writers,

notably Barth (1969) and it has been pointed out that patterns of inter-

action are better definers of ethnic groups and boundaries. In

particular, it is said by writers such as Hannerz and Cohen (1974) that

it is in the interaction of interests that the patterns of identity

emerge. Self-definition in terms of ethnic labels then derives frorn the

recognition of the shared interests with others who rnay choose to

operate the same labeIs. Cohen states specifically (1974: Introduction)
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that where class interests cut across ethnic boundaries we can expect to

find the dininishing of ethnic identity.

Clearly, in the case of people ascribed the ethnic identity 'tlndian'r by

Malaysian goverîment policy, an tídentityr operates in the political

donain in one sense regardless of the self-definition of those so desig-

nated, in that it orders aspects of their access to national and local

resoúrces. Lower-order identities (i.e. less enconpassing categories),

self-defined or ascribed, have to take account of this fact, whether or

not an affective conmitment to such a broader identity exists. r

Constrained by the institutionalised power structure there would appeal

to be a more inclusive set of interests that prevail at the structural

level over those of class or' even caste for Indians in Malaysia. The

Ceylonese late incorporation into the category rrlndiantr would seem to

confirm such a view. Given this apparent necessity to unite, if not to

gain power then to attain and naintain certain rights and privileges,

one might reasonably expect the emergence of an Indian ethnic identity

with clear manifestations of individualsr increasing self-definition in

these terms and affective commitnent to the encompassing identity.

However, political activity within the Indian population, and inside the

M.I.C. in particular, shows all the evidence to the contrary. Loyalties

are primarily expressed in support for those who can be identified at a

lower order of definition. caste and class perceptions do still play a

strong part and individuals are able to situationally select from a wide

IIt is to collectivities identified by these less encompassing categori-
cal labels that rnost fndians in Melaka declare an affective corunitment
in terms of ideas such as'tthey are people like usrt.
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range of possible identities when choosing to act po1itically. Identi-

ties, or rather the inclusiveness of the boundaries of identity, may

be re-defined and oscillate as situations and perceptions of those

situations alter. Thus, at mornents of crisis an individual nay adopt an

rlndianf identity. 0n anothet occasion, such as the branch election

spoken of earlier, emotional commitnent and political action rnay be in

terms of a sub-ethnic identity such as Indian Tarnil or perceived member-

ship of the working class.

M.I.C. leaders are in a sornewhat intercalary posì-tion, akin to that of

African chiefs in the colonial period fGluckman 1968). They are at once

the supposed protectors of the rights of the people they represent, in a

communal or racialist polity, but they are also agents of the creators

and sustainers of that policy, as rnernbers of the governing alliance fnow

the National Front). The leaders like the party itself are in a struc-

tural position which is fraught with anbiguities and ambivalence.

Periodic frustration at the impotence of the leaders and the party is

not surprising therefore. However, it is these arnbiguities, coupled with

those of the structure of the Indian population and the internal organi-

sation of the M.I.C., which provide a degree of negotiability and flexi-

bility, through the efforts to nobilise varying gloup identities, for

example, that allows adept politicians to survive and succeed.

Political action in Melaka amongst Indians is then dependent upon

concepts of identity, including ethnic identity, which are emergent

situationally from a process involving perceptions of interests, notions

of shared cultural and social backgrounds, and external ascription. At

any given time, any one or combination of these factors nay dominate, but

all are to some degree present.
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It is because of the undeniable irnportance of ethnic identity in under-

standing the political process in Malaysia, and because ethnic groups

and ethnic group solidarity are problematic and achieved and defined

both informally and formal1y, that I disagree with Cohen when he says

(1960:200) that fornal recognition of ethnic groupings means we aÏe no

longer dealing with ethnicity but with national politics. In Malaysia,

as in Melaka itself, politics is ethnicity, writ large, but it is more

than one forn of ethnicity. The formally recognised ethnic categories

- Malay, Chinese, Indian and Other - conprise a hierarchy in that order,

not only from the perspective of the dominant group, the Malays, but

frorn within the institutionalised structure of the national political

system, where to be non-Buniputra is to be less privileged, and to be

non-Buniputra and non-Chinese is to tack almost all power. Sirnilarly,

within the ascribed identity trlndiantra structural requirement orders

and ranks subcategories on the basis of their numerical strength and

consequent voting por^rer. Cultural values are subordinated in political

practice to the point where the doninant category can habitually usurp

the title rrlndiantr as their own. Thus, in this context, to be non-South

Indian Tamil is to be subordinate po1itically.

Therefore, in the largely ascribed encompassing identity rrlndianil

imposed by significant others in positions of superior power, identity

appeaïs mainly passive and relatively static. There is little capacity

for inter-subjective negotiation on the neaning of the categorisation

and it takes on an absolute or given status in the structure of Malaysian

political life. By contrast, within the ascribed and encompassed donain

an alternative hierarchy exists, much closer to what we night have

expected to find amongst Indians, given the Dumontian developnents in
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exarnini-ng Hindu societies. In this form there is more scope for the

achievement of different statuses for the alternative ethnic identities

which exist, such as rrCeylonesert, and individuals can more easily engage

in intersubjective negotiation over the meaning of being placed in a

particular category. Indeed, they can seek to achieve acceptance in

different categories and attempt, at least, to exercise choice.

In the smaller political and social field of the town of Melaka, then,

the association of lower-order ethnic categories with caste clusters,

and caste clusters with predominant class positions allows religious and

cultural values to become the basis of a hierarchy which is perhaps a

structural transformation of the hierarchical structure of Indian sub-

continent societies. It emerges and stands in contradistinction to the

ranked order of political ethnic identities in the structure of broader

Malaysian political life. Affect is strong in these sets as people

negotiate their ethnic categoryrs status in the hierarchy. It is in

this process of negotiation and in the dialectical working out of the

contradictions of the two hierarchies that the dynamics of ethnicity are

to be found as individuals decide which of the identities they encompass

is appropriate to the situation by which they are confronted.

However, to claim, as does Strauch [fg81:236), that r?Ethnicity...is

ultimately based in distinctions of fwet from rtheyt'r is to risk falling

back to the reductionist view of ethnicity, as simply interactional

categorisation. In the case of Malaysia, ethnicity is incorporated into

structural features of political and economic organisation such that

rwer and fthey' become fixed in certain contexts as principles of the

reproduction and transformation of the social fornation. As such, their
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status as notional bases for negotiated identity is in continual

dialogue wíth the structural features of a socìa1 formation (dorninated by

the Capitalist Mode of Production). In other words, though we night all

agree that there is no unequivocal content of the rwer which constitutes

Malays, Chinese or Indians; and individuals or gloups nay opt for or be

excluded fron these categories situationally; there does remain a sense

in which Malayness, Chineseness, or Indianness as potentially encompass-

ing categories have a meaning beyond the control of the individuals or

groups who elect to employ the labels to thenselves oT to others.

Enstructured ethnicity, therefore, is inportant precisely because its

role in ordering the forn and reproduction of the social relations of

production, distribution and exchange inposes categories which in

important senses are beyond the control of any identifiable sets of

people and their irunediate perceived interests as relatively autonomous

sets of constraints on their social behaviour. In Malaysia, there

exists altracialtrcategory on everyonets identity card, one which once

established becomes difficult to alter and paranount in some contexts for

social interaction. For the analyst it is, therefore, crucial to estab-

lish clearly the structural paraneters of ethnicity and differentiate

these from the contextually deternined strategic choices or self-

conceptualisation made by individuals or groups in situations which are

negotiable. Put sinply, th.ere ale occasions when an individualrs

personal ltidentityrt or itself-conceptualisationrt may be irrelevant to

understanding the constraints upon his behaviour. Enstructured cate-

gories are not innutable socially but they often appear so to individuals

or gloups, and location within one or otÏrer such category rnay have

nothing to do with personal orientations or emergent group formation yet
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remain vital to an understanding of social relations and the reproduc-

tion of a social fornation.

Strauch provides some valuable insj-ghts into the relationship of sub-

ethnic identities and an enconpassing identity in the case of those

labeled rChineser . Specifically (198I :256) she says,'rthe inclusive

category in the Chinese model can never be contrasted against one of

its sub-categories in any contextrr. She recognises that this situation

does not prevail anongst Ma1ays (see Nagata 1974 and 1979) and I would

add that it does not for urban Indians. There are occasions when, as

we have seen, being rCeylonesel as opposed to 'Indianr nay be very

important. Moreover, South Indians often label thenselves 'Indianr in

contrast to North Indians whorn they label rBengalisr; and on one memol-

able occasion I was informed by one saried lady, rrWe are not Indian; we

are from Bombaytr. So, any assumptions about what people understand in

labeling thenselves or others is necessarily difficult to establish even

where the context provides significant data for a reasonable guess.

Arnongst Indians as a category an extremely complex set of processes is

involved in nobilising or seeking to nobilise a set of people as a group

for any purpose. As the numerically smallest and politically weakest of

the three major rrracesrt the Indians are often locked into a structure as

the largely passive respondents to imposed relevancies and parameters

where the degree to which they are able to choose or even influence the

choice of ground on which a political struggle takes place is negligible.

In this situation, the conditions are ripe for impotence which is struc-

turally reproduced to becone the focus of functional divisions, where

categorically differentiated sets of people identify other such cate-

gories as the source of their problerns.
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In the case of the Indians, resources vital to the anelioration of the

Iot of the Indians generally are controlled by non-fndians and are in

short supply as a result of the conscious reallocation of opportunities

in the national bureaucratic power structure. Education, governrnent jobs,

business licences, and rnany other resources previously allocated by a

variety of procedures in such a hlay as to make Indians, at least as

1ocal1y perceived, not significantly disadvantaged are no\4l allocated by

quotas based on ethnic or locally, rrracial'r categories. The result is

that Indians as a category are now painfully aware that those areas in

which they were fonnally enployed, out of all proportion to their

numbers in the population, are increasingly beconing reorganised to

ensure a more equitable representation by ethnic category while new jobs

or educational places are not appearing quickly enough to absorb those

whose expectations have been radically altered. The few places within

the previously preferred occupational areas which are available to

Indians under these new quotas, for example, become increasingly highly

valued and competition more fierce for patronage and access to then.

As I have stated, South Indian Tanils in Melaka frequently complained

that Ceylonese moves to include thenselves in the 1970 Census as I Indians I

was an overt attenpt to counter the erosion of their privileged class

position in the bureaucratic structures, educational institutions, and

distribution of wealth in Malaysian society. Sorne Ceylonese will freely

adnit that they fear that renaining outside the rlndiantcategory would

lead to their annihilation as a conrnunity able to reproduce its standards

of naterial and moral life. However, as an identifiable, indeed,

exclusive and self-identifying set of people, the Ceylon Tanils as

I Indians I becorne potential usurpers of leadership of the political
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struggle of those labeled 'Indiant, bI virtue of their greater educa-

tional resources and their wealth. South fndian Tamils frequently see

this as the reproduction of a prívileged economic status which is a

product of the congruence of the political struggle and the economic

struggle as they see it. In other words, politics is primarily viewed

as the direct engagenent of Indians in the process of protecting scarce

economic resources but there is not a consequent unity of group but

rather the opposite as sub-ethnic and class factors may be shown to

order political action, or become the reasons for abstaining froln

political action. A contradiction appears in the perceived need to

runiter in order to reproduce the very conditions for the reproduction

of current status divisions.

Conclusion

If rlndiansr exist, then they exist largely as a set of people who

tenporarily suspend differences in order to engage in a political and

economic struggle whose form is largely deternined by the structures of

the Malaysian nation-state. Thus, the meaning with which people so

labeled invest the 1abel rrlndian'r is primarily linited to the under-

standings they have of their position in a political and economic order

rather than their location within a shared symbolic or cultural order.

This is not to deny that particular sets of people who identify them-

selves by cultural or syrnbolic criteria outside the politico-economic

donains may succeed in appropriating the title r?fndianrr to themselves

but they are always likely to meet other sets, similarly defined, who

will seek to deny the validity of this.
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The ethnographic data presented in this argument dernonstrate the extent

to which the penetration of the State in Malaysia sets the conditions

for the developnent of political practice in terms of ethnic criteria.

However, they also demonstrate the lirnits of such penetration. Indians

in Melaka are doninated by a capitalist world system in which class

relations are determined by criteria ultimately beyond the control of

even the Malaysian government, yet that government succeeds in inserting

ethnicity into the process of the reproduction of its social formation.

It renains true, nevertheless, that location within the wider class

structure in combination with refined notions of oners own social

identity continually subvert any emergence of a symbolic systen which

would render the category rtlndianrr meaningful in such a way as to

reproduce at the cognitive and affective level an identity to match the

structural aspect of what it means to be Indians in Malaysia today.
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CONCLUSTON:

RITUAL AND CONTEXT; DIALECTICS AND STRUCTURE

Not since Geertz wrote his famous account of the Javanese funeral

(Geertz 1959), almost a quarter of a century ago, should it have been

possible for writers on ritual to assume its sinple functional role as

a context for the maintenance of social solidarity or the rstatus quot.

Yet, having acknowledged that ritual events may dernonstrate situations

of social disharnony as readily as those of solidarity, rnany writers

recently publishing on symbolic activity continue to search, with great

conviction, for ¿m assumed high degree of cultural systerniticity under-

lying widely diverse social consequences fsee Durnont 1970 on caste,

Geertz 1980 on politics, and Ortner 1979 on identity and ritual). All

too frequently, this search for a systematic base at the level of ideas

and/or belief systens has been the result of a predisposition to

demonstrate tuniversalsr in hurnan life. This tends to deny diversity

in the search for equality, and often leads to the reduction of

observed phenomena to the level of assumed mental processes connon to

all people (see, for exanple, Harnmel 1972, ltlieting 1972, and Scholte

1973 for illuminating discussions of the approach of Levi-Strauss).

Alternatively, nany writers assume that elevating meaning and peoplers

search for it to the centre of the analytical stage necessitates as a

first step the display of a culturally based neaning system which is a

1ogically integrated and transmissIble whole (see Beidelman 1966 in

Tesponse to Gluckrnan) .

3sB
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The Hindu system is not such an unproblematically consistent whole,

unless one reduces it to binary oppositions which render all manifesta-

tions of it ess'entially indistinguishable. This is not to say that

there exist no logical relations for sets of synb.ols made manifest in

ritual practice. It is, rather, to say that such relations are not

immutable in the long term, and that sets of syrnbols invoked in

particular religious moments need not always stand in a fixed and

analytically consistent relationship one to another. This latter lesson

we learnt from Evans-Pritchardrs seminal work on Azande witchcraft

(Evans-Pritchard 1957) but it sti11 seeÍLs inirnical to some writers to

suggest that people should generate systems of belief and ritual

practice which occasionally throw up contradictions both in terms of

their internal logíc and in terms of their interaction with other areas

of social life. These contradictions may orr may not be attended to by

local actors, and as Evans-Pritchard indicated, there are usually ways

of resolving them which do not challenge the basis of the beliefs

thenselves.

In this thesis, it has been argued that at least two rnajor distinctions

need to be nade in the belief systens of Indians who class themselves

as Hindu, and that these distinctions are apparent in the form of

different approaches to ritual. These distinctions are contradictory

and entail distinctions of class and caste location with regard to

which, they stand in a cornplex relationship. That is to say, returning

to Geertz (1959) for a moment, that it is nol^r necessary to recognise

that ritual events observed, especially in situations of rapid social

transformation, can in no sense be adequately represented as mere

reflections of the social structure in which they are enbedded. At the
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same time, it was argued in Chapter 5 that cultural and social systens

cannot be viewed as completely autonomous entities but nay be seen as

relatively autononous sets in interaction. The distinction is not a

trivial one. It irnplies that simple cultural lag tTreories, and those

which tend to reify culture, both, suffer from an illusory understanding

of the reflective capacities of people located h¡ithin a given culture,

and fron a tendency to avoid a direct confrontation of tlr-e problem of

the processes in which and by which cultural transforrnations nay occur.

Bharati CL976:535) is able to s'tate 'rOn the east African scene,

traditional Hindu beliefs and rituals, mediated by the Hindu

Renaissance, continue to satisfy cognitive, substantive, and e:çressive

needsr'. His view of religious belief and practice accords with that of

Melford Spiro, and as with Spirors general position, it is wrong, al

least for the Malaysian context, precisely because psychological needs

cannot be shown to be satisfied through ritual. As has been discussed,

ritual arnongst Hindus in Malaysia constitutes a setting in wh-ich

dissonance and conflict are continually manifested and constituted in

the course of performances such as those considered in Chapte'r 7. What

Bharati lacks in his analysis is any discussion of class- and caste-'

based differentiation in attitude and participatj-on. Moreover, there

is little sense of the role of the State and State-approved religions

such as Islan as inportant social forces shaping and constraining the

meaning of Hinduism in this particular context.

To take one case wÏrere the broader social context provides the potential

for transfonnations in the dominant cultural understandings, let us

look again at the problen of caste. fn a situation where the structure
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of the social forrnation is such that the interests of fndian proletar-

ians are subordinated both to the interests of international capital

and to the State, and where their interdependency with higher caste

Indians and Ceylonese is reduced even in their occupational relations,

the possibilities for changes in caste ideology are obvious (see

Barnett 1975 and 1977 f.or one view on this process). In Melaka, as

Chapter 7 showed, new forrns, or rather, suppressed forms of relation-

ship have become tenable which incorporate the cosmic order into social

life in a way which was not readily available under supposed

ttraditionalr arrangements. In caste theory of the Dumontian type,

low caste pollution is seen to render higlr- castes free to seek proximity

to the gods. The practice of low caste tembodirnent' of deities through

possession circumvents tfuis process and denies the privileged position

of the high castes. The low caste population does not even require a

high-caste-like, assumed freedom from impurity in order to achieve

unity with th,e god. No interdependency is implied or reproduced since

it is not required. Low castes become able to manage without high

castes, even without the mediation of a Brahrnin priest. Frxrdanentally,

the question becomes one of pursuing the path of love, bhakti -
comrnitment or total identification -unmediated by rsuperiorr castes.

On the other hand, this new problern magnifies old problens for the high

castes, who are tnable any longer to use other forms of interdependency

so successfully in order to create contexts for ritual interdependency.

High castes stil1 require that necessary polluting tasks be perforned

and most believe that their oü¡n status and religious potential would be

severely harned if they were to undertake these tasks themselves. As a

result, they must either reduce their expectations in both the mundane

and the ritual contexts-, or they nust resort to expensive contract
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arrangements which require a different order of negotiation to that

entailed between interdependent castes, in a non-contract situation

In fact, as we have seen, b.oth strategies are adopted.

Changes in ritual status are not confined to interpersonal or inter-

caste relations. Ritual as a problenatic context for the reproduction

of authority and hierarchy is extended to understandings and relations

between the Hindu population and their deities. Given the perfonnative

identification of the deity with a king fsee Appadurai and Appadurai

Breckenridge 1976, and Appadurai 1981, for detailed consideration of

these points) and recent suggestions that the king was himself a sacred

figure [see Pfaffenberger 1980:203) , it is possible to argue that the

role of the ternple and tenple practice becomes crucial to an rnder-

standing of how Indians come to terms with and seek to negotiate a new

authority structure. It is neither the authority of the sovereign

deity nor the authority of elected Indians which is perceived to order

the forn Indian social and cultural life must take in its wider forn.

Just as with caste, these cultural principles are systematically sub-

ordinated in many contexts to principles of ethnic or rTace' relations

and the forces of modern international capitalisn. This creates a

doninant ritual contradiction, of course, which we have seen in the

I'social dramas" (Turner L974) examined in Chapters 7 and B. These

social dramas provide contexts of conflict which enable, indeed,

pronote reflection on problems of the constitution of the rites, of

social identity and on the meaning of the new' social location of Hindus.

This is not to say that all processes engaged in are rendered

accessible to the consciousnesses of tïre actors, or that all consequences

are intentionally produced.
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For exarnple, my evidence suggests a denial of the relatively sinple

model of change in caste ideology identified by Barnett CL977). In

his thesis, transactional hases of caste vrrere being replaced by a

process of substantialisation in which castes were beconing like ethnic

groups. In urban Malaysia, the situation is made more conplex by the

existence of caste within a dominant ideological concern with rracer or

ethnicity which already irnplies notions of substance and origin, and in

whicfi,, Indians are categorised as one. Moreovet, transactional bases

remain fundanental to most high caste Vellalar understandings of their

need to engage in social interaction with 1ow caste individuals, even

if the areas of life in which this is true are beconing fewer and more

limited.

We are confronted here with an oId problem in social theory which

Barnett hinself is addressing. That is, how are we to understand the

relationship between ideology and culture and its inplication for

social action in an increasingly complex urban situation. Barnett seeks

to isolate a series of narrow rrideologiesrr within an I'ideological

field'r and suggest that people rernain interior to one in seeking to

give meaning to action; or rather, they rmst be so in order to be able

to act meaningfully. My own experience suggests that ideologies are

not narrow or bounded, even as tfieldsr. Rather, the notion of a caste

ideology, an ethnic ideology and so forth requires a recognition that

people are forever constructing and reconstructing the bor:ndaries of

their beliefs and runderstandings of the worldr in such a way as to negate

attempts to define where one conmences and the other ends. Caste

ideology is like every other ideology in that it is continually

inforned and penetrated by ideological thenes'beyond its previous scope.
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It is also continually informed and penetrated by the actions of other

actors in the fndians I s'ocial universe, These actors are the

ideologues over whom they may have no control, but who remain extrernely

rsignificantr to tlrem, for all that. Thus, being rinteriorr to an

ideology may be impossible. It is certainly the case that tideologyr,

its shared range, and its relevance for the particular context of

Malaysia are precisely the problems of social life for Indians.

It has been argued then that essentially cultural phenomena such as

religious practice operate to reproduce fundamental distinctions which

have as one consequence tlre fracturing of classéS, while, at the same

tine, categorical distinctions based in part on such criteria become

objecti-fied categories within the social fornation. These operate to

reproduce class fractions, so deterrnined, as fundamental to the repro-

duction and transfosnation of 1ocal social relations of production,

exchange and distribution.

The importance of these observations and argunents lies in the

inplications they have for the study of urban processes in general.

In much of the debate which follows Castells (1975), the problems of

how to approach the rrurban questionrrhave been centred on the econornism

of those who wish to regard cities as mere products of processes of

production, consumption, exchange or distribution. This thesis argues

a position which would place the relationship between the economic base

and rideology' which a vulgar Marxist might wish to see as a super:

structural epiphenomenon in a more truly dialectical relation. It is

not a question of seeking ultirnate deterrninants and coming down on the

side of material base relations "in the last instancerr. Nor is it any
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alternative to sugges:t that tlre forn the infrastructure takes is

itself a result of the ideas people have about appropriate or rnaturalf

relations between Ìnnnans engaged in social life. The question is,

rather, how do religious concepts inforrn (i.e. give forrn to) the

understandings of a population with regard to the transition to a new

econornic context. How do these understandings in turn come to alter or

modify tTre working out of the neùr econonic situation and give it shape

and potential in a particular social forrnation. The argument offered

here suggests that the ideological possibitities which are realised

depend in part on the capacîty of a culture or cultural cornplex like

Hinduism to become an almost ine:chaustible source of synbolic reworking.

Emphasising and selecting textual sources which seem most appropriate

fron within the canon, or developing and elaborating particular types

of practice, these are alternative strategies for meeting new contexts.

These transformations are not crudely determined by the economic

processes of the new urban complexities, but they are vital to trtder-

standing the form and reproductive potential of that urban context.

In the social relations of the town and the city, as much as in the

jr:ngle village, the reproduction of the cosmos is fundamental to the

reproduction of the society. Actors, by striving to make sense of

their own actions, the actions of otllers' and the apparently anarchic

structure of tll-eir socîal world, produce the conditions for the

continuation of that world in th-e fonn of the city through their social

actions. The sense they nake of it depends on the cultural tradition

they are enbedded in, in the very construction and neaning of their

social space, as much as it does upon the abstract logic of the

development of a Capitalist Îr'lode of Production.
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Seeking to know and establish who you aae in Melaka is a process of

deating with the problems that are generated in the new political/

econornic situation becaus,e one already lives in culture. lltithout the

cultural context of their emergence, they would not be problerns. That

culture and the value system it entails are both crucial to wrder-

standing the process of creating a social identity. fn the form of

ethnicity, that creative process of identity construction is not entirely

a natter of situational selection or tcircrmstancest, nor does it r.eside

prinarily in "primordialrr sentiments (Geertz 1963; Keyes 1979). The

cultural basis of Hindu Indian identity inheres in the understandings

of built structures, of social space and in ritual practice and in the

rstructuring propertiesr of'these three domains. The social meaning of

that identity is in a continual state of indeterrninancy as the cultural

base and th.e material base meet in the lives of acting, meaning -
creating Indians. These Indians constantly strive to make their lives,

and to make them cosmically sensible.

Thus, for fndians', one cultural problern lies in the inability of the

sovereign deity to 'protectt its'followers against the influence of the

State (from which it is now firndamentally separated) in these processes

of social transformation. A cultural disjunction appears as the

norrnally all-encompassing spiritual sovereign stands in an apparently

inverted relationship to mundane social structure, where the Malay-

doninated State continually asserts in word and deed its dominance over

the realm of the deity and his subject worshippers. The position taken

in the argunent is that ritual provides a major context for attention

to and attempted resolution of social and cultural contradictions made

manifes't in the course of interaction, itself in part the outcome of

the transformation towards a new State order.
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My position in this discussion has amounted to a concern with praxis

and symbolic action in which, like Dolgin et al. (1977236-7) I see that

wll-ile a symbolrs rruse is limited by the synbolrs place in the

structures which pre-exist the particular situation, these structures

are thernselves recast as they are usedt', and it was to this end that

Giddenst ideas were employed in examining the processes in which

Indians were engaged. This view of ritual and the relation between

cultural systems and social systems differs rnarkedly from that of both

Geertz and Bloch (1977) in that it necessitates the recognition of a

closer interaction between the everyday, mundane world and the world of

religion and rítual. Ritual is not mere ideology, Tnystically separated

from everyday knowledge, nor is it a part of culture which does not

give form to and in turn receive form fron its interaction with social

action. The tension which Geettz (1959) perceptively notes to be always

present is always in the process of being resolved, though never

successfully. Ritual stands in relation to nundane practice as culture

does to social structure in general. That is, they are inextricably

linked in an ever-developing dialectic.

Urban ethnographers who seek to understand religion must attend then to

the conditions of its development. They must not assume a static

system - religious ideology - which is peripheral to the broader

processes of social life in a town. Neither must they assune a religious

system which will somehow transforn itself to reflect more coîpletely

the requirernents of a dorninant econornic system, one which appears

almost sentient in its capacity to mould individuals to fulfill its

needs. Rather, we must seek to analyse how human conceptions of the

world and the universe give shape to the world and are given shape by

it in the process of seeking to transcend its mundane lirnits.
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